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General Introduction

I. The General Background of the Country

$ 1. Geography and Climate

1. Lying at the southwestern end of the European continent, and with a total area of 504,782
squ-aretilogetr.es, which includes the Balearicand Canarian archipelagos, Spain occupies the
bulk of the Iberian Peninsula. Of its 5,849 km of peninsular perimeter, -3,904-conespond 

to the
Cantabrian Sea, the Atlantic and the Meditenanean, with the remainder taken-up by the
country's_boqdels with Portugal (to the East) and France and the principality of Andoria (io the
North). Spain is the second most mountainous country in Euiope after-Switzerland and is
characterised.by acombination of mountain ranges and river basins. The country enjoys one of
tlg most benign climates in Europe, with a marked contrast between the predominantly mild
climate and even temperatures of dre coastal areas and archipelagos, and the more continental
ctmate inland, although even here but temperatures rarely fall to very low levels.

2. Spain's population in 1991 was 39,159,000, with a density of 78 inhabitants/km2.

$ 2. Cultural Make-Up

^ 3.-Although the ggqn!ry's national language is Spanish, the official status granted to the
Catalan, Basque and "Gallego" languages in th-eirrespective Autonomous Comminities has led
to a strengttrening of the corresponding regional cultures.

_ 4- S-pain has no established church of the state, although the majority of the population is
Catholic; an estimated 37Vo of taxpayers expressly requesied that part of their tax-es-be used to
maintain the Catholic Church in 1988.

$ 3. Political and Judicial System

l, fr9 Spanish Constitution of 1978 is the body of legislation which underpins the country's
political system. Article 1 stipulates ilrat Spain is a social and democratic state,based on the rirle
of law and also describes the political system as a parliamentary monarchy.

6. The King is the head of state, without legislative powers, and is also commander in chief
of the armed forces.

7. T}l,e government, or executive branch, is responsible for the country's international and
national policies, as well as the state administration. It consists of the president, vice-
presidents, ministers and other members stipulated by law. The King proposes a candidate for
the presidency of the government after consultation with the leaders of the political groups
which gain parliamentary representation in a general election. The candidate put forward must
obtain the approval of the Congress of Deputies.

8. kgislative power lies with the Cortes Generales, which comprise two Charnbers: the 350-
member Congress of Deputies, which represents the Spanish people as a whole , and the 225-
member Senate, which represents territories and provinces. Both chambers are elected by
universal suffrage in elections at which all Spaniards over the age of 18 are entitled to vote.
Voters choose between candidates in each of the country's 51 constituencies (49 provinces,
together with Ceuta and Melilla). Exceptionally, however, some senators are appointed directly
by the Autonomous Communities.

The 17 Autonomous Communities (Andalusia, Aragon, Asturias, the Balearics, Basque
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Country, Canary Islands, Cantabria, Castilla-La Mancha, Castilla-Leon, Catalonia,
Extremadura, Galicia, La Rioja, Madrid, Murcia, Navarra and Valencia) have their own
governments and regional parliaments. The extent to which each Community is competent to
handle its own affairs depends on the processes provided for in the Constitution and the
corresponding Statutes of Autonomy.

State and Autonomous Community elections are held every four years.

9. The judicial system is tailored to the State's political structure, in accordance with the
pry_vlsrens of the Constitution of 1978 and the subsequent Organic Law on Judicial Power of
ry85. The_slstem go_nqists of a Supreme Court, Naiional High Court, Central Magistrares'
Courts and Central Criminal Courts, which have jurisdiction over the entire nation; High
Courts of the Autonomous Communities; Provincial High Courts, Petty Courts with criminal
jurisdiction, as well as courts for administrative litigation, labour disputes, prison matters, and
juvenile courts, all of which have provincial jurisdiction; courts of -first 

instance and
magistrates' courts, corresponding to juridical districts, and justices' courts in municipalities
where none of the above exist.

10. The Constitutional Court is supreme in matters relating to the interpreution of the
country's Constitution. Its competences and workings are laid dbwn in the Constitution itself
and in the Constitutional Court Law of 1979. A single body, whose jurisdiction extends over
the entire coun0ry, the Court deals with appeals andquestions of constitutionality concerning
laws, normative provisions or enactmentswhich have the force of law. It also handles appeals
for c_gnstitu{gnul protection in cases involving the violation of rights and public freedorirs and
conflicts of jurisdiction which arise between the State and Autonomous Communities or
between the Autonomous Communities themselves.

11. Spain's Constitution of 1978 was drawn up with Europe in mind. Title Itr of Chapter III
concerning international ueaties provides for a flexible system for the conclusion of treaties
under which competences derived from the Constitution may be transferred to international
organisations or institutions (article 93). It also provides for the incorporation of such treaties
into national legislation (art. 96). Spain accebded to the European Community in 1986,
although it was not until 192, following the Maastricht agreements which marked asubstantial
step forward in the process of European integration, that modifications had to be made to the
Constitution to adapt it to new Community legislation. Article 13 was amended to extend
voting righa in local elections to foreign residents.

$ 4. Population and Vital Statistics

12. Ot Spain's population of 39,159,000 in 1991, 19,125,000 were male and 20,034,000
female (51%).24.4Vo were aged under 18 and tl.77o over 65.

The country's birth and death rates stood at 13/1000 and 9/1000 respectively, with
infant mortality (children aged under l) standing at l111000. The population growth rate for the
period 1973-1986 was0.9Vo. The fertility rate in 1986 was 1.8 children per woman, while the
life expectancy for those born in the same year was 76 yqrs. Spain's fertility rate is one of the
lowest in the world, below that of France, the United Kingdom, Sweden, Holland,
Switzerland and Belgium, and only slightly higher than Italy's. The fall in the rate has given
cause for concern in recent years and is a marked contrast to the situation up to the mid-70s,
when Spain enjoyed one of ttre highest rates in Europe.

13.77Vo of the population is urban based.

$ 5. Social and Cultural Values Regarding Health

14. Spain's health statistics are similar to those of its European partners. The number of
cases of notifiable disesases or illnesses has fallen considerably over recent years and can now
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be considered as being normal and a reflection of the significant improvement of the health care
system. In 1991, for example,3.755.221 cases of flu were notified, along with 15.938 cases
of hepatitis and barely 36.000 cases of food poisoning.

Nutritional habits have gradually declined andthe traditional healthy meditenanean diet
is suffering as a result.

The recent fall in the number of smokers has levelled off over the last few years and the
figure now s.tands at approximately 34Vo of the adult population, For its fart, alcohol
consumption is amongst the lowest in Europe.

The World Health Organisation recorded 9.t12 cases of AIDS in Spain in 1991, of
which 233 resulted in death .

Under the ambitious National Transplant Programme,232 heart transplants, 3 lung
transplants, 16 heart and lung transplants , 2l liver and 1.37 I kidney transplants were carried
out.

If. General Description of the Health Care System

$ 1. General Review of the Spanish Health Care System

._ 15.The precursors of the National Health System put in place by the General Health Law
(ky General de Sanidad -LGS-) were the Institutioh of Public W-elfare, the National Health
and the Social Security. t During the last century, and up to the early years of the present one,
the Public Welfare was a state scheme which caterpd for the needs of the destitute ahd the poor.
In addition to providing health cover, the scheme also covered other areas of need su6h as
food, education and employmenti2 the advent of epidemiological diseases led to a strengthening
of action in the field of public health.3

There was, however, a large sector of society which, although not destitute, did not
have sufficient means to meet its health needs. Demarids were growing for a type of protection
to ensure that such pggple would not be forced into poverty, whicfi was a-iequirbment for
P.u-blic-\ilelfare eligibility. Particularly vulnerable werb workers who although they found it
difficult to make ends meet, were not entitled to Public Welfare given that theywere not
"poor"._Others, meanwhile, were better off and could afford to talc olt private socidl insurance
cover.In this way independent social insurance gradually became established as a means of
providing cover for old age, subsistence, acciden-ts at woik, family responsibilities, common
illne_sses, invalidity, illnesses derived from the exercise of one's piofession, etc). Eventually,
the State responded to working class demands and created a Compulsory Insurance schenie
under a Law passed on 14 December t942.^I\e scheme provided piotection for the least well-
off sectors of the population and afforded health assistance for general medical carc as well as a
variety of outpatient surgery specialities and medicines. National health-care cenres4 were set
up to deal with certain illnesses, whercas other levels of (hospial) health care were provided by
local corporations and non-profitmaking institutions such as the Catholic Church and the Red
Cross. Subsequent endeavours were made to develop a Social Security system. A first step
was the promulgation of Law 193/1963 of 28 December which established the bases of the
Social Security system. This law att€mpted to bring together all existing forms of social
insurance and was followed by the Social Security Law of 21 April 1966, which aimed to
provide health assistance for a specific sector of society, ie workers. Workers were brought
under the system because as paid employees they (together with their employers) helped
finance the cost of Social Security services (Revised Text approved by Decree 206511974 of 30
Muy). The scheme forms part of the current National Health System, which covers a wide
range of beneficiaries.s

The health care system underwent gradual transformation until the State decided to
include the Social Security system as yet another of its functions. The system was granted its
own nonnative provisions and it began to move away from the "labour" criterion on which
entitlement to health assistance was previously gounded.6
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16. 4 new stage was reached with the passing of the Spanish Constitution of 1978, which
recognises the right to health protection in article-43.1. Entiilement covers all Spaniards as well
as foreigners resident in Spain;z however, article 4l of ttre Constitution stipulates also that "the
pu-b"liq authorities shall maintain a public Social Security system for all citizens, to guarantee
sufficient social assistance and services..." One can dedircd from this that the Social-Security
lYstep f* bggqqe totally "decoupled" from worker status, given that it has to cater for ail
Spaniards, which. has obvious repercussions on the manner in which the system is financed.
Under this constitutional principle, the authorities are obliged to implem-ent and safeguard
health protection; health thus is given the status of a publlc seryice-in accordance wilh the
provisions of article 43.2 of the Constitution.8 A reflection of this can be seen in the
universalisation of Social Security assistance which resulted from the creation of a system of
non-conhibutory pensions.

The basic princip]es on which the National Health System is grounded are those set
out in the General Health Law, which was drawn up to enforc-e the maidate of article 43.2 of
the Constitution.e The public_bodies responsible for health protection are rhe State
4dministration, Autonomous Communitiei and local corporations. The National Health
System comprises all the Health Services of the State Administration and those of the
Autonomous Communities. Decentalisation, which is a requirement set out in the Constitution
g4 t" the respective Statutes of the Autonomous Communities, is a fundamental principle
which determines to a large degree the way in which health services are providei. fn6se
services are brought under the wing of the, Autonomous Communities, while the State is
essentially charged with powers of management and coordination. The State is competent as
regards basic conce.pts-of gare_, ggneral coordination and top-level inspection, aspeos which
aim to maintain ugty ln the field of health and to achieve basic equrility amon! citizens as

fgards their health. Executive-type services are the responsibiiity <if the Autonomous
Communities, which also exercise normative powers where ttie State has not reserved these for
itself in relation to health. Local corporations participate in the management and control of
Health Areas.

$ 2. Regulation of the Health Care System

17. A new legal framework to govern health was needed in view of the fact that the 1944
Law which established the bases of the National Health Service had become obsolete and out
of touch with society's needs and health requirements. The General Health Law (LGS) under
which the current National Health System was created, gave specific form to the health-care
principles and objectives which had been mapped out previousiy in the Constitution. In doing
so, it did_ away with the models of public-liealth-care actiori which had prevailed in thE
nineteenth and early tryentieth centuribs and which concentrated on collective as opposed to
individual assistance. Today's priorities include health promotion, prevention of illn-e3ses and
diseases and health education. The system, which covers mental-health also, caters for the
en!ry populatio.n, incluling those not covered by Social Security and persons without means of
subsistence (article 3 of the LGS).

-t9. Tt prote{,tion of public health, particularly aspects of prevention, is a primary concern
qf Sg S_paniqhState, as reflected in thepassing of Organic Law 3/1986 of 14 April on Special
Public Health Measures, which empowers the health authorities to adopt certain measures in
cases or situations of emergency or need. The measures cover examinations, treatment,
hospitnlisation or control when there exists reasonable grounds to assume that the healttr of the
population may be at risk (article 2). It also enables ttre Administration to temporarily centralise
supplies of medicines or health products where problems of supply exist, ih order to ensure
efficient distribution. Furthermore, in addition io authorising pieventive action -with the
corresponding curtailment of citizens'fieedoms-, the law also empowers the Administration
to control the sick or persons who have been in contact with them and their environment in
gasgs whers public health has already been affected, especially in the case of an epidemic
(article 3). The legal system for the protection of collective is present also in the Criminal Law,
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*.t i:lt penali*s a series of conducts deemed to be dangerous to the health of the public;ro 6
addition to all the above, there exists a wide range of-administrative regulations governing
aspects relating to health protection.

19. The individual health of citizens is a public health priority of the State, both in terms of
prev.ention and assistance. State care is a constitution-al obligation and an area in which
significant progresr has been achieved, particularly as regards tlie care provided by the Social
Security system. The universalisation of individual pr6tection, whici has entailed partial
abandonment of the former mode of financing the sys-tem through contributions, meais that
public health care is now available to all citizens as the resul-t of the universalisation of
individual protection, which has entailed partial abandonment of the former mode of financing
the system through contributions.

The General Health Law allows citizens to choose their primary care G.P. in their
Health {r"u; it provides for the creation of an integrated network bf public hospitals and the
association of private ge-neral hospitals to the National Health Systerir when re<iuired. It also
provides for the right to freely practice a health-care profession and for freedom oienterprise in
the health sector, in accordance with the provisions laid down in ttre Constitution.ll

20. The structure of the model of assistance is thus conceived as a whole, which comprises
activities to enhance and promote health, prevention, curative assistance and rehabilitition.
Health services arc stuciured in such a way as to facilitate user proximity and a form of
decentralised management which allows ior public participation. Each Autonomous
Comlrunity has its own Health Service, which includes ali the centres, services and
establishments in the Community in question. The cornerstones of these Services are the
H_ealth _Areas, which are generally designed to cater for populations of between 200,000 and
250,000 and which provide ql! thq services available undei the health system. For smoother
running, Health Areas are divided into Basic Health Zones for primary treatttr care. The Zones'
Health Centres and General Hospitals, in addition to providing assis,ltance, also play arole in
promoting health, preventing illness and disease and in-teaching and research, a[ ih alcordance
with the programmes which each Health Area draws up as co-mplementary activities to those
undertaken.Uy $e.primary care network. To this end, the basic organisition of the system
cenEes on the National Institute of Health (which is managed by the-social Security syitem),
with healttr services reorganised as follows:

I) On the tenitorial level, the health system comprises essentially Health Areas, divided
in turn into Basic Health Zones.
tr) As regards assistance, the following levels exist:

\) PrimaA Care.t2 This is provided to individuals and families in Health
Centres by medical teams, which in addition to curing in the strict sense also
undertake promotion, prevention and rehabilitation activities. The Health
Centres are staffed by general practitioners, paediatricians, nursing staff, social
workers and administrative personnel. The staff carry out theiiwork in the
Centre itself and in the paiient's home, and may be called to deal with
emergencies. Health education is also undertaken by Centres.
B) Specialist care.t3 Hospitals, which are better equipped both in terms of staff
and facilities, are the cornerstones ofspecialist care. They also act as centres for
teaching and research and carry out their own health promotion and prevention
activities, in accordance with Health Area programmes.

Medical assistance comprises General Medicine, as well as Specialist and Emergency
Medicine services which are provided in health centtes, on an in-patient basis or in the paiientis
home. Users covered by Social Security receive such services free of charge, and do not have
to pay anything in addition to theirnormal conributions.

Pharmaceutical assisnnce covers pharmaceutical specialities, items and accessories as
well as prescriptions issued by doctors under the Social Security system. These are completely
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free of cfarge. in certain cases (OAPs and their dependants, the handicapped, persons who have
sustained accidents at work, etc)- In other cases, users pay 407o of the,retail-price of the drug
or medicine, except for some of a special nature. fne frle is paid directly tb the dispensin!
chemist.la

In addition, promotio_n and prevention work is carried out in the field of primary healttr
care via the Health Centres. In some cases such action is targeted specifically ori, for eiample,
!t ity planning,-mental health and maternity care (Family P-ianning Units arid Centres, Me^ntal
Health and Psychoprophylaxis Units).

21. General Health Care Coordination is the means by which minimum common goals for
prevention, protection, promotion and assistance are determined. To this end, a number of
comPetgn-ce_s are grarlted for coordination purposes and support is available from the Inter-
Territorial Council of the National Health System, a body ch-aired by the Minister for Health
and Consumer Affairs and consisting of a representative appointed by each Autonomous
Community and an equal number of State Admihistration repr6funtatives. Coordination is also
achieved !y means of the Integrated Health Programme which is of paramount importance in
ensuring.that health services function efficiently. This integrated programme brinls together
State and Autonomous 9ommunity programmei as well as any joiirt pians drawn u! to dnable
both sides to carry out their respective hbdth care functions. Cbordinition at State Gvel is also
achieved through agreements concluded by the State and the Autonomous Communities, and
any joint action which they may agree to undertake.

- 22.In general,,health services are organised on the basis of direct public management, that
is, through publicly-owned centres staffed by personnel who are subject to Public Law
statutes.ls However, provision is also made for the use of private forms of management of
health services; this means that privately-owned centres may provide assistance on behalf of the
health-caresystem. The public henvort is thus complemented through association agreements
reached with private centres or through the linking up of private hospitals to the public system.

In order to exercise its functions,l6lt" State relies on the administrative machinery of
the Ministry of Health. All health-care centres and services come under the Autonomous
Communities,tz with the exception of the Instituto de Salud Carlos III, an independent
institution belonging to the state administration, set up to provide technical and srlientific
support to State and Autonomous Communities Healttr Services.

The State health administration is charged with assessing the suitability of medicines
and other health products and articles and is also responsible for authorisin! their use and
controlling the quality of such products.

The General Health Law lays down certain minimum principles to be followed by the
Autonomous Communities in the organisation of their Health Services, although it does not
interfere with their competences granted to them under their respective siatutes. Each
Community delimis its Health Areas, which, in addition to an Area Board and Manager, must
also include an Area Health Council, a collegiate body for consultation and montiioring of
public health management in which the public participate (citizens, trade unions). In exerciiing
their competences the Autonomous Communities muCt allow for democratic participation by aii
interested parties, including representatives of unions and employers' organisations. Each
Community draws up its own Health Plan which contains all the actions necessary to help
accomplish the goals set for its health-care centres. The plan also regulates the organisation,
functions and allocation of mabrial and staff.

$ 3. Financing of ttre Health Carr

23. The General Health Law advocates a tightened belt approach to solve the problem of the
large health service deficit caused by increased expenditure and squandering of resources.ls
Obviously, if the goals of the new health system were to be attained, an increase in spending
was necessary to enable care to be extended to the entire population. The planning and fixing of
the major principles of the system was crucially important, as wer€ the search for sources of
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financing and the distribution and management of financial resources.le Prior to 1986,
restrictive health budgets were the order of the day; however, the gradual widening of the
system of social security assistance to cover the entire population required more spending on
public health and, therefore, increased funding for the sector.20

C!?pttq Y of Title III of the General Health Law deals with the financing of the
National Health System. The chief mechanism is the inclusion in the Budgets of ttie Stare,
Autonomous Communities, local corporations and the Social Security of budget lines to cover
th9 lealttt care requirements of all ttre bodies and institutions which are dependent on the public
administration (article 78 of the General Health Law).

The system is financed by social security contributions paid by employees and
employers, transfers of State funds, fees charged for certain serviceC and contributions made
by the Autonomous Communities and local corporations.

In view of the increased expenditure during previous years, the financing of the
National Health System was reformed by the Budget Law of 1989. The reform's major aim
was to consolidate the system as a public service for all citizens, and to distribute existing
resources rationally and enable social security health cover to be extended to the entire
Population.2t

Financial functions in the field of health oare are exercised by the State. The funds
which it transfers to the Autonomous Communities depend on the size of the population to be
covered. In addition, the Communities receive financing for their health-care centres from the
S-ociat Se-curity budget, although they also contribute their own funds and raise money by
charging for health services provided to ttrird parties.

Apart from this basic funding mechanism, the State may at its discretion use other
complementary forms to corect imbalances between regions. It may draw up its own action
plans, including those for investment, and may provide partial or total financing of
Autonomous Communities health programmes, or contribute to the financing of joint
progrirmmes drawn up between the State and one or all of the Communities.

III. Medical law

$ 1. Definitions and functions of Medical Law

24. Medical law is not clearly circumscribed in the Spanish legal syst€m and is often
confused with Health Law and Legal Medicine. Strictly-speaking, Health Law embraces the
legal system of health in its entirety, particularly the public health system, public health actions
and citizens' relations with the health-care system. Legal Medicine is the part of medicine
which is used as an auxiliary insuument in the administation of justice.
Medical Law can thus be defined initially as the parts of the legal order which concern
themselves with Medicine, that is, the medical profession and, by extension, other health or
health-related professrons. Medical law refers to the professional relations of physicians (and
ottrer similar professionals) with the system of health carp, with (public and private) health-care
users and patients, and other health professionals. However, in view of the constant widening
of the scope of actions affecting health, nowadays Medical Law includes also the legal
implications of the application to human beings of the so-called Biomzdical Sciences, that is,
not just medicine but also biology (e.g. genetics), biochemistry, biophysics, etc. To a certain
degree also it takes in the specific legal aspects of the use by health professionals of certain
technologies, such as computers. A problem currently exists with regard to the delimitation of
Bioethics, due in particular to the influence exerted on the concept by the Americans, who
understand Bioethics as comprising not just the ethical aspects (applied ethics) of the
biomedical sciences but also philosophical, sociological and legal considerations also. Both
Bioethics and (Bio)Medical Law study the biomedical sciences and how they affect human
beings, although they do so from different perspectives: the former from the ethical viewpoint
and the latter from the legal standpoint. However, it is now accepted that Bioethics, in the
broad sense of the tenn, may constitute a focal point for the multi-disciplinary study of the
implications of the biomedical sciences for human beings. It should be stressed nonetheless
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that these sciences are independent and autonomous disciplines.
Medical law as such is not taught officially in Spanish universities, although it does figure
occasionally in postgraduate courses. It is likely that under the proposed new curriculum for
Universities the subject will be offered as an option, particularly with law and medical students
in mind, alttrough in the case of Schools of Medicine only Bioethics has tended to be included
in the proposals, due partly to the confusion refened to just now and partly because it is
probably considered that teachers of Bioethics will not necessarily require previous training in
the subject (an opinion which, if that is indeed the case, would be misguided).
In any.case, it has to be accepted that (Bio-)Medical Law today is an autonomous discipline
which is of crucial theoretical and practical importance given its potential effects on society-.

$ 2. Sources of Medical Law

25. Specific medical law sources in Spain have developed considerably over the years. As
will become clear in the following pages, a number of Laws in Spain address medical issues:
the 1979 Law on the Removal and Transplantation of Organs, ttre General Health Law of 1986;
the 1988 Law on Techniques of Assisted Reproduction; the 1988 Law on the use of human
gametes, embryos and foetuses; the Drugs and Medicines Law of 1990, and others. These
issues are taken up further in Royal Decrees, which cover other aspects also such as blood
donation, and in Ministerial Orders. Although rather scarce so far in this field, court rulings
also can constitute sources of Medical Law and provide important (although not always legafly
binding) points of reference.

26. As regards non-specific cources, mention should be made first and foremeost of the
Spanish Constitution of 1978, which sets out fundamental rights which may be affected by
medical practice: the right to life and to physical and moral integrity (art. 15), the right to
ideological freedom (art. 16), the right to freedom (art. l7), the right to privacy (art. 18), etc.
The Constitution also enshrines the principle of non-discrimination (art. 14) and refers to the
dignity of the human person and the free development of personhood (art. 10). In addition to
the above, there are numerous provisions in both criminal and civil law which are applicable to
the practice of medicine, particularly as regards liability in respect of malpractice and
circumstances such as abortion. On the international level, special reference should be made to
the human rights Conventions subscribed and ratified by Spain and which, as result, now form
part of domestic law (art. 96 of the Constitution) and are of help in the interpretation of the
fundamental rights laid down in the Constitution. Of particular interest in this regard is the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which is mentioned expressly in the Constitution (art.
10.2). Other examples include the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms (1950) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(1e66).
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NOTES

1. See M. BEATO ESPEJO, 'El sistema sanitario espafiol: su configuraci6n en la Ley General
de Sanidad',in Revista de Administraci6n Prtbhca, n. 119, May-August 1989, p. 385.

2. The first law on Health was passed in 1855. On the basis of physicians' freedom to practise
their profession, the law aimed to provide assistance for the poor; the health care it included
covered collective - as opposed to individual- health only. 1925 saw the passing of Municipal
and Provincial Regulations which once again focused on collective health and assistance for ihe
p_o,or. See P.P- MANSILLA IZQUIERDO, Reforma Sanitaria. Fundarnentos para un andlisis,
(Ministerio de Sanidad y Consumo, Madrid 1986), pp. 5-7.

3. The General Public Health Instructions issued in 1904 creat€d a system for the control of
epidemiological diseases; similady, the Regulations of 26 July 1945 governing the fight against
infectious diseases, disinfection and protection against insect pests, and the-Regulationi of 4
February 1958 on the fight against trachoma, venereal diseases and dermatosis. See J.
PEMAN GAVIN, Derecho a la salud y Administraci6n sanitana, (Publicaciones del Real
Colegio de Espafia, Bologna 1989), p. 119.

4. The l944law which established the foundations of the National Health system marked the
first attempt to coordinate existing health-care nenvorks (those of municipalities and provincial
governments organised under the welfare system) and to cater for individual and not just
collective health. See MANSILLA IZQUIERDO, Reforma Saninria, cit., p. 9.

5. The extension of Social Security cover since 1983 has been based on the labour status of the
beneficiary. Cover was thus extended to the unemployed and unemployed members of their
families (Law 3ll1984 of 2 August), self-employed persons and their families (Royal Decree
4311984 of 4 January), dependants under the age of 26 (Royal Decree 137711977 of 4 July),
emigrants and their children (Royal Decree 916/1986) and persons over 26 who are
unemployed and five wit]r the direct beneficiary (Royal Decree 168U1987 of 30 December). At
31 December 1989 38,433,425 people 

-96.14Vo 
of the total population of Spain- were

entitled to health-care cover, according to a r€port on health-care institutions by the Ministry of
Health and Consumer Affairs. Cover was further extended under Royal Decree 1088/1989 of 8
September to those with insufficient incomes, which brought many elderly persons and those
on the edges of society into the system. The "health cover for all" process was completed by
Social Security Law 2611990 of 20 December, which partly reformed the Revised Text and
created non-contributory pensions for retired people and invalids. Under this system pension
entitlement is extended to persons over 65 resident in Spain, who have not paid social security
contributions and do not have sufficient income.

6. See A. PALOMAR OLMEDA, 'Las normas jurfdicas de Seguridad Social y las normas
jurfdico-administrativas', in Revisn dc Adtninistracidn Prtbhca, no. 126, September-December
1991, p.412.

7. For an analysis of proposals for the reform of the health care system made duing the period
1977-1982, see F.J. ELOLA SOMOZA, Cisis y refonru dc la asistencia sanitaria pilblica en
Espafia (1983-1990), (Fondo de Investigaciones Sanitarias de la Seguridad Social, Madrid
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1991), pp. 71 ff.

8. Article 43.2 of the Constitution states that "the authorities shall organise and safeguard
Puq{c. health through tlp taking of preventive measures and the provilion of the nece-ssary
facilities and services, I.n this 1e9pect, the law shall determine the rights and duties of ait
concerned". In the opinion of].!4, RODRIGUEZ PASTRANA, Et iervicio prtbfico de la
Sanidad: el marco cowtirucional, (Civitas, Madrid 1984), pp. 3l f, "what is infrJrred from the
Constitution is, therefore,aPublic Health Service, whi66 should not be confused with a
monopolised National Health Service... The basic idea of the National Health Service is, to a
certain extent, the socialisation of health management, which is placed in public hands...
However, in a Public Health Service, although the State is certainly ultimately iesponsible for
all public and private health-care activities, it does not reserve for itseif thi: exclusive
management of said activities...". Elsewhere, article 3.2 of the General Health Law states that
public health-care assistance shall extend to the entire population.

9. Article 7 of the General Health Law states that health-care services shall be organised and
shall function in accordance with the principles of efficiency, promptness, ec-onomy and
flexibility.

10. Section Two of Title V of the Penal Code (articles 341-348 bis b) is devoted to public
health and environmental offences. Among conducts deemed to constitute an offence dre the
unauthorised manufacture and selling of substances which are dangerous to health, breaches of
regulations governing trade in such substances, the illegal dispens-ing of drugs and medicines,
the alteration of medicinal substances, the malicious spreadihg of iiisease,Traud concerning
food products and illegal drug trafficking.

11. See Chapter I, Part I.

12. see Royal Decree 13711984 of 1l January, on Basic Health structures.

.t3. l*- Royal Decree 5211t987 of 15 April on the structure, organisation and functioning of
hospitals managed by the National Instituie of Health.

14..Users.mly aJso be entitled to other seryices, such as payment for drugs or medicines not
available in-Spain, for fixed and orthopedic surgical appliarices of a permanent or temporary
natute, invalid vehicles, use of ordinary means of transportation (ambdlances) for patienis whil
require them frequently to follow reatment such as dialysis, radiotherapy, rehabililation, etc.

15. Prior to 1978, the Social Security system was managed by the National Providence
Iqs$t-ulq (Instituto Nacional de Previsi6n), which was dissol-ved uirder Royal Decree 36tlg78
of 16 November. Its functions were taken over by, among other bodiei, the management
institutions of the Social Security system: the National Institute of the Social Security (=INSS),
which handles payments of benefits under the system; the National Social Servicei Institute
(INSERSO) which manages complementary social services (for the elderty and handicapped),
and the National Institute of Health (INSALUD), which manages and administers the sys-tem's
health-care services.

16. Under article 149.1.17 of the Constitution, the State is exclusively competent to draw up
"thebasic legislation and establish the economic regime of the Social Security system, although
services may be provided by the Autonomous Communities". Under article 149.1.16 it-is
solely responsible for "external health. The bases and overall coordination of health.
kgislation governing pharmaceutical products".

17. Under numbers 2O and2l of article 148.1 of the
with the terms laid down in their respective Statutes,

Spanish Constitution, and in accordance
Autonomous Communities may take on
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competences in relation to social assistance and health and hygiene.

18. See ELOLA SOMOZA, Crisis y reforma de asistencia sanitaria prtbtica en Espafia, cit., p.
109.

19. Article 81 of the General Health Law (LGS) states that "the generalisation of the right to
health protection and assistance, which entails bringing public 6alth assistance and seiices
into line, shall be accomplished by allocating financial fu3ources which take into account both
the size of the-population in need of assistance in each Autonomous Community and also
invesftnents in health which need to be undertaken to correct health-care inequaliti6s between
territories, in accordance with article 12".

20. rncreased expenditure was caused not merely by the extension of health care to the entire
Pgpulati.orr. but also by the need to cater for mental health, the organisation and structule of the
{uFgnut H€alth system, research and the Instituto de Salud Carloi ltr. See ELOLA SOMOZA,
9tfu4 y reform.n dc la asistencia saninriaprtbl@ en Espafia, cit., p. 113. Somoza argues thal
" the increase in health expenditure proeluced by the LGS was cliarly underestimaied. This,
combined with the aforementioned ambiguity arid the absence of specific commitments in the
Law, lends support tq thg theory that thi IfiS lacked sufficient piticy backing to enable it to
carry out its proposals. To a certain extent, it sertted raiher to lay oit afinat\cenario which
successive reforms should aim towards, insofar as sufficient resburces Lould be allocated in
future to implement them.

21. ELOLA SOMOZA, Crisis y reforma de la asistencia sanitariapilbtica en Espafia, cit., pp.
t13-120.
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Part I. The Medical Profession

Chapter I. Access to the Medical Profession

$ l.Medical Education

. 27. Regglation of the medical profession in Spain is cunently in line with the guidelines laid
down ty European.Community Law, particrilarly the Dirtictives designed-to harmonize
conditions and requirements for entry to and specialisation in medical siudies throughout a
Community which is highly sensitive to the importance that the profession holds for sodiety.r

28. Would-be students of medicine at university must pilss compulsory aptitude tests
designe-d to examine whether they are properly prepaied for sirch snldies. The'tesis, which are
taken after the one-year p1g-university course-(C.O.U.)l focus on the mainstream and optional
subjec.ts 9f thq degree syllabus a9d aqe similar for all Spanish universities. They are trelO
annually. in univ-er-sities-and pa_y be taken by Spaniards rbsident abroad and foreilners who
attest to having followed a suitable course of study atroad. Once they have successiully taken
these tests, candidates cannot then be asked to talie further entrance 6xams, although ficulties
may limit the number of places on offer, in which case those who obtain the highe-st marks in
the university entrance exam will be admitted.2

29. The official university D,qgree in Medicine was established by RD l4l7ll990 of 26
October, which la-ys down guidelines for syllabuses leading to the awarding of the degree. The
dggryg itself is y_alid thloughout the country, although eaclifaculty is at [b6rty to orglnise and
plan its owtr syllab-us leading-to the award. Syllabuses are designed primarily to eisure that
doctors trained in faculties of medicine gradually acquire sufficientbtnical experience and
expertise. The aforementioned Royal Decree3 stipulates that training must provide students
with:

a) an adequate knowledge of ttre sciences which form the basis of medicine and a sound
understanding of scie^ntific principles, including the measurement of biological
functions, evaluation of scientifically-proven facts and data analysis.

F) ry. adequate.knowledge of the structure, functions and behairiour of human beings,
healthy-and otherwise, as well as of the relationships between states of health aird
man's physical and social environment.
c).an adequate knowledge of clinical subjects and practice, in order to provide students
with a coherent view of mental and physical illnesses, of the preveirtive aspects of
medicine, of diagnosis and therapeutics, and of human reproducti,on.
d) adequate and appropriately-supervised clinical experience in hospi als.

. Trai-ning- fggqseg on the preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic aspects of medicine,
with the help of clinical experience acquired in hospitals. Agreements reiched between the
public. administrations and universities and health institutions in which university training is
provided guarantee the practical teaching of medicine (universities have at least 6ne teach-ing
and research hospitall.c

The Royal Decree guidelines state that medical studies shall be split into two cycles,
each lasting three years.s Each cycle must offer a minimum of 250 course credits (a credit is the
equivalen^t^of l0-hours of theory or practical instruction), with a weekly teaching load of
between 20 and 30 hours, including practicals. The amount of theoretical content shall not
exceed 15 hours per week.

Although each faculty can plan its own courses leading to the degree in medicine, there
are certain compulsory core subjects which must be included in medical studies in all Spanish
universities to ensure ttrat the qualifications awarded are consistent and uniform.6
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RD 185/1985 of 23 January regulates the third cycle of university studies and the
awarding of Ph.Ds in medicine. Postgraduate students wishing to obtain this degree must
follow and pass the doctorate programme courses and seminars offered by the relevant
department and successfully submit a doctoral thesis giving evidence of original research work.

_ 30. Dentistry has been part and parcel of medical studies since the beginning of the century.
It was made a specialist subject (Stomatology) by a Decree of 7 July 1944. However, rhe
scarcity of dental health specialists, the criteria in force in neighbouring countries and in
particular Community directives,T and also the need to avoid possible discrimination between
speciali.qts trained in Spain and the rest of the EC, made it necessary to create the specific
profession of Dentistry. This came about through Law 10/1986 of 17 March, governing
dentists and other dental health professionals, and Royal Decree 97011986 of 11 April
(subsequently modified by RD 1418/190 of 26 October) which develops this law and creates
the official qualification of Degree in Dentistry, which entitles the holder to practise the
profession and thus firmly establishes dentistry as a separate academic discipline.

Thus, dentistry is granted its own syllabus, which is broken do*n into theoretical,
practical and clinical teachiqg provided in two cycles of two and three years respectively.
Training aims to provide dentists with the necessary competence to prevent, diagnose and trelt
abnormalities and diseases of the teeth, mouth, jaws and tissues. However, in this field of
health the highest level of specialisation continues to be stomatology and maxillo-facial
surgery.8

$ 2. Licensing of Physicians

I. General Practitioners

31. GPs perform their duties in the field of primary health care and diagnose and treat their
patients' illnesses. In order to practise as a GP, it is sufficient to hold a degree in medicine,
although registration with the local College of Physicians is compulsory.e

The functions of GPs who work for the Social Security are regulated by the Legal
Statutes of Social Security Medical Personnel.l0 GPs' duties consist of providing medical
tlssistance in health-care centres or in the patient's home to persons aged over seven who are
covered by social security. They are obliged to remain in the cente during their surgery hours,
and to attend emergency calls and take samples in patient's homes for clinical analysis where
no local analyst is available or where this task canot be performed by a nurse. Requests for
home visits may be made by telephone and must be met the same day. As regards surgery
commitments, GPs must set aside trvo and a half hours every day, except holidays, to attend
patients. Surgery times are designed in such a way as to take account of coordination between
medical teams, local employment factors and public transport.ll

Although GPs are not specialists, they play such an important role in the community
that ttrey are forced to constantly up-date their scientific knowledge and therapeutic techniques.
RD 3303/1978 of 29 December regulates Family and Community Medicine as a specialist form
of medicine. This specialist branch was available in hospitals only and outside the hospital
context it had failed to match the advances made by General Medicine and by primary care in
general, in spite of the fact that continuous training of this type wili crucial in terms of helping
meet the health-care needs of individuals in their family and community environment.l2
Moreover, concern for the continuous training of physicians wils evident at EC level, as
reflected in the adoption of Council Directive 86l547lEEC of 15 September 1986, which
provided for specific and essentially practical uaining in general medicine lasting two years on
a full or part-time basis. GP training has not been overlooked in Spain, although to date no
statutory provisions have been enacted to incorporate the Directive into national law. A number
of pilot schemes were implemented in 1989 and 1990, and these have led to agreements being
signed between the Ministry of Health and the Organisation of Colleges of Physrcians.13
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II. Medical specialists

32. Specialist medical training was not regulated in Spain initiatly. Previously, rhe degree in
medicine and surgery authorised the holder to engage in any meilical activity, speciilist or
otherwise, and status as a specialist was obtained 

-througtr, 
constant practic-e by qualified

ph-ysicians who.performed specialist activities in health institutions, oi physicians who traO
followed a specialist training course at postgraduate level and also thosd who were actually
prag{slng as specialists.l+ This rather chaotic situation came to an end with the promulgation
on 20 July 1955 of a Law governing the teaching and practice of, and qualifica-tions nEeded
for, speciatist__Qralches of medicine (the law was developed further by the Decree of 23
December 1957). This law created the official degree of Specialist Physician, awarded by the
Stap qo Bladuates r1 medicrne on completion of thd appropriate specialft studies and preschbed
periods of practical work. These courses were offered in universrity departments witli chairs in
the relevant subject or in Ministry of Education-approved speciaiist ihstitutes or schools and
clinics managed by university professors. In all cases, an eiamination had to be taken at the
end of the specialist training.

At the same 4me, alongside the system created by the 1955 law, and in response to the
ever-growing need for specialist doctors, a special system was being put in plaie in Social
Securiry institutions.ls This training system was no longer tied directly to universities, and
candidates (interns and resident doctors) were linked to the Social Seiurity by virtue of an
employer-employee relationship, as opposed to the teacher-student relationship which operated
in universities. Access to this type of training was limited by a numerus clausus mechanism
and candidates were chosen on the basis of merit and their peiformance in an examination. On
completion of the training_, successful candidates were not awarded a degree (Specialist
Physician)-but rather a certificate attesting ttre type of specialist training received.

_ Subsequently, it was decided to adopt a singlb specialist training system, which was
taken out of university hands. The first step in this direciion was the passin! of Royal Decree
201511978 of 15 July, which regulated the awarding of qualificationsln specialist bianches of
medicine,t6 although this was later derogated by RD 12711984 of 11 January,l7 which
regulated_specialist training and the awarding of the degree of Specialist Physician.-Here again
access is limited by a numerus clausus mechanism. A maximum quota of riandidates for each
speciality is established by the MIR system (the Spanish acronym for interns and resident
physicians), although exceptional forms of access are permitted for academic staff of Faculties
of Medicine.l8

Controversy still exists today as to whether or not the system of access to specialist
training set out in the law of 1955 (the status of which was subsequently reduced to an
administrative regulation by the General Education Law of 4 August 1970) id still in force, or
whether it has been derogated by the aforementioned Royal Decree of 1984. A rather
contradictory piece of case law was established by the Supreme Court, which understood that
the 1955 law, and therefore the two systems of access to specialist training programmes prior
to the en!ry into force of RD 12711984, were still in force. Thus, physicians whohad
completed their specialist training in accordance with the provisions of that law prior to the
entry into force of the RD of 1984, were eligible for the award of the degree of Specialist
Physician. This interpretation is supported by the argument that even the RD of 1984 itself may
be viewed as being unconstitutional in that it runs contrary to Article 36 of Spain's Constitutioir
which stipulates that professions which require an academic qualification shall be regulated by
a law (as opposed to a Decreel.tl

33. The medical training system established by RD 1271t984 is considered unsatisfactory by
most in medical circles, on the grounds that it prevents free access to the study of specialist
subjects, which are limited in number and nature to those offered each year by the State in
approved centres. Access to specialist training necessarily involves sitting a nationwide test,
which is used to select the candidates who will follow specialist programmes in the various
Teaching Centres.2o Demand for places usually outstrips the number on offer (in recent years
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25,000 candidates have been contesting the 3,500-4,000 places). The number of places
available it tq{q public every year by the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Heafth and
Consumer Affairs, after consultation with the compet€nt authorities in the Autonomous
Communities and with the National Committees of each specialist field.

Physicians following specialist medical raining programmes do so as Resident Doctors
in approved Teaching Units and Centres. Depending on the field chosen, they undertake
supervised practical work designed to provide them with the professional know-how and
responsibility required for efficient practice of their specialist field. Students must perform
consistently well on the course, which may be taken on a full-time or part-time Sasis (in
accordance with DirectleT5l363tEEC of 16 June 1975). Some of those available in Spain
require hospital-based training, while others do not.21 Candidates are assessed at the end of
each year and, on completion of the programme, results are forwarded by the Centre's
Teaching Board to the appropriate National Committee for each specialist field, which then
decides whether or not to propose the awarding of the specialist itegree by the Ministry of
Education and Science.

Lastly, it should be stressed that any physician who wishes to call himself a specialist
and engage in specialist practic must hold the degree of Specialist Physician. Furthermore, the
degree is a compulsory requirement for positions in public and private specialist units and
institutions (article I of RD 127184).

$ 3. Manpower Planning-Freedom of Establishment

34. As was stated earlier, the National Health System devised by the Spanish Constitution is
based on the setting up of a public health service. In the words of RODRIGUEZ
PASTRANA,22 this merely means that "thenceforth the State possesses a legal instrument
which allows it to intervene to regulate and control activitieC. However, in no way is it
prejudged that management of the system will be the exclusive pr€rogative of the state or will
be achieved through a state monopoly, directly or indirectly, or that it will coexist alongside
private_intitiative, albeit one which would come under the system's specific regime." Article 36
of the Constitution provides that "the law shall regulate specific aspbcts of the legal regime of
Professional Associations and the exercise of professions requiringqualifications...", although
it also acknowledges the freedom to choose one's profession (article 35.1) and freedom bf
enterprise in the health sector (article 38). Moreover, articles 88 and 89 and ff of the General
Health Law (LGS) recognise both the right to freely practise a health profession and freedom
of enterprise, in accordance with constitutional provisions. In short, freedom to engage in
professional practice must be guaranteed, although room is made for limitations imposed by
constitutional requirements, which aim to protect users of medical services by ensuring that the
providers of such services are properly trained. Furthermore, Law 211974 of 13 February
(subsequently modified by Law 7411978 of 26 December) which deals with the rules
governing professional associations, whose chief task is to regulate the exercise of the
professions and defend the profesional interests of members (art. 1.3), states that the State
shall guarantee the exercise of professions requiring qualifications, in accordance with statutory
provisions (article 2. l).

35. It was stated above that the medical profession is one which requires a professional
qualification and is regulated by law. A person may call himself a physician only if he has
obtained a Degree in Medicine, on completion of a university course. However, the holding of
the degree in itself is not enough to commence practice. Article 35 of the Statutes of the OMC
makes registration a compulsory requirement for anyone wishing to practise rnedicine of any
form, in both public and private centres. The OMC, which comprises all physicians in
professional practice of any kind, either as independent doctors or in the employment of central
or local administration, an Autonomous communities, all public or private entities,23 requires
members to comply with a series of obligations (membership fees, national health insurance,
etc) and to adhere to certain rules of discipline.2a Specialists must hold the appropriate
specialist qualifrcation, regardless of whether they work in the public or private sector.2s
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36. Freedom of enterprise must also be assured in the health sector, and this enables public
and private hgalttt .care to coexist in the sector. The acceptance of the premise that healttr, under
the Spanish Constitution, is a public service necessarily-implies that the public administrations
are empowered to regulate and control private sector health activities also. However, this
cannot be taken to mean that the Administration is the sole body entrusted with health care
management. The General Health Law - which provides for private health services also -presupposes direct management of public health services, although at the same time it
contemplat€s two basic avenues of indirect management, namely, agreements concluded with
approved hospitals and other forms of association.

Agreements of this type enable the public administrations to hamess outside resources
to provide health services. In doing so, they can guarantee assistance and at the same time
ensu-re that the approved centres do not themselves put in place complementary services which
would undermine the optimal use of public resources. Intoncluding agreemdnts with private
centres, public administrations must give priority to non-profit making entities, as long as ttrey
ggg.orypetilive with other centres in terms of efficiency, quality andcost (article 9O.Z of tni:
I-Gl). In alt giues, the Administration will carry out the iole <if inspectorate with regard to
health, administrativg and economic aspects in relation to each patient (articte 94.2 of the LGS).

Privale hospitals which are linked to the public sector are virtually placed on an equal
fgoFng with theirpublicly-owned counterparts. As PEMAN GAVIN26 hai p'ointed out,linking
"brings tlem under the wing of the public system and helps make thdir activities bettei
known". The centres and establishments in question, as well as-their services, remain in private
hands, although the public administration ls responsible for inspections and for all iealth,
administrative and financial controls, just as for any public hospital (articles 66.3 and 94.1 of.
the LGS).

37. The exercise of non-nationals' freedom of establishment and freedom to provide services
in Spain is regulated by Royal Decree 169111989 of 29 December, which also regulates the
recogniqign of diplomas, certificates and other medical and specialist qualifications issued in
other EC Member States. The provisions were drawn up in reCponse to ihe need to incorporate
various EC directives on the subject into Spanish legislation.2T As regards the right of
establishment of nationals of a member state, Article 7 o-f the Decree lays down the same rules
as $ose y!!ch apply to Spanish practitioners, and stipulates that professionals must register
with the College of Physicians and submit a certilicate from their country of origin attesting that
they have not been barred temporarily or pennanently from practice. The Decree establishes a
procedure enabling non-nationals to exercise legitimately their right of establishment. This
procedure is applicable equally to physicians who set up their own practices as well as to those
who enter the employment of others, and as a general rule it shoulii not take longer ttran three
months (article l3).

Practitioners form Member States who wish to provide their services on a temporary
basis are exempted from compulsory registration with the College of Physicians, although they
must submit to the local college a certificate stating that they hold the appropriate qualifications,
together with an explanatory memorandum giving their address and outlining their motives for
wishing to practise in the country. In all other respects they are bound by the entitlements and
obligations of their Spanish counterparts, and are subject to the professional disciplinary or
administrative regulations contained in Spanish law.

NOTES

1. A good reflection of this is Council Decision 75l364tEEC of 16 June 1975 to set up an
Advisory Committee entnrsted with the principal task of assuring a comparatively high level of
training of physicians (including specialists) within the European Community (article 1).
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2. Under article 26.1 of the U-niversity Reform Lgw (Organic Law 11/1983 of 25 August) it is
gPJglrylovemment to establish selection pry_cqdures foiadmirtance to University cei'trei. no
1005/1991 of 14 June was drawn up to fuifil this aim; article 5.1 endorses thebbse*uiio*
made in the text.

3. See also article 1.1 of Directive 75l363lEEC of l6 June 1975.

4. Article 104 of the General Health Law (Law t4ll986 of 25 April) srares that all care
structures of the health qy_slel1 ry19t b-e made available for the continuous postgraduate teaching
of professionals. RD 1558/1986 of 28 June sets out the general baies if *re syste; ;?
agreements between universities and health care institutions. Among other thirigs, such
agr€ements aim to assure clinical training for undergraduate and postgradulte medical s-tudents.

5. See also article 1.2 of Directive 75l363tEEC. which envisages that such studies shall last six
years.

6. See Annex to RD l4l7ll990 of 26 October.

7. See Directives _78l686lBEq, 78/687|EEC and 78/688/EEC of 25 July 1978 and
8lll057|EEC of 14 December 1981.

8. The Order of 9 September.lg88 
^regulates-access 

to specialist training in Stomatology and
defines training.ryd_the awarding. of tf,e qualification foliowing completion of the curriEilum,
in accordance with Community Directive 151363.

9. See article 35 of ttre Statutes of the OMC, RD 1018/1980 of May. Professional practice by a
physician w.ho has. not registered beforehand with the College oi Physicians miy constitirte
ilJ"g4 pracFce 

11rd b.g punishable via article 572 of the Peni Code (-see next chipter on the
illegal practice of medicine).

10..The Leg{ Statutes were drawn up !o gomply with article 16.1 of the Social Security Law
and..were. adopted by Decree 3160i1966 of-23 December. They have undergone s6veral
modifications since then; article 84.t.2 of the General Health Law i:onfers the staius of law on
the Statutes.

11. See Circular lll982 of 9 December issued by the Under- Secretary of State for Health and
Consumer Aftairs.

12. Ministerial Order of 19 December 1983 sets out provisions for the postgraduate training in
Family and Community Medicine.

13.. Agreement of 8 March l99l on continuous medical training, which is designed to update
primary care- GPs' knowledge and approaches, harmonise criteria for the -diagnosii 

and
prevention of the most common illnesses, promote team work and enhance relations between
health-care professionals. The Agreement-also creates a Continuous Training Committee in
each College of Physicians.

14. See RODRIGUEZ PASTRANA, 'Rdgimen Jurfdico de las especialidades m6dicas', in
Revista de Administraci1n Pilblica, n. I16, 1988, pp. 158 f.

15. See Ministerial Order of 28 July 197 I on Internists and Resident Physicians and Ministerial
Order of 9 December 1977, which regulates postgraduate trainiirg in Social Security
institutions.
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16. The Ministerial Order of l l February 1f8l establishes equivalences for specialist branches
already in.existence prior to tle passing of-RD 201511978 6f tS luty and, iir order to respecr
pquired tighq, Tts up a transitory system for the awarding of speciaiist qualifications to citer
for those who had commenced their iraining before I fanuiry t980.

l7.Dercgatory Provision Number I also derogares the Law of 20 July 1955.

18. The Ministerial Order of 4 June 19ry, which develops article 18 of RD 127184, regulares
accesslo the Specialist Phy-sician qualification by physicians who are teaching assistaits and
tenured medical faculty staff.

19. See First Transitory Provision of RD 1271t984 of I I January, which establishes access ro
the. Specialist Physician qualification for professionals who had commenced their specialist
training Plror to I January 1980 and who could furnish proof of having at least two years'
gaining. fot.?.study of the issue and case law criteria, see RODRtdVeZ PASTRANA,
'R6-gime-n jurfdico de las especialidades mddicas', in Reyista de Administacihn Prtbtica, n.
123,1990; see also commentary on Supreme Court Ruling of l0 July 1991 by V. ESCUIN
PALOP, 'Titulaciones mddicas',in I-a Ley,27 December li9l.
20. The Minsterial Order of 30 November 1984 (subsequently extended by the Order of 2
November 1987) sen out the rules governing selective testl for iesidents.

22. El senticio piblico de la sanidad: el marco constincional, ciL,p. 31.

23. Constitutional Court doctrine (particularly ruling 89/1989) endorses the view that
compulsory regis_tration with the College is constitutional, even for physicians employed by the
Administration. It is not incompatible with freedom of association since, according to niling
131/1989 of 19 July, which deals specifically with the issue, "although the prbfessionil
services are provided under the public service regime or are dependent on a public
organisation, th9 profession of physician is still being exercised, albeit with a compulsory
registration requirement imposed by the legislature and the corresponding statutory provision!
... at the end of the day, this circumstance does not modify in any way *hatsoevdr the nature
of the.activity, which continues to serve the same users. Alihough it is irue that the requirement
does involve a restriction on freedom of association, in thaia physician is not frbe not to
regi,qtqr, it is justified in the light of the general interest at stake in the professional practiCe of
medicine: professional discipline, ethical rules, the good faith of third persons, all of which
mttgt be protected in conjunction with the constitutional values and rights-of health, health care
and the lives and physical integrity of the population".
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24. The Statutes of the Organisation of Colleges of Physicians (OMC) and of the General
Council of Colleges were passed by RD 1018/1980 of 19 May. Professional practice denotes
the provision of medical services of all types, even where the physician does not practise
privately or where he does not have his own facilities (article 35.2 of the Statutes).

25. Article 13 of the General Health Law empowers the government to adopt regulations to
prevent illegal practice and malpractice, even though both are covered by Penal Code
provisions (articles 321, 565, 572 and 586 bis) and administrative sanctions govern
professional practice by unregistered physicians and aiding and abetting malpractice (article
40.1 and article 44 sections b) and m) respectively of ttre OMC Statutes).

26. Derecho a h saludy Adntinistaci6n Sanitaria, cit.,p.2l3.

27. See Directive 75l362tEEC, completed by Directive 8l/l057|EEC; Directive 75l363tEEC,
which was subsequently modified by Directive 82l76lEEC (which modifies Directive
75l362tEEC also).
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Chapter II. Illegal Practice of Medicine

38. In the previous chapter we described the procedure for access to the medical profession.

Jo recqp briefly, it is necessa{y first to have completed university studies leading to the Degree
in Medicine and Surgery which is awarded by Faculties of Medicine; it is also compulsory to
register with the College of Physicians (Colegio Oficial de M6dicos) in the intended area of
practice:l furttrermore, specialists must hold the appropriate diplomas accrediting that they have
completed the relevant studies and practical work enabling them to call themselves specialists
and seek employment as such in all private or public centres;2 this means that although all
graduates in medicine may practice any branch of medicine, no-one may use the title of
specialist (or take up such a position) unless he holds the appropriate qualification. However,
as we shall see below, the courts have reached a different conclusion with regard to this
question. The profession may be practised only when the above-mentioned legal requirements
have been met. All the above make up the exclusive rights of professional practice which is
conferred on physicians in view of the high degree of qualification required and the subsequent
penal protection afforded to the profession to prevent practice by non-members or non-
qualifi ed practitioners.
Illegal practice can indeed constitute an offence of encroachment and is punished by Spain's
Penal Code (article 321, governing the offence of usurpation of functions): "Any person who
practises a profession without holding the coresponding official qualification, or a
qualification recognised by a legal provision or international convention, shall be liable to a
prison sentence of between six months and one day and six years. Furthermore, where the
offender passes himself off in public as a qualified professional he shall be liable to a fine of
between 100,000 and 1,000,000 pesetas." It is generally helda that persons who commit such
an offence harm various interests which have repercussions on society as a whole. The most
important of these is the requirement concerning academic qualifications as a means of ensuring
correct professional practice; the State endorses ttre validity of these qualifications in that it, and
it alone, is empowered to award them. On a second level lies the collective interest of the
profession concerned, which must ensure that professional practice is limited exclusively to
those who can provide the necessary guarantees in the form of the recognised qualification.
This exclusive right of practice means also that users (in this case, patients) will receive the
services of a qualified professional, al*rough it should be said that an unauthorised person who
has provided satisfactory services and has cured the patient's illness will still nevertheless have
committed an offence.

39. For an offence to exist the following requirements must be fulfilled:

a) An offence is committed only where the profession 
-such 

as medicine- which is practised
illegally requires an academic qualification (nonvithstrnding the fact that the Penal Code refers
to an "official" qualification, which is a much broader term).+ Alternatively, the qualification
may be one which is recognised by a legal provision (where authorisation is given to the
awarding of the qualification by centres which do not belong to the State) or international
convention, which affects in particular physicians or specialists (both Spanish and non-
Spanish) who have obtained their professional qualification abroad.
b) The offender must perform actions proper to the profession of physician as stipulated in the
regulations governing medical practice (see Chapter I of this part). No encroachment takes
place where a patient treats himself or is aided by a relative, under the guidance of a physician.
This is an important point given the increasing frequency with which patients, particularly the
chronically-ill, treat ttremselves at home (diabetics who administer their own insulin injections,
patients with terminal renal insufficiency who receive dialysis in their own home, patients with
respiratory problems who give themselves oxygen, etc). The offence does not exist either in
the case of charlatans (quacks) as long as they do not undertake operations or administer
products (e.g. prescribe drugs) which may only be given by physicians.s This Coes not mean,
however, that such persons are exonerated from liability in respect of possible injuries they
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pight cause to tleir patients or where the latter's condition seriously worsens as a result of
being prevented from seeking ttre assistance of a qualified practitioner. The charging of a fee is
not an indispensable requirement of illegal practice,6 although exceptionally any such charge
may^mean that the impersonator is guilty of fraud (for example, if he deceives the patient by
leading him to believe in the treatment, when in fact it will not cure him at all or has littl6
bearing on the nature of the problem being treated).
c) There is debate as to whether one single action of the type mentioned above is in itself
sufficient to constitute an offence or whether several are ruiuired. Although it is widely held
that one single action suffices (except where the very nature of the profession or its regulations

ryquire something more habitual),2 *. are of the opinion that professional practice in general is
characterised by repetition with various persons, and thus the activity deemed to cbnstitute
illegal practice must comprise several acts, at least in the case of medicine. Habitualness or
repeated actions of the type mentioned above shall give rise to one offence only.
d) Encroachment may only be committed intentionally and thus it cannot stem irom negligence,
although this does not rule out a juridico-penal appraisal of the conduct of someone who
mistakenly believes that he can cany out prol-ssional acts without the appropriate
qualifications.

a-0. Any person who practices illegally in this way and, in addition, passes himself off in
public as a professional shall be guilty of a more serious offence (article 321, paragraph 2 of
the Penal Code).8 For this aggravated offence to exist it is not sufficient for the offender to
pass himselt off as a qualified practitioner in the presence of one or more patients, but rather

-and 
in addition to actions of encroachment- he-must also make others believe that he holds

the status in question.

41. The offence of encroachment may be concurrent with other offences: if, during the
course of unlawful practice, harm is caused to a patient's health or life, because the teaunent is
inadequate due to the offender's lack of professional training, the person may be liable also for
an offence of recklessness leading to homicide or bodily injury;l or of forgery of documents
(academic or degree certificates); l0 and also, as has been mentioned above, in exceptional
circumstances fraud.

421 A physician who fails to register with the College of Physicians, that is, a qualified
practitiorer who practises without first having registered with the appropriate association or
body, where such a requirement is mandatory, shall be guilty of a misconiluct (minor criminal
offence) and liable to a fine (of between 10,000 and 100,000 pesetas, article 572 of the Penal
Code).

43. Spanish courts have had to deal frequently wittr cases of illegal medical practice and have
used the full weight of this criminal offence to punish such acts, whether by professionals of
lower rank (nurses, for example)ll who have impersonated physicians, or by persons who
have no connections whatsoever with the healttr-carp professions.tz Dentistry has traditionally
been the field to suffer most from encroachment. Although ca.se law includes clear examples
which constitute illegal practice of dentistry, such as when a dental technician undertakes
implants or other activities proper to a qualified dentist,l3 or where such practices are
undertaken by members of the nursing profession,l4 we would question the conviction of a
graduate in medicine who does not hold the appropriate qualification required for dental
practice, merely because he has habitually practised the speciality although without passing
himself off as, or attributing to himself the status of, a qualified dentist, which is the only
offence that is expressly prohibited, as wils stated above.ls The Supreme Court (2nd Chamber)
ruled that an offence is committed by a medical graduate who, although not holding a
qualification in dentistry, engages in habitual practice, but not when he does so occasionally
and in special circumstances which justify his action, depending on the specific case.16
Other health-care professions, such as nursing,lT have fallen foul of illegal practice by persons
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who do not have the necessary training or qualifications.
To sum up,. illegal p.ractice (c.alled_ literally impersonation or encroachment in Spanish) is an
offence which may be committed by layp6rsons, by persons with no connectionS whaeoever
with.the profession, but also by health professiondh- whose qualifications are insufficient to
gnqqg them to perform such activities. It may even be commitred by physicians who do not
hold the relevant specialist Qualification.l8

NOTES

l.-EoYul P** 10.18/1980 of ]9 Ma.y, g-overning the Statutes of the Organisation of Colleges
of Physicians and the General Councii of Colleges of Physicians, stipulites in article 35 ttra-t it
is compulsory f.gr physicians to regist€r with-the College in ordei ro practice any form of
medicine, including where the physician does not practise privately or dbes not hav-e his own
surgery.

2. Royal Decree 12711984 of 1l January, article 1.

3. G. RODRIGUEZ MOURULLO, 'El delito de intrusismo', in Revista General de
Legislaci6nylurisprudencia, 1969, pp.235 ff.; D.u. LUzoN pENiA, "problemas del
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intrusismo en la Odontologfa', n Actualidad penal,- 1988, p. 1067.
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opposite s€nler ie not pqtting official qualification on an equal footing with an acaderi'ic one,
see Ruling of Supreme Court (2nd Chamber), 13 May 1989)

5. The Supryme Court has on occasions punished such acts (where medicines have been
prescribed: \u_ling-(Jnd Chamber) of 18 Oitober 1978; and also in the case of a person who
ran a Natural Medic-inq lgrgery usigg the professional title of Dr in Naturopathly and Diet
Counsellor: Ruling (2nd Chamber) of 23 fanlary 1984).

6. See Ruling of Supreme Court (2nd Chamber) of I December 1970.

7. RODRIGUEZ MOURULLO, 'El delito de intrusismo', cit., pp. 259 ff.; Supreme Court
Rulings (2nd Chamber) of I December 1970 and 19 June lg0.

8. Supreme Court Ruling of 2 October 1990.

9. Rulin-g of -theBarcelona Provincial Court of 6 February 1990, by which a nurse was found
guilty of professional recklessness, although she was cleari:d of charges of illegal practice.

!0. S,upreme Court Ruling of 2 October 1990 (forgery of official document, article 303 of the
Penal Code).

11. Ruling of Supreme Court (2nd Chamber) of 8 March 1968.

12. The aforementioned rulings of the Supreme Court of 18 October 1978 and 23 January
1984.

f ]._ RuJiqgs of Supreme Court (2nd Chamber) of 26 February 1981, l1 April 1989, 29 June
1991; Ldrida Provincial Court Ruling of 3 February 1990. Law of 17 March 1986, which
regulates dental health professions, lists the competences of dental technicians as the design,
elaboration, making and repair of dental apparatui using products, materials and techniqueias
indicated and prescribed by dentists. (article 1.2).
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14. Rulings of Supreme Court (2nd Chamber) of 8 March 1968, 18 October 1969; (3rd
Chamber) 1l October 1991 (competence to hire a nurse to take blood and carry out analytical
tests on council premises).

15. The view is shared by SERRANO GOMEZ,'El intrusismo en la Odontologfa', cit., p.
1068.

16. Ruling of Supreme Court (2nd Chamber) of 13 June 1990 (although the verdict was that an
offence had been committed, the accused was cleared becuase in the court's opinion he had
unwittingly committed an unavoidable error due to the incorrect legal guidance given by the
College of Physicians on a somewhat "grey" issue (to use the Court's expression); Ruling of
12 March 1990 (dismissing possible effor on the part of the physician), 21 June 199t. A
previous ruling, using different arguments, had been given by the Supreme Court (2nd
Chamber) on 18 October 1969.

17. For example, in Ruling of Supreme Court (2nd Chamber) of 28 March 1980.

18. C.M. ROMEO CASABONA,\ El M4dico ante el Derecho, (Serv. Public. del Ministerio de
Sanidad y Consumo, Madrid 1985, 3d. repr. 1990), p. 5.
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Chapter trI. Control over the Practice of Medicine

$ 1. The Order of Physicians

I. Legal Framework and general competences

44.ln view of the importance of medicine in the community and the complex nature of
medical services, the Administration has sought to reserve medical professional activity for
those who are highly qualified both technically and scientifically.l Elsewhere we have
discussed the fact that the position of physician or specialist can only be anained on completion
of the relevant degree course in General Medicine or in the specialist field. The State has the
exclusive right to issue such degree certificates, thus providing a guarantee that holders are
qualified to provide medical services. However, the medical profession makes a further
demand: it is not enough to simply guarant€e that those who are admitted to the profession are
properly qualified, it is also essential to ensurc that medical practitioners perform their duties in
accordance with the shared interests of the profession, thus establishing a kind of self-imposed
control of the medical profession. The Spanish Constitution reflects this in its recognition of
the value of professional associations for such purposes, stating in art. 36 that "the law shall
regulate the specific legal attributes of Professional Colleges. The internal structure and
procedures of the Colleges must be democratic".2 The Professional Colleges Law of 1974
('Ley General de Colegios Profesionales'), which is the basic corpus of regulations in this
respect, had to be revised to bring it into line with constitutional provisions, particularly with
regard to the democratic processes required of Colleges.3 Legal exercise of the medical
profession is subject to prior membership of a College.a Membership is compulsory,S as it is
in other professional fields, and although ttris is ttre subject of no small amount of controversy
in a wide range of professions, it provides a guarantee for the public and relieves them of the
responsibility of establishing whether or not the person performing a medical act does indeed
hold the appropriate qualifications for professional practice. Furthermore it provides an
efficient means for members to defend their professional interests against inappropriate,
unethical and illegal practice.

45. From the organisational point of view, aside from the above-mentioned law on
professional bodies, medical practice is regulated by the Statutes governing the Organisation of
Colleges of Physician and the General Council of Colleges of Physicians, as passed by RD
1018/1980 of 19 March, which repealed the previous Regulations dating back to 1 April 1967.
The system is made up of the provincial Colleges of Physicians, Associations of Colleges of
Physicians and the General Council of Colleges of Physicians, which constitute the organs of
representation and the governing body of the Organisation of Colleges of Physicians (known
by its acronym in Spanish, OMC). With the exception of the Associations of Colleges of
Physicians, these bodies are corporations which are governed by public law and endowed with
their own legal personality and full capacity to achieve ttreir aims.6

46. The Organisation of Colleges of Physiciaw brings together all physicians who carry out
professional activity of any type, whether independently or in the service of the Public
Administration or private institutions. It is the sole representative body of the medical
profession, with exclusive responsibility for the regulation of medical practice within its area of
jurisdiction and the defence of professional interests (art. l. 4 of the OMC). The fundamental
aims of the OMC, according to art. 3, are as follows:

a)The regulation, within its jurisdiction, of medical practice; exclusive representation of
physicians and the defence of the professional interests of its members, without
prejudice to the powers and responsibilities of the Public Administration in respect of
physicians who are public servants.
b)The safeguarding and observance of the deontological and ethical principles of the
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medical profession, as well as its dignity and prestige, through the drawing up and
application of the relevant codes of practice.
c)The promotion, by all available means, of the continuing scientific, educational,
economic and social development of members through the organisation and
maintenance of all kinds of educational institutions and thb taking of all appropriate
measures to ensure adequate social protection for members.
d)Cooperation with the public authorities in the provision of health care services, to
which all Spanish citizens are entitled, and of the most efficient, just and equitable
regglation of health care services and medical practice, as stipulated by the Professional
Colleges Law.

47 .The provincial Colleges of Physicianr are ttre key element in the organisation of medical
practice.T Art 4.3 of the Professional Colleges Law prohibits the creation of any other college
f-grthesame profession within the limits of the tenitory concerned. Even so, each CoUege mIy
$4d" its provincial territories into disticts, headed by a district council elected by the membeis
t1t tlg area to perform the executive functions delegated by the College Board-(art. 29 of the
OMQ. 4tot-tg the powers and duties of the Colleges'of Physicians, apart from those
sp-ecifically stipulated in their individual statutes, are the following(art.34 of the statutes of the
oMC):

a)Responsibility for the representation of physicians before provincial authorities and
institutions.
b)l-ttg defence of the rights and prestige of the members they represent, or any other
member, if thqy are subjected to harassment, injury, lack of consideration or diiregard
in p,rofessional matters, so long as any such situations occur within the province.ahe
Cqltege is also responsible for reporting instances of illegal practice piracy.
c)Thg keeping of a list of members, a register of professional qualifications and a list of
medical districts in the province. They are also responsible for-the gathering of statistics
necessary for the carrying out of studies, projects and proposals concerning medical
practice.

4)The application of the rules of ethics governing medical practice.
f)The taking of disciplinary action in cases of unfair competition, breaches of ethics
and abuse of professional status as a physician. Colleges are also responsible for the
implementation of disciplinary measures.
g)The study of the financial relationship between physicians and their clients and,
where appropriate, the power to discipline members whose actions might undermine
the dignity of the profession in this respect.
h)Regulation of the minimum fees for p-nv.atg-practice-. Colleges shall also expres-s an
opinion in fee-setting procedures and shall defend the interests of the medical
profession before the Administration, Institutions, Courts, Organisations and private
individuals in accordance with the current provisions.
i)Responsibility for the collection of professional fees and charges.
j)Cooperation with the public authorities in the formulation of health care policy and
planning and implementation thereof, as well as participation in all matters relating to
health promotion and health care.
k)The development and implementation of general and scientific educational
programmes to complement those envisaged under the Plan drawn up by the General
Council.
l)The development and administration of services and institutions to ensure adequate
social security cover and other forms of professional cover for members.8

Each college must have an Ethics, Medical Law and Authorisations Committee.
Furthermore, professional interests are most efficiently served by the setting up within the
Colleges of specific Sections that bring together members working in the same professional
area and with the same professional concerns. These Sections iue responsible for matters
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rellting to the specialist field concerned and for presenting studies and proposals to the college
bodies. A certain number of sections are obligatory,e although others may be created in t[e
interests of the college concerned and in accordance with its statutes.

. The_gov_ernin-g bodies o{ th9 Colleges are the Board and the General Assembly of
Members. The Board consists of a Plenary and a Standing Committee. Among other powers
and responsibilities, it can take disciplinary action withinlts area of jurisdiction. For its part,
the General Assembly is the College's highest representative body at provincial levell0 and
comprises the total membership of the college. 

-The 
Board is a6couirtable to the General

Assembly.
The financial running of the Colleges is independent of the General Council. They are

autonomous in terms of the management and administration of their financial affairs. Ijach
provincial college.draws up.an a1nuql budget that has to be approved by the Assembly. College
funds come from initial regisuation fees, the ordinary and eftraordinary membershif fees pald
by_members,l I and-. a percentage of fees charged for the issuing of certificates, official stamps,
official forms, medical assessments, etc.

48. Associations of Colleggs of Physicians, which occupy a middle ground between the
Colleges themselves and the General Council, are designed- io coordinale and represent the
llgvingial Collgges and are govemed by their own statuies. Responsibility for repiesentarion
falls obligatorily on one of the presidents of the Colleges maklng up th-e Assoiiation. The
Associations carry out whatever functions the General Council delegates to them.l2

49. The General Council of Colleges of Physicrans is the body that brings together,
coordinates and represents all the provincial Colleges of Physicians in Spain. It is c-omposed of
the General Assembly,l3 a Plenary and a Standing Committee, as well as advisory bodies.la
The Council is charged with the representation anti defence of ttre legitimate aspiraiions of the
medical profession, ethical guidance and control of professional practice, social, cultural and
professional development and the promotion of the right to healtli. Among its most important
functions are the drafting 9t the General Statutes of the Colleges, the passing of internal bollege
regulations, the taking of disciplinary action against memb-ers of College Boards and of tf,e
Council itself, the drawing up of binding ethical rules to govem the medical profession and
which are binding and the application and interpretation of such rules with a view to full and
consistent complaince. The Council also handles and resolves appeals against Colleges
prcsented by members, and sets minimum charges for private practice, etc.15

50. The democratic structure and workings of professional bodies imposed by the
Constitution is reflected in the extensive regulationC governing voting procedures frir the
election of office bearers, length of period of office and the causes of dismissal, conditions of
eligibility and candidacies. The OMC also has disciplinary regulations applicable to members
who commit any of the offencesset out in the satutes, be theyhinor, serious or highly serious,
as well as the corresponding penalties, which may take the form of a private reprimand, an
official warning, temporary suspension from practice or expulsion frornthe College (arts. 63-
68 of the statutes of the OMC). Notwithstanding art. 63. 3 of the OMC statutes, which states
that disciplinary responsibility is not to be understood as exempting members from liability of
any other type that they might incur, the doctrine of the Constitutional Court with regard to
breaches of the non bis in idcm principle should be taken into accounL

51. The fact that all practising physicians must register with a College does not preclude
freedom of association in the context of a trade union organisation. Although the trade union
movement is not normally associated with this kind of profession (or rather it has not been
associated with it historically), recently doctors have become extremely active in industrial
relations as a result, chiefly becuase more and more are gradually moving from what was
traditionally independent practice towards salaried or civil service positions. Physicians'
demands are therefore falling more within the realm of labour relations than the general
framework of medical practice. We will not go into a detailed discussion of the ideological
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If. Professional Duties towards Colleagues

52. The notions of 'fraternity' and 'loyalty' describe well the way in which members should
conduct themselves towards colleaguds, both in the exercise of ihe profession and in ottt"i
areas. This involves not o.TJy tft" expectation that they will bring prestige and dignity to the
profession, but that thgr wi.ll.treatwithrespect those wlio receive ritilicAireannenfie iutient".
Patients should not be subjected to dociors casting aspersions on the morals or siientifiC
abilities of a colleague in order to (-f9r example) to altraci the latter's clients. A special ethical
principle prevents a doctor from suffering mbral, professional or economic harm'as a result of
the activities of a colleague. Leg4 and ethical endorsement for the manner in which physicians
should behave towards one another can be found in the Professional Colleges t aw, the OMC
Statutes and also in the new Code of Medical Ethics.l6

53..Among the functions atributed to them under the Professional Colleges Law, colleges
must "achieve harmony atl-d co-operytion among members and prevent unfaiicompetition" (irt.
5 k). This is undoubtedly the physician's ctrief duty toriards colleagues,'since unfait
competition, for 

-example, does not bnly imply unfairly-taking a patient fiom a colleague or
{gnriving .tti* p.r the iesultant earningS-or }iestige, but alsdpoies a threat to the paiients'
dignity and.health. The statutes of the OUC irbtige-members to i'maintain the utmost byalty n
relations with the College and fellow members b=y notifying the College of knowledge of iny
ill-treatment or abuse suffered by a colleague in the exeicise of hiJ profession."iz Whit
uldgrlies this precept is the notion of solidariry and mutual support that niust govern the actions
of physicians with regard to their peers.ts

Duties are also laid down in colnection with self-protection of the profession and of
medical ethics in relation to activities of members that might encourage illegal practice by third
parties. Thercfore, one of ttre functions of professional co-lleges is to 

radopiwhitever 
measures

qre le-cgsary to prevent illegal practice" (m, ll of th9 Professional Collbges Law). Similarly,
th9 OMC statutes, for the same reasons, prohibit members from "tolerating-or abeuing a petsdn
who does not hold.a degrye in medicine-and who attempts to practice thJprofession-' (irt. 44
b), and also "allowing their surgeqqs qo be used by persons who, while th6y may be grirduates
in medicine, have not registered with the appropridtd Cottege of Physicians'r lart'44 rn';.

Other ethical duties apply to medical Care and scidntific niatters. Tlie Code of Ethics
restrains I Physician from interfering in the treatment of another physician's patient, except in
emergencies or at the specific request of the patient (art.34.1). It also stati:s that scien'tific,
professional or deontological disputes between doctors should be resolved through the
lPnppriatg channels and should not become a focus of public controversy. In this iegard,
Colleges of Physicians may also "interyene to achieve agre6ment or arbitration on questiois of
a professional nature that may arise between membe$."19

III. Disciplinary Competences

.54. Once again we must begin by turning to the Constitution and in particular article 36
which states that "the Law-shall regulate specific aspects of the legal relime of professional
bodies and the p-ractice of professions foi which a qualificationls required. ihe internal
structure and the functioning of such bodies must be democratic."

55. This constitutional formula led to the drafting of the Code of Medical Erhics, endorsed by
the Ministry of Health and Social Security in the Ministerid Order of 23 April 1979, which prit
an end to the vacuum created by the reorganisation of professional bodies in 1967, when ihe
ethical rules governing the medical profession in Spaih contained in the annex to the 1945
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Statute were derogated.2o
In 1990, 1l years after the Ministerial Order, the new Code of Medical Ethics and

Deolt_oJogl was unveiled. The new Code, tailored to take account of the reports submitted by
the Ethics Committee of the Organisation of Colleges of Physicians and the European Medical
Guide, consists of 44 articles and one further concluding article. Divided into thirteen
Chapters, it lays down, among other aspects, the general principles which should guide
professional practice (Chapter II), physician-patient relations (Chapter III), professional
secrecy (Chapter IV), health care quality (Chapter V), the role of physicians in reproduction
and respect for the life and dignity of individuals (Chapter VI), relations between physicians
(Chapter Vtr) and relations with the o0rer health professions (Chapter Vm).

56. Mention should also be made of the General Statutes of the Organisation of Colleges of
Physicians and the General Council of Colleges of Physicians respectively, which were
approved by Royal Decree 1018/80 of 19 May 1980.

Article 3 of the Statutes of the former states that the Organisation's fundamental goal is
to

2. Safeguard and observe the ethical and social principles of ttre medical profession, as
well as its dignity and prestige. To that end it shall draw up and apply the appropriate
Codes.
4. Collaborate with the authorities in giving effect to the right of all Spaniards to
protection of their health and to the most efficient, just and fair regulation possible of
health care and the practice of medicine, as well as to all the rights contained in the Law
governing Professional Asociations.

Article 31 lists among the General Council's general powers the exercise of the
functions set out in the Council's own rules urd regulations in relation to the aims attributed to
it under Article 3 of the Statutes and the Professional Colleges Law. Specific competences are
outlined in article 32:

1. Ethics:
Supervision of professional practice. Control over professional publicity of

media information with reference to the profession, which might prove harmful to
public health or to the legitimate interests, traditional prestige and dignity of the medical
profession.

The Statutes also provide for the setting up within the General Council of a Central
Committee on Ethics, Medical Law and Authorisations to advise the Council on all matters
relating to its sphere of competence, to report on appeals lodged with the Council against
decisions of Colleges on such matters and to handle all correspondence with the Administration
on the above issues.

Articles 33 and 34 set out the competences of the provincial Colleges, which are
charged with the application of ethical rules governing medical practice (article 34 d); it is their
job also to ensure that registered member comply with their professional ethical and legal
obligations (article 34 e); to take disciplinary action against members who engage in unfair
competition, or who breach ethical rules or abuse their position as practitioners (article 34 0; to
study the financial relationship between physicians and their clients and, where appropriate,
take disciplinary action against members whose actions may undermine the prestige of the
profession in this r€spect (article 34 h).

Title VIII of the Statutes deals specifically with Rules of Discipline, the general
principles of which are given in article 63:

l. Members shall be liable to disciplinary action in the cases and circumstances set forttr
in the present Statutes.
2.The rules of discipline contained in the present Satutes do not exempt members from
liability of any other type which they may incur.
3. Disciplinary measures may only be taken after the setting up of an enquiry to
examine the case in question and in accordance with the procedure laid down in the
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present chapter. However, in cases involving minor infringements and following a
hearing of the member concerned, action may be taken without a specific enquiry.
4. The power to impose disciplinary measures lies with the Boards of the Colleges of
Physicians. However, the appraisal and punishment of breaches of discipline
committed by Board members shall be entrusted to the Assembly of College Presidents.
5. Any disciplinary action agreed upon shall be enforced with immediate effect,
although decisions may be appealed. However, where enforcement might lead to
irreparable or virnrally irreparable harm, the body concerned may of its own initiative or
at the request of the party concerned suspend the action against which the appeal has
been lodged.
6. Colleges shall notify immediately the General Council of all disciplinary action taken
in respect of serious or highly serious offences, and shall fonvard an extract ofthe file
of enquiry. The General Council shall keep a register of action taken.

Breaches of discipline are described in article 64 and are classified as minor, less
serious, serious and highly serious :

1. Minor misdemeanours:
a) Non-compliance with regulations governing College documentation or documents
which must be processed by the College.
b) Failure to inform the College of changes affecting professional status etc, which
must be recorded in the member's personal record.
c) Failure to heed College rcquirements or to submit reports when so rcquested by the
College.
2. Less serious offences:
a) Failure to provide a certificate or information where provision does not entail risk to
the patient
b) Passing oneself off as having a qualification or competence when this is not ttre case.
c) Failure to submit contracts for College approval.
d) Manifest abuse in billing for services orcharging a fee below the minimum stipulated
fee.
e) Persisting in the commission of minor misdemeanours during a period of one year
after being disciplined for such offences.
3. Serious offences:
a) Deliberate and rebellious lack of discipline towards College governing bodies and, in
general, serious disrespect towards the latter.
b) Acts and omissions which undermine the morals, decorum, dignity, prestige and
honour of the profession or which entail disrespect towards members.
c) Serious intentional or negligent breaches of professional secrecy resulting in harm to
third persons.
d) Non-compliance with rules governing the restricted use of drugs and the exploitation
of drug addiction for personal gain.
e) The issuing of reports or certificates known to be false.
f) Persisting in the commission of less serious offences during a period of one year
after being disciplined for such offences.
4. Highly serious offences:
a) AII conducts constituting offences of intent, within the field of the profession.
b) Intentional violation of professional secrecy.
c) Attacks on the dignity of persons in the course of professional practice.
d) Malicious or intentional neglect of patients.
e) Persisting in the commission of serious offences during a period of one year after
being disciplined for such offences.

The article adds also that "failure to comply with the duties set out in article 43 of the
prcsent Statutes, violation of any of the prohibitions laid down in article M or non-compliance
wittr Oe rules contained in the Code of Ethics, which are not covered by numbers 1,2,3 and 4
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above, shall be adjudged in the light of ttre similarity of the offence with those listed above. In
all cases, the Ettrics Committee shall be heard before any disciplinary action is taken".

Still on matt€rs of discipline, article 65 states as follows:

1. The following-measures may be taken in respect of disciptinary offences covered by
the previous article:
a) Private caution
b) Offrcial caution
q) lempor-ary suspension from professional practice
d) Expulsion from the College of Physicians
2. Minor misdemeanours shall give rise to a private caution by agreement of the Board.
3. Official warnings shall be given in respeci of less serious dffences.
4. Serious offences shall be punishable by temporary suspension from practice for a
period not exceeding one year.
5. Highly serious offences shall be punishable by temporary suspension from practice
for a period of benveen one and two years.
6. AIV member who is expelled from a College shall be barred from registering with
another unless expressly authorised by the General Council. This punishment is
lpPlicable only where a member persistsin the commission of highly serious offences.
The decision to expel a member shall be taken by the Plenary ttteetiirg of the Board, at
which at least two thirds of Board members mustbe in attendance. At least half of those
in attendance must vote in favour of expulsion.
7.-In.taking disciplinary action Colleges shall assess the responsibility of the accused in
relation to the nature of the offence committed, as well as ttie importince of the offence
and.any other factors which might alter said responsibility. Where more than one
pu-nishment is laid down for each offence, the College is empowered to take the action
it feels to be most appropriate.
8. !{ighl.y serious offences which affect the general interest may be reported in College
publications.

Article 66 governing the exprry of disciplinary liability reads as follows:

1. Disciplinary liability shall expire:
a) On the death of the accused.
b) When the membercomplies with the disciplinary acrion taken.
c) On prescription of the offence(s).
d) O! pleqcription of the disciplinary action or by agreement of the College concerned,
which shall be ratified by the General Council.
2. Details of disciplinary action which are placed on the member's record shall be
deleted provided that, once the member has cohplied with ttre action taken, he conducts
himself properly for a period of three months (minor misdemeanours), six months (less
serious offences), two years (serious offences) or five years (highly serious offences).
3. Offences shall prescribe one year after they are committ€dlf no enquiry has been
opened, except for offences which constitute a felony, in which case prescription shall
be the same as that laid down for the felony, if greater than one year.

Authority to handle matters of discipline is regulated by article 67, which states that
"minor misdemeanours shall be dealt with by the President of the College of Physicians, by
agreement of the Board and in accordance with the provisions of article 63.3.

Other offences shall be dealt with by the Board, following the holding of a disciplinary
enquiry and in accordance with ttre procedure described in the next article.

Where the disciplinary matter relates to an offence committed by a member of another
Provincial College, the enquiry shall be undertaken in full by the College in whose territory the
alleged offence took place. Any action taken shall be notified to the member's College through
the General Council.
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Disciplinary matters involving Board and General Council members shall be handled by
the latter.

Lastly, article 68 regulates disciplinary procedure as follows:

l. The procedure shall be initiated automatically or at the request of a party, by
agreement of the competent body, either of its own intitiative or following
denunciation.
2. On leaming of an alleged offence, the Board of the College is empowered to conduct
a confidential investigation prior to taking the decision to underaksan official enquiry.
Alternatively, on the basis of the information available to it, it may choose to talte rio
further acdo; and order that no disciplinary measures be taken oi impose one of the
punishments applicable to minor misdemeanours.
3. Once it has chosen to proceed, the body may take any interim measures it deems
appropriate to assure the proper implementation of its eventual decision. No interim
measures may be taken which might cause irreparable harm to those concerned or
which involve a violation of rights protected by law.
4. On ordering an enquiry, the Board shall appoint a person to act as the "instructing
judge" from among its members or from among the College's ordinary members. ThE
Pgrson appointed must have more years of service than the person facing the
disciplinary action or, alternatively, must have at least ten years professional practice.
Acceptance of the appointment is compulsory, unless the appointee has good reason not
to do so or his appointment is challenged before the Boaid by the member facing the
action. The Board may appoint a Secretary or authorise the instructing udge to
designate one from among the members of the College.
5. The only reasons which may justify non-acceptance of or challenge to an
appointment are consanguinity up to the fourth degree or affinity to the second, close
friendship, clear enmity or personal interest in the matter.
6. In order that they may be challenged, the appointments of the instructing judge and
secretary shall be notified to the person against whom the proceedings have been
instigated. The latter may exercise his right to contest the appointments within a period
of eight days following receipt of notification.
7. The person against whom proceedings have been instigated may appoint a member
to defend him or to serve as arbiter. He shall be notified of this possibility and shall be
given ten days in which to notify the Board of the name of the person he chooses to
appoint and also that said person is willing to act in such a capacity. The appointee shall
be present in all the enquiries undertaken by the instructing judge and may propose that
ottrer lines of investigation be explored on behalf of the defendant.

The person facing the disciplinary action may also have his counsel accompany
him during all proceedings.
8. The instructing judge is empowered to request any background information deemed
necessary and to order any enquiries and other actions which might help clarify the
circumstances under examination or which might help determine whether or not these
merit disciplinary measur€s.
9. In addition to taking the appropriate statements, the instructing judge shall provide
the accused with a written list of accusations, indicating clearly the alleged offences
with which he is being charged. The accused shall be given a non-extendable period of
eight days following receipt of the notification in which to answer the charges and
furnish any proof he may wish. On receipt of this answer, or on expiry of the eight-day
limit, the instructing judge shall admit or reject the proof offered and order any action
which he considers to be of help in clarifying the circumstances.
10. On completion of his enquiries, and no later than four months after the opening of
proceedings, the instnucting judge shall propose a solution to the case. A copy of this
proposal shall be provided to the accused, who shall have eight days following the date
of receipt in which to study the contenc and adduce further arguments in writing.
I l. All the above proceedings shall be notified to the College Board, which, on receipt
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of the arguments prcsented by the accused or once the time-limit for the presentation of
py-st1ch argumants has lapsed, shall take a decision on the case during the frst session
held thereafter. The Board shall hear the opinion of the College's legal adviser (if one
exists) 9r qe Ethics, Medical Law and Auihorisations Committee ana shall notify the
accused of the full text of ia final decision.
12. The Boal{ may choose to send the file back to the instructing judge and request
further enquiries not pursued at the time but which are crucial to thd final decisio-n. fn
such cases,. pqgr to sending the file back for further enquiries, the Board shall inform
the accused of its decision so ttrat he may, within eight days, present any arguments he
considers appropriate.Thit period is not to be counted as the period for ihe f-resentation
of further arguments referred to above.
13. 4ly decision marking the end of the disciplinary enquiry shall be grounded on
specific.motives. No circumstances other than ttrose which served to draw up the list of
accusations or the proposed solution shall be admitted, although said cirCumstances
may well be appraised differently.
14. The accused may lodge an appeal to the General Council against the final decision
within fifteen days. All appeals shall be submitted to the College, which shall forward
t_h9 disciplinary file and its own report within three days to the Council.
15. The defendant may appeal against the decision of the General Council to the Court
for Administrative Disputes.zt

57. As was seen in Chapter I $ 3.1, the problem may arise that more than one disciplinary
body becomes involved. A case of this nature was dealt with by the Supreme Cotirt (4th
Chamber)_wlth lts ruling of 24 January 1989 (rapport€ur magistraie Brugu6ra Mant6). On27
January l-981, following a disciplinary case concerning a physician charged with a serious
offence, the Standing Committeeof the General Councifof Physicians suspended the accused
ftoq pry.-tige for a period of nine months. The decision was cdnfirmed by the (as it was then)
Tenitorial Court on 14 May, following an appeal by the accused. Howevei, the Supreme Court
allowed the appeal on the following grounds: "(...) It is inadmissible that, whili: a criminal
p1oc.e{gre is being followed with regard to the very same events which gave rise to the
disciplinary action, the case should have been proc-eeded with and resolved without first
waiting for the ruling of the Criminal Court (...) However, it is true that in cases such as this,
which involve a relationship of subjection or a special kind of supremacy between the
physician and his professionil associition, the powdr to handle disciplinary riratters may be
different to and independent of criminal responiibility (...), although ihis does not mean that
the principle of "non bis in idem" or no two punishments for the same offence should be
violated". However, the ruling also states that-"the necessary subordination of disciplinary
PQwers to the jurisdiction of the criminal courts when a criminal procedure is being followed
with regard 1o the same event means that the disciplinary proceedings may not be proceeded
with, opened or concluded while the criminal enquiry continues."

58. Separate mention should be made of the disciplinary powers of the Administration with
regard to medical staff of the Social Security system. Until such times as the new Framework
Statute provided for in article 84 of the General Health Law comes into existence, the basic
regulations are still those contained in the Legal Statute of Medical Staff of the Social Security
system, under Decree 3160166 of 23 December 1966. Given that the new Framework Statute
should see the light of day shortly, we will include a brief outline of the system which is to be
applied in future. The Statute is complemented by, among other provisions, Circular 15/85 of
the Directorate General of INSALUD of 9 October 1985 and Circular 8/78 of the INP of l0
March.

It goes without saying that these rules and regulations apply only to medical employees
of the Social Security system, in accordance with statulory provisions.22

Disciplinary offences and action are dealt with in Chapter VII. Article 65.1 should be
understood as anributing disciplinary powers in relation to medical staff of the Social Security
system to the Ministry of Healttr and Consumer Affairs, independently of any other jurisdiction
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to which the members of staff may be subject in respect of activities which have no connection
with their status as employees of the system. Consequently, and under article 65.2, the
Ministry is competent to deal with disciplinary proceedings arising out of staff members'
failure to fulfill their obligations towards the Social Security system.23 Offences are classified
as follows in article 66:

2. Minor misdemeanours:
a) Peristent lack of punctuality.
b) Negligence or inexcusable lack of care in the performance of one's specific duties,
where this does not represent major harm to the service.
c) Discourtesy towards superiors, colleagues, subordinates and members of the public.
d) Improper or wrongful referral to specialists.
3. Serious offences:
a) Persistent commission of minor misdemeanours.
b) Absence from place of work without good cause.
c) Non-performance of specific duties where this causes major harm to the service.
d) The inclusion of false information in Social Security documents or certificates.
e) The issuing of unsigned prescriptions
physician.
f) Taking of fees or similar reward from
affiliated to it under the terms laid down in

or improper use of prescriptions by the

covered by Social Security or
governing access to Social

Security health care; to knowingly certify
pursue personal financial gain by encouraging
medical care.
g) Disrespect towards one's superiors, colleagues, subordinates and members of the
public.
h) Non-compliance with regulations or instructions received where such non-
compliance upsets the service or is deuimental to the care provided.
i) Breaches of professional secrecy.
j) fne performance of acts which clash with the interests of the Social Security system.
k) Acts of insubordination in centres belonging !o the Social Security system.
l) Generally, my inexcusably negligent action which is damaging to the care provided
and any other action which is unbecoming of the dignity of the author.
4. Highly serious offences:
a) Persistent commission of serious offences.
b) Continuous and wilful lowering of professional standards.
c) Abandoning one's place of work, that is, failure to turn up for work for more than
seventy-two hours without permission or good cause.
d) Individual or collective insubordination in the course of one's work in the Social
Security system.
e) The causing of wilful caused to the Social Security system or persons covercd by it.
0 Lack of integrity or morals and any other conduct which constitutes a Penal Code
offence or felony.

The next article (67) sets out the punishments applicable to ttre above offences:

1. The following action may be taken in respect of the offences listed in the previous
article:
a) Written caution, which may or may not be placed on the employee's record.
b) Loss of earnings for a period of between five and twenty days.
c) Suspension from duties without pay for a period of between one month and one
year.
d) Permanent suspension from service.
2.T\e disciplinary action described in section b) above shall not entail loss of bonuses
payable in respect of family circumstances.

where such is not the case or to
Security patients to seek private
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Cautions are given for minor misdemeanours and may be issued by the provincial head
office of INSALUD without a formal enquiry. Measures b) and c) apply to serious and highly
serious offences, depending on the circumstances of the case; permanent suspension fiom
duties shall apply only to highly serious offences (article 68). It should be noted that the
meirsures contained in sections b) and c) of article 67 may well be contrary to article 31.3 of the
Spanish Constitution, which stipulates that only a law (as opposed to a decree) can regulate
such matters.24

$ 2. Professional Liability

I. General Aspects

59. The medical profession has become increasingly regulated in recent /ears;25 as was seen
in Chapters I and II above, this process of regulation stemmed from the need to define the
scope of medical activity in the light of legal provisions governing professions which require
academic qualifications, as stipulated in article 36 of the Spanish Constitution. It can be
explained also by the importance which medical activity holds for society, which demands
thorough regulation not merely to ensure that users may be defended against malpractice and
physicians held liable for their actions, but also as a way of providing points of rbference for
professionals in situations in which they may have doubts as to their role,26 and to help them
take decisions when faced with difficult situations (organ transplants, euthanasia, abbrtion,
ets.).27 Regulation must keep in mind at all times the ultimate objective of the process, which is
to confer on what is rapidly becoming increasingly complex medical activity a clear legal
framework to enable the physician to perform his duties in a context of security.

Some have viewed this increased regulation of medical practice as being tantamount to a
recourse on the part of the patient or his next-of-kin against the provider of treatment should
conflict arise if the treatment does not achieve the expected curative results; conversely, it has
also been seen as affording legal backing to physicians in such circumstances, protecting their
diligent and responsible actions even though the patient's state of health has nol been restored
as well as could have been hoped.

There is certainly an element of truttr to the above, which is why it would be rather one-
sided to consider that regulating medical practice aimed essentially to persecute physicians;
fears of this type gave rise to the threat of defensive medicine, that is, the physician would
endeavour to confirm his diagnosis through numerous repetitive examinations which would
serve to delay commencement of treatment, push costs up and undermine efficiency.28
Practitioners themselves have long advocated that the conditions governing physicians' liability
should be spelled out as clearly as possible, and their demands in this respect have been met by
Spain's legal order in a way which shall be examined later.

60. The manifestations of professional medical practice the professional activities, and
consequently any liability derived therefrom, may be studied from the standpoint of the legal
nature of the provisions which regulate all such manifestations. A distinction is drawn between
criminal and civil liability.

II. Criminal liability

61. The body of legislation governing the matter is the Spanish Penal Code, which
distinguishes between liability stemming from conducts involving intent and those of a
negligent nature.

A. Liability in respect of intentional conduct

62. Intentional conducts covered in the Penal Code presuppose that a conscious and wilful
attack has been made on the legally-protected interest. The author of such conducts shall be
liable for them if, in addition, another series of requirements arc fulfilled, although he will be
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exonerated from liability in certain cases if, for example, a justifying cause is involved, such as
circumstances which render lawful the conduct that represents an attack on the legally-protected
interest, given that the harm caused is permissible by law (for instance, a person who acts in
legitimate self-defence or out of necessity).

63. Clearly this type of criminal liability covers physicians in the same way and under the
same conditions as any other citizen. It would be extremely difficult 

-although 
not

impossible- to imagine that a physician, in the course of professional practice and when
performing a curative action, would intentionally commit homicide (article 407) or cause injury
(articles 418-423).In such cases, there are no criteria which might differentiate the physician's
scope of liability nor different rules of incrimination based exclusively on his status as a
professional. Given that there is nothing to distinguish the intentional conduct of a physician
from that of any ordinary person, and also that such offences are not commonplace in medical
practice, the argument advanced by some that physicians should be held criminally liable only
for any intentional offences they commit should be rejected. A different situation occurs when a
physician uses his special knowledge to facilitate or secure ttre commission of an offence or to
ensure that it goes unpunished. However, here again this situation is by no means limited to
physicians but rather is equally applicable to pharmacists, chemists, biologists, gunsmiths,
police officers, etc.

64. Nevertheless, consideration must also be given to the hypothesis that a physician
deliberately and consciously fails to assist not just any sick person or the victim of an
accident,29 such as in the cases mentioned in a previous chapter, but his own patient, and as a
result of ttris failure to act the patient dies or sustains ineparable consequences to his health. In
these cases, jurists consider that an intentional or wilful offence does exist, the so-called
offence committed by omission, which is the equivalent of an act committed through active (as

opposed to passive) conducl Depending on the circumstances and the specific case, an offence
of homicide or wilful injury shall exist. Besides other requirements which need not be gone
into here, the legal grounds for this criminal liability on the part of the physician arc derived
from the close ielationship which exists between patient and physician as a result of the
contract or other form of de facto connection (an example being the hospital doctor on duty
who treats a casualty department patient). In these cases, in view of the privileged position
enjoyed by the physician in relation to the life and health of the patient, he has a special duty to
guarantee "his" patient's legally-protected interests and this obliges him to provide his services
in such a way as !o ensure that no harm comes to these interests, provided, of course, that he is
able to in the circumstances.

B. Liability in respect of negligent conduct

a. Juridico-criminal negligence: features and configuration in the Penal Code

65. In negligent liability the legally-protected interest (in this case, the life, integrity and
physical or mental healttr of ttre patient) is not harmed intentionally. Liability is based rather on
ihe author's 

-whoever 
he may be- breach of certain duties of care or diligence, as a result of

which the legal interest has sustained harm. The intended purpose of the author in such cases is
of little interest or is irrelevant to criminal law; indeed, the puspose may even be highly useful
to society (for example, teating a patient). What is important is how the author has conducted
himself, that is, the means and the use he has made of these means,30 the lack of due diligence
in his action which may have led to the unintended and perhaps even unforeseen outcome.
Given the nature of this offence of negligence, it is this type of liability which generally-
speaking arises most frequently in professional acts, particularly unlawful acts committed by
physicians.

66. Since the reform of the Penal Code in 1989,31 article 565 includes so-called reckless
negligence as an offence ("any person who out of recklessness commits an act which, if
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committed intentionally, would constitute a criminal offence, shall be sentenced to a term in
prison." (CP, article 565.1);:z simple negligence, with or without a breach of regulations, is
considered to be a minor offence or misdemeanour ("any person who, out of simple negligence
or carelessness causes to others harm which, if caused intentionally, would constitute a
criminal offence, shall be liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding thrty days and a fine
of between 50,000 and 100,000 pesotas, provided that ttre negligence in question entails also a
breach of regulations; where this is not the case, he shall be sentenced to imprisonment of
between one and fifteen days or a fine of betwen 50,000 and 100,000 pesetas", (CP article,
586 bis.l).:l 11t difference3a between offences and minor misdemeanours involving
negligence is that in reckless negligence the breach of duties of care is more serious, more
inexcusable or clumsy compared with the less serious breach which leads to simple negligence;
and the difference between the two types of simple negligence is that the author's conduct is
more censurable and reprehensible where regulations exist which expressly set out the contents
of his duty of care than when such provisions do not exist (here regulations should be
understood in the widest sense, that is, anything from a law or statutory rule down to a circular
or internal memorandum, a.s long as they take the form of a legal provision).3s

67. On the other hand, reckless negligence may be aggravated when professional negligence
or lack of expertise are involved also ("when death or injuries with the results provided for in
articles 418, 419 or 42I.2 occur and where professional negligence or lack of expertise are
involved, the maximum sentences stipulated in the present article shall be imposed. These
sentences may be increased by one or two degrees at the discretion of the Court when the harm
caused is extremely serious", CP, article 565.2).36 This provision on aggravation has been
criticised by experts, some of whom argue that it should be deleted or at least that its effects be
softened, as we shall see below.

68. To sum up, the Penal Code uses the term "imprudence" alongside "lack of expertise" and
"negligence". Thg law uses these terms to denote the taking on of an excessive or "non-
permissible" risk, which entails a breach of certain duties of care, although there are certain
nuances of difference in the case of lack of expertise and negligence in the field of professional
practice (in other cases, imprudence and negligence are synonymous).

b. The elements of offences of negligence: aspects of greatest relevance to medical practice

69. Notwithstanding the clarification given above, it would appear that a literal reading of the
Penal Code is insufficient to enable us to grasp the scope of liability in respect of negligence
and its repercussions for physicians. It is thus up to those whose job it is to interpret the law (at
the end of the day, the judges who have to apply it) to determine specific examples of the
elements through which liability has to manifest itself in order to have legal-criminal relevance.

In the case of offences of negligence as described in the Penal Code, the following
elements must always be present: a) failure to observe the duties of care entailed in professional
practice; b) the causing of death or injury to the patient; c) causal link between the conduct of
the physician and the result; d) the existence of an unlawful link between conduct and result, or
objective imputation of the result. Each of these elements will be examined in detail below,
although we will focus only on the aspects which are of greatest relevance to the specific
category of medical negligence.3T

a'. Failure to observe the duties of care entailed in professional practice

70.Let us look first of all at conduct in which due care is not exercised. This is certainly the
most complex element or component part of the offence, and the one which proves most
difficult to unravel. In practice, in the final instance whether or not an offence of negligence
exists will depend on this element, although it should not be forgotten ttrat the other component
parts of the offence must also be present.

This requirement st€ms from the criminal rule which lies at the root of offences of
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negligence and which states that in their social life (in all areas of social life), citizens'
behaviour must confonn to certain duties or rules designed to ensure that legally-protected
interests or not endangered are harmed, particularly where major risk is iniolveri (traffic,
public transport-, dangerous industries, huclear energy, certain sports, etc.; but also in
lpqqently harmless activities such as looking after planis hung froni a balcony or window).
This is what is known.af "the duty of care". Thus, citizens or piofessionals (foi our purposes
here. physicians orheSlth-g* professionals) whose conduct inthe exercise oi their profeision
conforms to these duties of care are in fact merely tailoring their conduct to the guid'elines laid
down by thenrlq._It is therefore necessary to comlare the d=ury of care required in-the particular
sector of social life with the actual conduct of the author.

71. As is known, however, the precise legal content of this duty of care is not laid down
specifically in the Law (a rather pointless task in any case, in view of the sheer number of
conducts which are subject to certain duties of care) and thus it befalls the judge (with, of
course, the apprgpriate_expert advice on hand) to assess whether in a given cas6 a duty of care
has been breached. All physicians who treat a patient should obsErve minimum conduct
gui9g]ines to avoid.committing a criminal offence, regardless of their level of training or their
qualificatigns: the duty. of care. is an gbjeclive one. This was made clear in a recent ruliig of the
Supreme Court (2nd Chamber) dated 14 February 1991 when, in a health-related case, ii stated
that in order to coxstitute punishable negligence, the following was required: "an act or
omission performed in breach of rules or regulations of caution or lrecaution - as required by
the circumstances of the event, place and time-, which aimed to foresee and, wher6
appropri.a19., av.oi{ d*rug or-harm-'. This criterion indicates the minimum level of necessary
care or ability, below which there exists a duty to refrain from acting.

72. However, a number of authors have raised the point that the duty of care should be
established in accordance with individual ability, and assessment of [his duty should be
determined llotr {rom the standpoint of culpability, as the majority would hold, but should be
based rather on the description of the offen-ce included in the iaw. Put another way, the duty of
care is only breached when the person, in accordance with his ability, could have foreseen the
outcome, which means that the level of this duty will vary from person to person. This
represents.an individual or subjective duty of care.38 This notion of the duty of care is
extremely important in the medical profession, particularly with regard to prof6ssionals of
mu-ch greaterability than others practising the same specialilt branch, given tf,at if they fail to
make use of this extra-special ability they will be in b-reach of the dutybf care which ii within
their reach; from an objective poini of view, this situation would alsb affect those of below-
aferygg ability: they would not be liable (not having breached the duty of care) if they used all
the- diligence they are capable of using, even though this is belo* the average ability of
colleagues. The question arises only in relation to individual ability and not (excepti<inal)
knowledge, sinll.the latter is taken into account in the appraisal of objective foreseeability.
Only insofar as failure to use this ability can be determineii objectively Can a case be made f6r
the existence of a breach of the duty of care, which would give rise-in turn to an offence of
negligence;3s if this is not the case, in certain situations an intentional offence may exist,
whereas the rest would not be punishable.a0

73. Objectively-due care is determined by the (intellectual) criterion of the objective
foreseeability of the outcome (adequate causation), and is correct€d and restricted by another
(statutory) criterion, according to which only dangerous actions are prohibited, that ii, actions
which lead to an objectively-foreseeable ourcome and which an intelligent and judicious person
would refrain from 

-commining.

a". Technical fault, breach of lex artis and of the duty of care

74. It is difficult to describe in more specific tenns the content of the duty of care as
conceived objectively, due to the tremendous variety and complexity of the conducts which
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have to be appraised.
One could determine content on the basis of general laws which are applicable to cases

which fit the legal description of the offence or ones of a similar nature. This-set of technical
rules and procedures is what is commonly known as lex artis, which naturally differs from
sector to sector and from profession to profession. The implication of this is that a physician or
health-care. professional who has been guided by the lex anis, by what his skill and judgement
indicate to be appropriate at each moment and in each circumstance, generally-speaking will not
have breached his duties of care. This is an issue to which we shall return laier.-

Determining the existence or otherwise of a breach of the duty of care is also possible,
although less frequent in the case of physicians, on the basis of technical or administrative
provisions. As ha.s been mentioned above, in such cases 

-and 
if injury is caused to the

patient-, the offender shall have committed an offence of reckless negligence or simple
neglignece involving a breach of regulations, depending on the circumstances.

75. A distinction must be drawn between three closely-related although not completely
identical notions which, if confused, could give rise to hasty and erroneous 6onsequenc6s. Thi:
three in question are breaches of the objective duty of care, technical error br fault and
infringements of the lex artis. Conceptually, the three are very similar, which is why it is
crucial that as far as is possible the logical context of each should be clearly defined.

Technical error or fault, known also as professional error or fault, is a concept which is
common also to other professions, most of which are of a technical or experimental nature
(architects, engineers etc). Technical fault in medicine involves the defective application of
tnethods, techniques or procedures in the dffirent stages of the action of the physicianat
(examination, diagnosis, indication, administering of treatment). As used here, the concept of
technical fault does not imply a legal appraisal but rather the de facto verification that a given
medical situation is incorrect from the medical point of view. This neutral legal interpretation
implies only that once it has been ascertained that an error resulting in harm has in fact taken
place, it then becomes necessary to verify whether a breach of the duty of care has also
occurred, given that it is possible for a technical error to exist without a breach of the duty of
care. Technical fault or enor, which is a scientific concept, does not entail negligence (legal
concept) eo ipsolz in the eyes of the Law the decisive element is not the error in itself but
rather the cause of any such error. To sum up, then, the existence of technical fault alone is of
no value other than as an indication (as long as it is accompanied by a result of harm to the
patient) which leads us to ascertain subsequently that objectively-due care has or has not been
breached. Thus, it will not always be possible to state that criminal liability exists if, in this
respect, the offence does not conform to this requirement

Similarly, with regard to lex artis we may conclude the following: 1) technical eror or
fault does not necessarily suppose a breach of lex artis;2) lex artis is not immutable nor does it
exist in one form only, and thus it must be reconciled with individual freedom to use different
methods and must remain open to new techniques and procedures, including less widely-used
ones; 3) lex anis is valid solely (as has been stated above) for "typical" situations, for example,
those described in scientific literature, whereas it is not valid for exceptional or "atypical" cases;
4) it is not possible to determine an identity based on content for bottr technical regulations and
legal rules at the same time: each group pursues its own particular ends and therefore a breach
of one does not necessarily imply that of the other. In conclusion, although the principle that
physicians should observe the lex artis (n the broad sense refened to earlier) is still very much
in force, a breach does not as yet entail a breach of the duty of care, although it often does
constitute an indication thereof. Indeed, on occasions (in atypical situations) a physician's
observance of the duty of care may even require him to distance himself from the lex artis.

76.The above general considerations regarding the three concepts are shared also by case
law when, for example, it is said that medical practice is "subject to the lex artis, and that
medical criminal liability does not originate from errors of diagnosis or lack of extraordinary
expertise (given that infallibility cannot be made a requirement): rather, negligence arises when
conduct does not conform to certain requirements and means...".43
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b". Determining the existence of a breach of the objective duty of care: special features44

77. To begin with, account must be taken of certain aspects, such as how to assess a
person's training or specialist knowledge (even though there is no specific ban on practising
without the appropriate specialist qualification), the general need to update scientific knowledge
and techniques, circumstances of time and place (e.g. rural area or hospital, etc), the duty of
so-called "therapeutic information", etc.

20. Within the various phases of the curing process (anamnesis, diagnosis, prognosis,
treafnent, preventive or prophylactic measures) there are a number of particular circumstances
to which consideration must be given when determining whether or not duties of care have
been breached. In view of the amount of guess-work involved, greater leeway is allowable in
diagnosis, although, as Supreme Court case law has held, this does not mean that criminal
liability for negligence is completely ruled out

b'. Death of or injury to patient

78. In order for criminal liability in respect of negligence to exist, negligent conduct by the
physician of the type explained above is in itself insufficient. A harmful material result to the
patient is also required, since in medical practice only a material result offence is possible; ttris
point was clarified by the Supreme Court ruling of 14 February 1991 referred to earlier, which
stated that 'concrete damage and harm must be caused, and this must be a consequence of the
negligent conduct in its twin facets, narnely, the lack of foresight or the "duty to know" and ttre
lack of care or the "duty to prevent"'. In any case, it is not always easy to determine whether
harm has been caused to the patient on the basis of how his condition has evolved.

This result may take the form of harm caused to the health or integrity of the patient
and, in some extreme cases, even loss of life. Consequently, inadequate action on the part of a
physician who has failed to observe due care, but which has not led to one of the
aforementioned events or situations, shall not give rise to criminal liability of any kind, as we
are reminded by article 565 of the Penal Code in which the expression "performance of an
action leading to a result" is used. Conversely, the existence of a result of harm or damage to
the patient does not necessarily imply punishable negligence on the part of the physician, given
that it must be proven that his behaviour effectively breached the duty of care, in the tenns
outlined above. The presence of a result such as one of those listed above merely opens the
way to a subsequent analysis of the conduct of the physician or health-care professional.

c'. The causal link between the physician's conduct and the outcome

79.Let us suppose that duties of care have indeed been breached and have resulted in harm
being caused to the patient. This in itself is insufficient: it is necessary to ascertain whether ttre
negligent conduct actually caused the result, that is, whether a causal link exists between the
two, a point that has been stressed by the Supreme Court ruling of 14 February 1991: "a
corresponding relationship of causation, of cause and effect, must exist between the negligent
action and ttre harmful result; this in turn will generate liability when the blame can be auributed
to a specific person". As was mentioned above, the subject's negligent action does not extend
also to the subsequent outcome - this is a requirement of the offence- given that the
subject's intended purpose was not to cause the result in question. This is why the causal link
associating the action and the outcome -a link which must always exist- forms part of the
legal description of the offence.as

This requirement has led to widespread difficulties as regards the furnishing of proof,
and it is easy to understand that such difficulties arise most frequently in the field of health or
medicine, given that medicine by definition is an inexact science involving a certain degree of
guess-work and not everything is known about the physical and mental behaviour of human
beings.a6 Hence, doubts as to the existence of this causal link shall lead to the person being-
acquitted, by virtue of the application of the principle of. in dubio pro reo (presumption of
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innocence).

d'. Unlawful link benpeen action and outcome: objective imputation of the latter

.8.9..tn specialist literature and in case law it is considered that something else is required in
addition to all the above.-Firstly, a closer link between action and outcome tlan a mereiy causal
link is required: the result in question must have been a consequence of the failure to bbserve
objectively-due care.aT Secondly, the result must be one which the regulations governing due
care aimed specifically to prevent.,l8

It is difficult to provide clear-cut examples in the field of medicine, and hence we shall
resort to another field in an effort to better understand the frst of the above-mentioned criteria
pgardiqg imputation. Let us suppose that when driving along a stretch of road a motorist
prea\s the speed limit. Ahead of him is a cyclist who is riAing iather enatically; the cyclist is
knocked down and dies. Let us consider the circumstances: the driver has breached his-duty of
qare pY e-xcegdlng the speed-limit; a death results therefrom and certainly there can bd no
dgqytlg that he has caused that death. Is he guilty of an offence of negligencb? Not in the eyes
of the law, because the result did not stem from his negligent driving, and would have occuried
e-qu.ally if he had not broken the limit. We can take an example also from the field of health:
during an operation an anaesthetist administers cocaine instiad of the correct substance; the
patiglt! dies -but the autopsy shows later that he would have died anyway given his serious
condition. All the above requirements, including the causal link, are preserit here except for d)
the unlawful link between action and outcome or the objective impuiation of the resuli. Thus,
the correct decision would be to clear the accused. Proving that ttre result would have occurred
in any case, even if the duty of care had been observed, will depend to a large extent on the
skill of the defence_ taryyer,- although as long as it seems possible or likely,+e as long as doubt
exists, a court should give the benefit of doubt and find th-e accused not gtiilty.

c. Aggravated liability in respect of professional negligence or lack of expertise

81. As far as these aggravated offences ar€ concerned, we have little to add to what we have
stated elsewhere.so Lack of expertise and negligence refer to professionals although their
meaning differs: professional negligence implied abreach of technical duties incumbent-only on
profession-als in the course of their work;51 however, it does not follow that all negligence on
the part of a person who happens to be a professional will render him liable to an aggravated
sent€nce (for this to be the case he must breach his duty of care also).sz

Although this aggravation of the offence is questionable,S3 bearing in mind that there
are other activities in society which may be performed by professionals and laypersons alike
(for example, the driving of motor vehicles), it is not as widE of the mark as mighi at fust seem
(provided it is kept within the appropriate limits). Bear in mind also that certain professions
cannot be practised by non-professionals, such is the case with physicians (and also architects,
engineers, pharmacists, etc.), and that authorisation to practiie is dependent on the person
holding the appropriate qualifications (presumption of aptitude). Thus, il is understandable that
breaches of duties of care, as set out in technical regulations, or illegal practice by a person
who does not have the necessary qualification should be viewed as being more serious.-In the
light of this consideration, then, there would be no grounds for an objective aggravation of
liability.sa

C. Tearn Work in Medical and Health Care

82. Team work,55 which is becoming increasingly common in hospital medicine, poses
particular problems, although it can prove extremely important and useful as regards
determining liability, bearing in mind that in criminal law liability is strictly personal (each
person is answerable for his own conduct). In cases such as these, one may appiy the criterion
adopted by Spain's Supreme Court -in a road traffic case first of all-, which has become
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known as the-principle of trust, according to which each person taking part in an activity may
trust that in their respective missions the others will act-in accordanEe with their duties; th6
same goes for joint activities, under ttre principle of the sharing out of functions. In this way, a
surgeon may trust that his anaesthetist is using the appropriate parameters and carrying out the
necessary verifications in the course of the operation; thai the nurse will hahd lim the
appropriate instruments; for her part, the nurse may trust that the instrument or drug requested
is the correct one (and the dosage indicated is correct); dre internist can trust that the nurse will
give.the prescribed doses at the times indicated; both physician and nurse may trust that the
medicine or drug has been made correctly by ttre laboratilry and that the labels indicate the exact
content and expiry date.

- The sharing out of functions also means that superiors will not ask their subordinates to
qerfonl any.tasks which exceed their level of trai,nirig or their allotted work or which they
themselves should do..Ifthey do assign such work, it is their duty to supervise that their ordeis
or instructions are carried out conectlt.

III. Civil Liability

,.8.3. 
Civil liability (whether linked or not to an offence)56 eims to afford reparation in respect

of harm caused to someone and, wherc appropriate, to compensate for any d'amages causei by
the punishable evenLJT This tlqually takes the form of financial compensation, although other
fo.ryg may oc.casionally used. This tlpe ofliqlility may be based on tlie conrracrual rela-tionship
which exists between the-patient an{ the health piofeslional, in accordance with the provisionl
of article l10l and related articles of the Civit Code, or, alternatively, on'so-called
extracontractual fault which gives rise to extacontractual liability, governed by article 1902 of
the Civil Code.s8

The distinction between the two forms of liability as applied in the field of medicine has
led to a greqt deal of doctrinal discussion, not to menti6n confroversy. Both doctrine and case
law have giv.en apple recognition to the existence of a contractiral relationship between
physician and patient where said relationship stems from an earlier legal relatioriship inrer
partes.5e Although contractual medical cover is becoming increasingly common, the
importance of situations where this is 

-€mergency 
operations, occasional gals in contractual

cover, etc.- makes it inappropriate to examine here the contractual basis bf civil liability
derived from medical practice.60 Nonvithstanding the different legal regimes of contractual and
extracontactual liability6l 

-the 
need to be of legal capacity to enter into a contract (in ttre case

of the former type), time-limits for the lapsing of contracti, proof of fault, etc.- case law has
on occasions. approximated the two in rulings on reparations.62 The theoretical grounds for this
lies in the circumstance that here both types of liability come in to play, that is, it can be
ascertained that the general duty of alterum rcn lacderi has been brbaihed, as has a duty
stemming from contactual obligations,63 even though both become merged in one single claim
for compensation. Moreover, as laid down in the Supreme Court Ruling of 11 November
1990,64 these obligations are derived from another which is common to all health
professionals, whether or not they are under contract, namely, the obligation which is not
necesarily to ensure the recovery of the patient. Put another way, it is not an obligation which
involves a specific result, but rather one involving means: the prbfessional's obligalon is not to
cure the patient but rather to provide him wittr all the care required, in accordance with the state
of the art in science.

84. Which is all the more reason not to draw a distinction between contractual and
extracontractual liability when considering cases of civil liability.o5 For our purposes here it
will suffice to consider the common elements between the two, taking as our s-tarting point
articles 1101 and 1902 of the Civil Code which deal wittr ttre failure to observe certain duties of
care incumbent on the author.66 The conditions or circumstances of this form of liability
include the following:67
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a) Harn{ul conduct: this consists of an action or omission,68 which leads to a result of

hryo t9 the patient. In order for this conduct to be relevant in terms of civil liability it must be
unlawful, that is, it must transgress a legal rule based on the principle that one shall not harm
others.6e Moreover, "the harm on which the alleged liability is grounded must be a
consequence of an action or omission circumscribable to the scop6 of activities related to the
health-medical profession ".To

In cases where the is governed by a contract, there is
debate as to whether " be deemed valid. However, the
limitations imposed by
derived from fault or an

articles 102-1 104 
-which 

invalidate waivers with respect to liability
the Civil Code 

-which
intentional act- and articles 1255 and 1258 of

annql the validity of clauses which are contrary to the law, to morals or public order or which
elFl conseqrences that do not conform to good faittr or proper usage-, substantially curb the
efficiency-of agreements which exonerat€ ihe professional from civil tiabitity in ca-ses where
strict liability is involved.

b) The causing of lwrm: although this element is extremely difficult to determine, in the
field of health or medical care it entails so-called bodily harm (although in the broad sense,
which includes also harm of a mental nature) as well ashaterial and mbral harm, mental and
physical pain and loss of profit or earnings.?l The harm caused must be real in all cases. Even
more complex than the determination of harm is the question of how it can be assessed for the
purpose of compensation: the importance of th-e harm caused depends on personal
circumstances, which are difficult to cbmpare in absolute tenns for all pati-ents alike. Hence, !o
a large extent it is the law, having weighed up the specific circumstancris of the case, which has
to establish the nature and quantum of any reparation to be awarded in respect of civil
liability.zz

c) Causal connection between the conduct and the hann caused' this is a perectly logical
requirement and is explained &bove;73 it might be appropriate here to recall once more the
difficulties involved, although not so much those regarding the furnishing of proof (which we
will examine in a moment) as those which arise in s"eking a general criterion *trictr will enable
us to construct -or rule out- the causal connection satisfactorily. In the area of negligence,
for example, Spanish case law has adopted the notion that causatidn should be deemed to exist
if the harmful result would have been avoided with diligent conduct; although this criterion
appears clear and defendable, it is somewhat imprecise as regards the weighing up the
likelihood that the result would have been avoided.Ta Furthermore, a lack of diligence 

-whichwould enable the conduct to be viewed as being negligent- is often associated with causation,
when it is more corr€ct initially at least to analyse the two separat€ly. Only after a causal link
has been seen to exist between conduct and result is it appropriate to assess the matter of
whether the action was negligent or not.75 Perhaps it is for these reasons that case law is not
guided by one single criterion alone in establishing the causal connection: although the conditio
sine qua-non formula is widely accpet€d, there is another curent in case law (backed by a
sector of doctrine) which strcsses the failings of this principle, for example, it is not capable of
settling correctly cases involving several causal processes which lead to harm being caused,
and it would rule out finding possible grounds for objective liability, etc-. This second body
of opinion prefers other criteria and is supported by the Supreme Court ruling of 1l July 1987,
which sided with the theory of adequation. Having said that, the conditio sini qua non formula
continues to afford the surcst means of establishing the causal link between cohduct and harm.
This does not mean, however, that it is not possible to perfect the legal relevance of causation
either by extending civil liability to cases of objective liability 

-given 
that the problem is one

of culpability, that is, strict liability-, or by limiting it in accordance with the modern-day
category of objective imputation.

Objective liability will be dealt with in the next section, although it is important to recall
here that objective imputation is a category which covers a range of criteria, which can be used
to rule out liability in respect of a conduct which has been considered previously to have been
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the cause of a harmful result. This is why objective imputation may be considered as acting in
the opposite sense.to gbjective liability,zo which broadens the scope of liability, whereasihe
former serves to limit the attribution of harmful results to conducts for which a causal
connection can be established and thereby reduces the scope of civil liability. In this way, the
ruling -gf.{e Supreme Court (2nd Chamber) of ll February 1987 acknoivledges thai ;'the
causal link between the action and the result is not in itself sufiicient, (...) it is necEssary also to
add to the notion of cause, as understood by the natural sciences and as translatedinto the
doctrine of "conditio sine qua non" or equivalence of conditions, the legal-criminal relevance of
any such.causal connection". Furthermore, objective imputation leads Io the author being made
responsible for conducts which, strictly-spe-aking, are- not the actual causes of the h-armful
result 

-as 
is the case, for example, with acts of omission-.77

. 9Uj.ctiveimputation is beingintoduced into Spanish civil law doctrine particularly in
view of its potential as a criterion which limits criminal liability and any derived civil liability
consequences. It is destined to play a decisive role in the determination of the legal relevance oi
causal conducts in medical practice.

. d) Culpability gf the cawer of the larm: alttrough civil law specialists acknowledge that
there are two accepted meanings of the term fault 

-in-the 
broad serise as comprising intEntion

also, and in the stricter sense as the breach of certain duties of diligence and foresight-,78 it is
used more frequently in the stricter of the two senses, and in parti-ular in relation Io the healttr
professions to denote negligent conduct from which civil liability may be derived.Te The sense
of article 1104 of the Civil Code is adopted therefore.80 Moreover, and here one can discern
the influence of French doctrine, the category of "medical fault" has gradually been introduced
into Spanish law to denote breaches of-duiies of diligence by medical professionals in the
course of professional practice.s I

- Here again we encounter difficulties in attempting to arrive at a precise definition of
what constitutes a breach of said duties. These difficulties stem from the ielative nature of the
two factors which are generally advanced by our case law as requirements for an act to be
deemed to be blameworthy, namely, the degree to which the harmful result is foreseeable and
avoidable.82

Objective li,ubility isa crucial issue in civil tiability and has considerable implications for
medical praclice. In order for it to be deemed to exist, and thus give rise to an 6bligation to
make reparation, the causal link benveen the conduct and the harm suffices and no fault needs
to be present. This could be taken to mean that the requirement of culpability is replaced by the
assumption of risk in the performance of the dangerous conduct.83 To date, this type of
tiability hasbeen used only exceptionally in Spanis-h law, as we shall see shortly. How-ever,
the use of the reversal of the burden of proof may be understood as meaning that some
Supreme Court ruIings have opened the way to objective liability.

85. This element incrcases further the importance of the problem of proof, a subject which is
still very much open to debate today. We mentioned earlier that-harm was a necessary
circumstance for determining civil liability and that it was extremely complex to assess this iir
the context of a physician-patient relationship. Generally-speaking, this relationship is created
when an unwell patient goes to the doctor and seeks his help to improve his condition or to
attenuat€ the negative effects of his illness or accident. The objectiv-es, unfortunately, are not
always achie-ved and hence the problem arises of how to assess a lack of improvement or a
worsening of the patient's condition. Clearly, an evolution of the patient's health along these
lines could well be due to the action of the physician and thus it has to be decided whether or
not such action was found wanting. However, it should not be ruled out that the worsening
state may be due to the very process of the illness or the accident sustained by the patient anii
could not have been halted by the physician's diligent action.sa Thus, the other circumstances
of civil liability come into play and certain general aspects must be proven: the existence of
harm,85 the nature of any such harm, the causal connection, and fault or lack of fault-
depending on who has to furnish the proof- on the part of the physician.
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A general principle of civil liability is that the existence of harm must be proven by the
person alleging its existence, and it is up to the judge to appraise whether this is in fact the
case.86 Abundant examples exist in civil law case law of examples of attacks on people's
honour, privacy and personal image,87 which show how interesting the perspective described
here is, that is, splitting the concept of culpable harm into its two elements and conferring a
separate identity on the problem of the determination of harm (of a moral nature in the above-
mentioned case law examples). In the field of medical liability this perspective is justified in
view of the conflict which exists between the two categories of bodily and moral harm: partial
recovery of sight,ae causing of blindness, worsoning of one's physical appearance following
plastic surgery designed to do just the opposite, etc.8e and even death (from the point of view
of the moral harm caused to next-of-kin.e0 The number of circumstances in which it would be
necessary to ascertain and prove the existence of harm in order to make the physician
answerable for unlawful conduct could well be endless. In the case of organ transplants, for
example, how is one to weigh up the rejection of the organ which worsens the patient's pre-
operation condition? How can the success or failure of plastic surgery be appraised? To what
extent and in which cases does the violation of professional secrecy give rise to moral damage?
and so on...

For their part, the other problems 
-proof 

of the causal link and fault on the part of the
physician- are addressed in the text of the ruling of the Supreme Court (1st chamber) of 11
March,9t in which it is stated that "the contractual or extracontractual obligation of physicians
and health professionals in general is not necessarily to achieve the recovery of the patient. Put
another way, they are obliged not to attain a given result but to use means: the professional is
not obliged to cure the patient but rattrer to provide him wittr all ttre care required, in accordance
with the state of the art in science. Moreover, more or less objective liability of all types is
generally rule out in the case of health professionals and their conduct, while the reversal of the
burden of proof (which has been accepted by this Chamber with repect to harm arising out of
circumstances of a different nature) is also excluded, and hence it is up to the patient to prove
the existence of a causal connection or link and of fault".e2 This and other rulings have firmly
established the current of case law which places on the shoulders of the plaintiff the burden of
proving each and every one of the requirements.

As was stated above, the reversal of the burden of proof may lead to the objectivation
of liability: the plaintiff will not have to prove the negligence of the medical action which
caused the harm.93 Such cases are few and far between in Spanish case law;9a for example, the
Supreme Court ruling of I December 1987, taking into account the difficulties a patient would
face in proving fault on the part of the physician in the application of radiotherapy, reversed the
burden of proof when, in establishing the latter's liability, it considered that it was sufficient to
recognise the causal link between the injuries suffered by the patient and the harmful conduct
-+xcessive dosis of radiotherapy-, without the defendant having proven that he had used the
all his diligence in using a means considered to be dangerous.e5

Notwithstanding what has just been said, doctrinee6 tends to acknowledge that it is
inappropriat€ to burden the patient with the task of furnishing the proof in cases involving
medical liability. There are a number of reasons which explain this. Firstly, the patient or his
heirs may find themselves in a situation of helplessness as a result of the harm caused by the
medical action. Secondly, and more frequently, they will be unable to obtain the appropriate
information concerning the entire medical surgical process undergone, they will not have
access to proof and will be unable to identify those ruly responsible when several persons
have taken part in the treatmenl Neither will ttrey be in a position to assess all these elements
properly. Above all they will face the insurmountable obstacle placed in their path by the "cruel
corporatism of professionals".eT For these r€asons, and on the basis of the principle that each
side should be allowed to fight with equal weapons -a principle laid down by the German
Constitutional Court in its resolution of 1 April 1979-, Spanish doctrine has found in
objective liability the remedy to att€nuate the inequalities in the field of medical liability which
stem from the principle that the onus to prove charges lies with the plaintiff. However, it is
important to sress here that this form of ttre reversal of the burden of proof should not be taken
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to mean that strict liability or liability without fault is acceptred fully 
-given 

that lack of fault
would not necessarily prevent the physician from being held responsible. It is a case rather of
the burden of proof being displaced in the direction of the person who is better placed to
furnish evidence that he acted with the necessary diligence.

IV. The Liability of the Public Health Authorities

86. Where criminal liability in the strict sense does not exist, there are a number of cases in
Spanish law in which someone who did not actually cause the harm is obliged to provide
reparation. Thus, for example, 

-and 
as is laid down in the Constitution (article 106)- the

State is held to be liable for harm derived from the functioning of public services, which means
that it has to acknowledge liability for the actions of professionals who provide their services in
the different national health authorities.es

A. Direct State Aability

87. Although provision is made in the Civil Code for civil liability on the part of the State
(afticle 1903 number 5), this is further reinforced by other administrative legislation such as the
Compulsory Expropriation Act of 16 December 1954 (article 121 onwards) and the Act of 26
July 1957, which sets out the Irgal Regime of the State Administration (article 40 onwards).

The latter states in article 40 that "private individuals shall be entitled to receive
compensation from the State for all injuries suffered to their properties and rights, except in
cases of force majeure, provided that said injuries are a consequence of the normal or non-
normal functioning of public services or the adoption of measures which cannot be reviewed
by courts for administrative disputes. In all cases, any harm alleged must be real in nature,
must be assessable in financial terms and must have been suffered by an individual or group of
persons". This type of liability is enforced using administrative channels and expires one year
after the date of the event giving rise to the claim for compensation.

The fact that this liability is considered not to be a form of indirect responsibility or
liability in respect of the actions of others, but rather as direct liability,rl which is not grounded
on the unlawful nature of the harmful act or the negligence of the public servant involved,
means that we are once again in the sphere of objective liability.tm

88. Private individuals are also entitled to demand that the authorities and civil servants,
irrespective of their rank and status, provide reparation for injuries and harm caused to the
former's property or rights as the result of serious fault or negligence committed in the course
of their duties (article 43). The Administration, for its part, can claim against its authorities,
officials or agents for liability caused by serious fault or negligence on their part, irrespective of
whether the State awards compensation to third parties who sustain harm as a result. It may
also take action in respect of liability for harm and damage caused to the properties and rights
of the State (article 42).

89. This then constitutes the basic legal rules governing cases of harm or injury caused in
state-run hospitals. Liability is grounded not on a contract (even where one exists between
patient and physician) but on the law itself, and as a result any such liability is extracontractual
in nature.

90. The Supreme Court (4th Chamber, which deals with claims instigated against the
administration) has also handed down rulings on this issue and generally-speaking has
confirmed the liability of State institutions or bodies, along the lines of what has just been
explained above. However, the sentences consulted by the present authors do not state whether
or not the action which gave rise to the harm was of a specifically medical nature. Furthermore
they involved provincial authorities only (rulings of 12 March 1975 and 4 July 1979).

91. It is clear that liability is based on the existence of injury, which, as we saw earler, is a
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requirement laid down in article 40 of the Act which sets out the Legal Regime of the State
Administration. Here again it may be understood that the concept of in]ury is a purely de facto
one, and is accepted in a manner similar to the way the notion of harmls accepted by civilists,
as was explained abqv.e ("!gjury" in the criminal law denotes an attack made on a legally-
protected interest and implies that the interest in question is undermined, even though this
cannot always be assessed in monetary terms).

92.In some exceplional cases, ttre State has also assumed liability which is not catered for in
clrrent leg-is9tion- Such was the case when it assumed responsibiiity for the repercussions of
the so-called toxic syndrome (where thousands of people were poisoned 5y adulterated
cooking oil), by virtue of the RD of 19 October 1981 and 18lune 1982.

93. The Administration's concern led it to include in the State Budget for 1991 insurance
contracts to cover professional civil liability (Sixth Additional Provision): "Civil liability
insurance. Insurance may be taken out to cover the professional civil liability of employees of
the State adminisuation, its autonomous bodies, management agencies and social s6curity
services, where the circumstance warrant cover. The head bf the department, body,
o,rganls-atign or service concerned shall decide which specific functions arid circumstanc6s
should be included in any such cover". To give effect to d\is provision the Ministry for Health
and Consumer Affairs must take the appropriate steps, as it has done so already with a private
insurance company.

B. Liabiliry on the Part of the Social Secuiry System

94.Let us examine now the situation of a person covered by Social Security who makes a
claims for liability in respect of medical assisance provided in a social security hospital.

It should be noted first of all that the Social Security (to simplify matters here we shall
not differentiate between the National Institute of Social Sdcurity, whiCh manages the syst€m,
and the National Institute of Health 

-INSALUD, 
in Spanish- which actually provid-es the

health care) is a public albeit autonomous body, although it is expressly excluded from the
regime put in place for autonomous state-run institutioni. As we shall sip in a moment, this
consideration is important for the question of the most appropriate avenue of jurisdiction to be
used.

It is also important to point out that two very different types of legal relationship are
involved in health care which is provided under the Social Secuhty system. The first is the
employer-employee relationship which exists between the health professional and the Social
Security system, while the second is the (statutory) national insurance link between the Social
Security and the person covered by the system. It is clear from this that no legal contractual
relationship exists bewteen the health professional and the patient. Hence, liabitity stemming
from the actions of the former is extracontractual and is based on the above-mentioned statutory
provisions of the Civil Code. This means that a claim may be made jointly against the Social
Security system and the professional, under article 1903 of the Civil Code (see also the rulings
of the Supreme Court -{ivil Chamber- of 20 February 1981 and 28 March 1983).

95. It is also possible to claim directly against the Social Security using the courts for labour
disputes, on the basis of the national insurance link which exists beween the system and those
affiliated to it. Support for this can be found in article 2.b) of the Labour Procedures Act of 27
April 1990. Such claims would involve making the National Institute of Health directly liable
for the supposedly incorrect granting of services it is obliged to provide (see rulings of the
Supreme Court 

-Labour 
Disputes Chamber- of 20 November 1982 and 2l November

1983). As we have already seen, the fact that there is no legal relationship of any type between
the physicians employed by the Social Security and the beneficiaries of the system, this avenue
of direct liability (or the legal basis thereof) cannot be extended to include the employees of the
system (although, as we have also seen, extracontractual liability remains an option).

Just as when the State is held to be directly liable (as was mentioned above in the
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preyigus section), the advantages afforded by this avenue of jurisdiction 
-Social 

Security
liability- are clear for all to see. The physician who may have provided imperfect services is
relegated to a secondary role and his professional competence and prestige are not
compromised to the same exlent. Furthermore, and bearing in mind the rather closed nature of
the medical profession, it opens the way to greater objectiveness when it comes to determining
the actual facts and furnishing means of proof. All of which means that the patient-beneficiary
is afforded greater assurances that he will receive adequate compensation in iespect of the hanir
produced. It should be said, however, that much will hinge on the flexibility and breadth of the
criteria adopted by case law until such times as doctrine governing the matter becomes fully
.enselidarcd.l0t

C. Vicarious Liability on the Part of the Adninistration

96. We shall now examine briefly the question of vicarious liability on the part of the health
authorities.

In principle, all criminal offences give rise to civil liability. A decision regarding both
criminal and civil liability is made in the criminal law procedure, save where the (private)
accusation expressly indicates the contrary. The Penal Code makes provision for -<r perhaps
it would be more accurate to say that it can be deduced from the Codb- vicarious civil liability
of the State, Insalud and other public healttr authorities in respect of offences or fault committed
by employees who are found to be criminally liable and who are unable to pay the
compensation awarded by a court (article22). These institutions must cover the civil liability of
an insolvent health care professional as determined by a court. We should add also that
vicarious civil liability is understood by Spanish courts in the objective sense, that is, that the
institution or body deemed to be liable is answerable even where it has not been at fault (rn
eligendo, invigilando fault is presumed to exist), and no proof that it exercised all diligence or
car€ can be admitted.

$ 3. Quality Assurance: Review Boards

I. Quality Assurance

97. Like its neighbouring countries, Spain has based its health model on the notion of the
coexistence of public and private action. However, it falls upon the authorities to guarantee the
right to health, regardless of private sector involvement, because health is viewed as a public
service;I02 these are the principles which have shaped medical care in Spait.

When speaking of quality assurance it is necessary to return once more to the
constitutional principle contained in article 43.2 of the Spanish Constitution, which defines the
role of the public administrations in this regard as follows: "the public authorities are charged
with the organisation and assurance of public.hr-qtS through preveltive measures and the
necessary services and facilities. The Law shall lay down the rights and duties of all
concerned".

The principle is taken up once again in article l.l. of the General Health Law (LGS),
the goal of which is "the general regulation of all actions to give effect to the right to the
protection of health, as recognised in article 43 and others of the Constitution"; article 6.4 of
the Law stipulates that the actions of public health authorities shall aim, among other things, to
assure health assistance in all cases where a los of health occurs; article 9 sets out the duty of
the authorities to inform users of public health services, or associated private services, of their
entitlements and duties; article 10 lists the rights of the various public health administrations;
article 30 deals with ttre intervention of the authorities in the inspection, control and appraisal of
the activities and functions of all health centres and institutions; articles 32-37 deal with health-
related infringements and sanctions. More specifically, articles 32 and 33 regulate the
disciplinary powers of the Adminisuation where civil and criminal actions are involved also;
articles 34 and 35 set out guidelines and principles governing the classification of infringements
of regulations as minor, serious and very serious, while article 36 lists the sanctions applicable
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in each s6s.103
Mention should be made at this point that Title V of the Law, governing pharmaceutical

products, con-fers quality assurance powers on the Administration. These pow-ers include the
evaluation of the suitability of drugs, medicines and other health prodircts (article 95.1).
Authorisation of medicines and drugs is subject to their being safe and efficient, and of
sufficlent quality and purity; moreover, they must have been manufactured by suitably able
natural orlegal persons endowed. All these aspects must be guarant€ed by thd procedure for
authorisation, which extends also to other aspects such as tolerance, purity,-stability and
information, in accordance with statutory iequirements (articles 95.3 dnd 95.4). The
Administration is also charged with drawing up standards governing the quality, production,
storage, advertising and dispensing of drugs and medicines (articles 98-103).104 These
provisions are developed fully in the Drugs and Medicines Law 2511990 of 20 December. The
explanatory meemorandum to the Law states as its primary objective that it shall "contribute to
bringing about safe, efficient and quality drugs anil medicines, which are correctly identified
and accompa$gg by appropriate information". After setting forth a series of principles, the
Drugs ands Medicines Law proceeds to lay down regulationC relating to safety guarantees and
otqe.ry go.yernigg no_n-toxicity or tolerance (article l2),efficacy (article 13) qudlty, purity and
stability (14) identification (15, 16 and l7), information (19) and accident prbveniioh (19). Of
note also _is Chapter Five which deals with pharmacopoeia (article 55) and quality control
(article 56). The latter article stipulates also which boiiies are competent to diaw up quality
control prograrnmes. 105

These provisions provide the bases for the control of health care activities.lo6

98. In addition to the above, a further and complementary avenue through which quality
control is assured in medicine, this time from the perspective of citizens as uiers of thehealth
care syst€m, is opened up by the Constitution itself. The opening paragraphs of article 51 state
that

1. The public authorities shall guarantee the defence of consumers and users by
protecting, through efficient procedures, their safety, health and legitimate economic
interests.
2. The public authorities shall promote consumer and user information; they shall
encourage the setting up of such organisations and shall hear them in matters affecting
consumers and users, in accordance with the terms laid down by the Law.

These stipulations are developed further by the Consumer and User Protection Law
26184 of 19 July 1984,107 which sets out as its objective the defence of consumers and users,
in accordance with article 53.3 of the Constitution. This defence is one of the general principles
which shapes Spain's legal order. The tenns consumers and users are used to denote all
"natural or legal persons who acquire, use or enjoy as the end users moveable or non-moveable
properties, products, services, activities or functions, irrespective of the nature (public or
private, individual or collective) of the producer(s), provider(s) or issuer(s) of said goods"
(article 1, parts I and 2). The Royal Decree of 8 March 1991, which lists the products, goods
and services covered by the Consumer and User Protection Law, includes in Annex I section C
health, medical, hospital and pharmaceutical services among those which must be given
priority and for which the authorities, either directly or in cooperation with consumer or user
bodies, should organise quality control campaigns and programmes.

Chapter II of the Law is devoted specifically to the protection of health and safety, and
Chapter Vtr to related guarantees and responsibilities. Of particular note is article 3l which puts
in place a system of arbiration which is empowered to give binding decisions for the settlement
of complaints or claims filed by consumers or users.

99. In addition to the above, Chapter V of the Code of Medical Ethics -a set,rf ethcial rules
and principles intended to inspire and guide the professional conduct of physicians (article lF
is devoted to "The quality of medical car€":
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Article 21.1. All patients iue entitled to medical care of scientific and human qualitv.
Physicians have 

-a 
responsibility to provide such care, regardless of their neta 6f

practice, and undertake to use all the resources of medical science adequately for their
patients, in accordance with existing medical craft and the possibilities available to
them.
2. Save for emergency cases, physicians should refrain from performing actions which
exceed their alility. In such cases, they shall propose that the patient seek the help of a
suitably qualified colleague.

Article 22.1. Physicians should be able to enjoy professional freedom and the technical
conditions necessary to enable them to act independently and in a manner which will
assure the quality of their work. Where these conditions do not exist, the body
responsible for the assistance provided to the patient should be duly informed.

2. Physicians, either individually or through professional bodies, should draw
the community's attention to any deficiencies which hinder correct professional
practice.

Article 23. T\e practice of medicine is a service based on scientific knowledge. Up-
dating this knowledge is both an individual ethical duty incumbent on each ptiysiciin
and an ethical commitment on the part of all the organisations and authorities involved
in ttre regulation of the profession.

Article 24.1. Unttl such times as non-conventional forms of medicine acquire an
acceptable scientific basis, physicians who practise them are obliged to record
objectively their observations in order to facilitate assessment of the efficacy of their
methods.

2. The following practices are unethical: practices inspired by charlatanism, and
those which lack a basis in science or which offer impossible cures to patients or to
their next-of-kin; illusory procedures or ones which for which sufficienl proof is not
yet available; the application of simulated treatments or fictitious operations;-the practice
of medicine exclusively by letter, telephone, radio or through the press.

3. Facilitating the use of a surgery to an unqualified person for the practice of
medicine, or aiding and abetting any such person, is unethical.

These p_urely ethical principles should be placed in ttre context of RD 1018/80 (Ministry
of Health and Social Security) of 19 May 1980, which approves the General Statutes of both
tle Organisation of Colleges of Physicians (abbreviated to OMC in Spanish) and the General
Council of Colleges of Physicians. Article 3.2 of the statutes of the former states that the
function of the OMC is to "safeguard and observe the ethical and social principles of the
medical profesion, as well as ia dignity and prestige. To that end it shall draw-up and apply the
appropriate Codes".

100. This system of control of medical services is complemented by further provisions
concerning treatment provided in a public hospital or care centre. RD 521/1987 of 15 April
governing the structure, organsiation and functioning of hospitals under the management of the
National Institute of Health, provides for the creation of a Hospital Users Committee (article
19.1), "a body designed to enable the community to participate in the planning, control and
assessment of the running of the hospital and the quality of care provided". The functions of
the Committee include proposing to the Hospital Management any measures it deems
appropriate in terms of health needs and with a view to improving the quality of care" (article
20.2 f); article 23 provides for the setting up of a Social Welfare Committee, a collegiate
advisory body charged among other things with "examining specific aspects which might
improve care" (article 23.2 c); finally, article 32 provides for the creation of a Patient Care
Service to channel and give written form to any claims which might arise. These claims are
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forwarded to the heads of the Division cglcgqned, and replies must be given in writing and
signed by the director or person appointed by him. Two representatives oiConsumer and-User
Organisations sit on both Committees.los 11 shsuld be pointed out, however, that in practice
$l lnnt*tion of theDecree provisions is far from satisfactory: in 1989 only 28Vo of th'e Social
Welfare Comminees had been set up and were working; Patieht Care Servi6es recieved 13,005
complaints 

-less 
than lVo of the total number of activities carried out in hospitals-.10e It is

considered that the "chief cause of ttre low number of complaints would appeir to be people's
misgivings that lodging a complaint serves any useful purposs".tlo - -

The same could be said for the other avenues of coinplaint open to a patient who wishes
to enforce the- his rights contained in the Bill of Patient Rights. Thi:se avenues are as follows:
the Patient Admission and Care Services which exist in healttr centrcs; the Complaints Register
which is available in all centres belonging to the National lnstitute of Health (IlVSelUO); tfre
Medical Services Inspectorate and thehead offices of INSALUD in each province.

II. Review Boards

101. One of thernost important recommendations of the Helsinki (1964) and Tokyo
(Helsinki II, 1975) Declarations was the setting up of independent committees ro oversee
medical research p_ro1oc.ols, particularly where eiperiment-s involving human beings are
concerned. In the United States these recommendaiions led to the creition of Institu-tional
Review Boards, which have had a major influence on the regulations goveming Clinical Triats
Committees throughout the world, and also on recent Spanis[ provisions.l l t Jhsss
committees were set up pqpaqly to review medical research protocols aird ttrose governing the
consent of subjects once they have been duly informed of tlie importance, consfouences-and
risks entailed in the treatment or operation to be undergone.ll2

The review cqqed ogt bJ the Committees prioi to the clinical test is designed to protect
the patient by ascertaining whetherhe-has given hii free consent and also the scdpe of any such
consent, the apjropriateness of the information given, particularly with regard to potential risks
and benefits. The overall aim is to ensure thaihe is irot subjec-ted to an-y experimentation to
which.he has not given his express consent and authorisation and that hiirighlts are protected.
The rigllts of the researcheis involved are protected also in that a clJar fram'ework of
responsibility is created. The same is true also 

-of 
the host institution, whose reputation is thus

ke.pt.intact.tt3 {ppraisul gd conrol by Committees of this type arc strictly scientific and legal-
administative in nature. They do not 6nter into the ethical corisiderations bf ilre test perfornied.
pn. qhig last point, notice has been dp1arp114 to the confusion which exists in Spanish
legislation be-twegn Clinical Trials Committees, which limit themselves to the purely scibntific
and medico-legal aspects, and Bioethics Committees, whose job it is to seitle cbnflicts of
values which arise in the course of medical practice. Article 64 of the Drugs and Medicines
Law, under the heading "Clinical Research Ethics Committees", stipulates the following:

l. No clinical Fslm.ay be performed without a preliminary report drawn up by a
Clinical Research Ettrics Committee, which shalt be inOependeht oittre instigatois oior
the researchers involved in ttre test and shall be duly auttrorised by the competent Health
4uthtority, ry,hich shall notify such authtorisation to the Ministry of Health and
Consumer Affairs.
2. The Committee shall weigh up the methodological, ethical and legal aspects of the
prolgsed protocol, as well as ttre anticipated risks and benefits of the test.
3. Ethics Committees shall be made up ol at the very least, an interdisciplinary team
comprising doctors, hospital pharmacists, clinical pharmacologists, nursing stiff and
non-health professionals, of whom at least one shall be a jurist. -

102. The confusion in terminology is still present, for instance, in article 69 of the same
Law. In section I it is stipulated that "details of authorised clinical trials shall be published in
scientific journals and mention shall be made of the Ethics Committee which drew up the
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preliminary report".

103. The attribution ofscientific--legal and eth_ical supervisory functions had already been
included in the Ministerial Order of 3 August1982, whiih devel'oped Royal Decree gUtigi}
gove-rning clinical trials on human beings of pharmaceutical and midicinai products. The Ordei
itself h-as-recently been updated by Royal Decree 561t1993, which sets dut in article +1grre
general functions of Clinical Reseaich Ethics Committees, namely, to weigh up "the
methodological,.ethical and legal aspects of the proposed protocol, as'well as ttie risirs and
benefits entailed".

104. It has to be interpreted therefore that the process under way in Spain is one which turns
Clinical Trials Commiuees, essentially comprising doctors and reseirchers, into gioethici
Committees, in that independent pers6ns ar6 appolnted to serve on them and also that the
Committee's functions include the ethical apliaisal of the trials submitted to them for
consideratisn.l t5

_ 105. By 1988, the Ministry of Health had authorised the setring up of 143 Clinical Trials
Qemmillses.l16

$ 4. Biomedical Ethics Committees

106. There are three main aspects to be noted in connection with Bioethics Committees in
Spain.

as regards.ethical assessment. From the outset, non-health professionals were required to
participate in the weighing up ethical considerations.

Having.said thqg, it should be pointed out that the make-up and functions of the two
tyPgl of cornmitteeq (Clinical Trials and Ethics) could lead to diffErent although nonerheless
vilid criteria, providgd that the appropriate coordination existed between them.-Ttre efficiency
of the.former depends to a large eitent on the participation of clinical research experts capabli:
of weighing qp as-pects of methodolggy and the viability of the trial, and who are advisi:d by
1_urisq on.the legalimplications involved. These commiitees need not be large irnd could weil
function in small hospitals.l20 {ny agreements adopted by them would subsequently be
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re-viewg$ by al interdisciplinaqy Ethics Committee which would endeavour to solve problems
of conflicts of values which might arise in the planned research or trial, even valu-es which
might take precedence over technical-juridical arguments. 12 I

. The competences of Ethics Committee would not be limited to supervising agremeents
adopted by-tle 

-research committees. In keeping with their raison d'€tre,-they would consider
also the ethical implications of other matiers such as the treatnnent of t6rminal patients,
assessment and diagnosis of brain death, problems arising out of the donation and
transplantation of organs, the revival of critically-ill patients, ethical problems in perinatology,
s1s.L22

- Thirdly and lastly, one would have to say that Ethics Committees in Spain represent a
poorly-coordinated and non-uniform r-esponse. Specific institutional committbes are-urgently
required to regulate certain types of intervention, such as organ transplants or asiistei
reproductiol_Tle problem is that, in the absence of an appropriate legal framework, hospitals
have created their own ethics committees to solve such conflic-ts

107. Let us look in more detail at some of the institutional responses to the aforementioned
problems.

A Ministerial Order issued by the Ministry of Health on 25 August 1980 created the
Ngtioryql Transplant Advisory Comminee, provided for in the 5th Final Provision of RD
42611980 of 22 February, which in turn developed further Law 39179 of 27 October 1979
go^verning the-rcmoval and tansplantation of organs.l23 This national committee was set up to
inform and advise the Secretary of State for Health on matters pertaining to the registration,
aqgrov-al and authorisation of centres of health wishing to perform organ transplants. Another
of its functions is to advise on health education, health c-ampaigns and any 6ther measures
deemed n€cessary_to increase the number of transplants. Alttrodgh-strictly-speating its function
is to advise on administrative matters, the very nature of its role eniaitl; important ethical
implications which must be taken into account in health education and campaigirs aimed at the
public.

4q putt of the plan to make health care in stat€-run hospitals more "human", it was
decided that each S,ocial Security hospital should have a Committee (called literally the
"Committee for the Humanisation of Care') to monitor compliance with the Bill of Pdtient
Rigltg and Duties, examine the information collated by the Patient Care Service and study
specific aspects which might improve assistance (diet, catering, visits, information provided t6
patients and next-of-kin, surveys taken among hospitalised patients). Given thaf the Bill is
essentially ethical in content, the role of the committee is also partly ethical, and in this respect
the committee fits the notion of ethics committees as they exist in other European and English-
lPgaking countries. However, the very make-up of the committees seems inappropriate in that
it does not allow them to deal with particularly complex or wide-ranging ethical questions (ttre
committees comprise the director of the hospital, a nurse attached to the Patient eare Service,
social worker, nurse, a senior member of the catering department, and one from Admissions).
Moreover, the rights and duties of patients as listed in the Bill have been included in almost
exactly the same form in the General Health Law (LGS) of 25 April 1986, which means that
they are no longer merely a statement of intent but rather true rights which are enforceable
through the appropriate administrative or legal channels. The Patient Care Seruice, which is
also part of the *humanisation" plan for hospitals, was set up to attend and give guidance to
patients and their families, maintain direct contact with patients, handle any proposals and
suggestions made by them or their families concerning ways of improving hospital services,
receive and deal with complaints regarding hospital services and staff, monitor compliance with
hospital regulations governing patients and their families, and compile and analyse data with a
view to drawing up proposals concerning hospital policy and organisation designed to bring
about a more personal form of care. Indirectly, then, the Service may come to hear of conflicts
of an ethical nature and contribute to a solution.

Chapter Vtr of the Law on Techniques of Assisted Reproduction of 22 November 1988
provides for the creation of z National Committee on Assisted Reproduction and other similar
committees at regional level. The Committee is made up of two technical committees and one
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social or ethics committee, comprising representatives from various walks of life. The
functions of the Committee arc to plovide guidance, advice and organisation; at the same time,
it is empowet"-d to authorise research projects or experimens uslng such iechniques and to
consider special requests for their use and other activities relating to aisisted reproddction.

108. As was stated alo1g,-th"_D.g.. and Medicines Law of 1990 in article 64 provides for
the setting up of Clinical Trials Comminees. Clinical trials are described in article 59 of the Law
as "any.experimental evaluation of a substance or medicine which is administered or applied to
human.beings for an-y of the following purposes: a) to illustrate its pharmacodynamic e'fiects or
to obtain data regarding absorption, d:iitrib-ution, metabolism and dxcretion of the substance in
the human body; b) to determine its efficiency for a given therapeutic, prophylactic or
diagnostic purpose;c) t9 -ga! insight into adversd reactioi's and to defermine the iafety of the
substance. 4{y such trials shall be undertaken only after a preliminary report by a Clinical
Research Ethics Committee, which must be independent of the instigat6rs of and'researchers
*ltg F\e q1rt in.S" rcsearchl24 and must b-r dfly authorised by the competenr health authoriry,
which shall notify such authorisation to the Ministry of Heilth and ionsumer Affairs. Tlie
Committee shall weigh up the methodologigal, etliical and legal aspects of the proposed
protocol, as well as the anticipated risks and benefits of the test. n*rici Committeei stritt Ue
made up of, -?t.thg very least, an interdisciplinary team comprising doctors, hospital
pharmacists,-clinical pharmago_logists, nursing siaff anC non-health profesiionals, of who'm at
least one shall be a jurist" (article 64).

109. So far the Administration has not regulated satisfactorily Ethics Committees. Its silence
on the following issues is of particular concem:

Several ethical problems have arisen from the fact that with the Penal Code Reform of
15 Ju.ne 198.3 (and subsequently Organic Law 3/1989 of 2l June, which updates the Penal
Code) sterilisation is now authoriseii in Spain, with no restrictions as to the aim (curative,
prophylactig, eugenics, economic-social). Problems surround, for instance, the age as of
which sterilisation is advisable, whether consent of the spouse is required, the nuinber of
children fl*qO-V born to the patient, etc. In order to solve these problenis, some hospitals and
centres of health have created small committees o.r groups, although these are not recognised by
law. There can be n_o,questioning the good intentions brihind the setting up of such coirmitteei
and their efforts to fill existing gaps in some rather delicate areas, or that ior the most part they
have used rational criteria and common sense to solve problems. However, in imposing certaiir
restrictions they are limiting the statutory provisions laid down in a law which itsef does not
impose any such restrictions.

When an expec-tant mother attends a hospital for treatment and later to give birth and
makes it known that, for whatever reason, she does not wish to keep her child-and asks the
lto.spital authorities to make the appropriate enquiries and take the nec-essary legal steps for the
Qaby to a$opte! by.another couple, a committee- is needed to examine as obj-ectively ai possible
the question of which couple will adopt the baby after birth. Some hospiial cominittdes have
been created for this specific purpose.

. Following a heated debate and an appeal based on alleged inconstitutionality, abortion
was depe-nalised partially in Spain by the Organic Law of fJuty 1985. This wal followed
ghonly-afterwards (31 July) by a Ministerial Order governing the 

-carrying 
out of abortions in

hospitals or other centres of health. The Order stipulated thai"evaluation committees" should
be created in such centrcs to ensure compliance with legal provisions, as well as to inform and
advise 9n any potential problems or difficulties and to cbmpile information and statistics, at all
times observing the confidential nature of ttre cases involved. Ttrese were mixed committees in
the sense. that they were entrusted with administrative and advisory functions which, atttrough
not mentioned exp_licitly, could well entail ethical considerations. Ttre Order was subsequently
derogated and replaced by the Royal Decree of 21 November 1986 on approved centrbs anit
rules for the legal performance of voluntary terminations of pregnancy. However, the Decree
made no mention of the aforementioned committees, perhaps-refl-ectin! the confusion to which
they gave rise and the difficulties which they placedin the path of voluntary terminations of
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pregnancy

^tl9..Ctryly, then, there is a need for uniform ethical criteria to govern the supervisory role
of Etttics Committees. Similarly, the creation of a National Bioethlcs Committe6 is crucial. In
spite of several attempts by.the Ministry of Health and Consumer Affairs no national body of
this type has yet seen the light of day.

The involvement in hospital work of specialists from non-medical or non-hospital
disciplines and the_ growing ethical repercussions of ever-increasing medical activities hav6 led
t9 tlp seqd-ng up- gf in-house ethical committees. The lack of clearly-6efined ideas on the part of
the.Spanishhealttrauthorities -it seems,at any rate- has propitiaied the creation (eitherby the
authorities themselves or by hospitals) of certain committees with varied and often vague ioles
such as to provide technical advice or administrative and even ethical control, ol simply
committees which serve purely bureaucratic purposes. The committees are made up almbsi
exclusively of doctorsoq hgaltMhospital staff and, on occasions, unusual people (althoirgh their
presence may be justified by the limited nanrre of the role assigned tb the committee, for
example, catering staff serving on the hospital "humanisation" committee). However, strictly
speaking, the majority of these committees cannot be considered to be "ethics committees" i-n
the sense explained above.

NOTES

1. See ROMEO CASABONA, El mddico ante el Derecho, cit., p. 5: 'Medicine has
extendidng its scope.considerably and at the same time has at its disposal a wide range
of increasingly efficient and sophisticated procedures and techniques. Ttris situationln
turn makes it essential that doctors possess a body of knowledge and techincal skill that
is also constantly expanding. As a result, a greater degree of specialization, with the
accompanying depth of knowledge of this narrower field, is demanded... Trough this
gradical process Medicine has become a complex and interdependent activity.

2. This is perhaps the constitutional provision of greatest relevance to professional
colleges, although reference to them is also made in articles 52 and 26. Art.52 sets out
that "the law shall regulate professional organistions that defende their own economic
interests. Their internal structure and procedures must be democratic". And in an.26:
"Honourary tribunals are prohibited in the area of civil administration and professional
organistions".

3. This was acomptshed through Laut 741 1978 of 26 December.

4. Following a certain amount of doubt, which continues even today, as to whether
membership of a college should be compulsory or not, clause 34 of the Law which
established the bases of the National Health Service (194) stated that it was indeed
compulsory for physicians. See art 35. I of the RD 1018/1980 of 19 May, which
passed the General Statutes of the OMC, in relation to art. 3.2 of Law 211972 of 13
Fgbruary, on Professional Colleges. Failure to comply with this obligation may be
viewed as constituting illegal practice and give rise to criminal liability.

5. Aside from the obligation to register with a College, and with the appropriate social
scurity scheme, there is also a right to join a College if one holds the necessary degree
and meets all the other conditions are satisfied (art. 3. I of the Professional Colleges
Law), The right to join a medical college cannot be denied -+xcept in those cases
established by the Statutes of the OMC (art. 38)-, which means that the right to
practise a profession is guaranteed (art 35 of the Constitution).

6. See art I of the Statutes of the OMC and art. 1 of the Professional Colleges Law.
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7. There are also colleges in Ceuta and Melilla, to wich the Statutes of the OMC apply.
Their jurisdiction is limited to the respective municipal areas.

8. See arts. 33 and 34 of the Statutes of the OMC.

9. Art. 27 of the Statutes of the OMC stipulates that the following sections are
o^bligatory:.Hgad.Physicians,. Rural. Medicine, Hospital Physicians, Sbcial Security
Outpatients'Physicians, Physicians in group practic6s, Physicians in private practice,
Sggtnl graduates (those who have graduated in the hsf five years-and/or are sdli
following a course of training) and Retred Physicians.

J_0. 
Agreements adopted by ttre General Assembly are binding on all college members.

Nevertheless, in colleges w]t!r more than 500 members, or where specific provision has
been made in the statutes of the college concerned, and in all cases where there are more
than 2000 members, the Assemb.ly may delegate its functions to an Assembly of
Delegates elected by personal vote in a secret baflot of all members.

11. In addition to the registration fee payable on joining, members must pay monthly
subscriptions, the minimum level of which is set by the General Councit. Thesb
qmounfmay be iryreased by-ttre individual colleges subject to approval by the General
Assembly (aru. 50, 51 and 52 of ttre Statutes of tfie OMe).

12. The Associations' jurisdiction must correspond to the territorial organisation of the
Spanish. State.(art. 4 of the Statutes of the OMC). If the Colleges of Physicians are
provincial.and the peqe-ral Council's powers cover the entire co.-untry, it foilows that
the Associations should have as their jurisdiction the Autonomous Communities,
although it might be argued that they have an area of jurisdiction smaller than the
Autonomous Community, but larger than the province. Iir these cases, the hofessional
Colleges Law stipulates that Associations of Colleges shall have a General Council (art.
4.4).

13. The General Assembly is the highest organ of government of the Council and is
made up of the presidents of all the official colleges of physicians, as well as national
representatives of the obligatory Sections and other perCons (president of the Council,
Vice-president, general secretary, etc.)

14. According to art. 23 of the Statutes of the OMC, these are: a) an Ethics, Medical
Law and Authorisation Committee; b) a Research and Medical Education Committee; c)
a Commiuee for Realtions with Medical Societies and Royal Academies of Medicinei
and d) Committee for Taxation Coordination.

15. See the more extensive provisions of art. 9 of the Professional Colleges Law and
the Statutes of the General Council of Colleges of Physicians.

16. In this way, apart from the relevant legal regulations, traditionally physicians have

{rawn up their own codes and regulations for ethical professional practice. In the new
Code of Medical Ethics the issue of professional conduct towards colleagues has not
been overlooked. Chapter seven of the new code devotes three lengthy articles to
relationships between physicians.

17. This meaning is conveyed in art. 33. I of the new Code of Medical Ethics, which
reads as follows: "fraterniry among physicians is a primordial duty: only the rights of
the patient have priority over this duty. Physicians must treat one another with due
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the_ patient have priority over this duty. Physicians must treat one another with due
deferencjl, respect and loyalty, whatever the hierarchical relationship between them".
Section 5 of this article also stat€s that "a doctor who informs his colkige in an objective
manner and with due discretion of breaches of the rules of medical ethics or
professional competence committed by a colleague shall not be deemed to have failed to
comply with this duty".

18. The Code of Medical Ethics expresses it thus in art. 33.2: "they have the duty to
defend a colleague who is the victim of unjust attack or accusations and they shall
unreseruedly share scientific knowledge".

19. Art. 5 m) of the Professional Colleges Law.

20. C. SEGURA/ L. MARTfNEZ CALCERRADA, Derecho M1dico /, (Tecnos,
Madrid 1986), p. 59.

21. Through assimilation to the Administration's powers in matters of discipline. With
regard to the appropriateness of this avenue in terms of the Administration's
disciplinary powers, which we shall examine further on in relation to medical
!!^P_loyge_s of the S_ocial Security system, see Supreme Court Rulings of 11 February
1985, 16 June and2l October 1986, and a April 1988.

22. Alth-ough this formula -seems quite clear, there arc certain problems in defining
accurately the exact scope of application, particularly in ttre light of statutory regulations
drawn qp after the Statutes whic_h extend the number of siluations governe-d by the
latter. For details see J.A. oNoRBE DE TORRE (coordinatir), Manudl de
Procedimiento Disciplinario del Personnl Mddico dc la Seguridad Social, (Ministerio de
Sanidad y Consumo, Madrid 1989), pp.23 ff. For this reason article 1 of the Statute is
complemented by a series of provisions, including the following; Ministerial Orders
(Ministry of Health and Consumer Affairs) of 19 June and 5 September 1986, on
emplo;rryq of University Teaching Hospitals; Royal Decrees 187 and 417 of 23 January
and27 February 1987 respectively, by the Ministry for Relations with Parliament and
the Government Secretariat, offering the staff of Autonomous Centres which joined
INSALUD, as well as those of the Institutional Administration of National Health,
"Santa Cristina" Health Cente and the School of Midwives, the possibility of inclusion
in the corresponding Statutes. See, in relation to this statutory regime, Constitutional
Court Rulings of 2 June, 3 and 8 July 1980; Supreme Court Rulings of 3 May 1985,
17 March and23 June 1986,21 December 1987 and I February 1988.

23. Under article 1.4 of the Ministerial Order (Ministry of Health and Consumer
Aftairs) of 23 October 1986, the taking of statutory measures is the competence of the
the Office of the Under-Secretary of State for Health and Consumer Affairs.

24. See OITORBE DE TORRE, Manual dc Procedimiento Disciplinario, cit., p. 29. The
author refers also to article 25.2 of ttre Spanish Consitution banning forced labour and
quotes the opinion of the Legd Department of the Ministry of Health and Consumer
Affairs that "deduction of wages implied the performance of forced labour". For this
reason punishment entailing "loss of wages" has been replaced by the Office of the
Under-Secretary of State for Health and Consumer Affairs by "suspension from work
without pay" for the same period of time. For more details on the procedure involved,
see ONORBE DE TORRE, cit., pp. 30-40.

25. See SEGURA FUENTE/ MARTINEZ.CALCERRAD A, Derecho M6dico, 1,, cit.,
p. 58 on the need for regulation; ROMEO CASABONA, El mddico ante el Derecho,
cit., pp. 6 ff.
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26. SEE SEGURA FUENTE/ MARTfNEZ CALCERRADA, Derecho mddico I, cit., p.
56, in line with the views of Rico P6rc2.

27. ROMEO CASABONA, El mddico ante el Derecho,cit., pp. 5-10.

?8. 9llftr point see RoMEo CASABONA, El mddico ante el Derecho, cit., 8-10; J.

IANTOq qzuZ, 'La responsabilidad civil de los mddicos en el Derecho espafiol','in
Revista de Derecho Privado, (ulio-agosto) 1984, p.6M.

29. Liability 11 this case would come under the general regime laid down in article 489
of the Penal Code, for the offence of omitting to funU one's duty to help; no specific
offence is mentioned for qualified professionals.

30. See J. CEREZO MIR, Curso de Derecho Penal Espafiol. Parte General I.
Introducci6n. Teoria jurtdica del delito/I, (Tecnos, Madrid-1990), pp. 267 ff and p.
380.

31. Organic Law 30/1989 of 21 June. See C.M. ROMEO CASABONA, 'Los delitos
culposos en la reforma penal', inAcnalidadPenal,lgg0, pp. 241tt.

32.Of between six months and one day and six years.

33. The sentence is-known in Spanish as "arresto menor", which covers a period of
benveen one day and one month in prison.

34.cENEzo MIR, Curso dc Derecho Penal Espaftol. Parte General I, cit.,pp. 390 f.

3J._Reckless negligsnce also admits a breach of regulations (see CEREZO MIR, Carso
dc Derecho Penal EspafioL Parte General I, cit.,p. 393). Similarty the representation of
the result or the aQsgqcg thereof (conscious or unconscious fadlt) may be present in
both; see cEREzo MIR, cit., p.392; s. MIR PUIG, Derecho Penal. Parti General,
(PPU, Barcelona 1990), p.291.

36. see references to case law in J.M. MARTINEZ-PEREDA RoDRiGUEz, Ia
responsabilidad penal dcl rnidico y dcl saninno,(Colex, Madrid 1990), pp. 63 ff.

37. See C.M. ROMEO CASABONA, El Mddico y el Derecho Penal, I. La acrtvidad
curativa, (Bosch, Barcelona 1981), pp. 211 ff.

38. See M. COBO DEL ROSAU T.S. VIVES ANTON, Derecho Penal. Parte General.
(3' ed., Tirant lo Blanch, Valencia 1990), p. 477; G. QUINTERO OLIVARES,
Derecln Penal. Parte General, (2' ed., Marcial Pons, Madrid 1989), p. 353 (although
wit4 slight nuances). The issue is dealt with in greater depth in CEREZO MIR, Curso
de Derecho Perul Espainl. Pane General I, cit., p. 381 f.;-A. JORGE BARREIRO, La
ryypf4gncigpryiffie enhactividadmidico-quinlrgfca, (Tecnos, Madrid 1990), pp. 41
ff.; MIR PUIG, Derecho PeruL Pane Geneial, cii., p. 298 f.; ROMEO CASABONA,
El Mddico y el Derecho Penal, /, cit., pp. 215 ff.;-A. TORIO LOPEZ,'El deber de
cuidado en los delitos culposos' in Anuario dc Derecho Penal y Ciencias Penales, 19'14,
pp. 25 ff.

39. MIR PUIG, Derecho Pennl. Pane General, cit., p.299.

40. For more details see CEREZO MIR, Curso de Derecho Penal Espafioll, cit., p.
382. JORGE BARREIRO, /z imprudencia punible en la actividad mddico-quinirgica,
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cit.,.p. 42, opts rather for the alternative of intentional or negligent homicide, depending
on the case.

41. See ROMEO CASABONA, El Midico y el Derecho Penal, I, cit., p. 233 ff.; M.
CORCOY BIDASOLO, El delito irnprudente, (PPU, Barcelona 1989), pp. 101 ff.

42. A:QUINTANO RIPOLLES, Derecln penal de la culpa, (Bosch, Barcelona 1958),
pp. 505 and 510.

43. Supreme Court Ruling of 5 February 1981, which uses these very terms and
others. A Ruling of 7 October 1986 develops the criterion further and summarises
doctrine on medical negligence: "1. No incrimination for scientific enor; 2. A lack of
extraordinary expertise is not deemed to be punishable either. 3. Culpability stems from
cases where the doctor could have avoided the conduct which led to the harmful
outcome; 4. Immutable general considerations should be avoided in the search for
punishable medical liability".

44. See ROMEO CASABONA, El Mddico y el Derecho Penal, I, cit., pp. 242 ff and
2s2 tt.

45. CEREZO MIR, Curso de Derecho Penal Espafiol. Pane General I, cit., p. 280. See
also Supreme Court Ruling of 20 May 1981.

46. On the determination of the causal link in accordance with the criterion of "the loss
of life expectancy", see J.A. GISBERT CALABUIG, Nuevos aspectos de Ia
responsabilidad midica: el ejercicio de la Medicina de grupo o en bquipo, (Real
Academia de Medicina de Valencia,1979) passim; ROMEO CASABON A, El Mddico
ante el Derecho, cir, pp. 83 f.

47. See CEREZO MIR, Curso de Dereclw Penal Espafiol. Parte General I,cit., pp. 396
f; MIR PUIG, Derecho Penal. Parte General, cit., pp. 304 ff (in which further views
and critical considerations are given); ROMEO CASABONA, El Midico y el Derecho
Penal, /, cit., pp.226 tt.

48. See CEREZO MIR, Curso de Derecho Penal Espaftol. Pane General l,cit., pp. 399
f; MIR PUIG, Derecho Penal. Parte General, cit., pp. 304 ff (in which some further
views and critical considerations are given); ROMEO CASABONA, El Midico y el
Derecho Penal, I, cit., p.228. This second criterion of imputation by itsell without the
first, is advocated by E. GMBERNAT ORDEIG, 'Infracci6n del deber de diligencia y
fin de la norma en los delitos culposos', in Revisn dz Derecho de Circul"aci6n,1965,p.
675.

49. There has been a great deal of debate as to the degree of likelihood, or even
certainty, which can be required. See C. ROXIN, 'Infracci6n del deber y resultado en
los delitos imprudentes', in Problemas bdsicos del Derecho penal (Spanish translation
and notes by D.M. Luz6n Peffa), (Reus, Madrid L976), pp.l47 ff .

50. See ROMEO CASABONA, El Mddico y el Derecho Penal, I, cit., pp.229 ft.

51. See I. CORDOBA RODA, Zum Verkehrsstrafrecht in Spanien', in 7*itschrift f. d.
g. Strafrechtswissenschafi, 1961, pp. 122 t.

52. See Supreme Court doctrine, which is similar, on such types of lack of expertise or
professional negligence: rulings of 24 November 1984,21 February 1986, 5 May
1988, 27 May 1988; 6 May 1990 (Barcelona hovincial Court).
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53. However, in its present form the text means that aggravation could not be applied in
a substantial number of cases, in accordance with the limitations set out in artidlb 565.4
fo^r.the puqishqeq fqr negligence as compared with that which is applicable to offences
of intent. See ROMEO CASABONA, 'Los delitos culposos en la-rbforma penal', cit.,
pp. 26.1 ff. In any case aggravating the punishment-by one or two degiees seems
excesslve.

54. See CEREZO MIR, Czrso de Derecho Penal Espafiol. Parte General I,cit.,pp. 393
ff. A critical view is taken also by J. BUSTOS neMRgZ, Manual de Derecho Penal.
Parte General, (3" ed., Ariel, Barcelona 1989), p.236.

55. For an extremely thorough study of this issue, see JORGE BARREIRO, /4
imprudenctgt pltntble en la actividad mddico-quirilrgica, cit., pp. 113 ff. See also
ROMEO CASABONA, El Mddico y el Derecho-Penal, I, Cii, pp. 247-252; G.
STRATENWERTH, 'Arbeitsteilung und arztliche Sorgfattspflicht', in Eb. Schmidt-
lest., (Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, Gdttingen, 196I); pp. 3S: ff.; D. WILHELM,
'Probleme der medizinischen Arbeiateilung aus strafrechtlicher Sicht', in Medizinrecht,
/983, pp. 45 ff.

f6_. On the legal nature of liability stemming from a physician's acts, see E. LLAMAS
POM-BO, t a respowabilidad civil del mddico, (Trivium, Madrid 1988), pp. 92-109; on
jurisdictional limits see L. GONZALEZ MORAN,Ia resporuabilidad civil del mddico,
(Bosch, Barcelona 1990), pp. 19-32.

57. As laid down in article 100 of the Civil Procedure Code (Ley de Enjuiciamiento
Civil). !'9r tle specific differences between the function of civil aird criminal liability,
see Articles 20,21,22 and 101 of the Penal Code.

18. fnq start-ing point for contractual and extracontractual liability is the same, namely,
lh-elotio_n-of reparation and compensation; on this point, see Sufreme Court Ruling irf
19 June 1984. The same ruling outlines the differences between-both types of liability,
which are governgd by different legal systems despite the fact thai the basic goll
involved is one and the same. On sinrations where both conractual and extracontractual
liability may be involved, see L. GONZALEZ MORAN, La responsabitidnd civit del
rnidico, cit., pp. 36-48.

59. On this point, see Supreme Court Ruling of 19 June 1984.

69._At argued by E. LLAMAS POMBO, La responsabilidad civil del rnidico, cit., p.
100.

61. See in this regard the Supreme Court Ruling of 30 December 1980.

62. Note, for example, how the Supreme Court Ruling of 16 December 1986 admits
the possibility of extacontractual liability even where a contract exists.

63. See G. GARCIA VALDECASAS, 'El problema de la acumulaci6n de la
responsabilidad contractual y delictual en el Derecho espafiol', in Revista de Derecho
Priu.ado, 1962, pp. 834 ff; L. GONZALEZ MORAN,- La responsabilidad civil del
m6dico, cit., pp. 36 ff; E. LLAMAS POMBO, Ia responsabilidatl civil del midico, cit.,
pp. 100 ff.

64. In line with the Rulings of 6 November t990,7 February 1990, 12 July 1988 and
13 July 1987.
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65. In this regard, see Supreme Court Rulings of 24 March 1952,7 February 1990 and
22February 1991.

66. Article 1l0l: "Any person who, in the performance of his obligations, commin
wilful misconduct or negligence or defers his obligations excessively, or who in any
way transgresses the spirit of said obligations, shall be liable to compensate for any
damage or harm caused by his actions".
Article 1902: "Any person who through his actions or omissions causes harm to
another eittrer wilfully or negligently is obliged to make good the harm caused".
In addition to this statutory requirement one has to consider also article 1903, which
allows a claim to be brought against the centre or institution in which the physician
provr_des his services. In this regard, the Supreme Court Ruling of 5 May iggg is
significant: 'lqhere existed culpable action on the part of the instituti-on (...) in consenting
to the use of health equipment in a deteriorated bondition without providing sufficient
guarantees that it was working properly and could be used in such a delibate health
situation. This was responsible for the death of the patient being treated; the harm
sustained was clear and substantial and was the result bf an undeniable relationship of
cquse and effect, which was directly attributable to INSALUD because of the poor state
of the material used in the hospital".

67. See Supreme Court Rulings of 6 November 1990 and 11 March 1991.

68. This active or omissive conduct must be voluntary. A degree of confusion
surrounds the possibility of inferring civil liability from involuntary acts when the basis
used is the antinomy which exists between "voluntary behaviour" and "negligent
behaviour". Attributing a harmful outcome to negilgent behaviour supposes thaithe
outcome was not intended by the author, alttrough this does not mean that the behaviour
itself was not voluntary; the author voluntarily breaches the duty of care, even ttrough it
is not his wish to produce the harm in qirestion. Cf. E. LLAMAS POMBO; /4
responsabilidad civil del midico, p. 210; t.L. LACRUZ BERDEIO, Elementos de
Derecln Civil II. Vol. Primero, (Bosch, Barcelona 1985), pp. 498 f. A similar line to
that taken here can be found in J. SANTOS BRIZ, La respbnsabilidad civil. Derecln
sustantivo y Derecho procesal, (5th edition revised and updated, Montecorvo, Madrid
19_q2), Pp. 26-27. The distinction between voluntary andinvoluntary behvaiour is not
valid either to explain civil liability; cf. infra.

69. On this point see SANTOS BRIZ, La resporuabilidad civil, cit., pp. 28 ff.

70. E. LLAMAS POMBO, La responsabilidad civil del midico, cit., p. 211.

71. See also J. ATAZLOPEZ, Los rnddicos y Ia responsabilidad civil, (Montecorvo,
Madrid 1985), pp.323 tt.

72.In this regard see ATAZ LOPEZ, Los midicos y la responsabilidad civil, cit., pp.
32t-29.

73. On this issue see infra and particularly ,ATAZ LOPEZ, Los rnddicos y la
responsabilidad civil, cit., pp. 335-46; J. FERNANDEZ COSTALES, Responsabilidad
civil mddica y hospitalaria, (La lry, Madrid 1987), pp. 154-59; LLAMAS POMBO,
La responsabilidad civil dcl midico, cit., pp. 239-44.

74. See ROMEO CASABONA, El midico y el Derecho Penal, I, cit., p.227: CEREZO
MIR, Curso de Derecho Penal espaftol. Parte General I, cit., p. 396. Moreover, this
criterion should be complemented (restricted) by that of foreseeability, even where the
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causal link between conduct and harmful outcome can be established; see CEREZO
MIR, cit.,.p..396 and also the Supreme Court Rulings of 13 July 1987 and 7 June 1988
mentioned above.

7 5. Ct. Supreme Court (2nd Chamber) Ruling of I I Febru ary 1987 .

76. See infra.

77. See cEREzo MIR, Curso de Derecho Penal espaftol. parte General I cit., pp.
280-8 1.

78. In this regard see M. TRAVIESAS, 'La culpa', in Revista
1926, pp. 273 ff (reference taken from ATAZ LOPEZ,
responsabilidad civil, cit., p. 274 nd p. 370.

de Derecho Privado,
Los mddicos y la

79. See LLAMAS POMBO, La responsabilidad civit del midico, cit., pp. 213-30. In
our opinion this is the sense in whrich one has to understand the "elembnt of intent"
which, according.to t|re Supre_me-p9gg (lst Chamber) Ruling, is required along with
the causal connection in order for liability to be found to exist -

80. Article 1104: "Fault ornegligence consists in the omission of the diligence whic is
required.by the_person's obligaiions and which corresponds to the circimstances of
people, time and place (...)".

81. see ATAzL6pgz, Ins mddicos y h responsibilidad civil, cit.,p.290.

82..Signifigalg in.thjlf_egarO is the Fourth Principle of Law of the Supreme Court
Ruling of 11 March 1991.

83. On_allttrese points see ATAZ L6pEZ, Los mddicos y la responsabilidad civil, cit.,
pp.257-62.

84. See ATAzLoPEz, Los mddicos y la responsabilidad civil, cit., pp. 340 ff.

85. It is quite- a different matter if the harm is caused by an unlawful intervention. As
was stated, the existence of harm is indicated by the-impairment sustained by the
patient's.ltput{. but this does not necessarily qea; that it ian be made good thrbugh
civil liability. This acceptance can be inferreit from articles 1101 and 1902 of the Ciiil
Code: the obligation to pake good the harm arises when said harm is caused by
someone who commits, for instance, negligence, that is, it arises when the harm is
qolpgll"i lo_ryeve_r, there exists also harm-caused by non-culpable behaviour; cf.
sANTos BRlz, La responsabilidad civil, cit., pp. 140-41 (NB ihe meaning given in
note l4 coincides with that considered here).

86. see GoNzALEz MORAN ,Ia. responsabitidad civit del midico, cit., pp. l lg-9.

87. The need to lay down the precise content of such rights and guidelines for
determining whether infringement-constitutes moral harm led tf,e Constinltional Court to
give rulings (in sentences handed down on 23 March and 5 October 1987 and 2
December 1988).

88. In S-upreme Court Ruling of 6 November 1990; the appeal was dismissed for lack
of proof that the doctor concerned had acted negligently. 

- -

89. An abundance of examples of case law on bodily harm can be found in
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GONZALEZ MOR/,N, La responsabilidad civil del mddico, cir., pp. l2l-4.

20.-$_4gfg!-it is not a case involvinf rye-dical liability, it is cited as an example by
GoNzALEz MORAN, La responsabilidad civil del mddico, cit., pp. I 15 and 1l?.

91.-.Rapp-orteur Luis Martfnez Calcerrada y G6mez. Prior to this, Supreme Court
Buling of_6 November 1990, following othbrs of 13 July 1987, 12 July 1988 and 7
Feb-ryqry 1990..One possible argument in this sense is thai based on the tiability which
could be established in cases involving omission, where the causal link could not be
determined-

92. On the reference to the reversal of the burden of proof in harm of a different origin,
see. Supreme Court Rulings of 29 December 1975,2 April 1986 and 20 March 1t87,
which base civil liability on the existence of a harm that Can be indemnified and, where
appropriate, the presumption of culpability in the causal behaviour.

93. The reversal of the burden of proof does not lead to objectivation of liability in the
strict sense of the term: in fact liability shall not be deemedio exist where the deiendant
can prove th?t_ lte acted diligently. However, where this, and culpability, cannot be
proven, he will have to answer for the harm caused by his acqion anO ttrus it is in this
sense that one can speak of objective liability; cf. ATAZt6pnZ, Ins mddicos y la
re s ponsabilidad civil, cit., p. 259.

14.-9l..|tplqryg_Cgg_rt_Ruling of 13 July 1987 (rapporteur Santos Briz), cited by
GONZALEZ MORAN,I-a responsabilidad civil del midico,cir, p. 93.

95. Fqr more details on objective medical liability in case law see GONZALEZ
MORAN, La responsabilidai civil aa mcaiio,;i., tp. Zrj-gO.

96. See for instance GONZALEZ MORAN, La responsabitidad civil det midico, cit.,
pp.9? -9! and 2A7 ff.; LLAMAS POMBO, Ir resfonsabilidad civil del mddico, cit.,
Pp.V ltrAlso SANTOS BRIZ, I-a responsabilidad civil de los mddicos, cit., p.673,
in which he shouldgrs the patient or his heirs with the burden of proving both the
negligence of the physician and also the causal link between the negligence and the
harm. Hgryeyer, it is lenerally acknowledged that the injured party isiolin a position
to furnish full and convincing proof of $e negligencg, the harm ciused and thb causal
connection benveen the nvo; see GONZALEZMORAN, cit., p. 133.

97. GONZALEZ MORAN, La responsabilidad civil del midico, cit., p.2M .

f8. See supr?. Supreme Court (lst Chamber) Ruling of 22February 1991 (rapporteur
Francisco Morales Morales), which is based on-article 1903 df the Civil Code,
establishes direct not vicarious liability, which can be demanded directly of the
employe.r because of his own "culpa in vigilando" or "in eligendo", regardless of the
type of liability attributable to the material author of the deed. The ruting follows
lupleqe Cour:t Rulings of 22 June 1988 

-which 
held INSALUD alone responsible

!o-r tfe lack of diligence of an unidentified nurse- and of 17 June 1989 and 30 January
1990.

99. See also GONZALEZ MORAN, I-a responsabilidad civit del mddico,cit., p. 149,
and Supreme Court Ruling of I I March 1991.

100. In this regard, Supreme Court Ruling of 16 December 1987, which, "withour
there being a clearly negligent action on the part of the professional, irioependently of
whether said professional or other health professionals in the hospital incurred in



organisatio_n_al_liability (...)", establishes the direct and objective liability of the hospital
qt! Iry$4_L_UD !n r99pe9t of the serious harm caused tb the patient;-ruling cited by
GONZALEZ MORAN, La responsabitidad civil det m6dico,cii., p. 2l'8.

101. See for instance the Supreme Court Ruling of I November 1991, with regard to "a
private hospitaliqation contract. It adopted a criterion of fault, as opposed to the
objectivatioqgll-llblity and different to the criterion established for public hospital
liability";in PEDREIRA ANDRADE,'Ejercicio de los derechos y reclariraciones di los
usuarios. Diversas vfas de actuaci6n', in Jornadas sobre los derechos de los pacientes,
(Madrid 10-14 December lgg0,Instituto Nacional de la Salud), pp. 581-89. See also
SgP*qg C-ourtRulingof 24 April 1990 and the legal grounds proiided by article 1089
of the Civil Code.

102. See F. GARRIDO FALLA, El modelo eqon6mico en la Constituci6n (vol. I),
(IEE, Madrid 1981), pp.72 ff, cited by M. BEATO ESPEJO, 'El sistema sanitario
9spg49l'r git, p. 403 note 41. Fuller trearment is given in J.M.RODRIGUEZ
PASTRANA, El servicio prtbfico de la Sanidad: el mario constitucional, cit., pp.26-
39.

103. See infra.

104. See M. BEATO ESPEIO, 'El sistema sanitario espaflol', cit., p. 413.

105. The recent Royal Decree 56111993 of 16 April approved Regulations which
develop further the provisions of the Drugs and Medicines Law. It regulates the
functions and.responsibilities of participants-in clinical trials and the requiiements for
authorisation in the 4*gt and medicines sector, thus updating the proviSions of Royal
Decree 9Mll978 of 14 April and the Ministerial Order of 3 August i992.
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106. See J.M. RODRIGUEZ PASTRANA, ; M.A. RODRIGUEZ BERZOSA,'El
servicio prfiblico
(vol.I: Derecho

de la sanidad', in L. A, Derecho Mddico
Mddico General y especial), cit, pp. 786-8

107. On the drafting of the Bill see F. RICO PEREZ, La responsabitidad civit det
farmac 6 utico, (Trivium, Madrid I 984), pp. 206 tt.

108. Cf. F.J. ELOLA SOMOZA, Crisis y Reforna dc laAsistencia Saninria Prtblica en
Espafia (1983-1990),cit., p. 195.

109. Figures taken from the "Memoria Fundacional de S.G. de Gesti6n de la Atenci6n
H_oqp_ital1{q d9 1989" (Hospital Care Management Report for 1989), cited by F.J.
ELOLA SOMOZA, ibid.

I10. F.J. ELOLA SOMOZA, ibid.

I11. F. ABEL, 'El Comitd de dtica', in Labor Hospitalaria, n.209,1988 (3), p.210.

ll2. F. ABEL, 'El Comitd de 6tica', cit, p. 207.

ll3. See Ensayos Clinicos en Espafta, (Monografias Tdcnicas 17, Ministerio de
Sqidad y Consumo, Direcci6n General de Farmacia y Productos Sanitarios, Madrid
1990), p. 17t F. ABEL, 'El Comitd de 6tica', cit. p. 210.

114. F. ABEL, ibid.
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115. F. ABEL, 'El ComitC de dtica', cit., pp. 210-n.

116. Information taken ftom Ensayos clinicos en Espafia (Igg2-I9gs), cit., p. 53.

117. These ideas were-raised in papers present€d to the Symposium on Bioethics, and
in particular hospital ethics committees, held in Barcelona on2e-Zl April 1991.

118. See F. ABEL, 'El ComitC de 6rica', cit., p. 210.

119. F. ABEL, 'Els Comitds d'0tica e-q elq hospitals' (Hospital Ethics Committees),
paper delivered !o the symposium on Bioethics, 

-Barcelon 
a, 26-27 April 199 I , p. I .

120. This was already.illustrate$ by M.A. GASULL I DUR6 in a paper on 'Problems
}|td O. rggti.sptio4: tu|e-up and relations' delivered to the Sympoiiim on Bioethics.
Hospital Ethics Comminees, Barcelona,26-27 April 1991.

121. on this possibility, see M.A. GASULL I DUR6, ibid. and F. ABEL, ibid.

122. F. ABEL, 'El Comitd de drica', cit., pp. 210-ll.

123 $ee the report,which subsequently gave rise to the Draft Bill on Organ Removals
and rransplants and to the law currentlyin force, by C.M. RoMEo cAs-ABoNA, zos
trasplantCs de 6rganos. Inforlne.y doiumentaci6i para la reforma-aib 6gtslaci6n
Espalola sobre trasplantes d9 6rgqno1. (Bosch, Bircelona lgTqtpassim. A"study of
regulations governing transplants in Spain is contained in A. CbnOn I,O CAIthS,
Trasplantes lc 6rgan9: -"pietas" familiai y solidaridad humanta, (Civilas, Madrid t98T:
of particular interest is his assessment of the situation in pp. I I l-5.

124. Article 63 of the Law defines the meaning of instigator, monitor and senior
researcher: l. The instigator of a clinical trial is ttie legal oinatural person who has an
interest in it being_. undertake_n, slgns tle request fir authorisation by the Ethics
Committee or the Ministry of Health and Consuiner Affairs and assumes rbsponsibility
for the tnal.2. The monitor of a clinical trial is the qualified and clinically-'competent
professional chosen by the instigator to directly monitor the trial. He acfs as ttre tint
between the instigator and senior-researcher where they are nvo different people. 3. The
senior researcher is the person who is in direct charle of the practical irial and who,
together with the instigator, signs the request for aluthorisatibn and makes himself
jointly responsible for the trial. The instigatbr and senior researcher may be one and the
same persol..Only-a health professional who is suitably qualified to evaluate the
response of the_ substance, drug or medicine under stddi may act as the senior
researcher. In all cases, clinical trials should be undertaken tinderihe supervision of a
physician who has the clinical competence required.
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Part II. The Physician-Patient Relationship

Chapter I. General Description

$ 1. Rights and Duties of Physicians and Patients

I. General Context

111. Traditionally, the relationship between physicians and their patients in Spain has been
based on trust, although the former_are teno*n'lO ior their ovenly puiJ-ufirtiC;ipt;;h. O;;;
the. years lnain has become increasingly sensitive to the need fofeifective proteclbn of patient
rights,.and particular concern has been paid qo respect for the principle of pitient autonomy and
more "humane" treatment,-something which has been conspicriously^absent in hospitals.
Moreover, the growing involvement of medical activities in disputes of a moral nature airO ttre
increasing complexity. of medical practice have created the need for recognition of physicians'
specific righls and duties, as well as those derived from their relationship ivittr ttreir patients.

this regard it is important to stress the impetus provided by thb Spanish Cbnstitution,
which.is scrupulously loyal to-$e p{rgiple of respdct fofpeople's iriOiviOuil rights and is open
to social and ideological pluralism. This dispositibn has {ound its way through-to a wide *itg.
of sectors of.society, -ulthguglt it took considerable time for the process of thi incorporation -of

glese.rights into gur lggal orqe.r-to-mature, and lead eventualli to the passing of rhe Generalrlt{th [,1w (l,ps) _of 25 April 1986. On the other hand, the rec6gnition, proteition and respect
of the rights of patients-and physicians do not depend exclusively on thtiir being enshrined by
the community as worthy ethical values. Rather, as shall be shdwn below, thely are first ani
foremost civil or constitutional rights of patientsl and physicians as citizens; thii means ttrat it
is up to the legal order to provide legal-support for fatient and physician rights. Thus, it is
necessary lrst to examine the question of how and where these rilhis have beiome enshrined
in positive Law.

112. The Spanish Constitution of 1978, whigh underpins the country's political and legal
9ysqry, contains a series of provisions from which it is possible to discein Ubttr ttre core of the
l^egal-health structure, as conceivgd by the Constitution, and also a set of individual rights.
Some of these manifestations ary of particular importance for hospital patients. A number oT the
aforementioned.rights are considered to be publib rights and free-domi to which privileges and
reinforced constitutional.guaran_tees are applicable, eipecially where they are given the iatus of
fundamental rights (articles 53.1 and 2,-and 54 ofthe Cbnstitution), in ritrictr case direct
p_rotection may be provided by ordinary courts and even, in certain cases, the Constitutional
Court (qrticlg 5?.2)j other rights, meanwhile, are derived from obligations conrracted by the
authorities via the Constitution, based on the principles which govern-the State's economii and
social policy. !ro1e9ti91 of these rights results from the contents of the laws drawn up to give
effect to them (article 53.3).

Of the aforementioned laws, there are several which have direct implications for health,
and more specifically hospital care. The list provided here is by no means exhaustive and
should not be viewed as reflecting priorities of any kind:2 1. The right to equality before the
law, with no discrimination on the grounds of birdh, race, sex, religion, opinion irr any other
personal orsocial condition or circumstance (article 14 of the Constitution). 2. The righi to life
anq t9 physical and moral integrity; in no circumstances can a person be subjected to torture, or
to inhuman or deglading punishment or treatment (article 15). l. The right to freedom and
security (article 17.L).4. The right to ideological and religious freedom and freedom of
worship (article- 16.1). f. The right to one's honour, and to personal and family privacy, to
one's image, and to legal restrictions on the use of computerised information (article 18.[ and
!) 6. The right to secrecy in communications (article 18.3). 7. The right to strike (article 37.2).
8. The right to health protection (article 43.1).9. The right to have public health organised and
protected by the authorities (article 43.2), with special consideration to be given to persons
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suffering physical, sensory and mental handicaps (article 49), the elderly (article 50) and
consumers and users (article 51.1). 10. The right to health and physical education (article
43.3).

Having listed the rightsrvhich affect patients, it is appropriate to refer specifically to
two crucial legal provisions. The first enshrines freedom, juitice, equality and political
pluralism as superior values of the legal order (article 1.1), thile the s6cond stares that the
dignity-o^f a person, his inherent rights, the free development of his personality, r€spect for the
!aw.a1d {qr-tle5t8hts of others, all constitut€ the foundations of poliiical ordeiand sbcial peace
(article 10.1). In spite.o{ tlg enormous-c.9.mplexity surrounding the interpretation of both
provisions as regards theil direcl applicability (article I at least) and their scope as statutory
regulations placed alongside the fundamental rights enshrined in the Constitution land even thb
hierarchical relationship between them), all experts acknowledge that they are crucial at least as
principles which help interpret the aforemeniioned fundamental rightsand which exercise a
major influence on the content of these. It should not be forgotten that these values inevitably
take on even greater importance in the case of hospital patients.

II. Rights and Duties of Physicians

A. Objection on the Grounds of Conscience

113. Objection on the grounds of conscience by physicians and other health-care
professionals arises chiefly with regard to abortion anO in pirticular where professionals, as
specialistq or because they are assigned to certain services, find themselves compelled to carry
out_a legal abortion contrary to their ideological views, religious beliefs or personal ettrics. Thb
problem of the right to object on such grounds arises mainly in public hospitals (such as those
belonging to the Qgqiul Security system), although it may aiso affect (albeit.to a lesser degree)
private centres. Objection on the grounds of cbnscience has also arisen on occasions with
regard to non-therapeutic sterilisation or, more rarely, in connection with certain forms of
assisted reproduction.

The right to object for reasons of conscience has been accepted unreservedly by jurists,
although_ the exercise of such a right must be governed by certain limitations or relulitions to
ensure, for example, that any woman who so desires should have the choice of being able to
abort or to the carrying out of the activity objected to. Put another way, this choice must not be
hindered by the existence of conscientious objectors among physicians. This issue was not
addressed in the law which legalised abortion, nor has it been regulated overall by the General
Health Law which, although at pains to include patient righs, did not follow suit wittr regard to
the rights of health-care professionals. The subject is addressed however in the Code of
Medical Ethics of 1990: "1. It is ethical for a physician, on the grounds of his ethical or
scientific beliefs, to refrain from participating in abortions or in issues relating to human
repoduction or organ transplants. He shall notify without delay the reasons for his actions, and
where necessary will offer appropriate treatment for the problem on which he has been
consulted. At all times he shall respect the freedom of the persons concerned to seek the
opinion of other physicians. 2. The physician must not be conditioned by actions or omissions
which are immaterial to his own right to object on the grounds of conscience. In all cases, the
College of Physicians shall provide all necessary advice and help to the physician" (article 27).
The aforementioned rules do not prevent a physician from invoking directly his right to object,
in accordance with article 16.1 of the Constitution, which recognises the fundamental right of
ideological and religious freedom.3

The right to object on grounds of conscience may be invoked by health-care
professionals (physicians and others) who find themselves involved in a process of abortion
(or other medical practice contary to their conscience) under article 417 bis of the Penal Code:
the physician asked to perform or direct the abortion, other physicians (anaesthetists, for
instance), their assistants and colleagues in the would-be abortion, and also any specialists
asked to provide the prrliminary report required by law (there is some debate, however, as to
whether the right covers this last group). Objection covers the three lawful indications for
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abortion, including therapeutic indication (where the life or health of the pregnant woman is in
grave danger). However, in this last case there are certain limitations imposed by rules
governing offences of failure to give help (article 489 of the Penal Code) and offences
c_ommitted by omission, which are implicit in the Penal Code; one of ttre limitations imposed by
the Constitution in article 16, and one which is specified in the Organic Law on ieligioul
freedom of 5 July 1980, is "the safeguarding of safety, health, and public morals" (arti-le 3,
paragraph l), although there is some discussion a.s to whether the word 'health' denotes public
health alone or that of the individual also. The possible interpretations - in the restricted or
broader serise- could well alter the scope of the right. Objection should be limited to acts
designed to destroy the fetus,4 although it could be considered to cover also the writing of the
preliminary report, in which case it would extend only to the signatory or signatories of the
report.

With regard to case law, to our knowledge in only one rulings has the Court recognised
the right to object on grounds of conscience in relation to abortion. In this ruling it stated that
"doctors on call, who are conscientious objectors, cannot be forced to perform medical acts of
any kind which lead directly or indirectly to abortion, either prior to or during termination of
the pregnancy". However, the ruling goes on to add the restriction that "physicians shall
provide all necessary assistance to patients admitted for such a purpose in all other sinrations or
pathological states which may arise, even where these are a dirbct consequence of the abortion
performed".

Similar criteria are applicable to conscientious objection in relation to other medical
activities, provided ttrat failure to act does not at the same time entail serious danger to the life
or health of the patient.

B. The Right to Stike

114. The right of health professionals to strike is recognised also.6 Some specific cases are
regulated by the Royal Decree of 2 February 1979 governing the assurance of services in
public hospitals; the regulations make it obligatory for public services to be maintained and
provided in all such centr€s (article 1). The Royal Decree of 19 October regulates in a similar
manner the assurance of Social Security services and confers authority on head and provincial
offices to enforce minimum staffing and service levels. Regrettably, isolated cases 6f patients
dying as a result of not receiving treatment during a strike have been reported in this country. If
proven, the cases should give rise to, at the very least, criminal fiability for negligence.

C. The Right of Exclusive Practice

115. The high degree of scientific and technical qualification required for medical activities
justifies the fact that practice is limited exclusively to qualified physicians. Excluded from
practice are those who are not qualified as physicians or specialists, those who have not
registered with the corresponding professional college and not expressly authorised by the
authorities to engage in certain practices. All this makes up the exclusive right of practice
granted to physicians, a right which is afforded criminal protection against illegal practice by
unauthorised or insufficiently qualified persons. As was explained earlier (Part. I, Chapter II)
ttre illegal practice of medicine is included as a punishable offence (called literally encroachment
or impersonation) in the Penal Code.

116. Another aspect of exclusive practice is the ban on the fssurng of prescriptions by
unauthorised persons. Social Security or Municipal Welfare prescriptions are deemed to be
"official documents" and hence unauthorised issue is considered by the courts to be forgery
(Penal Code, article 303;.2 However, the prescriptions of private practice physicians working
for private hospitals or for private health-care companies are not deemed to be official
documents, although forgery is also punishable if it causes harm or harm is intended (Penal
Code, article 306). Harm of this type has been perceived by the courts on occasions. "Where
the name, book of prescriptions and signature of a physician who has not actually made out fte
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prescription have been used, it must be considered that the physician's prestige, professional
reputation and action have been damaged, because the unscrupulous use of his name and title is
sufficient to cause moral harm and affect the reputation and professional honour to which he is
entitled" (Supreme Court Ruling, 2nd Chamber, of 22 January l98l). Nowadays, most
forgeries of prescriptions are committed by drug addicts to obtain psychotropic substances in
chemists.s

D. Duties of Physiciatu

117. A physician's most important duties arise from his recognition and respect of the
corresponding rights of patients, as we shall see below. There are, however, a number of more
specific statutory duties which must be observed.

118. Dury tu denounce the commission of offences. The legal authorities impose certain
duties on physicians regarding ttre obligation to notify the appropriate authority of any offences
which a physician detects either when treating a patient or in other circumstances: "Physicians
who perceive signs of poisoning or another offence in a person whom they are treating or in a
corpse and who do not immediateley notify the authorities shall receive a tenn of imprisonment
of between five and fifteen days and a fine of between 5,000 and 50,000 pesetas, provided that
the circumstances do not warrant greater liability" (Penal Code, article 576). The punishment is
slight because the offence is a minor one although, as the article itself makes clear, the
physician may incur more serious liability when he omits to notify the authorities of an offence
against the life of a person or one which seriously damages the integrity, sexual freedom or the
safety of a person or persons (Penal Code, article 338 bis, paragraph 2). In such cases,
punishment shall consist of imprisonment of between one month and one day and six months,
as well as a fine of between 100,000 and 1,000,000 pesetas. Note, howver, that this obligation
derived from article 338 bis is incumbent on all citizens and not just health-care professionals.
For its part, the Criminal Procedure Code stresses the obligation of physicians to notify the
authorities of offences which come to their knowledge during the course of their professional
practice (Crim inat Procedure C ode, aticle 262).

With regard offences of the type referred to in article 576, Supreme Court case law has
ruled as follows: "From the outset, the accused suspected that the abortion had been caused by
the rupturing of the amniotic membrane and the subsequent septic state became a loxic one. The
accused did not notify the circumstance so as to avoid further harm to the insured party and
because he did not have the necessary proof until the examination and intervention were
completed. His aim from the outset wds io do all in his power to cure the patient and, if her
progress had proved satisfactory, to avoid the punishment applicable to unlawful abortion. If
ttre accused did indeed suspect thus and if this was his unlawful intention, he cleady committed
the offence set out in article 576 paragnph I in relation to article 267 of the Criminal Procedure
Code, in that having suspected a criminal abortion he was under an obligation to denounce it
not to the Inspectorate of Health, which he subsequently did when the enquiry was ordered,
but to the authorities who were competent to prosecute for the offence".9

This duty to notify offences which come to the att€ntion of the physician in the course
of his work has been criticised a great deal from the point of view that if, in so doing, he
betrays his patient he is in breach of his duty of secrecy towards the latter, and is also betraying
the confidential relationship which should exist between the two, as recognised by the General
Health Law of 1986 (article 10.1 and 3). In such cases a conflict of duties arises (the duty to
report the offence and the duty of confidentiality towards ttre patient) and the problem thrown
up is which is of greater value. The solution is by no means easy, although we would side with
the duty of confidentiality since it relates to respect for personal privacy, which is recognised
by the Constitution as being a fundamental right (article 18.l).

ll9. Duties n assist. To begin with, the duty of human solidarity obliges a physician to act
to help others, either as a result of his professional status, as a public servant, or as an ordinary
citizen just like any other. A physician who fails to act in such cases may be criminally liable. If
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he is a public servant and "is asked by a person to give help, which he is obliged to give
because of his position, in order to prevent an offence or other wrong being committed and he
fails to give help without good cause", he shall have committed an offence in refusing his aid
(Penal Code, article 371.3) and shall be liable to a fine of between 100,000 and 500,000
pesetas and shall be barred from office (loss of position and conesponding earnings and baned
from engaging in similar work for the duration of the sentence) or suspended (from practice
and prevented from performing similar functions for the duration of the sentence). It should be
noted, however, that the notion of public servant as used in the Penal Code does not coincide
with that used in Administative Law. The Penal Code concept is much broader and is based on
more formal conditions: "A public servant is considered to be any person who by law or
through election or appointment by a competent authority participates in the carrying out of
public functions" (Penal Code, article 119). As a result, physicians employed by the public
health authorities and who provide their professional services in certain public institutions such
as hospitals of the Social Security system, hospitals and psychiatric hospitals belonging to
provincial or island govenrmenB, erc.

However, as far as the aforementioned offence is concerned, convictions of physicians
are extremely rare;10 in some cases physicians have been convicted of failing to visit the home
of a patient when under a duty to do so.1l

120. Even if a physician is not a public servant he may still be called upon to give help by a
third person, just like any other citizen and regardless of his professional status. The offence in
this case is denoted omission to fulfill one's duty to help: "Any person who fails to help
another person who is in need of help and in serious and manifest danger, when ttre granting of
such help does not entail risk to himself or to a third person, shall be sentenced to
imprisonment of between one day and six months or fined between 100,000 and 200,000
pes€tas. The same punishment shall apply to any person who, not in a position himself to give
help, does not urgently request the help of another. If the victim is the victim of an accident
caused by the pe6on who omits to give help, the person shall be sentenced to imprisonment of
between six months and one day and six years" (Penal Code, article 489, paragraph 3). This
last offence arises frequently in relation to road accidents, particularly where victims are not
helped by passing drivers or even by the very driver reponsible for the accident. Physicians
may find themselves exposed to this offence to a much greater degree in view of the fact that
the offence can be committed without physical contact with the person in need of help being
necessary. It suffices to leam of the situation of need, and people frequently turn to a physician
first for help because of the latter's professional know-how (of course, even as a professional
the physician is not under any specific obligation or one which is greater than that incumbent
on the community at large), when the local physician is unavailable or when no other physician
(in a hospital, for example) is present in the area. In non-serious cases the minor offence
contained in article 586, paragraph2 may be applicable ("Any person whose help is sought by
another in order to prevent the occurrcnce of a greater wrong or harm, but who fails to give ttre
help requested, provided that giving such help would not have entailed harm to his own person
and provided that the offended party files a complaint in respect of said refusal"). The offence
will not have been committed if the person gives the help which was possible in the
circumstances, even if this did not succeed in preventing the death of the patient or irreversible
bodily harm. Some courts have convicted physicians for the offence or the minor offence
referred to above;l2 indeed, a physician who was holding surgery in a Social Security health
centrp and who failed to respond to repeated requests by several people to treat a person who
had been seriously injured in a road accident was considered to have committed an offence:
"clearly one cannot equate the (health centre's) patients'need for advice and prescriptions with
the urgent needs of a person lying injured, helpless and in serious and manifest danger on a
public road".13

III. Rights and Duties of Patientsl4

121. The General Health Law (LGS) of 1986 sets out in articles l0 and l1 a series of rights
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and duties of patients and users of public (and, in some cases, private) health services. These
are tnrly subjective and claimable rights. The rights are as follows:

Anicle Ten:
"All persons enjoy the rights listed below in relation to the different public health
administrations:

1, fr9 right to one's personality, to human dignity and intimacy, and the right not to be
discriminated against on the grounds of race,- social backjround, sex, morals, or
economic, ideological, political or trade union grounds.
2.The Sght to information concerning healthlervice-s to which they are entitled and
concerning any requirements governing the use thereof.
3. The right to confidentiality in respect of all information concerning their medical
condition and their stay in public health institutions and in private insiitutions which
cooperate with the public system.
4. Tltt right to be notified if the prognosis, diagnosis and therpaeutic procedures
aPplie.d to them is likely to b9 .used as part of a teaching or research project. In no way
shall the project entail any additional danger to their health and in all-casLs the patienti'
prior written must be sought and authorisation given by the physician 

-and 
the

management of the health institution concerned.
5. Th9 right of patients and their next-of-kin or relations to be given full and constant
verbal and written comprehensible information on the procesi, including diagnosis,
prognosis and altemative forms of [eatmenL
6, The rig-h1of a patient to choose freely benveen options given by the physician in
charge of his case. The written consent of the user sh-all be hecessaiy for all
interventions, save for the following cases:
a) Where non-intervellisl sntails a pubtc health risk.
b) Where the palignt is incompetenlto take decisions, in which case the right shall pass
on to his next-of-kin or those closest to him.
c) Where the emergency situation rules out delays which might cause irreversible
injuries or where there is a risk that the patient may die.
7. The right to have a physician assigned to his case. The physician's name shall be
notified to the patient and he shall serve as his main health care interlocutor. In the
absence of the physician appointed, responsibility shall be assumed by another member
of the team.
8. The right to be issued with a certificate attesting his state of health, where the
presentation of such a certificate is a statutory requirement
9. The right to refuse treatment, except in the cases referred to in section 6 above. In
order to exercise this right the patient must ask to be discharged voluntarily, in
accordance with the lenns of section 4 of the next article.
10. The right to participate, through community institutions, in health activities, in
accordance with the terms laid down in the present Law and any statutory provisions
which develop the Law further.
11. The right to have the entire process certified in writing. On completion of his stay in
hospital, the patient or his next-of-kin or persons close to him shall be issued with the
corresponding Discharge Report.
12. The right to make use of channels created to enable patients to lodge complaints or
propose suggestions within the appropriate time-limits. In either case the patient shall
receive a written reply within the stipulated time-limir
13. The right to choose his physician and other qualified health-care professionals in
accordance with the conditions laid down in the present Law, as well as in any
provisions drawn up to develop the law further and those regulating the functioning of
health-care c€nEes.
14. The right of a patient to obtain drugs and medicines and healttr products considered
necessary to promote, conserve or restor€ his health, in accordance with the terms laid
down by the State Administration.
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15. While the specific 
1eg^im.e of each health service shall be rcspected, the health rights

contained in sec-tions l, ?, 4, 5, 6,7,9 and 1l of the present article shall be 
"*"trirrdalso in respect of private health setvices".

Anicle Eleven:
"The following constitute obligations of citizens towards healttr institutions and bodies:
1. To comply *jF general htdq regulations governing the population and also witir
any specific health service regulationi
2. To treat facilities with care-and to cooperate in ttre up-keep of health care institutions.
3. To ensure that aPpropriate use is made of the services provided by the health care
system, in parti.cular the _use of services, procedures foi certifyin! sick leave and
permanent disability, and therapeutic and social services.
4. To sign voluntary .discharge documents if the patient does not wish to accept the
treatment of{ergd. If a. patient refuses to sign,- the hospital management, it the
suggestion of the physician in charge of the case, may proceed to-discharge the
patient".

The drawing up of this list of rights and duties should not mislead us as what was
actually intended. The General Health Law does not exhaust the entire range of rights in its
regulations, +nq i! is.qqitg. possible p {nd legal grounds for other righrs wfich e*p'erts tiaui
tended to include in their lisa or which h-ave {r-ealy been set our in sd-called niUs tifpatiints;
ftgh.ts and dutie_s_. S.upnprt could $qt 9" found for o-thers aside from those expresriy taia Oo*n
!Y the General Heralth Law (inartic_Ig 10 o-r others) or, alternarively, the contei,t of tfie rigttrc ttt"
Law does list could be expanded. Note also that some patient ri!6ts are endorsea ontf Ui itri
General Health L"y, lTggthgy are.set.out andspecin"{+ it alon6. This is the case p"ni*'i*ti
with.righa derived chiefly.from the-intended.-goal-of the General Health.Law, riamely,;t6
regulate in. general all actions which he-!p giv,e gffect to the right to health protectiirn ai
recognised by article 43 and others of thg Sianistr Consritution" (aiicle 1.1). It is'tfre ioU of the
Law to enforoce the constitutional mandati laid- down (principally) in artii:le 43 goierning to
health protection. Some patient rights included in artiije lO'of ihe General Heitttr Law-are
merely the result or a derivation of *re scope accorded to the right to health protection and, with
a few exceptions, could well have been inlened from ottrer prdvisions.

122. As can be seen from all the above, in order fol patient rights to be classified conectly
and systematically a specific metho_dology is required, which wduld consist of infening theri
from the Constitution, the General Healtlilaw of any other applicable legal provision.

The opening-words of article lO of the Gendral Healili Law, which uses a general and
ambiguous !€lm ("a11"), pops the problem of defining exactly whictrsubjects arc enliled to the
rights listed $e1ein. Clearly, the-reference is not m-erely td sick persoirs but rather to allthe
users of the health services, whether ill or not. Healthy people alsb may require certain health
facilities and thus they too have rights.

A. Respectfor Human Digniry and Equality
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on other fundamental rights, and thus it is with regard to these rights that one has to ascertain
whether dignity has been harmed.15

B. Rights of Access to Health Care

124.'I\e General.Health I,aw stipulates that all Spaniards and foreigners resident in Spain
are entitled to health protection and health assistanie (article 1.2); th6re are provisions ^also

coveringnon-resident.Spaniardsand foreigners (article 1.3). As a result, all S'panish citizens
who fall ill have the right to health assistance, a provision which is of crucial importance to
patients, even if it does not actually stated thus in article l0 of ttre General Health Law.

^ 
The p.""gipt. of socill and econ-omic equality means that the General Health Law goes

even further in this respect (at least as far as its intehded purpose is concerned, given thalthe
Law itself states that public fealth care shall be extended progirxsively, with particular attention
to be paid to-mental health, 5th Transitory Provision). The Law-states ihat public health
assistance shall extend to the entire population, that access to facilities and services shall be on
the basis of effective gquaJity_q1d thai health policy shall aim to do away with territorial and
social imbalances (article 3). Whgrggonsiderable d6lays are encounteredin the public system,
or where the treatment-is not-available, a patient who dses a private health senrG or phjsician
is entitled to claim full reimbursement of any expenses incdned; however, the coura iequire
that the assistance required must have been reQues-ted in the first place and have been refuGd. tt
does not suffice for the patient to allege refusal on the basis that ionsiderable delay would have
been encountered, savsin emergency cases involving risk to the patient's life, wtrictr made it
necessary to seek the services of other physicians.t6

A number 9f 4"-rights included in article 10 of ttre General Health Law derive directly
from this right to health care: information concerning health services to which patients ari:
entitled and any requirements governing the use thereof (article 10.2); the riglit to have a
physician assigned to their case (article 10.7); the right of the patient to be i-ssued with a
certificate alf.sti{tg his state of health (article 10.8); ttre rigtrt to participate in health activities
(qniql" 10.10); the right to make use of channels forcomplaints arid suggestions (article
10.12).; the_right tq gh_ogse one's physician (article 10.13); ttre rigtrt to obtaii-drugs anil other
medicines (article 10.14) under conditions of equality (article 93.I of the Drugs and Medicines
Lawof 1990). Beyond these, the General Heald\ Law establishes the duty of-the authorities to
provide users with information concerning public (or associated) heafth services and their
rights and duties (article 9), and to ensuie that when needed the assistance provided is
adequatg,lT Several of these dgtlts have not been developed appropriately as yet. Unlike with
g.ther bills of rights, no, specific provision ensures that trdalm6nt anil hospital srays are
"humane",-although this is achievable indirectly, for example, Hospital Users' Committies ("a
body. enabling the community to participate in the plannlng, control and assessment of the
running of the hospital and the quality of care piovidedn, article 19.1), Social Welfare
Committees (collegiate advisory body, article 23) and Patient Care Services (article 32);rr
representatives of Consumer and User Associations sit on both the aforementioned
Committees. Moreover, the National Institute of Health (INSALUD) drew up a Hospital Care
Plan in 1984 to "humanise" care.lg The plan contained a series of measures, notably the
drafting of a Bill of Patient Rights and Duties. Special committees (known literaliy as
Committees for the Humanisation of Care) and Patient Care Services were set up to moriitor
observance of the Bill and also to help make hospital^s mor€ "humane" places.

C. P atients' Rights n Self-Determination

125. General principle. There is no disputing nowadays a patient's right to decide with
respect to his own treatment. This implies the need for conient on his part (-or, where he is not
in-a position d9 do so, that of his legal representative) once he has-received the necessary
information ("informed consent") and also his right to refuse consent if hs considers ii
appropriate for his personal interests. The General Health Law assumes this twin right and
stipulates that patients and their next-of-kin or relations shall be given full and constani verbal
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and wri.tten-comprehensible information on the process, including diagnosis, prognosis and
alternative forms of treatment (article 10.5), and also that the patient shaf be enti:tled to choose
freely between options given by the physician in charge, in which case the written consent of
the user shall be necessary before any intervention may be carried out (article 10.6), save
yhgrg the patient.does not have the capacity to take decisions (the consent would then be given
by his next-of-kin or those close to him). The Law states also that a patient may rEfuse
treatment, in which case he shall request to be discharged of his own wistr-(article l0:9). This
lryt t"guiryment has come in for criticism,20 and rightly so, except if it is to be understood rhat
his refusal covers all treatment, including alternaiivei proposeti by the physician. This issue
will be examined in the next section. For the moment we will limit 6urselirei to certain specific
cases.

, 126. Thg yight to refuse life-saving treatment. One of the most controversial rights involves
the p-ossibility thgq a patient may refuse treatment on which his life depends. The problem
usually arises with moribund patients, and shall be examined in the section which deals
specifically with such patients (Chapter tr, $ 3).

127. Refusal of a blood transfusion on religious grounds. Major difficulties can arise when
adults refuse certain forms of treatment for reasons of religion,-for example, when Jehovah's
Witnesses refuse blood transfusions.2l

Beliefs and religious behaviour of this kind can pose serious care and legal conflicts
when refusal is accompaniqd !y -ryrious risk to the life of the member of the religious group,
such as, for example, one who is bleeding severely following an accident or who ii to abbut fo
gnd.ergo an operation which is likely to require a blood transfusion (this possibility is catered
for in some foreign hospitals which, if they have time, take a sufficient amount of ihe patient's
own blood 

-self-transfusion- 
prior to the operation for use if needed; Jehovah's Wltnesses

do not seem to object to this solution).

- Respect for the patient's religious freedom, where treatment contravenes his religious
beliefs or dictates of conscience, such as blood transfusions in the case of Jehovah's
Witnesses, must be taken into account by physicians if they wish to avoid subsequent liability
(offence of coercion, article 496; offences against freedom of conscience, article 205 anit
following articles,22 although it is doubtful that the blood transfusion example could give rise
to one of these offences 

-except 
perhaps coercion- as worded at present, because the patient

is not prevented from practising the acts of his religion or obliged to change religion, bui rather
to contravene certain requirements of it). Respect for the wishes of a patient poses no major
problems and should prevail if the physician has foreseen the siiuation and can oflier
alternative, albeit more difficult and risky, forms of treatrnent.

The situation is vastly different where no therapeutic options are available to replace or
mitigate a life-saving blood trursfusion. The fundamental issub here is whether the refusal can
be deemed to constitute a suicidal attitude. Jehovah's witnesses stress that they are not suicidal
nor ale they exercising the "right to die" when they refuse a transfusion.23 Such arguments are
acceptable and easy to explain: their view is that they wish to live but without transgressing
their religious beliefs, a stance which is deserving of respect. However, when no other
therapeutic alternative exists and the blood transfusion is considered to be the only means of
eliminating the immediate danger to the life of a patient of that religious persuasion and if, in
order to remain faithful to his religion, he continually refuses to undergo a ransfusion, it must
be acknowledged that in adopting such a stance the patient is contemplating the possibility of
death, and thus, if he is aware that there is no other means of saving his life, the patient is
expressing a desire (albeit an indirect one) to die. This acceptance of death, from a legal
standpoint, is equivalent to a suicidal attitude,24 which is equally to be respected from the
ethical standpoint, in that it stems from a personal valuation based on individual conscience.
From a legal perspective, the correct solution is awkward given that at stake is an interest of
particular value, to which ilre legal order affords reinforced protection. However, insofar as the
decision is a conscious one taken by an adult after great thought and without undue pressure, it
should be respected and even supported by the Constitution (articles 15, 16 and 18).
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In contrast to this interpretation, Spain's Supreme Court has on occasions taken the
opposite view,2f and confirmed the warrant granted by a judge to a physician who asked for
authority to perform a blood transfusion, which saved the life bf a Jehovah's Witness who had
refused it previ_ously. The Jehovah's Witness instigated legal proceedings against the judge in
question The Supreme Court's decision endorsed the judge'i action, on th-e groundC that he
was. obliged g-nd entitled to intervene in the way he did in order to avoiii committing a
punishable offence by lending his passive cooperation to suicide (article 409) or to avoid
committing- an offence by omission (article 489 bis). His action was justified also by the
existence of a situation of need (article 8.7). In a later ruling, the Supreme Court declared also
that a blood transfusion carried out on a member of the same religious sect on the orders of a
judge was lawful, in spite of the fact that the patient died subsequently.2o This time the decison
was of interest because the arguments used were different 

-albeit 
complementary- to those

of 1979: the court ruled out the possible existence of an offence of cbercion and attack on
perso-nal freedom, and argued in the case of the latter that, under the Organic Law on religious
freedom of 5 July 1980, such freedom was limited, among other things, by the need to
"safeguard safety, health and public morals" (article 3, paragraph l). In this same case, appeal
was made to the Constitutional Court to protect the constitutional rights of the appellant,
although the Court ruled out the defencelessness alleged and upheld 

-indirectly, 
giv-en that it

did not address the substance of the case- the legal arguments advanced by tf,e Supreme
Court.27 Authors have discussed the question of whether in its mention of limitations the Law
on religious freedom refers to individual health or public health, and -if the laner is the case-
whether it takes in individual health also. However, as has been pointed out,28 the truly
significant aspect here is that what is at stake in such delicate situations is not health (individudl
or collective) but the life of a person. The correct solution continues to be referral to the
Spanish Constitution and to acknowledge that for certain groups in society there exist values
deserving of respecl which in certain circumstances iue superior to life itself,zr and which the
principles of tolerance towards minorities and ideological pluralism should encourage us to
keep in mind; however, considerations such as these clash with the stance adopted by case law,
which suryly would not have arrived at this ourcome if it had been a case of deciding solely the
matter of recognition of the right to refuse treatment out of respect for another fundamental
right, rather than the issue of a judge's decision to authorise life-saving treatment against the
wishes of the patient. Until such times as the Supreme Court or Constitutional Court provide
new guidelines, it seems inappropriate to advise physicians to refrain from giving life-saving
blood transfusions against the wishes of the patient, because they risk being denounced foi
abeuing suicide or for wilful homicide by omission; however, if the patient were to die as a
result of the physician respecting his wishes, ttre physician would in all probability be acquitted
of all charges; indeed, even if he does go ahead with the transfusion against the patient's
wishes, and his action is supported by a judge, he shall not be liable either, as the
aforementioned case law decisions reveal. The whole situation, then, seems something of a
paradox.

The considerations outlined thus far refer only to a decision involving the patient's own
life and freedom of conscience, and are not applicable when the life of another is at stake. This
means that in no case should the law give preference to religious freedom over the prot€ction of
the right to life in cases involving minors (or incompetent penons, that is, mentally-ill patients
or those suffering from mental disorder). Respect for parents' freedom of choice between
different values is inadmissible where their children arc concerned; parents have a duty, which
doubtless takes in religious education also, to do all in their power to benefit the health and life
of their children until they reach adulthood and can make use of their own religious freedom
and take personal responsibility for their decisions. Refusal to allow a minor child to receive
treatment because of religious beliefs (eg, to receive a blood transfusion) would constitute an
abuse of parental authority, and the physician should act to save the patient's life. Any such
lawful intervention would be backed by the legal authorities.3o

128. As we shall see below (Chapter III, $ 7), the ban which the Constitution imposes on
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inhuman or degrading treatments limits research and experimentation involving human
subjects.

129. The rlgl1t to moye freely and the right to security (article l7.l of the Constitution) can
ProYe 

particularly complex when the patieni is sqffering irom certain illnesses. Similarities'may
be drawn with the European_Convention for the Protedtion of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms of 1950 (article 5.e, considers that detention is lawful in tf,e case of the lawful
internmentof a person liable to spread a contagious disease, o14 msntelly-deranged person, an
ut:919!ig, $g q{digt gr v-agrant), and the International Covenant on Civil ana potti-cal Rights
of 1966 (article 12.3). Both international instruments have been signed and ratified by Spaii.

The Spanish Constitution states thatxo person may be deprived of his freedom, except
in situations set out in the Constitution itself and in cases provide'd for in law (article 17.1). As
a result, in situations of emergency or need the competenf health authorities are empowered to
protect public.lealth by adopting examination, lreatment, hospitalisation or controi measures,
under the conditions laid down in the Organic Law on Public Health Contingency Measures of
14 April.198_6, without such measures being deemed to infringe constitutionat rigtlts.ll In this
ryspgc!, the General Health Law includes eiceptions to the nee? forconsent (aftitle 10.6,a) and
the right to refuse rreatrnent (article 10.9).

130. The detention 9f a qrentally-ill person against his will is subject to judicial aurhorisation
and control (article 2ll tt of the Civil Code; articles 8.1 and 8.2,9.1 and9.2 of the Penal
C_ode, governing mentally-ilIpersons who have committed an offence) to ensurc that the rights
of such persons are respected, as we shall see below.32

D. The Right to Information

- 131. Although it is closely bound up with consent to the medical act, it should not be
fglgotten that the right to information is justified in its own right and is wholly independent of
all others. Information given to a patient-entails a number of c6nsiderations. The firs.t is clearly
tied to consent, as was mentioned above; only after a patient has been given the relevant
material information will he be in a position to live conscious and valid conlent. However, the
right to information gges beyond this and need not even be linked to a voluntary act on the part
of the patient, as is acknowledged by article 10.5 of the General Health Law, where it is sr.ited
that the information in question need not always be conceived as being a prior condition for a
patient.to choose futV and give his consent.-It implies also that the patient has the right to
know about his condition and the treatment process, as well as the right to be given therafeutic
information. Reference is made also to his right to receive a discharge report on leaving
h_ospitrl (article 10.11),33 and to be granted access to his health or clinical records (article 61).
However, in view of the close ties between information and consent to a medical act, we will
dwell on the subject for a momenL

$ 2. Informed Consent

132. Informed consent is another patient right which has been naturalised in Spanish
legislation, particularly in the General Health Law. Article l0 of the Law categorically sets out
the right to information, which is defined in very broad torms ("the right to 5e giveri full and
constant verbal and written comprehensible information on the process, including diagnosis,
prognosis and alternative forms of treatment", article 10.5), and atso the need foi prior
consent, which must be given in writing before intervention ("the right to choose fieely
between options given by the physician in charge of his case. The writteh consent of the usei
shall be ngcessary for all interventions, save for the following cases...", article 10.6). A few
years earlier, the Law on the Removal and Transplantation of Organs of 27 October 1979 had
regulated the right to information prior to consenf not only in the case of live donors (article 4)

-as is only logical- but also recipients, stating that "the necessary immunological
histocompatibility studies between the donor and futuie recipient, or other alpropriate stulies,
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have been canied out by a laboratory authorised by the Ministry of Health and Social Security"
(article.9, b). It goes on to state that "the recipient, in the Case of an adult who is legaliy
responsible for his actions or, where mentally-retarded patients or minors are concerned,iheir
legal representatives, parents or guardians, shall consent in writing to the transplant" (article 6,
c).

Some observations are necessary with regard to consent-related information. In
general, information is a requirement which conditions the validity of subsequent consent to he
medical act; however, the act need not necessarily lead to treatment or intervention, which is
why information in its own right is construed as in autonomous right enjoyed by the patient,
regardless of whether he is to give his consent. On the other hand, c-onseni and iniorma-tion are
frequently linked and hence the the two rights are not entirely unrelated given that when the
patient has to give his consent he must know what he is consenting to and needs information to
do so.lvloreover, whoever provides him with the information should be the person(s) who will
lre?t him orperform the intervention. Hence the references to informed consenL which Spanish
juqsts_ had called for in precisely these terms prior to the passing of the General Health Law
and which is now a legal requirement beyond all doubr

- 
Very little needs added to what has been said above, especially with regard to the need

for information, the amount of information, disclosure, understairding ("comprehensible
information'), {gqn ("verbal and written"), an6 persons to whom it shall 5e given (the patient
and his next-of-kin, although, in the case of the htter, without violating the respect lor the
privacy of the patient), etc., given that everything can be infened fromlhe aforbmentioned
paragraphs of the General Health Law. It should be noted however that not all the information
!a-s to be given in both verbal and written form: the choice will depend on the nature of the
information and the link between it and a subsequent int€rvention requiring patient consent. In
addition, it should be noted that although Spanish jurists are generally in favour of the criteria
governing so-called "therapeutic privilege", case law support is not yet at hand because the
courts have yet to give rulings on the issue. It could be said, however, that restrictions on the
right to information on the grounds of therapeutic privilege can be justified to a certain extenL

From the legal standpoint, and in the light of the explicit wording of the General Health
Law, the duty to inform admits no exceptions. As we have seen, information must be full and
constant and cover the entire process, including diagnosis, prognosis and alternative
treatments. In Spain, however, some debate exists as to whether in spite of this (and in
particular in view of the situation which existed prior to the passing of the General Health Law)
some restrictions of or exceptions to this duty to inform may be admitted, especially where a
serious or fatal diagnosis and/or prognosis is involved. In line with Latin and Germanic
tradition, as opposed to that which prevails in English-speaking countries, and in keeping more
with the principle of patemalism than ttrat of patient autonomy, physicians have been allowed a
certain degree of discretion in their observance of this duty, although this does not in any way
constitute an undermining or derogation of the patient's right, which is recognised fully by thi:
General Health Law. Although the physician is obliged to give clear and adequate information
t9 his patient, it is possible for him to give partial or gradual information only, provided that in
doing so his intended purpose is not to fraudulently evade his duty and th-at in his sound
judgement, and in view of the specific circumstances of the case, he considers that full
information might seriously impair the patient's recovery and hinder beyond repair the success
of the treatment. Where information is restricted, the patient should be given an approximate
idea of the seriousness of his condition, and under no circumstances should he be totally
misinformed. Brief or limited information given to a patient should in all cases by accompanied
and compensated for by fuller information given to the next-of-kin, since at the end of the day
they will have to serve as substitutes for or complement the self-determination of the former.

Clearly, then, physicians have to read extremely carefully in such sihrations, since they
are bound by the provisions of recent legislation, which unquestionably comes down on the
side of information. As a result, we cannot now reaffirm beyond all doubt that is it is possible
to dispense with information in extremely serious cases or where prognosis indicates death,
contrary to what was advocated previously 

-albeit 
in exceptional circumstances- prior to the

passing of the General Healttr Law. Spain's Code of Medical Ethics of 1990 coincided with the
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ll?. Sp*ish law caters specifically for a number of situations, among them the information
which has to be given to blood donirrs. In this case, where analysis oF the donated blood or
9$e.r lests Pgt'gnled on the donor reveal that he is carrying antibodies linked to disease of any
lind (eg,Aid1) tlp nlysician m-ust make this knownio him, in accordance with the Royai
Decree of 9 October 1985 regulating blood donations and blood banks (article 6.2 d: "All
donors shall.enjoy the fo-llowing rights: the right to receive information on any abnormalities
detected in the course of clinical eiamination-s or analyses carried out for the purpose of the
donation_") and the Ministerial Order of 4 December 1985, which regulates the^mafter further
(anicle 6 paragraph 2). Failure to comply with the above constitutesine of the administrative
offences laid down.in the Royal Decree of tggs (article 21.5,last indent, serious offence: "any
other activity which.serio-usly endangers or causes direct and serious harm to public health"j,
given thll an-o-pission of this nature increases the risk that the disease may be passed on fo
others; this. ob.ligation is reinforced by the General Health Law (articb 16.8: the right of a
pa4ent "to.be issued with a certificate attesting his state of health, *treie thJprisenddil oi
such a certificate is a statutory requiremenll), The Royal Decree also states (artiile 22) that any
punishment in respect of this offence shall be impoied in accordance with the health-relatei
sanctions included in the second additional provlsion of Law 26t1984 of 19 July, governing
the consumer and user protection. If the donbr falls sick or dies as a result of being'unable tb
lukt Ft uppropri-aF measurcs due to ignorance of his condirion, the physician coulilbe held to
be criminally liable for negligence, prbvided that all the other requiierirents of the offence are
met also.

134. As was stated above, there can be no doubt that an adult patient who has received
adqrq.uale info-rmation, that is, a patient who is conscious of the reperiussions of his decision, is
entitled to refuse treatment. The General Health Law could not be more explicit on this point:
"All patiens have the following rights... the right to refuse treatmenr" lartiile 10.9). To io so,
the patient. mus.t ask to be discharged and sign the appropriate discharge formi should he
r.gfu.se, thehospital m_anqgem€n! a!$e suggesiion of thb physician in chaige of the case, may
djscharge.$e patient (anicle 11.4). Howevei ttre Law also eitablishes certain exceprions to thl:
above, which have gjven interpreters of the law cause for confusion: "...except in the cases
described in section 6..."; cases in which consent is neither necessary nor admisSible.

135. To sum up, physicians must rcspect a patient's refusal of treatment where the latter is
aware. of the repercussions of his decision. If, in spite of this -and notwithstanding
opposition on the part of the patient or, in the case of in incompetent patient, his guardianl
next-of-kin or those close to him a physician chooses to intervdne, and performs surgery or
any other form of treatment r€quiring hospitalisation, he shall be held to be-criminally liabli: as
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the author of arbitrary curative treatment, provided that all the measures taken were of a clearly
curative nature (otherwise liability would probably be more serious, if the patient's personal
iltqgtity were.undermined), or even for having unlawfully deprived the patieirt of his freedom,
if the appropriate authorisation was not sought and obtained from a judge. An attack of this
nature onihe patient's personal freedom shall be liable to punishment under the offence of
coercion (Penal Code article 496 or 585.4 if the coercive action is deemed to be minor) or that
of unlawful detention (Penal Code, article 480), depending on the case. Physical or moral
compulsion must,be present or actual deprivation of freedom 

-displacement- 
of the patient

lgl tttp purpose of carrying out the intervention shall be required; il this is not the casd, civil
liability may be claimed. Spanish criminal courts, howevei, have not tried any of the above
cases,-except fgr a number involving the involuntary confinement in psychiatric hospitals of
mentally-ill patients or violent or threatening persons, where it was deemed that the offbnces of
coercion and unlawful detention, respectively, were applicable.3a

$ 3. Privacy

- 136. Thq right to personal privacy is the one that traditionally has been disregarded most
frequently_in hospitals, a situation which reflects perhaps the little importance attaahed to it by
soc-iety. tloryevgr, awareness of this right is currently on the inCrease due mainly to iis
inclusion in the Constitution (article 18.1). Various aspects can be infened directly or iridiectly
from this right.

137. In the first place, it entails going only as far as is strictly necessary in a medical
examination (eg, questions concerning the patient's private, family or social iife) needed to
arrive at a colrect diagnosis. Above all, however, it alludes directly to the conesponding dury
lf gqnfidentiality, to professional secrecy, which was afford6d scant protection ln our
legislation gqti! ryceqtly and is still inadequately protected in certain fields-, among them the
field of healttt. This duty covers all aspects relating to an illness, including hospitalisation, and,
if a patient so requests, obliges the physician to keep information secret from n-ext-of-kin (even
though next-of-kin are listed among those who should receive information in the General
Health Law: article 10.5). Contrary to what is often understood, the duty is binding on all
health-care professionals, regardless ofrank or function, and notjust nurses and physicians.
The General Health Law is very clear as to this right to confidentiality (article 10.1 dnd 10.3)
and even s4pulates elsewhere that a patient's right to personal and family privacy, as well as
the duty of secrecy incumbent on any person who, in the course of his work, has access to
clinical records, mu.st be fully guaranteed (article 6l). This constitutional right to privacy,
together with the right to one's image, which is of equivalent rank (article 18.I of the
Constitution), prohibits the publication in scientific works (and, of course, in the media) of
photographs or other information likely to reveal the identity of the patient without the latter's
prior consent, although in article l0 the General Health Law is not as explicit on this issue as it
mjgh! bg. As regards personal details included in medical prescriptions, Royal Decree
1910/1984 of 26 September, governing prescriptions, which establishes that personal privacy
shall be protected (article 9), should be understood as including pharmacists and their
employees also. The duty of confidentiality is not applicable only where expressly laid down in
the law35 or where authorisation is granted by a judge on legal grounds.

138. A true test of the right to privacy is posed by the computerised processing of personal
inforrnation concerning hospital patients or out-patients. Such technology, with all the
advantages it affords, is here to stay and throws up a greater likelihood that patients will
become more vulnerable to invasions of privacy.36 Until legislation was passed in 1992 (to
conform with the requirement laid down in the Constitution) to restrict the use of computerised
information so as to safeguard the honour and personal and family privacy of citizens and
assure full enjoyment of their rights (article 18.4 of the Constitution), a lead was taken from the
provisions of the European Convention for the protection of persons with respect to the
processing of personal data, done in Strasbourg on 28 January 1981. The Convention became
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part o-{ internal law in SpaF following ratification in 1984, atthough application often proved
complicated because certain crucial paru had n-ot been developed fuliy by the appr6priate
legislation. It is worth mentioning thaf article 6 of the Conventiori stipulaies lhat peri6nai data
disclosing racial origin, political views, religious or other beliefs, as well as information
concerning hgJth or sex life may not be processed unless adequate safeguards are provided by
internal law. The Convention refers to "sensitive data" and thu's affects liealth-relati:d data, ani
thus one is led to wonder whether hospital comput€r data bases containing medical records and
other sensitive information concerning patients do not constitute a breach of the Convendon.
The Government and Parliament dragged their feet as regards regulation of such issues
although it must 

-be s_ai{ that at long_last an Organic Law regilating tie processing of personal
data was pas-seq by tle latter on 29-October t992; this recen-t Law Jtipulites that hlaith-related
data may only be collated, processed and passed on when, in the geheral interest, the Law so
providgs or when the person to whom they refer gives his express Eonsent (article 7.3). Public
and private health institutions and health-care professionals dre authorised to process personal
data.of persons who seek their help or who are treated by them in accoidance with the
ppylsjonp_of the.General Health Law, the Drugs and Medicines Law of 1990, Organic Law
3/1986-of 14 April governing Special Public Health Measures and other health lawslarticle 8).
The reference which the new Law makes to certain articles of these other laws would not seem
to provide tnrly reinforced prote-ction of processed health data of a personal natute, given that
the reference is merely. a y-ay -of ttlFng.up to morc general proteciion of confidentiality and
information in the field of health. Thus, it-can only be hopedthat the European Commuhity's
Draft Proposal for a Directive on the same subject (1990)37 will afford much more effective
protection of patient data than currently exists.

139. The General-Health I4w says little with regard to rhefreedom and confidentialiry ot
P.a!ien1s'corr_espondence and communications, alihough botir are included as fundamental
tigh$ iT.tht 9panistr Qoltstitgtjg4_(articles 20.1 and 18.3, respectively) and are prorected by
criminal law (articles 497 and 497 bis, and 192 and 192 bis of ihe Penai Code).

. 1.40-: Ideological and religious freedom and freedorn of worship are entitlements of
lgspitaljsed patients also, notwithstanding the fact that the Geieral ftealth Law prohibits only
discrimination on grounds of ideology (article l0.l). This right means that patients shail b6
ulg*t9 to engage in acts of worship of their religious persuasion and also ttrat-they shall not be
obliged to undergo treatment whichcontravenes-their beliefs. Where this is not polsible, and as
long as -tley qe competent adults, they are entitled to refuse treatment. 'fiis rigtrt is not
enforceable in the case of a minor whose parents refuse treatment, its was explained above with
reference to Jehovah's Witnesses. Here-again account should be taken of the the problems
raised by the right to do as one pleases with one's life when the treatment refused is-of a life-
sustaining nature.

. Although the General Health Law does not explicitly recognise freedom of worship,
this.is qecogtliry{in th9 Constitution (article 16.1) and in a seiies ofbther staturory provisions,
beginning with Organic Law 711985 (July) governing Religious Freedom, which guarantees
freedom to practise acts of worship, the right to rective ieligious assistance of one's own
persuasion-and the non-imposition of other religions (articla 2.1.d); moreover, the rights
recognised by this law are afforded constitutional guarantees (article 4). Religious assistance in
hospitals38 is assured as follows: of the Agreements between the Spanish State and the Holy
{rr, .th9 oqg gqyen1ng "Legal Al:fairsr'3e provides for measures of religious assistance in
hospitals: " l-. Tttt State recognises and guarantees the exercise of the right to religious
assistance of citizens interned in prisons, hospitals, psychiatric hospitals, orphanaged and
similar public and private centres. 2. Catholic religious-assistance and the pastoral activities of
prieqts and other members of religous orders in the aforementioned public centres shall be
regulated by common agreement between the Church and State authorities. In all cases,
people's righl to religious freedom and respect for their religious and ethical principles shall be
s{eguarded" (article 4). Under the Ministerial Order (Ministry of Justice) of 20 December
1985 the Agreement shall be displayed publicly in all public hospitals. Lastly, mention should
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be made also of the Convention of 23 Apnl1986 on catholic religious assistance in hospitals
belonging to the National Institute of Health.

$ 4. Secrecy

14l..Penal.protection-of professional secrecy in medical practice is insufficient.a0 Civil
protection exists in the form of the Organic Law on civil pr6tection of the right to honour,
personal and family privacy and to one's own image of 5 May 1982, whictiin article 7.4
considers that the disclosure of private data concerning a person br family which is learned in
the course of professional or official activities constitu-tes unlawful invasion of privacy. In the
previous section o-n patient priyacy we referred to the repercussions of ttris- righi for the
P-hysician's duty of secrecy. Health-care centres belonging io the Social Security system are
also bound by professional secrecy with regard to details of patients' illnesses, iri accordance
with rules of ethics.al However, it should be remembered that the General Health Law
imposes an obligation on health-care staff to facilitate information to the health authorities or
their agents.(article 15,P,| and C.5), an obligation which must be rendered compatible with
the duty_of the confidentiality imposed by the very same Law.

.Similarly, the duty to report any offences-which come to their knowledge is incumbent
upon physicians also, as we saw earlier, despite the fact that this represents a 6bar restriction
ol-Fe duty-of {crecy.+z Although under the Constitution (article 24.2) aphysician shall not be
oQli8-ed to- break professional secrecy by giving testimony on alleged oTfences, the cases in
which such secrecy may be maintained must be set out sprfoifically-in a law, which has yet to
be passed.

$ 5. Complaints

142. Apatie-nt whose rights are violated may seek protection from the courts and request
compensatioq for any harm sustained, especially in serious cases. Patients or their relations, as
users of health care, can avail themselves of a number of avenues to submit complaints
pgarding assisl4qce or the manner in which they are reated during their stay in hospital. Royal
Decree 52111987 of 15 April, which approves the Regulations governing the structuie,
grganisation ald functioning of hospitals belonging to ttre National Institute of Health, set up
Patient Care Services (article 32) to deal persohally with patients or their next-of-kin,
representatives or persons accompanying them; in article 32.2 urd 3 it is stated that the Service
shall provide patients and their families with information on the organisation of the hospital, on
working and visiting hours and other aspects which might be of f,elp to them or which might
make_their stay more comfortable. Complaints are channelled through the Service, which shall
pass them-oq to-the appropriate department head and ensutE that a written reply, signed by the
director of the hospital or person appointed by him, is given to the patieni. Several private
hospitals have set up their own patieht care services along similar lines to those of theif public
counterparts.

Since rcferences to the functions of Patient Care Services are few and far benveen in the
Royal Decree,efforts have been made to outline more clearly the activities which they should
carry out in order to raise the level of hospital care and provide a better service'to users. Service
activities include a) finding out the views of users-on the functioning of the hospital by
undertaking surveys and examining complaints, suggestions and expressions of gratiiude; b)
ov-erseeing the correct application of patient rights and duties; c) ensuring that adequate
information is made available to users (general wiitten information and correcl signposting of
hospial facilities); d) the promotion of appropriate levels of access and comfort in hospitals; e)
passlng on co_mplaints to the hospital management and ensure that replies reach the patient; f;
providing information to patients and their next-of-kin regarding the characteristics and
functioning of the hospital, as well as on the bill of patienf rightsand duties; g) providing
information concerning mechanisms for public participation in hospitals and citizens'-bodies to
channel general complaints; h) providing information (and advise) with regard to other avenues
of complaint. The Service is designed to be independent, neutral and impartial, advisory and
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non-executive, and should endeavour to serve as a link between patients, patient and user
bodies, theiospital management and health-care professionals, and lo attay riy upptetrenriont
among the latter that the Service is there to police or monitor their work.a3 

-

l!1, Qompl-qin*^conce.rning the violation of patient rights.aa The General Health Law
establishes a list of health usei rights in articls l-0. If theyire to be exercised effectiuetv, a
disciplinary. system is needed to ensure respect for thesb rights and to punish treatttr-dare
professionals who violate them. One initial-possibility is to-lodge a corirplaint uguinriitr"
hospital.through the Patient Care Service, altliough there is no guirante" ttiui a i.p"t *iit't-;
given within a given period of time, or even that tlie complaint wiil be heeded.

When violation constitutes an offence, orgives rise to civil liabiliryas on the part of the
professional or direct or vicarious liability of tf,e Administration, the iatient may tate itri
app.roqriate legal action.a6 In other cases, the confusion surounding the isiue makesit difficult
to decide which gystep of infringements and sanctions should aFply. Although the GeneiJ
Hg-alth. Law provides for a general system of infringements and san'ctions in ar[cb 32 and the
tptlg*tlg articles (particularly 35. arid 9-6): no direct menrion is made of infringemenrs of user
lglF. Thus, we will have to wait until tlre government draws up the frameiork statute for
health-care professionals envisaged by article 84 of the Law, whiih will include, among other
aspects, a disciplinary regime. However, we should not forget the health authoritie-s' own
means of corrective action to deal with violations of or diiregard for certain rights, 

-the

discipl.inary polvgrs of Colleges of Physicians (article 63 ff of ihe General StututEs oi the
Organisatioq g{ Colleges of Physicianl, under the Royal Decree of 19 Miy tggoj u"O ifti
l*-".-l disciplinary Tp1-ts rylit! may be infened frorir the Legal Statutes oi Sociat Security
Medical Personnel (article 65 ff1,tt which is still in force, ind the Consumer and User
Protection Law of 19 July 1984 (article34tf).

$ 6. Access to Medical Records

I. Legal nature and Ownership of Medical Records

144. This issue raises new and interesting legal problems in that patients who previously had
never materially or intellectually held theiimedical records can now take them *ittr ttrem -atleast in paft- on magnetic^electronic memory cards used to store clinical records digitally. The
solution to the question of the extent to which a physician is the owner of clinidal recordJ,
computerise^d- or otherwise, is crucial, for instanbe, for determining procedures of lawfui
disclosure of data an$. qt right of patient access to medical records. rn iOitition, the widespread
computerisation of.clinical and other patient data has opened up new possibilities, which have
led to attre3ethg$g gf the protection of such data arid accesi by th'e persons to whom rhey
relate. tltq Spqry\p*.tiuqqqt^ttas p?sFd the Organic Law on the'com2)uterised processing of
eersonal dau (29.October 1991), which ensures o=verall reinforced protiction for'health-relatei
data, although at-the same time it also authorises health-care centres and professionals to access
and use patient data (see g 3, above).

Opinions on the issue have been divided in Spanish law:a8 some authors strongly
gPpose giving physicians-any iqtgtlqctual rights over mddical records. Others, however, argue
that some.degpg of intellectual (scientificfcreation is present in a medical record drawriup
(p*ly at least) by.a physici,an, particulqly the compon-ents which go beyond a simple list <if
dsteils or information, namely,-appraisal oidiagnosii and prognosisbr thd various juigements
and appreciations_ made by the physician thioughout the ireatment process; ihis-second
argument tends to be used in denying patients access to their own medicalrecords.
. 9pponents arg-ue-that the question cannot be addressed in a global manner in Spanish
law: only in a rather farferched manner, involving considerable dist-ortion of the Intelbrtual
Properry Law,+e which considers as property original creations of a literary, artistic and
scientific nature which-are expressed-in any means or form (the Law includes computer
software under this heading), could any other-argument be made to stand. However, software
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145. We take the view that, from the legal standpoint, hospital records comprise different
componentg. In lhg first place, one can distinguish elements relating to the organisation and
administration of the hospital; secondly, the details which identify the patient and other data
relating to his illness which he himself furnishes or which are deduced 6y the physician, even
without the patient's knowledge; thirdly, and finally, the results of diiect exaininations or
examinations using instruments or substances, insofar as such examinations entail an element
of judgement.or deduction based on the professional knowledge of the physician (who is often
not the physician actually treating the patient), as well as assessmbnis for diagnosis and
prognosis an-d thq prescription of any appropriate treatment. Only ttris third group oT data may
be construed as being a scientific creation governed by rights of intellectual property anil
owned by tht physician(s) who took part in the creation. However, where the-profesiional
provides his services in a state-owned hospital (or where he is a paid employeaof a private
one), ownership corresponds to the public (or private) institution, althougtrthei physician may
have ce_rtain powers of control over use of the information by third parties, as we shall see
below. It should be said in support of this conclusion that the Intellecnual Property Law states
that transfer to an employer of rights of use of any work created within tlie cilntext of an
employer-employee relationship shall be governed by agreements contained in the contract of
employmenE which should be of a written nature; in the absence of a written agreement (which
is usually the case), it is presumed that when said work is handed over to the employer under
the aforementioned relationship, rights of use are transferred exclusively and to a Sufficient
degree so as to enable the employer to perform his usual activity (article 51.1 and 2). Hence,
there can be no doubt that a physician who provides his services in a public hospital or as an
employee of a private one is covered by the type of relationship desciibed in the Intellectual
Property l.aw and thus transfers the rights of use (reproduction, distribution and
trans-formation) over the hospital record in order that the hospital may carry out its activities.
Having said that, deciding the legal nature of hospital and other medical records does not
appear to be decisive for our purposes here, although it does help clear up doubts regarding the
ownership of the hospital record. Ownership corresponds to the hospital conc-erned-and
regardless of the extent of recognition of patient access to his records, he cannot demand that
the original document be ransferred elsewhere.

II. Patient Access to Hospital Records

146. Spanish law has resolved the issue of patients' access to their hospital records by
granting unrestricted access under the General Health Law, which stipulatesthat hospital or
health records "shall be made available to patients" and that "the authorities shall adopt
measures to guarantee these rights and duties" (article 6.1).

147. Two comments need to be made with regard to this statutory provision. Firstly, in
referring to hospital records in a general sense, regardless of whether they are stored on
computer or in written from, the provision covers all forms in which records may be kept;
hence, the right of access to the record as recognised in the General Health Law extends alsoto
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any information stored on computer.
Secondly, a question mark surrounds exactly which parts of the record a patient is

entitled to from the point of view of the precautions provided for in comparative law to avoid
negative consequences for a patient who is granted direct access which is not "filtered" by the
physician. Similarly, the requirements of the physician who wishes to safeguard his'own
pr_tvqcy if the record includes his subjective opinidns concerning the patient must be borne in
mind. As we have seen, the General Health Law entrusts the job to the authorities, albeit in a
partial sense since it refers only to measures to guarantee the rights and duties mentioned in the
same Law (article 6l). In this case, a doubt arises as to whether restrictions to access that
cannot be infened from the Law may be introduced. However, no form of restriction which is
currently applicable can be deduced from the aforementioned Law.

148. As regards how recognition of access to the hospital record ("shall be made available")
can be reconciled with the presence of highly subjective components (the physician's subjective
appreciations concerning the patient's attitude or behaviour and his reactions), which might
affect the physician's own privacy (it should be remembered that the Law does not actually list
rights and duties, but merely entrusts the job of establishing them to the authorities), it is
important to consider the patient's intended purpose in making use of the records made
available to him:

a. To obtain further personal information

l49.lf his aim is to learn more about himself, on completion of treatment, or even during
treatment or while in hospital, it does not suffice to argue that the information, one of the rights
recognised by the General Health Law and included in the list of user rights (article 10.4 and
5), can be provided in full by the physician, who serves as the link between.the patient and his
hospital tecord, and thus nothing justifies the patient having direct access to the record. Neither
can access be denied on the grounds that on leaving hospital the patient is entitled to receive a
Discharge Report5t, which will necessarily include an extract of the hospital record,52 and
hence the information is being made available to him. These arguments are unacceptable
because the righa laid down in the aforementioned laws are different to those recognised in
article 61. As a result, the requirement which is specifically recognised in the Law must be
satisfied by providing the patient with a copy of his record, from which the physician's
subjective opinions have been deleted previously in order to protect the latter's privacy. In this
way, it is acknowledged that availability is not direct and has to be reconciled with the right of
the physician. However, it need not necessarily be the physician who provides the information
or copy: this role could well be performed by the hospital's records department.

b. To continue or commence treabnent in another hospital or under another physician

150. In this case the interests of the patient are more important than his right to information as
explained in the previous section, and therefore it is necessary to keep in mind the interests of
the physician who wrote ttre parts of the hospital record containing his subjective views, which
may prove extremely useful to the colleague about to treat ttre patienr If the patient so desires, a
full copy of his record shall be sent to the new hospital or physician, who must also keep the
contents confidential since they have an obligation of professional secrecy towards the
colleague in question. However, if the patient requests that the record be given to him
personally, he may receive the extract refened to in the previous section.

c. Use in legal proceedings

151. Where the patient requires the record for legal proceedings (for example, to claim
damages against the physician) the criteria to be applied are those described below in the
section dealing specifically with this issue.
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III. Access for the Purposes of Inspection, Statistics or Science

152. Access for such purposes is clearly a possibility, particularly in the case of
computerised information, which can contribute greatly to sbientific activities (teaching or
research, for instance), inspections or the compiling of stitistics.

In the article which grants access to patients (article 6l), the General Health Law also
stipulatestttat records mqy be made available for medical inspections or for scientific purposes,
on condition that the patient's right to personal and family ptvacy and the duty of sicrdcy on
the part of any person who in the course of his work- ii giveir access to the records are
guaranteed.s3 In the case of statistical studies, secrecy to ensure the protection of data collated
pV statistics offices,-belonging to the Administration or otherwise, is ordered by the Statistics
Law (articles 13 to 22).s+ In the case of both research and statistics, respect forthe privacy of
the patient and the duty of secrecy call for patient anonymity, that is, neither his nime, oiher
details or photographs (9g for publication in scientifrc journals) which might identify him shall
be given without his prior consent. Although it cannot be inferred from the text of the law, it
would be appropriate that neither researchers or statisticians be given access to patient data.
This is something that should be borne in mind by the authorities when it drawing up statutory
measures to guarantee the rights of patients. Identification of the patient would appear to bb
appropriate to ensure proper inspections, although the duty of secrecy must-always be
observed.

Turning once again to the questions of ownership (or rights of use) of medical records
!y the physician's employing institution and the possibility of patient access, it should be noted
that a physician's intellectual property righa over some parts of the record is restricted in
another sense also: he may not refuse access by third persons for the aforementioned purposes,
particularly for scientific aims (research). However-a requirement could be established that
reference be made to the source of the record(s), with mention of, for example, the service or
hospital involved or the physician who drew up the report, depending on the 

-case.

IV. Access to Records for Judicial Enquiries

153. Hospital records can be of crucial documentary importance as elements of proof in legal
processes.

In the case of a criminal process, the accused may be either the physician or the patient.
tn- Sg latter case, physicians and hospital authorities in general can allegeprofessional Cecrecy
which, as is known, is afforded scant guarant€es in our legal order,-a situation which has
posed problems for certain professions, notably journalism and medicine. It has already been
mentioned above that the Constitution of 1978 stipulates that it is up to the law to regulate the
cases in which, on the grounds of professional secrecy, a person shall not be obliged to give
testimony with regard to alleged offences (article 24.2). To date, however, no law has done so,
althgugJt in view of the fact that this legal principle is placed alongside other fundamental rights
in the Constitution it has been suggested by some that professional secrecy may be used as a
direct argument not to hand over hospital records to a judge.ss It is doubdul whether this can in
fact be done, since 

-as 
the Constitution itself indicates- the law shall determine the situations

in which it is possible.
The situation seems rather more complex when records have to be handed over in

proceedings in which the physician himself is the defendant, probably on charges of alleged
negligence in treating one of his patients (the person to whom the records refer). It has been
argued on occasions that the physician is not obliged to deliver up ttre records on the basis of
his right not to testify against himself (article 24.2 of the Constitution); neither is the hospital,
since it is merely the depositary of the records.56 However, it does not seem to us that a
physician incriminates himself by handing over the records, given that such records and any
interpretation which are made of them are merely one of the elements which, taken together
with the other elements of proof, will lead the judge to decide whether or not he was at fault.
Furthermore, as part of his fundamental rights the patient is entitled to receive effective
protection by courts and judges in exercising his legitimate rights and interests, and under no
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circumstances can he be placed in a situation of defencelessness (article 24.1 of the
Constitution). This means that access to the full records is legitimate. Where the request for
qcce-sq is made 

-by 
the patient's next-of-kin (eg where a patient dies during treatmenf and his

death leads the family to take leg_al.action), it should be nbted that no right of access is actually
recognised in their case, although it should be granted for the same reaions outlined just now,
so that they may take the appropriate legal action.

In the case of other civil, labouror administrative proceedings, account must be taken at
all times of the. patign-t's right to confidentiality and the protectionbf his privacy 

-which, 
as

we have seen, is reinforced in matt€rs pertaining to health-, so that no hospitil records are
made available to a judge without the patient's consent. Similarly, the patientt rigtrt of access
to his records mustbe taken into acc6unt. Note also that on ocbasions he may itand to lose
from such access, while on others access will be to his benefit
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chapter II. The Physician-Patient Relationship in Specific Terms

$ l.The Minor Patient

I. The Relevance of the Wishes of the Minor patient

154. The relationship. between the physician and a minor patient poses specific problems,
relating chiefly to the obtaining ofcons6nt for treatment and'any other mea'sures required, aj
well- as to ensuring that the minor is not subjected to abusive c6nduct. As a rule, thi minor's
legal repre-sgntatives (parents-or guardian) shbuld grant their consent, although certain are laid
doYL in this respect. In addition, thgre are a large number of statutory [rovisions which
prohibit or restrict certain medical actions which are not of direct benefif td the health of the
mmor.

. 155. Spain's.legal order.stip]urye-s ex,plicitly that the actions of a minor's legal representatives
in exercising,their authority shall "at all times aim to benefit their children, i-n acc6rdance with
their personality" (Civil Code, article 154, paragraph 2). This means that parents or guardians
must always conduct themselves in accordance with the interests of the minor child f6r in their
charge and no.t to further their own interests. The Civil Code also provides that where a conflict
of interests arises betwen parents and_ child, the former may not eiercise legal representation of
the latter in the situationd or acts relating to the conflict. Needless to sai, att ^ttris is directly
apPlcable to decisions- concerning medical treatment provided to a minor. Let us consider
briefly moment some of the most salient aspects involveii.

156. In essence, two hypotlrgses may be considered, namely, that the minor patient is
assisted.by his parents or guardians (legal representatives) or, c6nversely, and for whatev&
reason, he is not.

II. Intervention of Legal Representatives

1.51._lhe-age oJpg-liqical and civil majority in Spain is eighteen (articles 12 of ttre Constitution
and 315 of the Civil Code, respectively). i{owever, befoie reaching this age a minor has the
capacity to carry out certain acis, or at least to be heard, if he lives in indepindent life, which
means that he must give.his valid consent to such acts; moreover, even where he is not fully
independent.his conse{rt is necessary if the act affects his most personal interests. This is true,
notwithstanding the Civil Code's statement that "parents with rights of parental authority are
the legll representatives of their non-emancipated minor childrentr (articlJ 162). The Code goes
on to list a number of exceptions where this- provision does not apply, including one whidh is
of interest to us here: acts relating to the rights to personality oi'oihers whicf, the child, in
accordance with the law and his level of maturity, ruy carry but for himself. The duties and
faculties inherent in parental authority include thd power to "iepresent them (the children) and
administrate their property, Children who have sufficient inteldctual judgemi:nt shall be heard
always.before the tut+g of degisions which affect them" (article 154, parlgraph 2.2).Whar this
means.is that parents (with rights of parental authority) are the legal repeseitafives oi their non-
emancipated children, except.with respect to acts reliting to rights of fersonality if ttre children
concerned are capable of acting on their own behalf. Clearly, if a child is ro uhdergo medical
treatment these rights are affected and thus in order to deteimine whether the child is able to
decide for himself it is necess?ry.to take account of what is known as his natural capacity for
judgement, regardless of biological age. Put another way, what counts is the child's-real
capacity to understand the nature and the effects of the treaunent about to be given. Adminedly,
ttlqre ar9 practical difficulties involved in ascertaining the degree of maturity of a minor patient,
although this-will o{y b9 necessary when the mino} and his parents disalree with respect to
agggptance of the physician's orders. In such cases, as we have mentioned above, parents are
obliged.to act in the best interests of their children (as the Civil Code pu[s it, they rirust "at all
times aim to benefit their children, in accordance with their personality"), althriugh they are
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3f{ord9d. support in the sense that in the exercise of their parental authority they can seek the
help of the authorities (article 154 of the Civil Code); lastly, the General Heatttr Law connrmi
that a minor's family may intervene where the child does n6t have the capacity to take decisioni
(article 10.6.b).

[her9 disagreement exists between the parents and the physician, and if the latter considers
that the parents' attitude is clearly harinful to the chiid,- as happens when parents reiici
treatment without good cause, he may intervene directly, in view of the stat6 of neces-"sitv
(article 8.7 of the Penal Code and 10.6.b of the General Heiatttr Law), as long as the situation ii
ulgent and the patient's life is under threat; where treatment is not urgent he-may seek the hefi
of the legal authorities (Juvenile C-ourt), which will issue the appropri'ate instruciions, anO ma!
even restrict or withdray.pgrentaf authority. Paediatricians hbve i special role to play wheir
th91'are asked to treat children who have ilearly been physically abirsed by their par6nts. In
addition to the aforementioned option open to ttre paediatrician, he is legally obliged-r to notify
the criminal court_ (or duty magistrates' Court, wheie appropriate) so that-the neceisary criminai
proceedings may be taken.

III. In the Absence of the Minor's Legal Representatives

^ .159. ft fo1 any reason, the minor cannot be assisted by his parents, the physician must
follow the.guidelines mentioned above regarding natural capacity for judgembnl. Where this
capacity does not exist and where the situatibn is urgeit thil physician may intervene
iqmediate_lyi in other cases, he shall consult other relatlons or p6rsbns close t6 the minor
(General Health Act, anicle 10.6.b). If the minor is independent, it ivitt Ue up to him to take the
relevant decisions, giv-g! ttrat in the eyes of the Civil Coile he is acknowledgbd as being capable
of governing his own life, just like ariy adult (article 323).
Newborn and v-ery young children are not in a position to express their preferences because
they have_not formed their own opinions. Legally-speaking, with newborn babies medical
action will have to be based on the possibilitiei of atiaining-the goats of medicine, that is, to
imgroye the chiF's health 

-or 
kqep hih a!ve, and !91 on the-likely quatity of life he will enjoy

in the future. If the medical goals are attainable, even though the riudtty df ffe or the child riviit
be less than perfect, the physician is legally obliged to ict (for-exarirple, Down's syndrome
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sufferers wlth. an organic pathology); if the objectives appear unattainable there is no obligation
to intervene (anencephalia). Where doubts exist with-rbgard to prognosis, the benefit of tne
doubt should always be given and treabnent provided (eg reanimaiion).

IV. Specilic Cases

160. The above constitute gggeral rules. However, consideration should aslo be given to
exceptional or specific cases which generally-speaking do not involve curative action-as such.
A minor under the age of eighteen or an incompetent person, or his legal representatives,
cannot consent to becomin-g- live donors of a transplant organ;2 there is however one exception
which covers donations of bone marrow: given that it is a tissue which can regenerate iiself,
donation poses no -or should pose no- major risks for the donor and is exfEmely suitable
for use between brothers and sisters (although the exception is not limited expressiy to such
relations).3 Neither can minors donate blood.+ They may only take part in clinical trials if they
themselves stand to benefit from them. Special caution mustbe takbn with trials of this nature

1nd th9 consent giveq by thg minor's legal representativess is subject to this principle, as we
have already managed to infer above from the Civil Code.
An incompetent person or a minor under the age of eighteen (some authors, in our view
incorrectly and on the basis of argumene which need nofbe entered into here, put this age at
sixteen),.o{ aly such-person's legal representatives, cannot consent to sterilisation, exiept
where this is for strictly-therapeutic reasons, in which case the general regulations governirig
curative actions are applicable; sterilisation of a minor is also permitted when the minor ha-s
been certified as being incompetent by a judge, is suffering froin serious mental disorder and
when the interventign is authorised by a judge at ttre requesiof the minor's legal representative.
Authorisation will be granted only aftef he opinions of two specialisti and the public
prosecutor's office are heard and following examination of the minoi (Penal Code, anicle 428,
2nd paragraph).

lurniqg to abortion, unlike with sterilisation there is no express stipulation that the consent
given by a minor (or incompetent) girl or by her legal representativ-es is not valid (as can be
infened from article 417 bis paragraph I of the Penat Code). Notwithstanding other criteria
which advocate that the basis used should be the expectant girl's civil capacity or the
imputability of or capacity for criminal liability, consenf shall be valid to the exteni that the
girl's natural capacity for judgement and unden'tanding enable her to grasp the significance of
her decision to abort,6 which means that she must undersand that she will not merely undergo
an intervention on her own body but will also destroy a living fetus. Under these cbnditions,
her wishes will have to be respected, even if she chooses to continue with the pregnancy, save
where the life or health of the minor (or mentally-ilI or mentally-deficient person) are in serious
danger,T and her degree of understanding does not permit her to grasp the importance of the
risk which the pregnancy entails for her. If she does not have natural capacity for judgement,
and as a result valid consent cannot be obtained, the minor's legal representatives (parents or
Sgardianq) mqy actr although at all times they must observe theii dutyto assure the well-being
of the girl in their charge and must not act in accordance with their own interests or ideologies-.
In cases such as these, any conflict of views between the expectant minor and her legal
representatives is of no legal relevance because, under the general rules governing
repr-esentation, the decision of the latter will take precedence. Where the conflict (or any
conflict-free decision taken, ie, to abort or continue with ttre pregnancy) is the result of abusiv'e
conduct on the part of the legal representatives, the matter should be refened to a legal authority
for a decision in the best interests of the expectnat mother, except where the situation is so
urgent that the physician himself must take a decision, with the legal backing afforded by article
8.7 of the Penal Code governing situations of necessity. Another possibility, albeit an
extremely rare one in practice, is ttrat a court may rule that the girl is incompetent but rccognise
that she can give consent to abortion (article 267 of the Civil Code).
Lastly, it should be noted that certain age-restrictions apply to techniqucrs of assisted
reproduction: donors of semen must be over the age of eighteen, as must any woman on whom
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the techniques iue to be used.8

$ 2. The Mental Patient and Involuntary Placement

161. Treatment of mental patients or mentally-deficient persons poses several legal
problems,e ranging from admission to a hospital to (informed) consent to treatment. One
question which must be decided beforehand is whether or not, for the purpose of consent (or
authorisation), these two aspects are linked or iue entirely separate. We shall examine briefly
the conditions of admission to and treatment in a hospital according to the different potentidl
situations with respect to ttre validity of the mental patient's consent, namely, whether or not he
has been declared incomptent by a judge, whether internment is urgent and whether he is to be
treated for an organic or mental illness.

I. Voluntary Admission and Treatment

162. There can be no denying that psychiatric patients who are admitted of their own accord
to a mental health institution are entitled to receive information, give informed consent and also
to refuse treatment. It is quite possible that the extent or the nature of the patient's illness do not
prevent him (ie he is not incompetent) from taking decisions such as to contact of his own
accord a mental healttr instinrtion or other cenu€ with such facilities and ask to be admitted for
treatment. His decision must be accepted and residential treatment provided if it is indicated
medically, given that in such cases the principles of consent based on the person's natural
gapacity for judgement and his grasp of the importance of his decision are applicable.lo
Where the patient's condition and mental health worsen, or where his pathological picture on
admission was already serious even though no significant deteriorltion is observed, the
question arises as to what should be done if he refuses to continue treatment and wishes to be
released from care but from the medical point of view continuation is advisable and his mental
condition causes his fitness to take the appropriate decisions to be doubted. He would then be
in the same position as an incompetent patient and the same criteria would therefore apply: if
the patient decides he wishes to leave hospital but is prevenled from doing so by the medical
practitioner or the hospital management, notification must be given to a judge, who shall decide
as appropriate. The situation is exactly the same as that of the involuntary internment (or, to be
more accurate, extending internment)ll of an allegedly incompetent person for reasons of
emergency. It should be stressed that the hospital's decision to prevent the patient from leaving
should not be based on the need for treatment but on any potential risks which his release might
entail for his own or others'healttr or life.

II. Involuntary Admission and Ernergency Treatment

A. Treatmcnt of Organic lllnesses

163. If admission is urgent and the physician considers that treatment is urgently required
because the patient's life is in danger but the latter is unable to give valid consent and his family
or guardian are unavailable, the physician must admit the patient and may intervene to treat an
organic or somatic problem (that is, one which has nothing to do with his mental illness). In
this regard, he will be protected by the provisions governing exemption from liability in
situations of necessity (article 8.7 of the Penal Code) should he face legal action for allegedly
violating the patient's freedom; this possibility is catered for expressly by the General Health
Law, which authorises the physician to intervene (in legitimate exercise of his profession,
article 8.1 I of the Penal Code) without the consent of the patient, next-of-kin or persons close
to him when the extent of the emergency does not permit delay in view of the potentially
irreversible injuries or risk of death which might be caused by any such delay (article 10.6.c).
The procedurc is fully justified to avoid ineparable organic consequences caused to the patient
as a result of the delay in obtaining for prior consent. To sum up, the physician should act as
he would with any other patient in a similar emergency situation, and in this case the patient's
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mental illness has no bearing on the decision.

164.If in the situation described just now themental patient or mentally-deficient person is
conscious and rcfuses admission and treatment, but his rirental capacity does not permiit trim to
take decisions because.he is incapable of grasping the importa'nce 6f his refuial anA of trii
situation, intervention is possible-under article 10]6.c of tfre General Health La*, prouiOiO
that, as il the previous case above, no next-of-kin or guardian is available (article tO.6.Ul. 

---
In ollrr view, mental patients are not covered b_y tli.q Civil Code examples of compulsory
confinement of supposedly incompetent patients. (article 21 1), given that ttre examples prouid'.
for confinement of perygp^guffeqrng- organic injuries or illn'esies iN opposed to tlie mintally-
ill. Nevertheless, Law 6/1984 onthe-tnFeas corpus procedure (article t'.b) does not exclude dre
possibility of. a parient or his representative seekihg a judge's ruling 6n the legality of the
confinement, bottr in this case and in others mentioneilbelow]Several dxperts advdcate that the
aforementioned Civil Code procedure should be used also in cases wliere confinement of a
mental patient is-necessary for the treatment of somatic illnesses which have no bearing on his
supposed mental incompetence. This would certainly safeguard the patient's interestjbetter,
although it would not necessarily be in the best iirteresis of his domatic health, because
trea[nent would be rybjec1 to the authorisation of the judge and medical intervention could thus
be delayed (save where the emer-gen-cy procedure is uied, as is more frequently ttre iasel.
However, at the same time it woul-d alsb 

-considerably 
increase the workloai of tlie courts, i't

,i-.1unnecessarily. We are of the opinion, therefore,-that the habeas corpus procedure, which
would be open to a person who considers he has been unlawfully confined, is more
appropriate.

B. Treatment of Mennl lllness
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practitioner designated. by the judge sha!_be guaranteed.16 The judge shall also norify rhe
circumstances to the puFlic.prosecutor's office, which shall take the necessary steps to hav-e ttre
internee certified as being ihcompetent, where grounds exist to do so, in accord'ance with the
provisions of article 203 of the Civil Code (artitle2ll.2), particularly where confinement is
expected to be lengthy, in order that the interests of the-patient may be safeguarded (by
appointing a guardian). l7
Once confinement has been authorised, the judge is obliged by law to review the situation of
the internee. This is one of the most important guaranteei laid down in current legislation. He
shall. gather information regarding the need to extend the period of confinemdnt when he
considers it appropropriate and at least every six months; every six months also he shall
examine the internee again and seek the opinion of a practitiorier whom he himself shall
rypoinr IIe shall ttren give a ruling on whether treatment should be continued or ended (article
211.3). This form of personal monitoring by the judge is independent of and cannor be
rggJacqd Uy Fe information on the situation of the incompetent pabent which the guardian is
obliged to submit annually to the judge (article 211.3 nd269.3).-
Clearly, the.ending of confinement may be authorised by the judge after his (at least) six-
monthly rev_igw of the situation, at which time he is legally oblig-ed to tafe a decision one way
or another. However, and although the law does not iay anything to that effect, we consider
that there is nothing to. slop the physician- who is treating the patientl8 (or one working in the
special training centre) from ending confinement between judicial reviews, either of fis own
initiative or at the request 9f the patient or his family,le if it is considered appropriate from the
pointof view_of-care and if the medical reasons foiconfinement no longer &ist. fne decision
must be notified to th9 ju.dgq, in view of the latter's role as guarantor ind person responsible
fo-r reviewing thg patient's situation. However, there is notf,ing in the law which stites that
release of the patient must be authorised by the judge beforehand, unlike the case of a mental
patient who has been confined by a criminal court-in connection with the commission of an
9{9qce (article 8.1 paragraph 2 of the Penal Code). The judge can, however, under article
211.3, review the physician's decision although this is only possible when he is asked to order
further confinement by those entitled to request the confinerirent of the patient if they disagree
with the physician's decision.

C. Intervention by Next-of-Kin and Guardians

166. Still in the hypothetical cases outlined above, if the next-of-kin or persons close to the
patient are available- (as indicated by article 10.6.b of the General Health Law) they shall give
consent on behalf of an unconscious patient, save where he has already been certified as being
incompetent and has a guardian, in which ciue consent should preferabiy be given by the lattei,
even though this is not actually mentioned in the aforementioned law;20 however, the
preference of the_ guardian is not exclusive, or, put another way, if the guardian is not
available, next-of-\in or other persons close to the patient may decide. If the patient is
conscious but (legally or de facto) "incompetent" to take-decisions, ihe same procedure shall be
used for organic illnesses, both for admission (clearly, the guardian does not need a judge's
permission to intern the patient in anything other than a psyChiatric unit or special training or
education centre, article 271.1 of the Criminal Code) and for treatmenl. Lastly, wliere
confinement is necessary to treat mental illness, the procedure to be followed shall be that laid
{ownby$e Civil Code for involuntary internment of a (conscious or unconscious) patient, as
described above.

III. Involuntary Non-Urgent Admission and Treatment

A. Treatment of Organic lllnesses

167.In non-urgent situations where treatment is necessary, and if the patient is not competent
to take decisions, the physician should seek consent from the guardian, next-of-kin or persons
close to the patient (article 10.6.b of the General Health Law). This should be understood as
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referring both to unconscious patients and also supposedly incompetent persons or ones who
have aheady been certified as being incompetent fi was s-tated above, thdse rules are valid for
general interventions or medical treatment where confinement is not realted to the cause of
incompetence, tlrat is, cases not involving persistent physical or mental deficiencies or illnesses
which prevgnt the person from acting on bis own behirlf (article 200; as inferred from article
211 of the Civil Code).

B. Treatment of Mental lllnesses

168. Where the aim is to detain a supposedly incompetent person against his will (in a
psychiatric hospital or other health-care insiitutiori in ordeito treai the illness which has caused
the incompetenge) and the case is not of ulgent necessity, the patient's next-of-kin should apply
beforehand to the judge for authorisation fbr detention, in aciordance with the conditions'anO
procedures laid downln the civil Code (article2ll.l,rbrerrea to uuou.j. -

.199; To sum up, consent to treatment need not always be given by the person who takes the
decision regarding admission or detention. Under nohral Circumsiances treatment decisions
shall be. tuk.q 9y ttre. next-of-in or persons close to the patient or by the guardian where
appropriate, while decisions concerning detention shall be the responsibility ofthe judge. This
separation of.powers mlght well place the physician in a curious positiori if, for Lxairple, a
judge authorises detention but the next-of-kin do not give the lo-ahead to the treatment
proposed by the Physician.2l On the other hand, doubts surround who should consent to
treatment when a judge h-as or{gred the detention in a psychiatric institution of a deranged
person *!ro l1q coinmltted an offence; in principle, conse'nt'w;"ta b" ginin Uitrte neit-or-fiin,
because the rights recognised Fy tft" General Healrh Law apply to "thd differ6nt public health-
care administrations" and also "private health-care seiviies" (article 10, iirst and last
paragraphs).
In any case, the legal authorities may intervene in treatment-related disputes or conflicts
concerning respect for the wishes of ttre patient when, in spite of his illness, he is competent to
give consent. A similar situation may arise also wherE a judge orders detention (which
presupposes that the internee cannot act on his own behalfl buf the patient refuses the proposed
treatment, if at that time he has sufficient capacity to understand the,nature of his decision.

$ 3. The Dying Patient

.170. Where a patient is-terminally-ill, that is, on the verge of death, the physician is faced
wi$ twg questions: how far should he go in taking curative or symptom-ri:libving measures

ryithgy! breaching his duties or bringing forward d.eath in a puniShabb way? Secdndly, how
should hg appraise the wishes of his patient, in particular when the latter decides (wheie he is
in a position to do so) to refuse all forms of treatmeng including life-saving treatment?

I. Treating a Dying Patient

171. With terminally-ill patients who are close to death, the most relevant duties of health-
c.are pryfgssionals.and staff of health-care institutions are to provide moral assistance and help
them$g in a dignified manner, without discriminating against them by basing Eeatment on thb
possibility that they will recover. Particularly humane treatment is an absolute must in such
circumstances, and every access must be given family members and to persons who can
prov-ide the spirinral help corresponding to the patient's religious beliefs. Thapatient must also
be allowed to take decisions relating to his material interests (work, property, last will and
testament), and even to be discharged if he so wishes, and where his cohdition and family
circumstances so warrant, so that he may return home and die in the company of his loved
ones. All these measures derive from his rights as a patienl When no treatrnent chn bring about
improvement or recovery, helping the patient die prbperly without shortening his life (through
the use of drugs or other means to alleviate his state of helplessness) is not only lawful22 buiis
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also one of the physician's duties. It has been said that breaches of this duty by a physician
could even lead to an offence of failing to fulfill the duty to provide help (article 489-tei of the
Penal Code).23 This type of treatment, and others which are not merely designed to relieve
symptoms, may also be provided in special centres or units to patients who suffer terminal
illnesses (such as cancer).

172. Genenlly-speaking, the giving of drugs or other pain-relieving measures which entail a
negligible and unintended shortening of the patient's life (known as indirect euthanasia) is
considered lawful, as is the gradual increase-in doses of certain painkillers (morphine for
instance) when the patient's body becomes increasingly insensitive to them, even where the
increased doses risk depressing the respiratory appuatus to the extsnt of causing failure. In
such cases no offence of wilful homicide shall exist, because the author's intended purpose is
not to shorten the patient's life but rather to alleviate his suffering. Although some woulcl argue
here in favour of possible intentional homicide,2a ie that the physician foresees that the result

-bringing 
forward of deattr- may occur but continues anyway, we consider that it should be

ruled out given that in truttr ttre physician is not really allowing for that eventuality but is taking
the necessary steps to relieve pain, without at the same time shortening the patient's life in a
manner which might be determined causally.

173. Possible negligent homicide, where the result was foreseen or at the very least
foreseeable, shall depend on whether the physician has complied with his duties of objective
care and stayed within the limits of permissible risk, in accordance with how a juilicious
colleague would act in similar circumstances.2s This conduct is determined by subjecting the
physician tg the requirements of the indication of the therapeutic measure and of leges artis.
Treating pain is without doubt one of the functions of medicine, as attested by the existence in
some hospltals of pain units whose specific job is to treat pain in extreme cas6s and also by the
creation of hospices. Consequently, the judicious giving of drugs or use of equipmeirt to
control or alleviate pain in terminally-ill patients does not entail a breach of the duty of objective
c:ue, nor does the eventual shortening of life constitute a punishable offence of negligence.26
Bear in mind also that although it is possible in theory, in practice it is exuemely difficult to
determine precisely this shortening of life. The most viable-solution, in our opini6n, would be
to consider that in cases such as the above the physician is exculpated on the grounds of the
state of justifiable necessity, in that the risfr of shortening the patient's life is of less
significance than the effecrtve and necessary relief of pain. Our view is shared by the current
Code of Medical Ethics (1990), which states in article 28.2: "when dealing with incurable and
terminal illnesses, physicians should limit themselves to alleviating the patient's physical and
moral pain, and insofar as possible maintain the quality of the life which is about to end.
Physicians should avoid commencing or continuing hopeless, useless or obstinate therapeutic
actions. They shall assist such patients to the end, and observe the respect due of human
dignity".

II. Respecting a Patient's Wishes Regarding the Cessation of Treatment

l74.It a patient asks his physician to suspend or discontinue treatment his wish should be
respected, particularly where recovery is completely ruled out. The question arises here of
whether the physician may be liable for omitting to give treatment a situation which has been
raised in connection with so-called passive euthanasia. Where there is no hope of recovery the
patient's wishes can be said to pose no problems whatsoever. However, where treatment is
crucial to keeping the patient alive during the (prc)terminal phase of his illness, and death is not
imminent, and where failure to give the treatment will accelerate the process, the answer is
rather more complex. We stated 8bove,27 that the patient is entitled to refuse treatment,
although in this regard the General Health Law imposes a series of restrictions where the right
is not enforceable, for example, where public health is placed at risk, where the patient is
incompetent to take decisions, and where treatment is so urgent that delay might cause
irreversible injuries or entail risk of death (article 10.9). The first two restrictions are self-
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explanatory, unlike the third which is ambiguous28 and might be construed as suggesting that
life-saving trcatment cannot be refused. It also raises problems concerning the duty to piotect
the patient's life in certain circumstances, some of which have already been examined above2e
and are affected also by the argumens which we shall look at now.

175. Article 15 of the Spanish Constitution is crucial to this issue. It states that "everyone has
the right to life and to moral and physical integrity; under no circumstances can any person be
subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading punishment or treatment (...)". Clearl!, then,
life is the basis on which the exercise and enjoyment of all other rights to which human beings
are entitled rest, and this circumstance justifies the special protection afforded to life in our legal
order. It does not need to be stressed, therefore, that the scope of protection extends to all
individuals, particularly those in a critical situation or who are at a disadvantage: incurable or
terminal patients, invalids, the elderly, mentally-ill or mentally-deficient persons. The provision
poses several problems of interpretation, some of which have been resolved by the
Constitutional Court's ruling3o on an appeal lodged by prisoners who went on an indefinite
hunger strike until the prison authorities met their demands. Of most interest for our purposes
here is the question of whether or not there exists a constitutional right to do as one pleases
with one's own life, an issue which has a direct bearing on the lawfulness of euthanasia and
refusal to accept treatment on the grounds of religion or conscience or for other personal
reasons. A great deal of debate surrounds this highly complex and controversial grey area and
the entire constitution needs to be examined in order to arrive at a satisfactory answer.
To begin with, it cannot be infened from article 15 of the Constitution alone that a person is
entitled to do as he pleases with his own life, since the provision serves first and foremost as
the guarantor of the right to life. Neither does it empower third persons to intervene in the lives
of others.3l However, precisely as a result of this role of guarantor (vis i vis the State and
third persons), it cannot be infened either that there is a duty to live against one's wishes, that
is, that the State's obligations allow it to intervene when someone has expressed his desire not
to carry on living. Lastly, a re-reading of article 15 in ttre light of the superior value of freedom
(article 1.1 of the Constitution) and of respect for human dignity (article 10.1) leads us to
conclude that the absence of a duty to live against one's wishes becomes not a right but rather
the freedom to do as one pleases with one's own life. A further conclusion to be derived from
this is that a physician cannot continue to treat a patient against his wishes, even if this means
that his death will be hunied along.

176. Thus, to discontinue or interrupt treatment of a person who has no objectively-
determinable prospects of continuing to live does not run contrary to the notion of the dignity
of the person. Rather, the exact opposite is true. To do otherwise could well be tanatamount
either to using the patient as an instrument for the physician's own interests or even to
unnecessary and aggressive trea0nent ("acharmenement th6rapeutique"), in violation of the ban
on inhuman and degrading treannents (article 15 of ttre Constinrtion), which in turn is a specific
violation of human dignity.:z The Constitutional Court ruling of 27 June 1990 (legal principle
no.9) states that no torture or inhuman or degrading treatment exists "where authorisation is
given for medical intervention, such as that challenged by the appellants [force feeding], which
in this case was not ordered to inflict physical or mental punishment or to cause harm to the
integrity of those subjected to the trcatment, but rather to prevent where medically possible the
ineversible effects of voluntary starvation and to mitigate or lessen the harm caused to the
body". The ruling goes on to state that "the fact that force feeding, aimed at preventing the
deaths of the appellants, cannot be deemed as constituting inhuman or degrading treatment due
to the nature of the goal pursued, does not mean that it may not be considered as such, due to
the means used to achieve this goal or in the sense that it prolongs suffering without in the
process managing to prevent death". It may be deduced from this that adequate treatment to
maintain life is neither inhuman nor degrading, which is not the case when it serves only to
prolong suffering without preventing (but merely delaying) death.

177 . In the light of the above considerations, the Ceneral Health Law, where it does not
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recognise lhg tig^h! to pfuse. e,melge_ncy treatment when delay might cause ineversible injuries
or entail risk of death (article 10.9), should be interpreted in ihe restrictive sense, irJ that
itterventio.n b.y a thgd party ryqy Ue ruled out if the patient does not wish to continue living.
The Constitutional Court would appear to share this view when it rules that "one thing is tfr'e
decision.of the person who assumesthe risk of dying through an act of his own volitioriwhich
affects him and him alone, in which case it could-be held that compulsory medical assistance or
any other means of pre-venting the fulfilment of this wish is unlawfirl; however, a totally
different case is th_at of persons who in a special context of imprisonment...". "Thus, thii
constitutional right [to physical and moral integrity] shall be affecterl when medical assistance is
imposed upon a_person against his wishes, whichmay be based on a variety of reasons and not
just a desire to die; coercive medical assistance shali, therefore, constitute a restriction which
vulnerates the fundamental right, unless justification for the assistancecan be found in the
Constitution".33 A revised constitutional interpretation of the aforementioned General Health
Law provision (article 10.9) would imply that even in this case refusal of treatment is possible,
and that the exception included in the law refers only to cases in which the patient is unable to
give c.ons-ent (eg an unconscious patient) and his next-of-kin or persons close to him are
unavailable p.give it on his behalf; thus, in view of the situation of life-threatening danger (or
irreversible- injuries) treatment is proceeded with without first awaiting the consent that would
otherwise be required. Put another way, and in criminal law jargbn, the physician may
intervene because he_is legally protqpted 5y the existence of a situa"tioi of necesiity lanO is thris
covered by article 8.7 of the Penal Code).

III. Euthanasia

A. I-awful Conduct in Relation to Eutlanasia

178. prarlier, in discussing the terminally ill, we outlined the requirements governing the
actions of physicians in such situations. These may include the administrationbf drugs that
may, as a side effect, reduce the lifespan of the patient (indirect euthanasia). This would not
constitute an offence so long as the physician acts in accordance with lex arrts. It was even
argued that the doctor should respect the patient's decision to discontinue trea0nent, a situation
that brings us into the realms of what is known as passive euthanasia.

179. Passive eutharasla. Passive euthanasia raises extremely complex issues. What is crucial
from the criminal law perspective is the prior establishment of the clifferent'acts' (omissions)
which entail passive euthanasia. Unfortunately there is disagreement in the literature as to
where these limits lie.

!80,. In the first place we must identify, delimit and legally appraise the concept of
orthothanasla, which, while similar in certain respects to passive euthanasia, has a completely
different meaning. The word orthotanasia means 'Justified death in the sense of deaih that
occurs at the right moment".34 Orthothanasia, therefore, consists in the "cessation of special
treatments intended to revive the incurably ill when in a state of profound irreversible coma, in
the terminal phases of an illness, those whose lives are being maintained artificially or who are
on the point of death" (Roskam). Orthothenasia is clearly lawful in the situation where the
patient has died though some bodily functions continue because they are artificially maintained
by machines that contol respiration and circulation. These are patients who have suffered brain
death (irreversible lack of all functions from the brain stem) who can remain in the same
condition almost indefinitely. Disconnecting machines or mechanisms or discontinuing
treatment (medication, intravenous feeding) does not constitute homicide in the eyes of the law,
given that the subject is clinically and actually dead.

l8l. Disthanasiais another neologism with the opposite meaning to orthothanasia.It means
(from the Greek dys, bad, anomalous and thanatos, death) 'bad death', that is to say
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eliminated, as we said above.39 Nevertheless, the doctor's duty of care is limited to the
obligations imposed py lex anis; lex artis in fact demands that all-ueatrnent and any artificial
measures to prolong biological life that are unnecessarily cruel should be discontinired where
there is no rational reason to believe that ttre patient mighi recover (excluded from this of course
{e Palliative ryFsures to alleviate pain ttrat are appropfrate in the circumstances). Meeting these
demands would not, therefore, constitute a punishable omission. This is worth clarifying and
underlining.
In accordance with this function, fulfilment of the duty of care for the doctor is limited,
(Qmitations of the duty of care) as are all legal duties to act, to circumstances in which
effectively prolonging life - not death - is practicable from the outseL The treatment must
i*ply objective and rational possibilities of iecovery. This is not the case, for example, of
individuals in irreversible comas who will not regain consciousness because the reactiva-tion of
cerebral function is not possible, even when the situation arises as a result of a substantial
deterioration in the patient's condition. The same goes for newborn infants with incurable
abnormalities that will ineviably result in deattr in the short term. It is even less the case if there
is some other pathological condition that occurs jointly with the abnormality or illness in
question. Once the situation has been recognised, it is irrelevant for the criminal law that the
decision involves the cessation of treatment with drugs, non-performance of a surgical
operation or the swirching off of any machines that are maintaining vital functions.
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B. Juridico-Penal Evafuarton of Stictly Passive Euthanasia

182. What remains therefore of passive euthanasia in the strict sense of the term and what is
its legaf positionin the eyes of our positive Law? It is from this point onwards that the wishes
of the individual concerned become relevant (and the issue niore disputed). If the patient
himself refuses life-saving treatment, however, the law recognises his right to do so, as we
said above.
Withdrawing treatment from a seriously-ilI patient where the possibility of survival still exists,
even though the quality of life will be worse than prior to theillness oi aci,cident that has led to
the conditign (9:g. hemiplegic patients, non-terminal cancers, non-terminal kidney failure)
constitutes legaJly punishable passive euthanasia if the patient has not given his consent, even
where death is foreseeable in the long term. In such caGs it does not m-atter if the person's life
is_ being maintained by means of machines (respirators, pace-makers, kidney maihines etc.).
The criminal law's response is to consider such cases as unlawful homiciile (or murder or
parricide depending q{t qe circumstances) committed by omission, since the physician is in a
position to guarantee life in such cases, as we shall see bi:low, and has not beeri r6lieved of this
responsibility by the patient.giving his.consent. This position as guarantor is a necessary
condition for homicide by omission to exist. However, aCcurate apparaisal by the criminal law
ryquirys $rth9r consideration of the nature of the physician's duty of care iri such cases. If the
pltysician has breached his duty,liability may arise, but not otheni,ise.
The.legal duty of care occurs (source of duty of care), in principle, when the person wo treats
the individual in need of treatment has a special relationship with this persoh, a relationship
known literally as 'a position of guarantor'.a0 This is to be understood as the situation ol
vulnerability^tlat arises in relation to the legally protected interest (in this case, the patient's life)
as 

-a 
result.of the_special relationship created between the physician and the legal interest. The

vulnerability of the life or health of the patient is the resulf of tris submitting tolreabnenl from
the point when the patient or his representatives cease to avail themselves of ttre services of all
other-doctory ?part from the one treating the patient. Once the position of guarantor has been
established it follows that a duty of care exists. To establish the limits of t[.is duty of care the
wishes of _the patient must be taken into account. If the doctor wishes to begin or continue a
treatment but the patient is opposed to this, the doctor is not obliged to act in all cases. In fact,
the LGS recognises the right of all who avail themselves of the public and private health care
services "to refuse treatment, except in those circumstances indicated in section 6. Patients
r-efusing treatment shall request voluntary discharge in accordance with section 4 of the
following article" (art. 10. sections 9 and 15).

183. There are two objective criteria that may help those concerned decide how to act in such
circumstances. The first of these is from the patieht's point of view (as we shall see, it is in
reality an objective-subjective criterion), the second is fiom the point of view of the doctor.

1". The appropriateness or lack of appropriateness of a treatment or operation depends
primarily on whether or not it is necessary from a therapeutic perspective, that is to say, once
the possible risks and advantages that the treatrnent involves have been weighed up. The more
delicate the patient's health, the greater the risks entailed and the lack of certainty with regard to
outcome. This means that its therapeutic indication is reduced accordingly, and the treatment
becomes elective. The weighing up of ttre therapeutic indication of the treaunent corresponds to
the physician who shall base his decision on his scientific and technical knowledge; however,
the actual taking on of the risk must always rest with the patient regardless of the seriousness
of the illness (all the more so when the illness is serious and prognosis uncertain). The patient
is entitled to refuse treatment, even vital treatment, if the risks are very high and there is no
guiuantee of improvement. The physician's decision is an objective evaluation, which should
be arived at without taking the patient's ulterior motives into accounl since these may influence
the objective considerations. For example, the patient may wish to die so as to put an end to the
suffering caused by the illness or to refuse a blood transfusion for religious reasons (however,
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let us just suppose that there is good reason to believe that the blood is contaminated by some
pathogen: the hepatitis virus or HIV. This would constitute an objective fact with regard to the
indication, in this case, a contraindication), etc.. In a wider context, and as has been recalled
above, the doctor must not use professional regulations or superior knowledge
paternalism) as grounds to decide what is best for the well-being of the patienr It
who is best able to decide with respect to the risks he is willing to take (principle
or self-determination).4 I

(principle of
is the patient
of autonomy

184. Beginning, continuing and extending treatment is obligatory only when there is a
possibility that the physician (or to be more accurate, medical science) can bring about a cure.
In the light of the patient's condition, if this is not possible and it has been established thus in
accordance with ttre criteria of lex artis, there is no duty to treat the patient (aside from palliative
measure to counteract pain and suffering). This would be the case in the terminal phases of an
illness for which, by medical standards, no effective treatment exists. If, on the other hand,
there is some chance of improvement or of the patient's regaining consciousness (or of this
occurring at a later stage of development in the case of newborn babies) the obligation to treat
the.patient holds good, and if it is not fulfilled ttre physician risks prosecution foi homicide by
omission (an. 407 of the Penal Code), provided that the position of guarantor exists. All theG
considerations are particularly relevant in cases where ttre patient cannot express his wishes for
whatever reason (comatose state, newborn etc.), although similar criteria apply also when the
family and legal rcpresentatives act on the patient's behalf, in accordance with the terms of the
LGS (art. l0 n'6, b).

185. The living will. T\e Spanish Law makes no reference to the validity or effect of a
'living will' (known also as biological or euthanasic will), but neither does it expressly prohibit
such a thing. In fact the Spanish Association for the Right to Die with Dignity ('Asociaci6n
Derecho a Morir Dignamente') and the Spanish Episcopal Conference have drafted a model for
this type of declaration (even though the objectives it might seek to fulfil are many and
various), which leads one to suppose that in the future physicians may have to confront the
issue of how to act legally in response to such a document fumished by ttre patient or his legal
representatives. There are two fundamental issues to resolve: the validity of advance directives
stating the patient's wishes, and, secondly, the validity and scope of the contents, that is to
say, whether or not one can refuse life-sustaining treatment in writing (as is the case of
biological wills).
To take the first issue, the main argument that is usually raised against recognising the
effectiveness of such directives is that the individual's feelings and state of mind frequently
change when they are confronted by a life threatening situation. People often subsequently
question their reasons for signing a document refusing treatment, though this in no way implies
that they made the declaration lightly. The psychological state of a healthy person is very
different from that of someone faced with death and it should not be forgotten that this is very
special type of statement of wishes is particularly susceptible to subjective changes. At the
critical moment, it is argued, the person often changes his mind and 'clings' to even the
remotest chance of survival. Clearly, this is a very delicate issue, which affects the validity of
any consent given in the document in so far as the signatory cannot appreciate fully the specific
circumstances in which the advance directive might be implement€d. However, the difficulty
only arises when the patient is unconscious (this is where the crux of ttre issue of how to act in
such situations lies), since a conscious patient can confirm or revoke the contents of his
directive. Factors which condition ttre patient's ability to expr€ss his free will should always be
taken into account, in the same way as they would be in any request for the cessation of
treatment (depressive states, mental confusion caused by the illness itself, a sense of
uselessness or of being a burden on others, etc.). In this regard it is indicated that even when
the patient is unconscious the validity ('authenticity') of the document has to be accepted if it is
seen to be coherent with the patient's value system and general attitude to life, particularly in
the period immediately preceding the illness. Starting from the hypothesis that recognises the
patient as being capable of making a decision, there should be no obstacle to also accepting the
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declaration as valid, so long as there are sufficient guamntees that it was produced soberly and
after a period of reflection. The hypothesis as to the patient's change of mind at ths vital
moment still holds good, but in tllis casg, since the patient is unconscious there is no way of
knowing whether such a change of heart has indeed occuned.
Therefore, the other question still remains: should these documents be considered valid when
the.patient has lost consciousness? The answer is conditioned by the legal recognition of the
patient'.s right_to forego life-sustaining treatment. As we have-said eirlier, such a right is
compatible and coherent with Spanish law.
Even so, all possible precautions must be taken at the time that ttre directive comes into effect
3ld any real doubt should be resolved in favour of continuing the treatment: in dubio pro vita.
For example, validity should not be accepted if the person is overcome by mental illn-ess after
making the declaration and later falls ill or is seriously injured in an accidenl In such a case we
would not have sufficient information at hand to be certain as to his wishes or whether or not
he would still have agreed wittr the instructions if he had not become mentally ilI. In briel if all
the above-mentioned precautions have been satisfied, the same force shouid be given to so-
called 'biological'wills as to any declaration made at the moment in which the-decision to
continue or discontinue treatment is taken, so that the physician who chooses not to intervene
out of respect for the patient's wishes as expressed in tlie will could not be accused of unlawful
passive euthanasia. In any case, the value of advance directives as an indication of the patient's
wishes should not be underestimated.

C. Active Euthanasia

186. Direct active euthanasia is always punishable. If the patient has a.sked that the act be
performed (only a conclusive statement from the individual-concerned to the effect that he
wishes to die will make the person who performed the act a mere accessory), the individual
who performed the act should be punished as an accessory to suicide,a2 even when this person
is a member of the family, in which case the crime of parricide (which applies in principle
when one kills a parent, child or spouse), which carries aheavier penalty, is nbt applic-able. 

-

187. If, on the other hand, the patient did not consent because he was unable to as a result of
his condition (unconsciousness due to a somatic illness, mental illness or deficiency, age), or
was gPporyd to the act (a situation in which it would be difficult to imagine anyone committing
homicidal euthanasia) or simply 'allowed it to happen' (a completely passive attitude), the act
falls within the bounds of wilful homicide or, mosf probably, murder,-because it is considered
that there is premeditation - one of the necessary conditions for murder - when one takes the
life of a helpless and defenceless person. The Criminal law responds to such cases with
uncompromising force, and the Penal Code imposes its maximum punishment for the crime of
murder.

D. Premature or Neonatal Euthanasia

188. There should be no difference benveen paediaric medical practice and medicine applied
to adults and, as a result, the legal responses (or lacunae) should not differ greatly. The life of a
child is worth just a.s much as that of an adult. Nevertheless, when the patient is a child or
newborn infant there are specific aspects of such complexity that they make it difficult for the
law to provide a clear-cut response. One of these is that in some cases it is not possible to
know the child's wishes or preferences, since the child simply lacks wishes or preferences,
which develop with age.
What we must clarify first of all is what is meant by the expression 'premature euthanasia'. In
fact the expression itself is inappropriate as it does not refer to euthanasia in the strict sense of
the word, which is what we have been discussing up until now. It does not concern helping
someone who is suffering to die, but the elimination, by action or omission, of newborn
infants (hence the term 'premature') who are viable, but who are seen to have deformities or
serious brain damage. Such actions are in all probability eugenic, involving the elimination of
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beings who are devoid of 'valuable life', against whom the law does not discriminate (it could
not do so), as we shall see further on. Furthermore, the right to life most definitely comes into
play here, but not (for obvious reasons) the right to do-as one pleases with one's life -ordeath- given that at the end of the day third parties and not the newborn baby take the
decisions.

189. Direct active euthanasia of a newborn infant attracts the same firm legal response as its
adult counterpart, with the difference that consent is not an attenuating facior in the homicide,
murder or parricide of ttre newborn infant.

190. When it comes to the failure to provide treatment to a newborn infant with serious
abnormalities, the same situation arises and the same problem occurs as with adults,
panicularlythose who are in a comatose state. Once again itis necessary to establish the limits
of a duty of care or a duty not to treat. The abnormality itself must not constitute the main
reason for making the decision as it is irrelevant as an excuse before the law. A duty of care is
maintained in principal and what should influence the doctor's decision is the child's life
expectancy. Clearly this is where disagreement may arise.

191. We can distinguish a body of proposals that emphasise the child's future capacity to
relate to others. Those who hold this view ask whethefwe should demand that the,child be
kept alive when the abnormality is irreversible and so serious that there is no chance of him
being able to perceive and communicate.a3 The German Society for Medical Law (DGMR) has
proposed a series of Recommendations (Einbecker Empfehlung) of which the following
deserve mention: the following are cases in which the docfoi shoul-d not continue treannent: a)
when lasting life cannot be maintained and it is simply a question of delaying certain death, b)
despite treabnent any possibility of ttre newborn chilil ever communicating wiih its environment
has been discounted and c) when the child's vital bodily functions can only be maintained in
intensive care facilities.aa
Other experts focus only on the child's chances of improvement, while also considering the
disproportionate nature of the relationship between the effort involved and the suffering
caused. This perspective has the advantage of reducing to reasonable dimensions the question
of evaluating quality of life and therefore seems more manageable. We have emphasised
throughout ttrat children and adults should be treated equally and-in the case of children ttre risk
of causing additional suffering should be weighed up against the possible results of the
treatment. It is thus held that there should be no intervention when there are multiple injuries
and where the treatment will only cause suffering without actually stabilising the health of the
child. The Department of Healttr and Human Services in the United States (DHHS) has set out
the following circumstances as being situations in which feeding or medical or surgical
treatment should not be provided: f . if the newborn infant is in a chronic or irreversible coma;
2. when the treatment would only prolong the inevitable process of dying, would not be
effective or would not overcome or correct ttre life threatening situation and plays no role in the
survival of the foetus; and 3. when, apart from the other two sets of circumstances, the
treafinent would be inhumane.aS

E. Attenuation of or Exemprton From Criminal Aability in Pwishable Eutlannsia

192. In the first place, we can conclude that the consent of the individual concerned is not
sufficient basis on which to ground the lawfulness of direct active euthanasia, though it is
enough for treatment refused by the patient, even vital treatment, to be discontinued. This is
particularly so when discontinuing the treatment does not imply any immediate risk to the
patient's life or when the treatment itself involves additional dangers that the patient is not
willing to face.
Nevertheless, consent does have certain attenuating effects on the unlawfulness (or
wrongfulness) of the act, given that without consent the act would in some cases (active
euthanasia for instance) constitute murder or parricide. This would not, however, appear to be
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a sjtisfactory solution, for example, when euthanasia is practised by the mother of the newborn
infant. In fact, in this case the courts would convict the rirottrer of panicide despite the fact that
the blood relationship between.the-mother and child shoutd'be deemed'an attenuating
circumstance and not an ?ggravating factor (as is the case with parricide), given that an act oT
euthanasia carried out in favour of a member of one's family seeins less deGrving of reproach.
Despite the altruistic motive of compasslon 1- not, it shbuld be said, merely'the d6sire to
dispense *iF ufg economic and emotibnal burden of having an abnormal or seriously ill child
; tftis family relationship is seen as an aggravating circumltance. Killing a healthy itritO wltfr
the intention of concealing an unwanted pregnancy, which is after all a selfish motivea6 and is
qoqqatib-I9 with 'cold calculation',47 constitutes the crime of infanticide (art. 410 of the Penal
Code), which carries a much lighter penalty.

193. The mative of pi| or.compassion, which is an altruistic characteristic that generally
holds true for the forms of euthanasia analysed here, makes the act criminally less desErving o?
reproach when the motive can be clearly demonstrated, regardless of whether or not the-act
was requeslt9 by the victim. The basis for this attenuating circumstance is the temporary
reduction of the mental faculties of the person who acts undei the emotional strain and distresi
of watching the other-person sufferas (cir1, 8'art. 9"),af.especially when the person is a family
member, a friend or clbse acquaintance. The same applies also to alruistic niotives even whe'n
no significant distr:ess_ exists (e.g. a doctor or 

-nirrse), in which case the attenuating
circumstance is applicable. 

-by 
analggy (circ. 10" art 9o).s0 Both attenuating circumstancesl

according to the case, qualify tlre ofGnce considerably and can lead to a substantially tightei
sentence (one or two degrees); thus, for example, ttre penalty for being an accessory to suiiide,
which is twelve y.ears ald a. day to twenty yeirs imprisonmbnt, may 5'e cut to a seritence of up
to six months and one day in the most fdv6urable iircumstances. fn such cases the court may
then opt for a suspended sentence or remission (a suspended sentence means that any period o?
imprisonment is suspended).

194. In extreme circumstances incomplete exemption from criminal tiability may be
considered, once more based on the diminished mentai faculties of the accused, as is the'case
of incomplete temporary mental breakdown (circ. 1' art. 9o, in relation to noi art. 80 of the
P_enal-Code),lt ft has even been argueds2 that it is possible - though rarely and only where
the relationship between the nvo individuals is particularly close - tliat the niental disturbance
may be-so complete at the moment of performing the act-- or omission - of euthanasia, ttrat
the defendant is unable to comprehend the unlawful nature of his conduct or to act in
accordance with his comprehension. In this case, the criminal law would not attach blame to
l[e p_epol for-his unlawful act and would completely exonerate him from punishment (no 1 art.
8" of the Penal Code).
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Chapter Itr. Specific Activities

$ t. Termination of Pregnancy (Abortion)

I. The Offence of Abortion in Spanish Law

A fuller understanding o^f the-complex question of abortion in Spanish law can only be
achieved through a discussion of the legatrules relating to abortion and the cases in whichit is
punishable.l

l9!. lhe legal interest protected by the abortion law. As a general rule it can be said that from
a criminal law perspective abortion consists of causing tlie death of the embryo or human
foetus either in the womb or through causing its premature expulsion from the womb.2 In the
case of the latter some argue in favour of a lack of viability and manrrity in the expelled foetus.3

The legal interest protected by the offence of dbortion is th-e life of the conceived
(embryo or foetus). This conclusion is reinforced in so much as the life of the conceived is a
legallyprotegteg interest under the terms of the Spanish Constitution (art. 15), as was upheld
!v tltg Constitutional Court on- 11 April 1985, and ihe Penal Code granted this protection irndet
the Criminal Law in view of the vital interests of the individuil and the cbmmunity. It is
normally accepted that alongside this primordial and basic interest there are also other
secondary intgpqts, such as the freedom of the pregnant woman, as can be seen in the longer
sentences.applied if the freedom of the p-reglan! woman is also impinged upon. Accordingly,
the .mateial obiect of the aggressive conduct is the embryo or the live [uman foetus implai'trld
in the woman's uterus. Therefore, the offence is deemed to have been committed regardless of
whether at the moment of termination the conceived is viable or non-viable outsidelhe uterus,
whether the action is performed inside or outside the wornb, whether it occurs after expulsion
or in fact involves provoking expulsion with the aim of terminating the pregnancy; beybnd the
pruirmeters of.4q law are-spontaneous abortion of non-viable foetusesithe embiyo is always
deemed non-viable) as well as ectopic pregnancies, since these are non-viable insid-e the uterus;
neither is the destruction of an embryo that is the result of in vitro' fertilization deemed to
constitute abortion, so long as the embryo has not been implanted and nested in the uterus. The
offence m-al_be cornmitted 4 any time benveen the momenl of nesting (although the Penal Code
does not define this explicitly) and the moment of birth. Up to this latter point-no interest exists
to which effective protection may be give under the PenalCode, whereas- after the birth there is
an independent human life that deserves protectio of a different type; deformed foetuses or
monsters are also covered by the offence, provided that they are viablb inside the uterus.

- 196. Classes ,of ffince under abortion law. I-et us now go on to examine the chief
characteristics of the classes of criminal acts in relation to abortion law.

In the abortion regulations we find an offence with regard to what is understood to be a
case of negligence.a However, the matter is far from clear-cut since both case law and a certain
branch gf legal dgctrine offer a range of criteria on the issue. Case law has traditionally allowed
the application of another general offence of negligence (art.565) when the requiremeirts of art.
412 are not met, a criterion that can be disregarded if it is acknowledged that art. 412 refers
solely, or,at least, at the same time to cases of blameworthy negligence. In terms of the other
grounds for the existence of an abortion offence, intent is reqiir6O in all cases, both where
third parties are involved and in the case of the pregnant womanherself.

There are three types of offence for which the pregnant woman is punishable: self-
induced abortion, when it is the woman herself who causes the abortion (art. 413 of the Penal
Code), where she is assisted by others or consents to the abortion being performed by another,
or in both cases where she seeks to hide her shame by aborting (trt. 4\4; e.g.when the
pregnancy is the result of extra-marital relations unknown to ttrird parties and the woman seeks
to conceal these circumstances in order to avoid negatively affecrting her social position). In
reality these offences are applicable not only where,the woman actively seeks to procure an
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abortion herself, but also her merely consenting to (or requesting) performance of the abortion
by a third person.

The provision for a criminal offence spmming from an abortion is procured by another
perso.n is excessively worded and casuistic. The Spanish Penal Code difierentiates-between
abortion with the consent and without the consent of the woman. In fact it is a lesser offence if
the woman has consented and a heavier sentence is given if she has not (art. 41 I n" 2 and no I
of the Penal Code respectively). The Penal Code prwides for the heaviei sentence of between
gi*.q4 twelve-years imprisonment wittr the maximum period applied in cases where violence,
intimidation, threat or decep_tio-n have been used to obltain the-woman's consent (eult. 4ll.Z)'.
The woman's parents benefit from a slight extenqation if they procure or cooperate in the
abortion with the consent of their daughtei, in an effort to conceal'her condition, even in cases
where the abortion leads to death or serious injury @rt. 414.2).

. .Aggraup(ng circltmstanc-es.grc deemed to-exist for abortions carried out by third parries
on the basis of the result caused: if, as a result of an abortion or abortive practiies performed
on a woman who is not pregnant but who the third party believes to be pregriant, or if
inadequate means to procure an abortion are used and reiult in the woman's deith 6r in certain
types grievous bodily.ttqp being done to her (such injuries ar€ enumerated in n" 2, art. 421),
the offence is punishable by imprisonment for a period of between twelve years and a day and
twenty years- an$ a days aL{ bgtwee.n twenty years and 

-a 
day and thirty years and a day ii any

oqhgr. type of grievous_ bodily harm is cause-d (art. +t 1, last faragraph.) 
'These 

circumitancei,
which give rise to the harsher sentences envisaged, mu$ be;at tfr'e very least, negligent (that ii
tqjuy, intent may also be involved).6 Despite the restictions governing the appliia[ons of this
offence, one can be critical of its existence, form the poinlof view-that th'e gravity of the
sentence imposed does not alw.aVs reflect the degree of fault on the part of the perpetratbr.

. S.peciflc_aqgravating cgcgmstances are-also established for professiolnal and habitual
practice (art 415 of the Penal Code). The first of these refers to qualihed medical staff who, in
abuse of their profession, procure an abortion or cooperate in if (art 415.1). Included witfrin
the c.ategory of qualified me{iqal personnel are not only the mediial practifioner, but persons
holding other h_eglth care qualificaiions (art 415.4). The aggravating circumstances of habitual
praqtigg @tL 415.2) are deemed tl apply to those who do not hold-health care qualificarions,
but 

-habitually 
perform abortions. This cltegory of aggravation seeks to include ihose withouf

professional qualifications who perform clandestine abortions and who generally engage in
such activities as a means of earning a living, although this in itself is not irequireinent-oi this
class of offence.

. The provision or distribution of the means by which an abortion can be performed also
constitutes a offence. Therefore lhe pharmacist-who, without the required prescription,
provides an.qlortiv_e drug (art. 415.3)i3 included, as :ue any persons in his emplbymeni who
do so (art. 415.4). Il a more specific manner the Penal CtiOb punishes the Tuin$ning of the
yegns of aboryion.7 These are acts preparatory to the abortion, specificaliy punishibie as
independent offences, because ottrerwise they w6uld not be punishabie at all. iobe so the acts
in question must constitute punsihable conduct which is unrblated to the act of abortion itsell
given that when such a connection exists the acts would constiotute accesories to the fact8.

Pofessionals and non-profesionals alike who are found to have committed the offence
of abortion shall receive in addition to the corresponding sentence, a special disqualification
which includes, along with its own general effects(arts. 3:6 and 37 of th6 Penal Code), bars the
individual from work i{t uny public or private clinic, health care institution, gynaecological
surgery, for a period of benveen six and twelve years (ans. 417 and 30 of the Pe;al CodeI

lgT..Abortions performred outside Spain on Spanish citizens.In accordance with the
provisions of the "Ley Orgdnic.a {pl Poder Judicial"-of 1985, which is concerned with, among
other things,.the-terriloti4 jurisdiction of Spanish criminal law, aborrion is only punishablE
when committed in.Spain (art.23.l), except where, under the complmentary principle of
personality !q.Z?.2), it is also punishable in the country where it was-performed (principle of
double incrimination), apart from other requirements. As a result, Spairistr women who travel
to neighbouring countries where voluntary abortion is legal may nol be prosecuted in Spain,
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notwithstanding the fact that the Spanish Penal Code would consider this as an offence, since
the Spanish courts do not have jurisdiction over an act which is not an offence in the other
country. This interpretation has been confirmed both by the Supreme Courte and Constitutional
Court.lo

II. Voluntary Abortion

A. Reform of the Penal Code: System Adapted and Scope

198. Since the reform of the Penal Code under Organic Law 911985 of 5 July 
-once 

the
hurdle posed by an appeal on the grounds of alleged unconstitutionality had been overcomeand
the Bill amended in line with the Constitutional Court ruling of 11 April 1985-, abortion is
legally permitted under Spanish law in any of the circumstances established by art. 417 bis of
the Penal Code, which does not include indication for socio-economic reasons.ll Clearly the
Iregislature has followed the criterion of rule-exception in this regard. The rule is that wilfut
abortion is banned in all cases, and is punished accordingly under the criminal law, even when
the pregnant woman herself agrees to the abortion. The exception is that under certain
circumstances authoriznd by the Law abortion is lawful, when specific conflicts of interests
occur, in which case specific principles apply.The Spanish Irgistature has opted for a system
of indications, as opposed to one of time limits (which also-responds to an assumption of
conflict) or tg_an across-the-board right to abortion. To sum up, the cunent situation in Spain is
as follows: if the life or physical or mental health of the mother are seriously endarigered
(therypgutig ol medical indication) or if the woman has become pregnant followin! rape (ethical
orcriminological indication) or, finally, if through prenatal diagnosis or some otf,er procedure,
evidence emerges that the foetus is likely to be,born with significant abnormalities (eugenic
indication), an abortion may be performed.

199. Art. 417 bis. 2 clears the pregnant woman of criminal liability even when the abortion
has not been performed in an accredited cenEe or when the required certificates have not been
produced (therapeutic and eugenic indications;t2, provided that ttre requirements governing the
indication, reatment or the supervision of such trcatment by a medical practitioner are mei and
that the statutory time limits (ethical and eugenic indications) are bdhered to or that the
obligation to report the crime of rape to the authorities is satisfied (criminological indication).
This is a personal exoneration from punishment (by virtue of being incapable of fault) granted
to the pregnant woman, which is based on the fact that she cannot be re(uired to adhere to the
lawl3, even where the general guarantees are not met. In any case it has a secondary scope of
application, that is, in the case of the mother not being protected by any of the general defences
listed in art. 8 of the Penal Code. A claim for the personal exoneration of the mother does not
extend to any other persons who take part in the abortion (whether or not they are physicians or
third parties acting under a physician's orders or independently). It should be said, however,
that such persons may have recourse to other avenues of exemption (in very exceptional
circumstances) or diminished liability. In sum, if the woman sees a physician and the latter
proceeds to perform the abortion, he is still held to be liable, wheras the woman is not, having
obtained exemption at the physician's expense. If, on the other hand, the woman fails to
observe the requirements concerning certificates of opinion and approved centres, and also the
requirement for medical supervision, she herself is deemed liable. Haing said that, in spite of
the fact that this statutory provision may sound rather confusing, it should be understood that
the pregnant woman is exempt from criminal liability when one of the authorised indications is
present, both when she procures the abortion herself or it is procured with her consent by a
third partyt+.

200. The grounds for the justifiable causes included in the indications for abortion as laid
down in the Spanish Penal Code are two-fold. The first is that there exists a conflict of
interests involving the mother and the life of the foetus which the Irgislature has resolved in
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favour of the mother, confirming the criterion previously infened from fte general rules of the
Penal Code governing the therapeutic indicaiion (exehption in the case-of necessity), and
leaning towards ex le.ge in the Case of decisions involving the other two indicationi.'ttris
principle applies to. all persons who take_part inthe abortion-and are covered by the justifying
causes, including the pregnant woman. Secondly, justification is also based o-n ttre principt6
that the woman cannot be required to act in any-other way, that is, to shoulder the burden of
seeing..out !9r pregnancy and giving birth to arunwant€d-child (in the case of rape) or to one
that will suffer a serious physical oi mental handicap; in both cases the conflict ii iesolved in
favour of the mother on the basis of the criterion ttratho other conduct can be demanded of her.

In what can still b9 rySardg-d as_an isolated decision of the Supreme Court, an acquittal
o4 the grounds of necessity (art. 8" n? of the Penal Code) was ordeied in an abortion cise in
which ttre family context and economic situation of the woman's family led to the application of
the socio-economic indication, thus marking a departure from previous case ldw doctrine,
which had discounted the possibility of applying the defence of irecessity in such cases. The
Sup-reme Cogrt acquitted the couple ancl a thir:d party who had assistei them, but not the
medical practitioner who performed the abortion anil charged a fee for it, although he was later
qard9n9d. by 4e Government.15 There are a number of reasons why one might take issue with
the decision, though the extreme circumstances with which the coirt was c6nfronted must be
borne in mind. The court did not indicate !n its ruling that the harm caused was not greater than
that which the abortion sought to avoid, which ii a prerequisite of the defencE based on
justifiable ca.gp as contained in art. 8" n. 7o. The Supreme C6urt merely stated that a conflict
existed, but did not deliberate on the question of the different harms invdlved or on the reasons
Ylty t!9 harm done might.be Breater than or as serious as that avoided. In the final analysis,
this ruling 

-ralse_s 
the question 

-as 
to whether or not it has encroached upon what is in faci the

province of the Legislature and whether the controversial reform of the Penal Code, as well as
thg pt"g"4pg.appeal o,g the grounds of alleged unconstitutionality which led to the introduction
of the indications outlined above, was indeed nec€ssary; the r6form had been demanded by
many sectors of society whg felt that under the existing-Penal Code provisions no conditioni
apart from therapeutic considerations rendered abortion lawful.

B. Indicationsfor Abortion: General and Specific Requirements

201. The existence of the relevant indication is sufficient for an initial presupposition of
lawfulness to stand qnd a pres"pposition that the conditions and requirements foi ibortion to
go unpunished have been met. Itls not a compulsory requirement t6at no less harmful means
of resolving the conflict of interests produced in sdch sltuations are available (for example,
providing.St.foglqt or newborn baby with medical treatment to ameliorate or eliminate 

^any

abnormalities). This interpretation requires further comment, particularly in relation to th'e)
therapeutic indication, which the Penal Cgde requires states mus-t be necesiary', thus implying
the existence of the situation of necessity stipulated by art. 8o n. 7 and the consequences
gntaifgd.by s-uch-a situation.16 In the other indications (ethical or criminological and eugenic) it
is sufficient for the relevant indication to exist in order for the justification to be satisfied and.to
enable the pregnant woman to opt for abortion, since in the situation in question the conflict has
already arisen.lT Turning to the general and specific requirements of the indications the
following aspects should be noted: 

-

202. The abonion trutst be performed by a physician or performcd under his supervision.
The l-egislalqre las deemed the participation of a qualified person necessary to safdguard the
life and health of the pregnant woman, in view of ihe risks 

-entailed 
in the performance of an

abortion. Furthermore, the Legislatoure has rightly emphasisedls that the participation of the
physician -provides an additional guarantee and professional supervision to eniure that the
process of abortion is carried out in accordance with the law, firstly by.ensuring that the
indication which the woman claims to be applicable does in factexist, ai it is the physician who
will be the first to benefit from the exemption from liability established by the la* (ie physician
who is to carry out or supervise the abortion). This does not mean, however, that the physician
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should proceed to weigh up the interests concerned and the situation of necessity. He should
s.imply ue.nfy that the case cioes conform to the apropriate indication (and its requiiemene);rh;
therape.ugig indication being an-obvious.exceptibn io this since in this case th6 physician'can
safely dgliberate..In relation to the other indications any such deliberation is ex tele.-

. 
The physician's participation, whether direct 6r indirect, that is, an aboriion under his

supervision, must conform to lex artis n all cases. Clearly, the most appropriate physician is a
specialjst in Obstetrics and Gynaecology,le but the participation of any 6ttr6r prop-erty qualified
physician caqa.ble of performing the abortion is equally lawful.zo Supervisibn by i quUineO
physician, which the law offeis as an alternativE pr6cedure, referl to the striring out of
functions among members of a team working together,2t which implies that wlhen the
physician ggts as supervisor he is still.subject to tex-artis as are all thosi who are physically
involved. However, f-grllre physicianin this case lex anis pimwily implies the evdluition o"f
the capacity of the individual who performs the abortion under his sipervision. As is discussed
below, the complemenbry.regulatigqs distinguish between high risk pregnancies and abortions
and those that do not entail such risks. Theiefore, the physiclan's analisis of this situation is
one of the most crucial elements in any consideraiion of the posiibility of delegating
(supervising) tq got r health.care proteisional (general practitioner or specialist, ini-ern oi
resident, midwife). This decision to delegate alsd depenils on the intensiity of subsequent
treatment which may be pq-ujre{ and the extent to *hich functions are d-elegated. These
reservations are not su-stainable, however, whgn the physician directs the pregnant woman
ferse-l! by instructing her as to pharmaceutical prepaiations that she should thEn administer
\tt{f o{ Ty ottrer action that she should take (inbluiling performing the abortion herself under
the physician's supervision)- The same applies to mem:bers of tfr'e woman's family or her
representaFves (in the broad sense of the te_rm):_in such circumsances, ils lay persons, they
would not be prosecuted for illegal practice of medicine.

203. Abonions may be performcd only in approved public or pivate health centre or health
care esnblishment. This requirement stehs also from dre previotis one, in that it seeks to lessen
the risks which abortion enatils for the woman.22 At the same time it provides a means of
controlling and monitoring the number of abortions performed in S'pain (by preventing
clandestine abortions). As regards requiremetns concerning apprilval bf ,jentres oi
establishments, reference shouldbe made io the regulations of thdRDbf 21 November 1986,
which distinguishes between centres for the performance of abortions that do not imply high
risl5 to the pregnant woman and for abortions performed within twelve weeks of conc6ptiSn
and those centres which carry out abortions involving high risk and or after completion df *re
aforementioned twelve--week period (art.l').The approval of public centres is auiomatic once
they.satisfy the established.ryquiremg-na- Accreditalibn of privlte cenrres is the reponsibility of
the Autonomous Communities (art T of ttre Royal Decree).

The requirement that the woman attend an authorised centre does not imply that the
whole process must be carried out there. This enables the abortion to be performed in the
woman's home (with or without the direct assistance of health care woikers) if hospital
admissionor out-patients'services are not necessary,2r provided that follow-up examinations
are carried. out by the centre, which shall also ke6p ttie woman's clinical hiiory and other
necessary documents (art.4" of the RD).

204. The consent of the pregnant woman must be sought. The woman's consent to the
terminatign.of the pregnancy must be explicit, although an eiception !o this is laid down in art
417 bis I circ. 1' of the Penal Code which will be refened t6 below. The Legislature has
excluded the father from the mother's decision to have an abortion of the type covered by
lawful indications.

The form in which this consent is expressed is essentially unimportant. It may be either
verbal or written. Nevertheless, the physician who performs the abortion may insist tiat it be in
writing since this constitutes an adminisuative duty, in accordance with the ierms of the RD of
^lg!O (att, 4). It is beyond doubt that this conseht must correspond to the requirements of
'infortned consent'to the medical act (the abortion), in the sense ihat informatiori pertaining to
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at least the essential features of the operation must be furnished to the 'patient' as a prior
condition to the validity of_consent, in order to ensurc that this is indeed the expression of the
Prggr-tatlt woman's true wishes. The non-provision of information is acceptable either because
this is deemed unnecessary as the pregnant woman is already well-info'rmed or because the
woman herself has explicitly stated ihai she does not wish to bL informed for personal reasons.
As a result, it is only in this sense that the guidelines specifically laid our in the RD of 198624
or those laid out in_general tenns by the LGS25 itself may be interpreted as non-obligatory
recommendations26 from_the point of view of the criminal law. It is only from this samb
perspective.that non-compliance with this duty to provide information impli'es misconduct or
br.eagh .o.{ {i.qgiptqe on- the part of the physician, although not affecting exemption from
criminal liability. Therefore, not only must the pregnant woman know of afthe ciriumstances
pertinent lo -the 

legal indication for abortion, bui also the risks she herself may be exposed to as
a result oJ tle performance of the abortion itself. Furthermore, consent must be frbely given
and not obtained as the result of erroneous belief (here once again the provision of infoim-ation
plays. an important role), deception, force or coercion.2T Lastly, another important point is the
fact that in the criminal law one of the characteristics of conseht as a defenrie is thai it must be
given prior to the deed it is called upon to justify.

205. The Penal Code envi-sages the waiving of the requirement for the pregnant woman's
explicit consent-in 9as,es of emergency whe-re the woman's life is in dangJr (therapeutic
indication, art. 417. 1, lst circ., 2nd parag.). The removal of this requiremeniis ciearlybased
on the concept of necessity, bul in reJening to "explicit consent" it iniplies that ttre requirement
of presumed consent is maintained. This means thlt in normal circumstances the physician can
and must perform the abortion in these situations, but not if he is aware that the woinan would
be opposed to this were she able to express such opposition. In the case of a woman who is
unable to express her consent, in the circumstances already discussed, where possible her legal
representatives shall give consent on her behalf. Even so, in view of the fact that the Law refErs
tqjm.erge.ncy circumstances involving mortal risk to the woman, only limited capacity for
effective decision rests in the legal representatives, who must give their 6onsent to tha abonrion
if they do not wish to be liable for abuse of authority. There ire however specific exceptional
circumstances to this, such as when the abortion worild not imply any reasoiable possibility of
saving the mother's life whereas the foetus could be kept alive.

. 206..S.ubiective elemcnt. The subjective element must be present in all those who are
involved in the performance of the abortion and in the woman who will benefit from its
perfgrmange, but it is reduced in ia application to knowledge of the existence of one of the
decriminalised indications and the willingness to carry out oi undergo the abortion under the
presupposition that the corresponding indication does indeed exist. W-hat this means is that it is
not always neressary to act out of necessity, save in the case of the therapeutic indication, and
that the attendant motives for the decision to have an abortion are irrelevarir

207. Finally, it should be recalled that the termination of a pregnancy must never be for the
Pgrposes of donatlon or subsequent use of embryos or foetuses or their biological structures.
Moreover, the medical team that carries out the abortion may not be involved in any subsequent
use made of the foetus or embryo.28

III. Requirements of Each Specilic Indication

A. Therape utic Indication

208. This first indication for abonion occurs when a grave danger to the life or physical or
mental health of the mother exists which can only be prevented if the abortion is-performed
(art 4t7 bis. I lst circumstance of the Penal Code). In the literature there is no Coubl that such
circumstances were already regarded as lawful here prior to the reform of the Spanish Penal
Code in 1985, since it was considered that the existing state of necessity (no 7" ofart. 8o of the
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Penal Code) operated as a defence and was applicable in favour of the mother when there arose
a conflict between the life of the mother and that of the foetus, it being understood that her life
is more valuable to the Law than the life of the conceived. The psychiatric indication, expressly
recog-nised since. 1985, opened the door to other health-related ilspects of health (parti-ularly
social repercussiols) where the presence of a state of need was questionable as a general
defence. Nevertheless it should not be forgotten that the risks of a pregnancy of this nature can
be avoided_by sterilization of the woman concerned. We will now proceed to an analysis of the
most significant aspects of the requirements of ttris indication:

209. Necessity of the abortion. The abortion must be necessary, that is, the danger to the life
or health of the pregnant woman must not be preventable by any other means apart from the
abortion, which is ttre last resort that the law offers to resolve the conflict. It follows, therefore,
that any other alternative must have priority if the danger can be prevented by appropriate
medical treatment, or if the performance of the abortion entails greater dangers than thbse it
prevents, or if the abortion is more dangerous than the birth itself. Finally, the abortion will not
be deemed necessary if it is not likely to lead to the eradication or significant reduction of the
negative prognosis for the woman or to some therapeutic benefit. Having said that,
consideration attention must be given to each individual situation in order to determine the
extent to which available alternative treatrnent may be used with the pregnant woman.

. 210. Gryr., danger to the life or physical or mcntal health of the mother .It must be a "grave
danger". This alludes to the concrete and specific danger that in the relatively near future the
pregnant woman will die or her health will be seriously damaged. It is no easy matter to
establish the required degree of probability that such an event might occur; nevenheless, the
degree requircd should be reduced in inverse proportion to the gravity of the threat, particularly
where, for example, the woman's life is in danger.29 Grave danger excludes from the
indication all the usual discomforts and risks entailed in a normal pregnancy and binh. Danger
to life may be of both organic and psychological origin. Extreme depression with suicidal
tendencies would be classified as the second of these types of danger.

211'. Certificate of opinion issued by a specialist.lt is essential that a specialist issues the
relevant certificate of opinion vouching not only that the danger to the life orphysical or mental
health of the pregnant woman actually exists, but also that the abortion is necessary to prevent
the danger. The responsibility which rests with the physician is obvious, and the law also
demands that he be a specialist in the relevant field, that is to say, in the type of illness from
which the woman is suffering or from which she is probably suffering. In order to ensure the
independence of the certificate of opinion the specialist who issues must not be the physician
who is to perform or supervise the abortion..The-requirement of the certificate m-ay b-e *gue.d
in emergency cases of mortal danger to the life of the pregnant woman, that is, when her life is
under threat.

B. Ethical or Cimirnb gical Indication

2l2.The ethical or criminological indication arises when the pregnancy is the result of an act
constituting the crime of rape (an. 417 bis no. l,2nd circumstance). It requires:

213. That the pregnant womon has been the vicrtm of the crimc of rape.In this indication the
crime of rape consists of- along with other elements that need not concern us here - the
performance of the sexual act by a male person with a woman by force or intimidation, or
while she is unconscious or by taking advantage of her mental deficiency or when she is under
twelve years of age (an. 429 of the Penal Code); the indication does not include other sexual
assaults that may give rise to unwanted pregnancy. It suffices for the act to.be unlawful, even
though the person accused of the rape has not been found guilty, that is to say criminally liable,
as would be the case of persons below the age of criminal responsibility (under sixteen, art. 8o

no 2 Penal Code) or those who are mentally ill or deficient (art. 8 no I Penal Code).
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214. That the-pregnancy is the result of the rape.Tltis requirement literally demands that the
pregnancy h_as been the direct result of the act ol rape, whiCh excludes, at lelst in theory, mere
probability. Neverttreless, in practice there must be bompliance with the presence of coriclusive
evidence: 4. ug9 of.the w.omal, prior or subsequent seiual relations, fertitity at the time of the
rape, etc. The physici+n it_ only required to satisfy himself that the rape has been formally
reported to the Examining Judge.

215. The time limitation. Abomon must be performed within the first twelve weeks of
gestation. For the calculation of this time period the starting date must be the same as that of the
rape, since this act must be the cause of the pregnancy.

216. Reporting the act.Before the abortion is performed it is essential that the rape has
previol'sly been reported to the authorities, in compliance with the requirements of the Criminal
Procedures Code (art9, !04 and 259 and ff.). The problem lies in whether or not merely
Leporting the act is sufficient or if legal proceedings must have begun, that is, as the Attorney
General's Office argues,30 a complaint or case that has been accepted and is under
investigation. The Attorney General's Office position has in its favour thd fact that it confers
greater serio_usness o-l the act_ of complaint because reporting an alleged rape automatically
leads to legal proceeding.s. It shquld be noted that prosecutionlor rape is only possible if there
has been ? prior- denunciation. This can give rise-to false complairits and iiniroper abortion
Uury4 on them; these false complaints cannot be prosecuted und-er the crime of tfui same name
(making false complaints, aft. 325 of the Penal Code), given that for a crime to exist official
proceedings must follow automatically (investigation by the authorities as a result of the mere
fa91 9f having knowledg-e of a presumably illegal acQ. This is not the case arising from rape,
yhiclt must be reported for action to be initiated. However, offenders may face criminal actibn
for simulation of a crime (art. 338 of the Penal Code), together with ihe offence of illegal
abortion. The alleged rape must be reported prior to ttre performance of the abortion

C. Eugenic Indication

2l7.The eugenic indication allows an abortion to be performed when there are risks that the
qm-bryo or foetus has grave genetic abnormalities of-any kind or other physical or mental
defects produced during the pregnancy (an4l7 bis. 1, circumstance 3"). Thb anxieties that ttris
indication provokes concern the uncertainties of the prognosis are gradually being eliminated
thanks to prenatal diagnostic techniques which enable a wide rangebf treatments io be carried
out on the foetus with ever-increasing precision. The specific requirements of the indication are
as follows:

218. Supposition that the foeus will be bom with grave physical or mcntal abnormalities.
This requirement is, strictly speaking, the eugenic indication itsell and therefore, the nucleus
around which all other requirements revolve. In the first place, the Law states that there is a
'supposition that the foetus will be born with.'In principle, this supposition can be interpreted
in the sense of a degree of certainty equivalent to objectiva and preferably statistical
probability. Nevertheless, the objective criterion will have to be modified by the belief of the
specialists who issues the medical reports, although they may base themselves on the
percentage results of tests carried out. This situation makes any greater precision in the law
impossible and inadvisable. The question becomes even more complicated when ttre percentage
of risk of abnormality is similar to that for the absence of risk (e.g. in the case of certain sei-
related diseases in males). Despite this, it is our opinion that the possibility of using the eugenic
indication to terminate the pregnancy should be left op€r, though its appropriateness is more
debatable as the probability of risk factors diminishes. The inilication-alsb exists when the
abnormalities will only become apparcnt after birth, provided that in this case it is certain that
they will occur and that they can be predicted (predictive diagnosis, in what is termed
Predictive Medicine). In other words, the prognosis shall indicate that the foetus is the genetic
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The meaning of the term "grave abnormalities" must be understood in the sense of their

importance and enduring nature, as -ryglt as the extent to which they are treatable; if, in spite of
their extensive nature, the abnormalities can be eliminated readily they would not give hse to
the legal prygllpposition which underpins the indication, even though some would argue in
favour of validity in this case also.

219. The time limintion.Tlre abortion must be performed within the first twenty-two weeks
of pregnancy.. This- deadline can be explained by the fact that some diagnostic testi can only be
canied out when the foetus has reached a certain stage of development. Furthermore, time is
required for the evaluation of such tests and the taking of the decision to terminate the
pregnancy. The later the 4iagnosis is made the greater the certainty of its accuracy.

-. The imposition of this time limit has been criticised from the point of view that certain
diseases resulting from the mother's illness or from other causes (exposure to radiation,
prescribed drugs etc.) may affect the foetus after the deadline for the legal indication has
expired.

n jt_gt practical interest to establish from what point in time this period should be
calculated. This is not stipulated by the Law, which impli-es, as is logical, thit it begins at the
moment of fertilization (date of pregnancy), but in praciice this is noi easily determined, since
even the pregnant woman herself may not know when this occurred. In M6dicine it is usual to
turn to the date of the woman's last menstrual period32 for all ttrat pertains to the course of the
pregnanly and the calculation of the date of the birth. This gives rise to a calculation in real
tenns of nventy-four weeks from the last period; others, meanwhile, prefer to take the moment
of nesting as the starting point.33 However, it should be said that both calculation bases
produce the same result and enable similar criteria to be maintained between the two indications
for which a time limit is stipulated.34

,220. C.eylificate of opinion issued by two specialists. This must be prior to the abortion and
the specialists must not be those that carry out or supervise the abortion and shall be attached to
an accredited private or public cente or health carc establishment. This certificate is intended to
provide guarantees that the indication does in fact exist and to thus achieve a greater degree of
protection for the foetus. On the other hand, in using the term "specialists" the Law entertains
the possibility of the involvement in the report of other professionats who are not physicians,
such as. geneticists, provided that they work in a centre of the type just deschbed. The
responsibility for determining the presence of the indication rests solely and exclusively with
the physician who is going to perform or supenrise the abortion

$ 2. Sterilization

I. Concept and Penal Scope

t20

22l.In tenns of the Spanish Penal Code35 sterilization consists of the pennanent or lasting
removal of the reproductive capacity of a fertile man or woman by whatever procedure, be it
surgical (suture of the deferent ducts or tubal ligation), or by means of biochemical or
hormonal substances (though contraceptive pharmaceutical products do not fall within this
definition), or by exposure to so-called absorbable radiation. The crime of castration exists
from the moment in which extirpation, amputation or the rendering useless of the masculine or
feminine genital organs is produced, and it is subsumable under ttre rype of offence in art. 418,
since it falls within the bounds of the expression 'organ or principal member'.36

Sterilization is distinguished from castration on the basis that the latter implies the
violent removal of the genital organs and has as a consequence not only the permanent loss of
the ability to reproduce, as in sterilization, but also of other hormonal and endocrinal functions
that affect the general behaviour of the individual, such as, in the sexual domain, diminished or
total lack of libido and in the specific case of the male the very high accompanying risk of
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coeundi impotence or the inability to perform the sexual act.
The offence of sterilization includes reversible sterilizations which require surgical

operation or similar procedures to restore {e$lity to th9 p_erson.37 It goes without sayingithat
this would not be the case, for example, of the rdmoval df a diaphragh or intrauteririe o?vice
(IUD), even where a physician has had to intervene.

II. Therapeutic Sterilization

222.\\e offence of sterilization is not considered to exist when it is therapeutic (e.g. in the
treatment of prostate gland complications) or when it is the unavoidable outcome 5f some
medical treatment (e.g. radiation treatment for cancer in the genital zone) provided thartlii
following necessary requiregelts arc met: medical indication, lex artis, curatiue purpose,3s as
well as, for other reasons, the informed consent of the individual concerned. erbptrylaciic or
preventive. sterilization-m-ay also come.under therapeutic sterilization from the juridico-criminal
point of view. provided that the intended.purpose is the avoidance of dangeiof certain gtuu"
injury to.health or life in the future (e.g. iia woman in extremely poor treil*r were ro bdome
pregnant ).

Castration is not deemd to be an offence if performed for therapeutic or preventive
reasons, where the.life or physical or men[al health of tne patient is in dairger. Even so, given
the serious and irreversibie consequences that it implies, therapeuiic castratioi for
psychological re-asons. is only permissable under the foflowing circumstances:3e a) proof
beyond reasonable doubt that the abnormality or illness is not treitable by means of anybttrei
psychotherapeutic procedure; b) g-ravity of the abnormality or illness fro'm the social pbini of
view, rendering living with normal-hunian dignity impossi6b or implying serious riski for the
person affected; g) th9 consent-of the patient. Tothe& requirements we'would add the age of
the patient and also the need for sterilization to remain iompletely disassociated from"any
criminal process or sentence, so as not to influence or coerce'the iridividual into making thL
decision.(e.g. in order to procure a lighter sentence or a reduction in the time to be servei) as
well as the patient's age.

III. Limitations on the Lawfulness of Voluntary Sterilization in Spanish Law

223. Voluntary sterilization, that is to say sterilization to which the individual concerned has
consented 

-whether 
the individual is grngle or not- has been lawful under Spanish Law,

even when it is not therapeutic, since 198-3, year in which the Penal Code was revised ai
regards the effectiveness of consent to bodily harm, which is acceptable in the exceptional
circumstrnce of sterilization. The Penal Code 

-sates 
that 'notwithsatniting the provisioni of the

previous p-aragraph, free and explicit consent exonerates physicians froir criininal liability in
the case of organ transplants effetted in accordance with ilie Law, sterilizations and transseiual
surgery 9aoi"9 out by qualified physicians, except where consent has been obtained by foul
means, {.uql payment or reward, or if the consenting party is a minor or incompetent 6 give
consent, in which case lo consent given by him or hiilegatrepresentatives shalibe vafid (art.
428.2 of the Penal Code). The prwious faragraph refeied t6 states that 'the sentences iaid
down in the previous chapter [concerned wi*r offences of bodily harm] are to be imposed
where apPlopqalg, even when the injured party has given consent'. When the Penal Cod^e was
reformed in 1989 a new clause was added io the-above-mentioned art 428.2 stating that
sterilization of a legally incompetent persgn suffering from grave mental deficiency shall iot be
punishable yhetl it has been authorised by the judge at the request of the mentily disabled
individual's leg{-lepresentatives and aftei hearing-the opinion-of two specialists, ihe Public
Prosecutor and following an examination of the incompetint person.

A. Scope of the Lawfulness of Voluntary Sterilization

224.With art. 428.2 a position of clear liberalization was adopted in terms of the power to
dispose of the legal interest, since it affords a wider implicit recolnition of the individual right
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to non-reproduction than can be deduced in practice from the depenalisation of the use of other
contraceptive methods. For this reason the introduction of the iegal provision discussed-hiii
was appropriate precisely in relation to non-therapeutic sterilizatiori

_4t u result, sterilization of the individual who has given consent is lawful under
Spanish law, provided that the requirements stipulated in art. 

-qZA 
of the PenalCode for non-

therapeutic sterilization are met, when it is motivated by one of the eugenic indications, so.io-
economic considerations (family planning), but also when no indicatio"n of any tcinO exists anO
the interested pry ttlo. ftq"ty c6nbnted. Iiowever, srerilizarion by imposition'oi coetcion, tttui
is, against the will of the individual concerned (e.g. for State derirogriphic policy reasons;, is
not permined since it is clearly unconstitutional.

B. Requirements

226. All other requiremcnts included in art. 428.2 for sterilization to be valid centre on the
conditions that must be satisfied with regard to the interested party's consent. It must be ireefy
given.(w-ithout coercion and not obtained under threat) and explicit (verbal or written;.+b
furnished without foul play (not obtained by means of deception 6r enoneous belief), *itttoot
payment or reward and the consenting party must be an adult with full use of his mental
faculties, ie must not be a minor or incom-petrint. In any ca^se, where the sterilization of minors
or legally incompetent individuals is conc6rned, in vieil of the therapeutic indication invotviO,
the general rules gov.erni{lg consent to medical treatment apply rather than these specific rules.-'

In some familyplanning centres it is customary to- isic both husband and^wife to sign a
document of consent, since- the person who is not undergoing the operation will nonethelesi be
ggually affgctgd in terms of being able to produce offspring riittr hii/her parher (all the more so
in cases of vicarious or substitute sterilization)- Althoulh consent is'a preventive measure
designed to ge! round po-ssible the p-roblem of potentiil claims by the person who is not
gpg{ateq. on (who might al-lege lack of knqwledgti of the performanc-e of tlie operation or that
he/she did.not agree to its being performed), it iI not a blal requirement and chnnot therefore
be demanded by law for the operation to be carried out

C. S te ritization of M ircrsand M ennlly Handiccap ed

?27. fut.428 stipulates that when the person who is to be sterilised for whatever reason is a
minor he may not give valid conseht, nor can such consent be given by the legal
representatives; in other words, the individual cannot undergo steriliza-tion. Minors do iot
generally present specific circumstances in terms of sterilization such as socio-economic or
eugenic indications, but the case of the couple who have manied before attaining their majority
is of practical interesl

The first issue that must be settled is the meaning and scope of the term 'minor'as used
in an 428.2 of the Penal Code. It is necessary to clarify from the i,utset whether the Law seeks
through the use-of this term to make a connection with the concepts of private (civil) Law or,
Slternatively,.whether the.opposite interpretation in keeping witli similir figures in Criminal
Law is intended: a minor in the Criminal l,qw (n? art. 8) is a person undei 16 years of age.rlp *"gnd interpretation must be rejected if no other argumenti supporting.its vitidity canie
added, since there is no reason why the word 'minor's-hould havri a sing-ie meanin! for the
Penal Code alone. Immunity flom progecution under the Penal Code to w[ich one mftht seek
to link the scope of 'minor' refers to the exclusion from criminal liability for a wrorigful act
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committed by persons such as those to whom it refers (minors), while the case that concerns us
here is not one of the elimination of liability from the consenting party - the minor - but
froq.-a. thir!-party, who is the person who will act or perform the action which, in principle, is
prohibited if the aforementioned consent has not been given - ie, the medical docior to whom
consent is granted. Consequently, what is of interest is when such persons do not have the
recognised capacity to give their consent in view of their status as minors. Furthermore the
reference to civil notions in art. 428.2 would appear to be unequivocal, as are the other
requirements that must be satisfied for consent, ana particularly the inclusion of explicit
mention of the legal representatives, which is a figure that is completely alien to CriminalLaw,
but which has a precise description in Civil Law, being linked to ihe civil minor and the legally
incompetent person. The intervention of the Criminal Law through art. 428 is aimed precisely
at modifying these general provisions of Civil Law, by denying the representatives in the
circumstances addressed by the article a representation that the Law recognises in principal
(although we shall see below that this is not wholly accurate), albeit with important limitations
when rights of personality or highly personal interests are affected. In conclusion, the
l.egislature has forged a link with the civil concept (arr 315 del CC;.at As a result, only those
of eighteen years or more who arc not legally incompetent can give valid consent, and from this
age onwards no restrictions may be imposed.

228.The legal representatives are not empowered to give their consent on behalf of the
minor. The point of deparnrre taken by the criminal Legislature (ar:t.428.2 of the Penal Code),
which coincides with that of its civil counterpart a2 is the principle ttrat rights of personality are
not transferable.a3 Neither may the judicial authority substitute for the will of the minor and
authorise sterilization; though such intervention by the auttrorities is not prohibited by art" 428
of the Penal Code, civil legislation only foresees that the parents may, in exercising their
paternal authority, seek the assistance of the authorities (art 154). This assistance may be
regarded only as referring to those rights and duties recognised as resting in the parents in
performance of their parental authority functions. Consequently, since they do noi have the
authority to substitute the will of the minor, it will be difficult for the judge to assist them in
enforcing authority they do not actually have. Furthermore, in our legal order there is no
explicit recognition of such powers of substitution or representation of the minor (art. 158 of
the CC) by the Judge or Public Prosecutor. Therefore we may not arrive at the lawful
sterilization of the minor by this route.

The only viable solution is to wait for pregnancy to occur in order to set in motion ttre
mechanisms of abortion for eugenic reasons, which is one of the indications for
decriminalization of abortion (an. 417 bis. 1. c Penal Code), in which case it is possible in one
way or another to obtain valid consent to the performance of the abortion even though the
woman is a minor.'|4 In any case, it is not a problem of a comparable entity to ttrat of the legally
incapacitated person and thus the current legal position of not allowing the sterilization of
minors under any circumstances, with no exceptions, until they reach the age of majority
would seem to us to be correct.45

229. A great deal of interest and indeed conflict sourrounds the sterilization of the mentally
handicapped, inview of the risks of an unwanted pregnancy occurring in the female,
particularly when living in a communal environment (e.g. in special education centres and
residential care). It should not be forgotten, however, that popular opinion has been moving
towards the idea that these individuals should not be denied a@ess to a sex life. In such cases a
twin problem or indication occurs: that the child will be born with abnormalities or illnesses of
genetic origin (eugenic indication), and the practical impossibility of maintaining the child
financially and of carrying out the functions of motherhood, (or, where applicable,
fatherhood). Note also that the mentally handicapped are normally deprived of their civil
rights, such as parental authority (socio-economic indication).

230. The understanding of the expression 'legally incompetent' as used in art. 428.2 of the
Penal Code has raised similar issues to 'minor': the issue of choice between the criminal sense
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( the mentally-deranged or persons who have suffered perceptual disturbance from binh or
from early childhood, for example the profoundly deaf and dumb; n. 1 and n. 3 art. 8"
respectivelY), or the civil sense (persons who have bei:n certified as being legally incompetent).
For the same reasons as those expressed above we should defend tfie second alternative,
algtolgl leaving room for rqciprocal interference from the two perspectives (the civil and the
crimin4). In fact, from the Civil Code we can deduce that the eipre3sion incompetent as used
in art 428 of the Penal Code is distinct from that included in this body of law. Art. t99 of the
Civil Code states that no-one can be declared incompetent, except by judicial decision in
accordance with the causes established by Law.

What is relevant in terms of the criminal law for the reasoning behind ar:t. 428 of the
Penal Code to be applicable is that the subject can understand de facto (whether or not he/she
has been certified * Eing ingapompetent by ttre judicial authority) the scope and consequences
of the decision to undergo the sterilization opeiation, and that he/she is in possessiori of the
natural capacity to judge and understand the act.46 Here, however, we encounter a limitation
originating. frgp !i1tl I aw, namely, that if the person has been declared judicially incompetent
apacitated h.Altt lacls the capacity to operate in civil life, which affects the vatidity of any legal
actions carried out by the s-ubject (such as entering into a contractual relatioirship witti a
physician {or tfe purposes of a surgical operation). Refenal to the tenns of the incoripetence
stipulated !y the judge in his decision is obligatory, given that otherwise the Law dbes not
authorise the individual to voluntarily undeigo a sterilization (art. 267 of the CC). If as
fiequently happgps. ttgugll oversight the judgeb decision does not explicitly contempiare rhe
incompetent individual subsequently consenting to sterilization fof eugeiric and/oi socio-
economic or other reasons, neither the incompeteht person 

-under 
CC art. 267_ nor hiVher

legal.representatives.(wtrg are prghibited by art 428 of the Penal Code) may validly consent ro
sterilization. If, despite this, the individual has the de facto capacity to unddrstand ihe nature of
the act of consent (and given that the Penal Code does not pla& any obstacles to this situation),
representation shall have to be made to the judicial authorities io modify the scope of the
prev.ious ruling of incompetence, T art 2t2 of the CC envisages, so that the individual may
validly expr€ss the co.nsent required by art 428 of the Penal Coiie, or, where applicable, hiVher
opposition to the sterilization operation.

- To sum up, in the eyes of the criminal law incompetence denotes those who do not in
fact possess the- capacity for judgement, even though they have not been declared legally
incompetent. Where such a person has been certified as Ueirig incompetent,he/she shall not bb
able to consent to consent to sterilization, even in the hypotlietical c-ase that te person has the
natural gapaqty of judgement to understand the nature of the procedure.4T An exception to this
would be where there is an explicit statement to the cohtrary in the judge'3 ruling on
incompetence. This means that the civilly incapaciated individual for whom this competence is
recognised may validly consent {r express opposition- to hiVher own sterilization which
is a plausible situation in the case of persons suffering only stight mental disorders and who are
capable of understanding the scope of certain important decisions. This solution would not be
satisfactory, however, in cases of profound psychiatric disturbance, in which case neither the
individuals concerned nor their legal representatives may consent to sterilization.

231. Under the reformed Penal Code of 1989 an exception for those who are most
profoundly disabled has been envisaged, since it is these individuals who are most seriously
lacking in the ability to prevent a pregnancy through their own actions and since there is no
good reason to repress their natural capacity for sexual expression and affection. The 1989
reform clarified and resolved the issue by permitting sterilization of an incompetent person
suffering serious intellectual disability. The requirement here is that sterilization shall be
authorised by the judge at the request of the the legal representative of the incompetent person,
and such authorisation shall be given only after hearing the opinion of two specialists, the
Public Prosecutor and following an examination of the individual concerned. This formula
uses the same terminology that we discussed elsewhere above.48

The term 'incompetent' which the law uses again in this new clause of art. 428.2
maintains the same meaning as that attributed by us with regard to the first clause,4e with one
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qualification: given that the law says that sterilization shall be requested by the legal
Ppresentatives, 'incompetent' now refers exclusively to the individual who has previoully
been certified as bei-ng so qy the civil judge, and glt to the de facto (or prbsumablyl
incompetent person who would not have legal representatives in the first place nor could thdy
act on hiVher behalf.so Disability should be understood to mean a (serious) mental handicap of
perinatal origin, that is to say, limited to mental deficiencies; furthermore, if one of^the
circumstances that are cause for incompetence under the the CC (art. 200), given that this
article distinguishes between illnesses and deficiencies, the term should have a stricter and
different meaning in the Penal Code also; finally, if the CC demands in the same clause that
deficiencies should be 'persistent', it alludes at the very least to the lasting nature of such
deficiencies, if not their de facto irreversibility; all this leads to the conclusibn that the legal
expression does not refer to psychiatric illnesses that are distinguishable from deficiencies.
That they should be 'serious' alludes to a profound disability, of the kind that rules out any
valid consent on the part of the sufferer, in the sense that consent is an expression of sufficieni
maturity and the natural capacity for judgement, that is, those cases that ttr-e reform of the Penal
Code has covered. Finally, a minor who presents a serious mental deficiency that is reasonably
likely to 'persist into adulthood' (art. 20i CC) may be sterilised under this legal procedure iir
so far as this situation is covered by the exception included in the 1989 reform,sl although here
also doubts may be raised.

Exclusive responsibilityfor initiating ttre procedure rests with the legal representatives
so that undesirable interference from third parties and the State itself may be avoid6d, given that
ngitherthe judge nor the public prosecutof can do anything until the paients take the initiative.
The judge- and prosecut_gr, loq their part, will satisfythemselves thai the sterilization is being
performed for the benefit of the mentally-deficient person and not in the exclusive interests oT
the legal,representatives. The certificates of opinion issued by the two specialists shall refer
both to the psychiatric condition of the incompetent subject as well as to environmental
circumstances that may make the operation advisable or otherwise. The judge's examination of
the incompetent minor enables him to assess the situation better and weigh up the possible
repercussions of sterilization.

In conclusion, decision-making by third parties is designed to protect the interests of
the-incompePq! pe.rsox, by favouring him/trer inthe areas of p-ersonality which may develop
without the individual become stigmatised, such as the affective and sexual domains; in al'l
cases, however, the circumstances of each individual shall always be kept in mind and
generalisations avoided completely.

$ 3. Medically Assisted Reproduction

I. Social Context and Legal Background

232. The fact that there are more than one hundred and eighty thousand infertile couples
between the ages of 20 and 35 in Spain would appear to indicate that the use of assiited
reproduction techniques will certainly grow here. According to the calculations of the
'Sociedad Espafrola de Fertilidad'(Spanish Fertility Association), a proportional increase in the
number of medical centrcs where such techniques are available will ultimately have to reach a
figure of some 38140 such centres to meet the needs of the current population.

233. From the legal point of view this raises a number of issues of a mainly civil nature -especially regarding family law and inheritance law - though some problems of a criminal
nature and others in the realm of administrative law in relation to health care also arise. In
response to the need for regulation of the aforemtntioned techniques a specific law was passed,
which was the result of work undertaken by a Parliamentary Select Committee on the study of
human in vitro fertilisation and artificial insemination.S2 The committee's work was carried out
over several sessions during the second half of 1985 and concluded with a Report (Informe
Pahcios) which was subsequently passed by the House.53 The report itself ends with a list of
recommendations (155 in all), as well as a number of suggestions from parliamentary groups
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regarding points over which there was disagreement

234. Law 35/1988 comprises 7 chapters, preceded by an extensive and well-documented
Preamble, which is extremely use-fr1l in that.it provides precise definitions of certai" te*rr i;;the definition of pre-embryo) and insigha inio the purioses of and reasoning behind rorE 3i
the regulations. It also contains a transitional provisioir and four final proviiions which have
not yet been develope$ by. the appropriate statirtory provisions. The Larv was noi p*r"O *itft
the consensus sought 9V $.q.Brp"rt, as can- be gaig'ed from the fact that not onty wet" tf,t "vetoes lodged against ttre Bill inlts entirety but isoi string of panial amendments were tabled
by parliameTqry groups (most of which w-ere rejected). Frdm other, mainly technical.jutia[;-
civil and legislative, perspectives the Law has come in for a good deal of iriticism.sa 

-

235. The Law.applies.to.the various assisted human reproduction techniques currently
qvailalIg (art. 1. l): anificial insemination wittr the husband's'semen (ex art.S. 8'. and bl, *iiit
that of the partner when the couple are not married (ex art.9. 3) witli a donors semen (i, ui.
5); in viffo fertilizatiln with embryo tansfer and intratubal gamete transfer. The Law aUdws itre
reception ofan egg bI * infertile woman who will compldte gestation, and also ttre reception
of a pre-implanled embryo (also called a pre-embryo) whbse g;mees of origin are not thoie oi
fhe..co1tnle, or the ryom.anls egg and her lartner's Semen or ti'at of a third puny Aonot-G;*t.
5. 1). Sunogacy and substitution are not |ermitted (art. l0). I

II. Purposes of Assisted Reproduction Techniques

236. The three purpoles that.the Law strives to fulfil and permits can be conventionally
identified as followi l.A fundamental purpop, *hi.h consists in a medicat remioy io"r
ttqTln, infertility by means of the above-mentioned techniques; 2.Another purpose, **itrictr
might be termed complementary or secondary, is the prevention and treatment of genetic and
hereditary. diseases; 3. A third purpose, derived from or made available by the'other two
purposes,.is research using gametes or fertilised human eggs. We shall look it each of thesi
purposes in turn.

237. Fundamcntal purpose: combating human infertitiry. As has already been stated the
fundamental purpose of these techniques= is to combat human infertility sb as to facilitate
procreation (art. 1. 2). The other purposes are, therefore, subordinate to tliis or derive from it.
That we are concerned with a theiapeutic remedy can be seen not only in the fact that the law
seeks to facilitate the production of bffspring by 6ouples that encountd difficulties in this area,
but also in that the techniques are to bousel '6nly when scientifically or clinically necesiary;
(qt. l, ll and when 'other treatments are discounied as inadequate ofineffective'(art. t. Z iait
clause). This last clause would seem to limit the use of these techniques exclusiv'ely to those
situations where there is progf that no effective or adequate alternative therapy is avlilable. A
literal reading would imply that ifit were-possible to niatce use of other proiedures offering a
certain guarantee of success (e.g. drug or liormonal treatment, surgery erc.; these should ha-ve
preference. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the legal position-in realiiy is open to other
possible uses of assisted r-epr.oduc{on not necessa-rily'bound up with ihe pieuention of
disorders such as human.infertility. Faced with the dilehma that arises from allowing these
proce-dures either as a ther-apeutic remedy or as an alternative form of procread;n, the
Lrgislature appears to formally decide in favour of the former approach but in fact finally opts
for the latter of the two.

- . In.the firsl place it can be seen that the law explicitly allows single women to make use
of assisted reproduc.tion.techniques:_'Any ryoman ply bg thb recipient o-r user of the techniques
that are regulated by the pres-ent Law...'(art.6.t). No distinition is drawn as to state or
condition. However,,specific reference is made to married woman (art 6. 3: 'If she is
married...') which implies some explrcit recognition that she may be single, although ttris could
b9 talqed as meaning that the altern-ative is a woman who is unniarried b.-ut living iith a man, a
situation to which the Law refers later (art. 9.3). However, there is nothing in-the text of the
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Law or i1 t{egreamble that would lead us to conclude that the 'completely single woman'is to
be excluded. The Preamble (section III, parag. 2") leaves us withoirt even thivaguest doubi
'However., in respecting the rights of woinenlo establish their own families in th? terdi;a
down in international conveniions and agreements on equality of the sexes, the Law;"rt
eliminate any limitation that undermines iwoman's wish to reprbduce and create a famify unii
freely and responsibly.'

238..Jh.e acceptance of the single woman does not in itself constitute an exception to or
contradiction of the fundamental purpose of.offering a medical response to human'infertility,
but may.be tig*"j as leaning towards a particular afproach, which may or may not be viewtid
as questionable. The doubt that has to be resolved is whether the wonian mujt be infertile or
whether she.mightalso be fertile. The fact that there is no explicit reference to this in the text of
the Law in its final form results in an almost certainly delibeiate ambiguity.

If we turn to art. 1.2-(the fagt that this is placed in the firsictiapter and is entitled
"Scope.of .Sg application of techniques of Assisied Human Reproduction" should not b;
o.verlooked), in general terms, that is taking its literal legal significance, it would appear to
dlory the.application of.these techniques in the preventioi of h-uman infertility, regardiess of
whether the woman i! single or not, as in .art. 6;- however, they are not applicible-to a fertile
couple or single fertile woman. Art. 1.2 itself raises new Oouba as to rihat is meant. The
article indicates that the "funda.mgntal purpose is medical response to human infertility;:;
fundamental Pgpose mosi certainly, but nof the only purpose. Does it only allude to the 6ther
purposes me-ntioned above that are also mentioned-further on in art. li Or does it imply
acceptance-of other e,xceptions, hypothetically included in the other articles of the Law, such as
lcc$! Uy-Fe single fertile woman? Moreovdr, given that there is no doubt whatsoever that art.
6 neither limits this.possibility nor explicitly allows it, taking this provision in isolation *ootd
lead to the conclusion that since it dbes not prohibit it, it ilows'it (by virtue of the generul
principle that-'what the law does not exprdssly protribit is underit6od to be perri'itted;;.
Furthermore, these circumstances are not included among the administrative offen'ces that the
_Law envisions (art. 20). The issue would appear to be set[ed definitively by the section of the
Preamble quoted apove, which, it will be recalled, considers it a priority tliat the Law should
eliminateany restrictions on a woman's desire to procreate and crbate a iamily unit freely and
responsibly.

. 239. We accept this conclusion in part although we do not entirely agree with it, given that it
has inevitable consequences for the scope of ipplication of the Liw.'lt is also reirehensible
fj.o. u syqtggatip- point of. view in that-the tru-e scope of the Law is not determined by the
Chapter which addresses this very issue, but rather is aeatt with further on in the text
In accordance with the,principl-e of constitutional equality proclaimed and utilised in the

Preamble to the Law, the couple, married or olhenvisb, must have access to assisted
reproduction techljgues whether they are infertile or not without their necessarily having
exhausted the possibilities of other theiapies. If this is not so, there is discrimination alainst thE
couple in comparison to the single fertile woman. This means that all references to th; cfinical
indication (art..1.l),.thg medical response to human infertility (an. t.2), become nothing more
than verbiage devoid of content or meaning. To allow a single woman access to the techiiques
(especially if she is fertile) would entail another type of discrimination affecting the 'sirigle
male'and so on.55

If we have defended the freedom to procreate (which would include both natural and
assisted p-rocreation) by drawing on this cbnstitutional support, we have also maintained
(staqting from the obvious statement that there is no such thing as an unlimited or absolute
fundamenta-l righQ that the rights of third parties can legitimize the State's intervention in or
limitation of access p ttrese techniques legitimate in ordeito prot€cr specific collective interests
or those of the child itself. The well-being of the child, the right not to be deprived from
conception of a father or mother (with the exception that the woman may make an individual
decision to conceive without having a perman-ent partner or certain knowledge of who the
father of the child might be), or, put anoiher way, th6 obligation of public author{ties to protect
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the well-being of the future child,56 bearing in mind that the child cannot be the object of a
subjective right, has- implications that the State cannot ignore without consequent ethical
repercussions or undesired consequences. This in itself does not prohibit the woman from
hav11g access_ to motherhood (even if she is infertile), but means that recourse to the techniques
available to the community is to a large extent administered by the State; it is in the couple
(permanent or otherwise, fertile or infertile) that this right must lie, as a natural means-of
producing a child, with the obvious proviso that there being two parents is no guarantee that
the environment is absolutely ideal for the child or that the identityof the true faiher is known.
Adoption provisions, including circumstances where a single perSon is allowed to adopt, start
from a different position, namely, to improve the situation of a child that has already been born
and is without parents or whose parents have rejected him or made him available for adoption
willingly or unwillingly (e.g. if the parents believe that the child will be better off with the
adoptive parents).57

240. The complementary or secondary purpose: prevenrton of genetic or hereditary illnesses.
The Law makes allowance for the use of assisted reproduction techniques to prevent genetic or
hereditary diseases in the following tenns: "These techniques may also be used in the
prevention and treatment of diseases of genetic or hereditary origin, when sufficient diagnostic
and therapeutic guarantees are provided that these techniques are strictly indicated" (art. 1.3).
Consequently, the recipient or beneficiary of this provision is the unborn child (concepturus
nasciturus). Antenatal (prior to conception or prenatal) diagnosis is used to determine if the
conditions exist and action is performed exclusively upon the gametes or pre-embryos.s8 This
means that the Law authorises the selection of healthy gametes or pre-embryos and the
elimination of those that have deleterious genes or hereditary diseases in such a way that the
unborn child is protected from the damage that these might cause. Diseases related to the sex of
the child (e.g. diseases related to the X chromosome such as haemophilia and Duchenne's
muscular dystrophy) are included here which means that selection on the basis of sex is
permitted. It would seem logical that if it is possible to prevent inherited diseases through the
techniques of assisted reproduction, all available scientific means should be used (negative
eugenesia).

241. This legal provision does not include other diseases that only affect the parents (except
infertility, with the above mentioned provisos, included in art. 1.2).lt is not possible, as a
result, to meet the parents' request to determine the sex of their child through assisted
reproduction techniques without there being some pathological risk for the child that might
justify this. This conclusion is not only arrived at through reference to the previously cited art.
1.3, which determines (in part) the scope of application of the Law, but also because 'the
selection of the sex of the child or genetic manipulation without therapeutic purposes or for
unauthorised therapeutic purposes' (art. 20.2.8.n) is regarded as a serious offence. Law
4211988, of 28 December, on the donation of embryos and human foetuses or their cells, tissue
or organs, is consistent with this position in allowing the use of genetic technology for
therapeutic ends, the selection of sex to prevent the transmission of sex chromosome-related
diseases (art. 8. 2. c) being a case in point. All other motives for the selection of sex are
deemed unlawful.

A case involving choice of sex for reasons other than the prevention of genetic or
hereditary illness, but rather in rseponse to the wishes of the parents, was settled by the
Spanish coure A maried woman who had given birth to five male children sought permission
from the judge to have a daughter by means of artificial insemination with her husband's
semen, after selection of the sex of the child. The judge granted permission, basing the
decision primarily on the woman's claims, which were partially supported by expert witnesses,
that the frustration of not being able to produce a daughter by natural means had resulted in
various psychological problems (mainly depression) that could be resolved only if she were
allowed to select the sex of her child. The Barcelona High Court reversed the decisionse
relying on carefully thought out legal reasoning along the lines presented above. The Court
coincided with the argument used by the Public Prosecutor's Office (which had appealed the
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original. decision) that if the woman was suffering from reactive depression then she did not
satisfy $e.requirgments laid down in the AssistedReproduction Law, namely, that the woman
should be in good psychological health (art. 2.1.b).

242. Purposes der-ivedfrom or opened up as a result of the other purposes: research with
Sametes and pre-emb,ryas. Assisted reproduction techniqires require continued research and
occasional experimentation- gsing human biological mateiial. In 

-achieving 
the other purposes

these.techniqufs make available gamet€s and pre-implantation embryos (dr pre-embryos) that
may be used for research purposes. The assisted reiroduction Law allows for research and
experimentation using gametes and fertilised human ova (art. 1.4), but seeks at the same time
to control this use (aru. 14 to l7). The fact that Law 4211988, which also deals with these
matters and which followed a similar parliamentary process, was passed soon after raises the
issue of whether or not it might have been preferable-to leave such matters to this second law.
The interests involved are, on the one hanil, the right to carry out research and, on the other,
the protection of the pre-implanted human embryo-, that maynot under any circumstances be
used as if it were merely a piece of merchandise. 

-

III. General Requirements

243.The frst requirements60 revolve around the medical indication and lex artis: reasonable
chance of success; no serious risk to the health of the woman or the possible child (art. 2.1.a);
in the case of in vitro fertilization involving the transfer of embryos, only the irumber of
embryos sufficient to produce a pregnancy mat be implanted (art. 4). 

-

24. Other conditions refer to women reciptients, some of which arc repeated unnecessarily
in a later article specifically devoted to ttrem(-art 6):

_")Th" recipient must have reached the age of majority, that is, eighteen years of age
(art. 2.1.b), and

b) must be in good.psycho-physical health (an.2.l.b). This implies good physical
health which is also an implicit requirement of the medical indication. If thti woman we?ehot in
goo-d physigal health the use of the techniques would imply additional risks to her health 

-andto that of the foetus- thus jeopardisingthe success of the operation; sound psychological
health is seen as necessary for the woman to cope with the tensions that motherhobd via [hese
new.p-rocedures might imply. It is also considered that the possibility of giving birth to a child
of different genetic origin to that of her partner might provoke a number of reactions as a result
of ethical and cultural concepts that are deeply enGnched in society. This implies the exclusion
of mentally-incompetent women, (those-suffering intellectual disabilititis and psychiatric
illnesses)- and w.ould also supposedly exclude women with some significant-d6gree of
emotional instability, since what is required is not just the absence of ill health' but 'good
health'.

c) Informed consent. It is not sufficient for the woman to have simply given her
consent. Clearly she must also have sought the treatment freely and consciously. Consent and
acceptance require prior information and even legal advice (art. 2.1.b aurrd2). The information
requirement qlso applies to donors. Information should be provided by the medical teams and
those in positions of responsibility in the healttr centres or institutions fuhere the treatment is to
be canied out. The information (and ttre legal advice) should cover the various possible factors
and implications arising from the techniques, as well as their outcomes and foreseeable risks
e_ntai_lg{. Biological, legal, ethical or ecbnomic considerations arising from the techniques
should be covered also. Apart from the fact that it is almost impossible to achieve the broad
aims of this requirement (how are 'any other conditions arising fiom the use of the techniques'
to be defined?') it would seem that information of an ethical nature is irrelevant as these are
questions to do with the individual's personal moral views. It would also seem that other types
of information are only relevant in so far as they affect the individual circumstances of those
concerned (e.g. if there is a question of inheritance). Consent is to be expressed in writing on
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an official consent form (an 2.3) and all information relevant to the use of the techniques is to
be recorded in the clinical histories of both donors and recipients. Confidentiality shall be
maintained (art. 2.5). Clearly, these are all matters already dealt with in the LGS (arts. 10 and
61). The possibility of the woman recipient withdrawing her consent is recognised and the
process must be intemrpted immediately this occurs (ut.2.4). Although the woman's right to
refuse to continue treatment is self-evident, determining exactly when this right ceases to be
available is rather intricate. Once fertilization has occurred or once the pre-embryo has been
implanted and has become fixed in the endometrium or nesting has taken place other legally
protected interests exist, namely, the life of the conceived. Thus, 'removal' or 'extraction' from
the uterus constitutes a punishable abortion unless this falls within the scope of and satisfies the
requirements of ttre therapeutic or eugenic indications (a similar problem occurs with multiple
pregnancies when it is necessary to remove some of the embryos so as to ensure the successful
completion of gestation for the other(s)). Even so, the word used in the Law is 'suspend',
which covers only the cessation of any process leading to the woman becoming pregnant but
not any action designed to reverse the process of gestation once it has been initiated.

IV. Subjects of Assisted Reproduction Techniques

245. Dornrs. Donors must have anained the age of majority (eighteen) and have full capacity
to act (an indispensable condition for the formation of a contractual relationship, in this case as
a donor). They must be in good psycho-physical health to the standard stipulated in the
compulsory protocol for donor suitability assessment, which shall include information relating
to the donor's phenotype characteristics (so as to ensure similarity with the recipient) and
verification that the potential donor does not suffer any genetic, hereditary or infectious
diseases (art. 5.6), a requirement that is obviously included n lex artis.Provision is also made
for the taking of measures to prevent more than six children being produced from the same
donor (art. 5.7). The husband who provides semen for the insemination of his wife is subject
to the same requirements governing normal donors, as are donations of spare gametes that
might be used in the fertilization of any other woman (art. 5.8). It is understood, though not
explicitly stated, that donation must be voluntary.

246.Donation can consist of gametes (semen and ova) and of pre-embryos. The contractual
relationship involves no exchange of money and is formal and confidential with the donor and
the authorised centre as parties to the contract (arr 5.1):

a. the reference to no exchange of money implies that donation may not be made for the
purposes of financial gain (an. 5.3). The donor may not receive payment and the centre may
not sell gametes or pre-embryos.

b. 'formal' here means that the contract shall take the form of a written agreement
between the two parties, the donor having previously been informed of the purposes and
consequences of the donation.

extreme measure would be discriminatory if it placed a greater financial burden on the donor
than it did on any normal recipients.

In the regulations relating to donation it is not very clear exactly how donation of pre-
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embryos. takeq place or what the nature of the contractual relationship is from a formal
perspective. Clearly this is a complex issue, given that the pre-embryo is the product of two
gametes (sperm and ovum) from a man and a woman, which means that there are two donors
who must give their consenl

2!7,Users^. A^part from the issues discussed above (such as the possibility of access to the
techniques_for fertile and infertile single women, a series of geneial requirements and some
more specific requirements arc stipulated.

. As regards general requirements, there is unnecessary repetition of virtually identical
requirements to those mentioned above in art. 2 of the Law. The,need for free, conscious and
explicit coxsent.is -stipulated, as is the fact that users of these techniques must be eighteen or
over and have 'full_capacity [o act' (art. 6.1). This expression dods not fit very well the
expression used earler which we discussed above -'in good psycho-physical h6alth' (art.
2,1)-: doubts arise as to-whether they are requirements aim to achieve-th-e same purpose or
different purposes. It would seem however thaCthe requirement of art 2.1 is stricter thari that of
arr.6.1.

248. More specific requirements:

a. Specific information on the foreseeable risks both for the children and for the woman
{ylng the-pregnancy. should be provided for the recipient who is not of the right age (art. 6.1).
This is really a question of medical indication for thr! treatment and of lex aiis.If thbse risks
ary ryally significant the doctor should not proceed with assisted fertility treatment for a woman
who is at an age where the risks are so great that the techniques shoulil not be employed. This
does not mean, however, that information regarding ttre prolortionally greater risli to-ttre older
woman should not be given and it would be unnecelsaryto stipulate ihis anyway since it is an
obligation yhigh stems automatically from the requirem-ent to provide all rel-evarit information.
It would also be enoneous to interyret this as meaning that-having provided the necessary
information the-physiclq hag satisfied all his obligations, without tiaving to make use of hi3
specialist kno-wle-dee, If -h. did not act in accordance with his specialist [nowledge he could
well be deemd to be civilly orcriminally liable, depending on the-circumstanc€s.

b. The woman needs the consent of her husband although with non-manied couples
parfirer consent is.not compu,l.sory. A husband must give his consent in the manner stipulated in
the 'previous section' (art 6.3), which is in fact not ihe preceeding section (art.6.2),but rather
the first section of art. 6, which refers to the requirem-ents governing user consent. Through
this^-requireryent it is intended that the husband takes on paternitybf the child even whEn
fertilization has been achieved with donor semen or a pre-embryo donated by third parties.
Exceptions to this are couples who are legally separated or divoried or those who are-in a de
facto situation of separation and vouch to that effect. The Law makes no specific mention of
annulled marriages (ara. 73 and ff. of the Civil Code), but it is understood that the consent of
the former husband is not necessary in these circumstances. Neither would it be necessary if
the couple.-were divorced, although in this case the Law does make specific mention,
unneces_s-arily giveg that if ttrey are no longer married he is no longer the husband.

- . If the couple are not married, the male party may give his consent prior to the use of the
techniques, in accordance with the same conditions, so as to achieve the same effects in terms
9f paternity discussed below (art 6.4). The issue of prior consent is not speciflrcally mentioned
in relation to the husband or the female user (condent given prior to the use of the assisted
reproduction techniques). Despite these apparent differencbs in terms of the unmarried
partner's consent, the characteristics are the same both before and after the utilization of the
techniques and even after pregnancy has been achieved.62 Finally, the possibility of the male
partner (manied or not) withdrawing his consent is considered, provided that this occurs
before the techniques have been applied (art. 9.4) which would imply that the process would
have to be intemrpted if the woman is manied (unless the couple have separated). Withdrawal
of consent is only possible before the teclniques have been applied. The real issue is where the
time limit lies. Is it the beginning of the whole process or-after an attempt at fertilization
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(successful or otherwise)? In order to bring this into line with the woman's rights to intemrpt
the.process,_'applied'would have to be understood to mean even afteian attempt At
fertilization. In this way Fe male partner might still withdraw consent even though the procesi
had beg.un (q.g. he may have given his semen, ova may have been removed froln the *oran
and fertilization attempted unsuccessfully) so long as fdrtilization had not been achieved. This
is the same line of reasoning we followed above. -

c. The female user may not choose the donor. This condition stems from the
anonymous donor requirement: users may not choose from among the donors available at the
centre or provide their own donor, except in the case of an unmarried couple and then the
donor partner would have to take on th6 conesponding obligations arising from paternity.
Nevertheless, it would appear that the Law does not foiesee ilre possibility-of an ulnmarridd
male providing his own semen since it makes no reference to this. In such a situation the man
would be considered an ordinary donor. In any case, the Law does not refer either to
insemination with the husband's semen, yht+ is ciearly lawful; mor€over, since it allows posr
mortem inseminntion with either the husband or the uninarried partner's s€men (an. 9) theire is
all the more reason for c-onsidering that the unmarried male partner can provide semen for
fertilization while he is still alive.

As a result, the decision as to choice of donor is made by the medical t€am on the basis
of strictly.medical criteria, and others stipulated by law, whicli are designed to guarantee the
greatest phenotype and immunological match of the donor as well as tFe maxiirum level of
compatibility with the woman and her f*ily environment (an 6.5). In reality, the lrgislature
does not seem to have.understood j.ust how iuch a choice might combine gen6tic comi'atibility
with compatibility with the woman's family environmenL whlch is after afia social factor, onci:
theother requir.ements (designed to preveni interracial pregnancy, which might well raise other
problems for the woman - e.g. the single woman - wf,o wairts to prodrice children of this
kind) have been meL

249. Parents and children. What reference the Law makes to parents and children relates, in
the first case, to the participation-of parents in the techniques and the assumption of legal,
though not genetic, paternity that this participation implies,-and, in the case of the childrenl to
relationships of affiliation.63

250. The Law provides special regulations (art.7.l), choosing to leave overall
considerations with regard.tg relationships bf affiliation to the general regu-lations contained in
the Civil Code. The special issues dealt with are the possibi=lity of withdrawal of consent,
mentioned above, the- fact that registration of the birth in the i:ivil register must make no
reference to the use of assisted lepigd,uction techniques (aft. 7.2) so as i'cl avoid any possible
future discrimination against the,child and, finally, the fact that disclosure of the^donor's
identity.in the cases where this is permitted does not-imply legal patemity, as has alrerady been
stated above.

a. The case of the married couple. If the semen donor is the husband, no specific
problem relating to palernity and affiliation arises except in the situation where the hirsband
does not consent or withdraws his consent before feriilization. If the semen donor is the
husband but fertilization is achieved after his death (post mortemfertilization),6a his consent is
decisive from a civil-law point of view, as is the mbment it was given. The regulation states
ttt{ r.ro relationship of paternity exists and no legal consequences aiise benveen the post-humus
child and the deceased husband 'when his reprbductive material is not found in the woman's
uterus at the time of 9quthl (art. 9.1). In other words, as we will see later, if he does not give
his consent to the fertitzation of his wife while still alive. If, on the other hand, he consenlted,
in.q puptig declaration or sworn testament to his reproductive material being used to fertilise his
wife within six months of his death, the legal result is paternity within the marriage (art.9.2).
Iraving civil issues apart, the time limit once more must be de-termined. It would seem from a
literal reading that it is not necessary for successful fertilization to have been achieved within
this six month period but rather it suffices for the process to merely have been started. For
example, an initial unsuccessful attempt may havb been made and some of the deceased
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husbands semen is still available and is used later or seminal or pre-embryo implantation has
been performed and the results are still not known during the six month period.

When the married couple need a donor's biological material (cbnsisting of either the
ovum or the semen or of a pre-embryo) and both give their consent to this in the terms
established Qy th. Law, there exists an inefutable assumption (fzrfs et de iure) of matimonial
affiliation with the child born out of the procedure. This affiliation may not be challenged (art.
e.l).

251. The case of the unmarried couple. If an unmanied male65 gives his consent prior to
fertilization of his partner in the manner described above, the document of consent will be
considered to be a rpliable document under art.49 of the Civil Registry Law, which means that
it will jmply.recggnition of paternity, although this in itself does not rule our rtre possibility of a
paternity claim being made at a later date (arr 9.2).

There is also the possibility of post morterz insemination using the semen of the
unmarried man. The conditions described above with respect to the manied man apply equally
and with the same effects in relation to arr.49 of the Civil Registry Law (afi" 9.3).^ 

^ ' ^ J

252. Suruogate or hired mothers. As was stated earlier, surrogate motherhood is not
permitted under the terms of the 1988 Law. As a result any such contract is null and void,
whether or not payment has been made and regardless of whether the agreement is between the
couple seeking these 'services'or intermediaries and the woman conterned (art. 10.1). The
affiliation gf any children born out of surrogacy is determined by birth (art. 10.2), that is to
say, maternity lies with the woman who gave birth to the child regardless of whether the ovum
was hers or that of another woman or the semen that of the male partner of the couple
concerned. If the male partner has provided the semen (or if it has been provided by a third
party donor unconnected with an authorised centre or by a donor in collusion with ttre centre)
the biological father can claim paternity (art. 10.3). This would also be the case under the
general statutory provisions of the relevant part of the CC.

V. Offences and Sanctions

253.The Irgislature has ultimately chosen not to create new criminal offences associated
with assisted reproduction techniques, although initially it looked as if it would do so,66 6ui
has been content rather to create an extremely long list of (serious and very serious)
administrative offences and their corresponding sanctions (an. 20). Offences can be grouped
together as follows: a)failure to adhere to health administration regulations; b)violation olthe
rights or interests of the individuals concerned (users and donors); c)offences connected with
the protection of human biological 'material' (gametes and preembryos); d)the use of assisted
reproductions techniques for purposes other than those stipulated in the Law; and e) genetic
manipulation.

One might well agree with the decision not to include new offences. It would seem
appropriate to allow a moratorium on possible criminal intervention until the passing of a new
Penal Code (a draft Bill has recently appeared) and to reflect upon possible future types of
conduct that might seriously damage the integrity, identity and diversity of the human species,
which mighq provide a rough guide to legal interests that might in future require legal
protection. Cloning, parthenogenesis, the creation of interspecies hybrids, the fusion of
gilmetes of different origins might ultimately constitute new offences, but for the time being the
administrative offences and sanctions set out in the Law on Assisted Reproduction Techniques
are in themselves sufficient6T

$ 4. Prenatal Diagnosis and Humans Genetics

I. Purpose and Lawfulness of Prenatal Diagnosis

254. Discoveries in the field of human genetics now make it possible to determine the genetic
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characleristics of the foetus. They have also opened up a range of possibilities in tenns of the
treatment of diseases o{ gqq{..origin in the foetus. Prenatal diagnosis has made a major
contribution to this field. This is understood to mean the mediCal procedures by which
information on any congenital defects in the foetus can be gathered.6a

With this diagnostic technique it is possible to dbtect disease and deformity and to
predict the sex of the foetus. The latter is relevant in terms of hereditary diseases r6lated to
gender. It qry diseases may be detected in the foetus. When the couple are considered to be inq-ggt of giving birth to children with abnormalities the technique lacilitates early detection.
The foetus is, as a result, the object of prenatal diagnosis. In precbnceptive diagnos'is, which is
used to determine whether or not sterilization (or some other coniraceptive procedure) is
necessary for eugenic reasons, the two partners of the couple are the object. Prenatal diagnosis,
like preconceptive diagnosis, is largely concerned wittr- information-of a genetic nature. A
plethora of techniques is currently available for the early detection of foetal abnormality: sonar
scans, embryoscopes, foetoscopes, X-rays, choriocentesis, direct testing of foetal blood,
amniocentesis, etc. Although amniocentesis is the most reliable of these techniques, it involves
g-ristcs (albeit ever-decreasing) such as loss of the foetus (miscarriage or still birth), foetal
infe-ctions and injuries, neonatal disturbances and complications foi the mother (visceral
perforition, premature detachment of the placenta, premature breaking of waters, infection,
heart failure and death, uterine contractions, premature labour, postpafrun haemorrhaging).

255. Given the wide range of diagnostic possibilities offered by these techniques, we will
indicate the major purposes for which they might be used: a) to reassure high-risli parents that
the baby is free from abnormality and illness; b) to allow surgical or drug treatment of the
foetus or other types of foetal ttrerapy to rectify or alleviate any abnormalities; c) to determine
the most appropriate method of giving birth in accordance with the existing abnormality (e.g.
pV cae-qarip section); d) to ascertain what kind of treatment will be appropriate for the baby
immediately after birth or later (predictive medicine); e) to decide that a eugenic abortion shoulil
be performed, if this is permitted by law, which it is in Spain (art. 417 bis n"1. 3" of the Penal
Code)i fl to decide whether an abortion for the purposes of sex selection should be performed,
if this is permitted by law (it is not permitted in Spain); g) to verify whether or notihe child is
abnormal and to set in motion the necessary legal processes for its adoption by third pafties or
placement in an institution69. The decision as to the various options rests with the parents and
depends upon their personal beliefs and, in the case of abortion, the legal position. Thanks to
the progress achieved in perinatology in recent years, the wide range of prenatal diagnostic
possibilities offered by the techniques is not seen as necessarily giving rise fo an indiscriminate
rise in abortions.

There is no reason why prenatal diagnosis, involving as it does the treatment of the
foetus as far as this is possible, should not be considered a therapeutic measure just like any
other diagnostic method. For this reason it must be regarded from the criminal law point of
view as not giving rise to the offence of causing bodily harm ilrrough action carried out on the
mother or the foetusT0 for the purpose of diagnosis, because this is done for the potential
benefit of both. It is essential that care is taken in determining whether or not the diagnosis is
necessary, that all risks entailed are carefully considered and that any action taken conforms to
lex artis. Techniques that are still to some extent of an experimental nature are included here
also (therapeutic experimentation) as are those that imply some degree of risk, such as
amniocentesis, as was discussed above. If the diagnosis is carried out with a view to a possible
abortion (diagnosis permitted by Law 35/1988 on Assisted Reproduction Techniques, art. 12.
2), given the fact that ttre injuries caused by the tests arc of a minor nature (the equivalent of a
misdemeanour for bodily harm), they would be covered by the consent of the pregnant
woman, who is the one who acnrally suffers the injuries in the first place.

256. In much the same way as preconceptive diagnosis and genetic sereening, prenatal
diagnosis has provoked discussion on whether it should be voluntary or obligatory. For the
same reasons therefore, use of such techniques should be subject to the freely-made choice and
the responsibility of the couple or pregnant woman, even though this may pose problems. The
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Assisted Rgp-loduction Techniques Law of 1988, stipulates that the couple or the woman must
have been fully informed of the procedures, diagnos'tic investigation, possibilities and risks of
the proposed therapy and have accepted these previously (art. 2.2); we will return to this
below in our discussion of foetal therapy, but it is appropriate to point out here that prior
consent is required not just for the therapy, but alio for the procedures and diagn6stic
in-vestigations etc., which gives support to the line of argument used above. The Law only
allows prenatal diagnosis where it serves the wellbeing of the nasciturus and its futurb
development (art. 12.2) or as supporting evidence for abortion in the case of the eugenic
indication.

II. Foetal TherapyTt

257. The foreseeable future developments in tenns of foetal therapy open up new
perspectives such as a reduction in the number of abortions performed foi eug-enic reasons
because they will allow for certain foetal abnormalities to be corrected.T2 Doctors will then be
confronted by the peculiar situation of treating a 'patient', the foetus, that differs from the
ordinary patient in the sense that it is inside the body of another person - the mother. All
foetal therapies must inevitably be carried out through the mother's body.73 As a result, the
application of the term 'patient' to the foetus has specific and peculiar legal characteristics.
This is particularly so with regard to bodily harm inflicted on the mother (e.g. if a caesarian or
some other surgical operation has to be performed on her to reach the foetus or when certain
drugs are administ€red), any dangers which treatment entails for her life and health, and the
fact that she gives her consent to a teatment that will not benefrt her directly (although it is not
unusual for the mother also to present symptoms of some kind), but the- child sh-e bears. It
should not be forgotten either that foetal therapy can give rise to injuries in the foetus that
become apparent only after birth. Foetal therapy may even cause ttre child to die before birth or
soon after.

As we have already seen, in Spanish law the life of the child is a legally protected
interest independent of the mother. For this reason the law punishes wilful abortion - (and in
some cases negligent abortion, aft. 412 of the Penal Code) while acknowledging legal
exceptions that allow abortion and the destruction of the foetus. Nevertheless, strictly-
qpeaking the Criminal Law cannot be said to protect the health or physical integrity of the
foetus (except when its viability is affected, that is to say its life as such), nor does ii punish
death caused through negligence (with the aforementioned exception), all of which conditions
the legal response to any conflicts resulting from foetal therapy. It is worth recalling, however,
that on the international level there is a document of relevance her€, namely, the Declaration of
the Rights of the Child of 1959 which, despite its limited jurisdiction, recognises the right to
trcatment even before birth (art. 4).

258. Whatever the most appropriate solution to these problems might be, there is no doubt as
to the lawfulness of any therapeutic action performed on the foetus with a reasonable
expectation of some improvement, as was said above with regard to diagnostic tests
undertaken beforehand. Nevertheless, the Assisted Reproduction Techniques Law establishes
certain limitations and conditions for foetal therapy. The limitations restrict the therapy to
treatment which will serve the child's wellbeing and development. All other treatments,
although they might be deemed to be therapeutic, are excluded; the beneficiaries of foetal
therapy, ar€, according to the Law, the embryo or foetus inside the uterus, or the foetus outside
the uterus, if it is viable (art. 13. 2). The conditions imposed by the Law restrict the use of the
techniques to serious or very serious illnesses or diseases that are amenable to precise
diagnosis, when there is a reasonable chance of alleviating or solving the problem. A list of
such illnesses to which therapy may be applied on the basis of scientific criteria alone should be
made available;7a 6t techniques may not be used to alter hereditary characteristics that are not
pathological, or for the selection of individuals or of race; the therapy must be administered in
authorised health centres by qualified teams with all the necessary equipment. Lastly, consent
must be given by the couple concerned (art. 13. 3), an issue to which we will return later.
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259. Problems arise when the time limits for the eugenic indication for abortion (twenty-nvo
weeks) have expired. It may be, for example, thaiany abnormalities in the foetus rdmain
undetected until the time limit has passed (the l-egislatur6 either tailed to envisage this situation
or chose not to consider it) or that the nature of-these abnormalities is not seribus enough. In
neither case would eugenic abortion be justifiable. What normally happens, however, ii that
the mother who has discarded the possibility of abortion either voiuntdrily or because she has
no choice, wants to do everything possible io ensure that her child is boni in the best possible
health and, therefore, she does all she can to see that this occurs. One cannot, h-owever,
dismiss the possib-ility of her rejecting the child, as can occur when not only her health but her
religious convictions are at stake. In any case, it would be very diffilult to provide an
approp-riate legal solution to each and evbry situation (consider, ior example, the level of
difficulty if ttre treatment is unlikely to be successful and at the same time entails serious risks
for the mother.)

. It may.be that the foetal abnormalities are serious (we are still considering the
circumstances in which the possibility of eugenic abortion is excluded), in which cas; it is
essential to evaluate the risks for the mother. If medical evidence confirms a high level of risk,
the decision is in the hands of the mother. Coercion must not be used to prEssure her into
having the treatment,Ts as this could give rise to an action for causing bodily harm. We draw
support here from the fact that the currentT6 conflict between the health of the mother and the
life of the foetus is-resolved by Spanish law in favour of the mother (therapeutic indication for
abortion, arl. 417 bis no 1. I of the Penal Code); this includes specific surgical operations
performed on the mother so as to gain access to the foetus and a deries of treltments that are
still at the experimental stage, the consequences of which for the mother and the foetus are not
easily predicted.

260.Incases where there is no danger whatsoever to the mother but the life of the foetus is
under threat it would be possible to claim a stat€ of necessity (art. 8" n? of the Penal Code) to
justify in-tervention on behalf of the foetus' or, better still,lo act in fulfilment of the duty to
save the life of the foetus (art. 8o n" l l of the Penal Code), given that this situation producbs a
conflict of duties for the doctor.77 It is difficult to determine how far this solution is compatible
with the ruling given by the Constitutional Court (April I I 1985) which, it should be said did,
not specifically deal with this issue in any way. The decision concerned the decriminalization of
abortion and established a rangking as regards conflicts of interests affecting the mother and the
conceived child. Notwithstanding the mother's rights in terms of personal freedom,
ideological-frytOqp and freedom ofbelief, there is a conflict between the niother's privacy and
dlgnity and the life of the foetus. Such a conflict may also arise in the situation wb are
discussing here, although in such circumstances attention should be directed to the life of the
conceived child.ze

261. Finally, in the hypothetical situation that no danger exists for the foetus or the mother it
may prove d-ifficult to force the mother to undergo treatment against her will, given that'only'
the health of the foetus is at stake, even though the treatment cbuld successfuily eliminate tlie
abnormalities diagnosed and common sense would indicate that it is appropriate. Although in
principle it would be possible to allege a state of need or fulfilment of a duty, clearly in each
case there is a conflict between interests (personal freedom or conscience, itmong oihers, for
the mother and the health of the foetus) that are protected by the Spanish Constinrtibn and other
provisionsTe - a conflict that is not easily resolved. The Constitution also protects the integrity
and health of the conceived child (art. l5), while acknowledging that diffbrences of appraisal
may operate depending on whether the child has been born or nol These differences are dealt
with in other regulations and are resolved in favour of the mother, as can be seen in the fact that
only_her interests arc protected by the criminal law (the interests of the foettrs are protected in
the Civil Code, art.29: "... the conceived is considered born for any purposes which may be
favourable to it...") which means that the legal duty to attend to the needs of the foetus is of
lower rank than the duty to avoid conduct that is harmful to the mother (conflict of duties), or
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-if we do not adoptthis criterion which is in principle preferable, as we have already said -the harm caused would be greater than thetrarm the act sbught to avoid (the state of n6cessity),
that.is to say, the infringement of the mother's personal freedom would be more serious th'an
the intended purpose of preventing diagnosed injuries to the health of the foetus. As a result,
the factors that determine the legal appti-ability of a state of necessity arc not present.

262. ln conclusion, the above considerations, which have drawn from the Spanish
Constitution and the logical conclusions that can be inferred from both it and the Penal Code,
should be seen in the light of the third legal reference that addresses the issue more
specifically. The Law on_Assisted Reproduction-Techniques makes provision for foetal therapy
in the strict sense used here (it also--covers preembryo and in vitlo therapy) and lays dowir
limits and requirements. In terms of the reQuiremeits - discussed earli6r- the need for
consent on the part of the couple or the woman on her own is significant (these requirements
also pertain to the preemb^yyo in vito), which would seem to reso=lve the hypotheticil question
as to whether it is possible to act against the mother's will. Neverthel6is, a more correct
interpretation.is to view the fulfilmeniof this requirement as essential in general terms, but not
to the exclusion of other criteria such as those we have analysed in the exceptional cases
rcferred to above. We-remain sceptical, however, as to whether treabnent to impr6ve the health
or save the life of the foetus which involves no significant risk for the mother cin be carried out
if.she.is. oppgse.d to it. Furthennore, demanding the consent of the couple is not justifiable
when it is only the mother who will be affected 5y the risks of the foetal therapy. It is she who
undergoes the treatment and assumes the risk involved, and therefore she alohi need consent
(despite what the Law says).80

III. Human Genetics

A. Legal Framcwork

..263: Spryi*t law, albeit in a.partial and sectoral manner, contains regulations which apply
directly or inlirectly to geneticinnovations and studies of the human gen6me.

Two laws passed in 1988 have a much more direct effect on the various manifestations
of human genetics: Laut 4211988 of 28 December governing the donation and use of human
embryos aqd loeruses or their cells, tissues or organs; and Law 3511988 of 22 November
governing Techniques of Assisted Reproduction. The former deals with the donation and use
of human embryos and foetuses or of their cells, tissues or organs, for diagnostic, therapeutic,
research or experimental.purposes (article l), and refers specincally to gene technotoly; the
second-law regulates various aspects relating to techniques of assistid reflroduction, as ilell as
pseaph-an-d experimentation with gametes and pre-em6ryos or preimplantation embryos. Both
laws include a list of -conduct prohibitions, andcontemplate th-e impbsition of admihistrative
(not penal) sanctions for such offences.

Recently, the Spanish Government introduced a new Draft Penal Code (1992). To the
human genetics offences included in the two 1988 laws mentioned above, the Draft adds new
ones which are designed to punish particularly serious misconduct.

In Spain, the international debate on the Human Genome Project has been echoed in
recent Ylars in two important international seminars on "Internatiohal cooperation for the
Human Genome Project" The seminars took place in Valencia in 1988 and 1990, and were
organised by Prof. Santiago Grisolfa (President of UNESCO's Scientific Coordination
Committee for the Human Genome Organisation, HUGO) with the support of the Fundaci6n
Banco Bilbao Yizcaya (FBBV) and the Fundaci6n Valenciana de Estudios Avanzados. The
seminars produced two Declarations (the Valencia Declarations) conceming scientific activity
and cooperation and ethical aspects of the Human Genome Project.at Another International
Seminar along similar lines was organised by the same Foundaiion (FBBV) in May 1993 in
Bilbao, and examined the most important legal implications of the Human Genome Project.
Recently has been created the Chair of "Law andHuman Genome", which is based a[ the
University of Deusto (Bilbao). Its creation has been sponsored and promoted by the BBV
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Foundation, the D_ipuqci6n Foral (Statutory/County Council) of Vizcaya and the University of
Deusto. It is the first Chair that exists in the world with this specific characteristics, that is to
say, it is dedicated to the investigation, study and special teaching of the legal implications of
research on the human genome, as well as to the results and usesfor society. The Chair has a
database and a library containing information about these themes avalaible for consultation on
the part of the investigators and doctorate students of other national or international centres.
From 1994 itedits a Review in Spanish and English concerning the legal questions which are
most relevant to genetics; it will also publish other monografiC works. Moreover it organises
investigation seminars and specialist cours€s.

B. Some Speciftc Legal Implications of Human Genome

264.7o take Civil Law first, the Spanish Constitution of 1978 empowers the law to permit
investigation of paternity (article 39.1). This constitutional authorisation is included in the Civil
Code, which enables paternity and maternity to be investigated in affiliation suits, using all
kinds of,proof, including biological proof (article 127.1), - and genetic proof-, even tholgh
no absolute certainty is recognised. Nonetheless, paternity research poses certain limitations
derived from the presumptions of paternity as contained in the Civit Code: moreover, the
Constitutional Court has ruled that these tests cannot be made obligatory or carried out against
the wishes of the person concerned, although courts may take a refusal into account when
determining paternity. 82

265. As regards labour relations, the Constitution stipulates that discrimination on the
grounds of race, sex, religion, or opinion is unlawful, and extends these grounds to "any other
personal or social condition or circumstance" (article 14), which means that personal health
may also be included as a factor of non-discrimination; the Constitution also recognises the
right of personal and family privacy (article l8.l). This principle of non-discrimination and the
right to privacy are also recognised in the General Health Law (I-ey General de Sanidad) of 25
April 1986, having been included in the list of patients'rights (article l0.l), although it should
be noted that these are applicable in relation to public health administrations and private health
services only. Meanwhile, the Workers'Statutes Law (8/1980) of 10 March states in article
4.2,c), second paragraph, that workers "may not be discriminated against on the grounds of
physical, mental or sensory handicaps, providing that they are fit to perform the work or job in
question"; the law goes on to recognise in part e) of the same section the "right of persons to
have their privacy respected, together with due consideration of their dignity". Hence, firms'
attempts to carry out gene probes on their employees are prohibited to the extent that they
represent an invasion of ttreir privacy.

266. Spanish patent legislation makes no provision for regulating the patentability of the
human genome, and covers animals and vegetables only. Article 4.1 of Patent Law l111986 of
20 March establishes ttre general principle that "new inventions which involve inventive activity
and which may have industrial applications arc patentable". Article 5 then lists the exceptions to
the above: l) The following may not be patented: a) inventions which, if published or
exploited, would run contrary to public order or to proper customs; b) vegetable varieties
covered by the provisions of the Law of 12 March 1975 governing the protection of vegetable
by-products. c) animal breeds. d) essentially biological procedures for obtaining vegetable and
animal by-products. 2) The provisions of b), c) and d) shall not apply to microbiological
procedures or to the products obtained from such procedures".

C. The Use of Human Embryos and Fetuses for Genetic Research or for Other Non-
Therapeutic Purposes

a. Introductory Considerations

267 . Doctors, researchers and jurists are fully aware of the ethical and legal problems raised
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by scientific breakthroughs which have proven to be effective in certain types of treatment and
which have contributed to a marked reduction in child mortality and morbidity, (such as
pathologies linked to Rh and the respiratory system). They have served also to increase our
understanding of aspects of nutrition, foetal endocrinology and pharmacology, prenanl
diagnosis, improved delivery and abortion techniques, human-fertility, etc.
_ In spite of the proven advantages of such practices, many people have strcssed the need
for control and regulation in order to prevent risks to and manipulations with live foetuses
during pregnancy, which may give rise to malformations which in turn would manifest
themselves after birth, and also to prevent the risk of deliberately provoking pregnancies
and/or abortions for the purposes of undertaking research wittr the fetus or to make use of use
its tissues, with the consent of the mother (perhaps in return for financial or other type of
reward). Equally important is the question of how the law should appraise and treat
experiments carried out with live human foetuses extracted surgically in the course of legal
terminations of pregnancy. Lastly, embryos obtained in vitro, prior to implantation in a woman
(or even those which are not intended to be implanted) are valuable research material which is
relatively easy to obtain. Furthermore, all such human biological components are liable to be
used, and indeed are used on occasions, in the making of pharmacological and cosmetic
products.

Hence the differing positions which have been adopted with regard to the problem of
foetal investigation. Along with the promotion of freedom to engage in research (which is
recogniged as a fundamental right in the Spanish Constitution, article 20.1.b), and, through it,
scientific progress which will benefit future (and present) generations, prot€ction must be
afforded to embryos and foetuses, inespective of their state or ultimate destiny (alive or dead;
viable or inviable; inside or outside the womb; conceived naturally or in vitro; whether from an
abortion or otherwise; presenting serious or non-serious risks; for the benefit of the foetus or
for that of science in general, etc.).

b. Embryos which are the Result of Artificial Reproduction Techniques ("in vitro")

268. As was stat€d above, the ease with which pre-embryos or preimplantation embryos can
be obtained in laboratories for subsequent implantation in a woman to enable her to fulfil her
dream of motherhood raises a number of problems concerning the ultimate use which is made
of them. For example, in order to achieve a successful pregnancy by implanting an embryo
obtained in vitro, several ovules are fertilised and these produce a similar number of embryos,
which are then used for multiple implantations given that successful first attempts are quite
rare. Thus, spare embryos are frequently left over after the pregnancy is achieved and
scientists have asked to be able to use them for their research.

This is a question which, like others relating to artificial reproduction techniques, has
given rise to a wide body of opinions, ranging from calls for a total ban to acceptance under
certain (or no) conditions.

Similar concerns have been expressed in Spain, as reflected in the Report and workings
of Parliament's Select Committee on the study of human in vitro fertilisation and artificial
insemination, which was set up in 1986. However, Spain has gone even further in
promulgating the aforementioned Law which regulates the donation and use of human embryos
and foetuses or their cells, tissues or organs, and the Law on Techniques of Assisted
Reproduction). The former, in its Explanatory Statement, falls closely into line with the
guiding principles behind Spain's Law on the removal and transplant of organs, which was
passed on27 October 1979.

269. Law 35/1988 on Techniques of Assisted Reproduction authorises the use of gametes for
basic or experimental research, although they can not then be used for reproduction (article
14.1 and 3). Research into the obtaining and maturation of ovocytes, the cryopreservation of
ovules and the hamster test with human spermatozoa (article 14.2 and 4). It seems somewhat
excessive that fertilisation between human and animal gametes is authorised by the authorities
(article I4.4).
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Law 3511988 also imposes limitations on investigation or experimentation with pre-
embryos (that is, those which have not yet been implanted in the woman). Such investigation is
permitted for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes where a real benefit is involved: if for the
purpose of diagnosis, it can only be for assessment of viability or non-viability, detection of
hereditary diseases in order to treat them where possible, or to advise against transfer for
procreation (article l2.I); if for therapeutic reasons, it can only be used to treat a disease or
prcvent transmission thereof, as long as reasonable and proven guarantees exist (article 13.1).

270. Where intervention serves a different purpose, particularly investigation and
experimentation, the following general conditions (among others) are required also: informed
consent must be obtained from the persons from whom the pre-embryos are taken, including
the donor; the pre-embryos must not be developed more than fourteen days following
fertilisation, not counting any period of cryopreservation; the investigation must be carried out
in approved and qualified centres (article 15.1). In the case of viable in vitro pre-embryos the
investigation must be a diagnostically-applied one, for therapeutic or preventive purposes, and
the non-pathological genetic heritage/patrimony must not be altered (article 15.2). Where the
pre-embryo is non-viable, the intervention may be extended to other types of investigation,
provided that it is not possible to perform the same type with an animal model; the project must
be submitted for monitoring and the authorised time-limits complied with (article 15.3). Lastly,
aborted pre-embryos are deemed to be dead or non-viable and can, therefore, be used for
investigation or experimentation; in the case of the former (dead) they may be used for
scientific, diagnostic or therapeutic purposes, whereas if they are non-viable they may be used
for pharmaceutical, diagnostic or therapeutic purposes (article l7). Certain investigative actions
using gametes and pre-embryos are expressly authorised, while prohibitions are placed on a
long list of others which are deemed to be undesirable (article 16). However, the provision
allowing any other type of investigation authorised by the regulations (no indication is given as
to which ) or, in their absence, the multidisciplinary National Committee (not yet set up),
would appear to be somewhat excessive given the ambiguity and potential scope involved, in
an issue of such complexity; in any case, it should be understood that this procedure cannot be
used to override prohibitions.

27 L. By way of conclusion, it may be said that, the legislation, in spite of several technical
shortcomings 

-most 
notably its casuist and repetitive nature-, does appear to be quite

appropriate as far as its general content is concerned, although it many places it is rather
imprecise; it is in keeping with the guidelines of Council of Europe Recommendation 1046
(1986) and Recommendation ll00 (1989).

To sum up, although regulatory provisions do exist in Spanish legislation, we believe
that these issues should remain open to discussion and reflection, until such times as the widest
possible agreement is reached as to what should and should not be allowed.

c. Embryos or Fetuses in Utero or Expelled from the Uterus

272.Experts generally coincide in rejecting investigation or experimentation in live human
fetuses. Where these have not been taken from the mother's uterus, therapeutic measures only
should be applied, that is, measures which attempt to improve the foetus itself rather than
another person. Experts also advocate a ban on sales of fetuses, in accordance with he
prevailing general principle that no trade should take place with anything connected with the
human body (for example, the sale of transplant organs is usually banned; see Spain's Law on
the removal and transplant of organs of 27 October 1979, article 2).

Although by no means an exhaustive list, bearing in mind that we have attempted to
address a number of complex issues and set them in ilreir legal context with the conesponding
limitations and prohibitions, the following are some of the most important points as contained
in the aforementioned Laws 35/1988 and 4?1988.

273. Law 4U1988 deals with the donation of embryos and foetuses or their biological
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structures. Donation corresponds to the parents provided they consent to do so or to the use of
the embryo.s and_foetuses and they have been given the appropriate information; in the case of
non--emancipated or incompetent minors, conGnt is given by frieir legal representatives; in case
of death, consent is deemed to be given as long as n-o express opposition is known and, where
death was accidental, authorisation must be s-ought froin the julge. Financial gain from, or
commercial transactions involving, the donation or subsequenfuse-of embryos aid foetuses is
prohibited. Lastly, only clinically-non-viable or dead embryos or foetuses niay be used (article
2).

274.T\e fertilisation of human ovules for any purpose other than procreation is also banned
(article 3 of Law 35/1988). Specific limitatiohi and prohibitions 

-are 
laid down for actions

involving live an-d dead embryos and foetuses. In the cise of the former, while they are still in
the uterusonly-diagnostic ortherapeutic actions, or actions to perform a legal aboftion, are
permitted.(gicle I.2,.J,.Law 35/1988); if no.longer in the uterus, ihey may onf be used if they
are non-viable, and if-they are viable any clinical manipulation musi aim exchisively to favour
their development and own vital autonomy; dead embryos or fehrses, once verification of death
has taken place, may be used and donated for diagnostic, therapeutic, pharmacological clinical
or surgical purposes, or for experimentation or investigation (-articles-5 to 7,Lai42l1988. In
the case of transplants of these biological human elements, the reference made to consent on the
part of the recipient (article 4,Law 4211988) is similar to the terms contained in the Lavr of 27
October 1979 governing the removal and transplant of organs.

d. Genetic Engineering

275.Law 42ll988.authorises genetic engineering for the following purposes (art. 8.2): a)
For the purpose.of diagnosis, for the prenatal diagnosis, in vitro and in vivo, of genetic or
hereditary disorders, in order to preveni transmission or to treat or cure them. b) For'industrial
purposes ofa preven4ve,-diagnostic or therapeutic nahu€, such as the manufacture, by gene or
molecular cloning, of sufficient a.mounts of health or clinical products without biololidal rist<,
where this is not covenient through other means, such as hormones, blood -proteins,
immunitary response controllers, antiviral, antibacteria, or anticancer agents or vaccines
without immunitary or infectious risks. c) For therapeutic purposes, primarity to select sex in
the case of disorders associated to sex chromosomes and iariicularly the X chromosome, in
order to avoid transmission, or to create beneficial genetic mosaics through surgery by
lr.alsptanglng the cells, 4,ssues or organs of embryos or foetuses to patients in fhom t[esi: arb
qo]ogically or genetically altered oi absent. d) For research purpoies and for the study of the
DNA sequences. of the human genome, as well as its location, functions and pathol6gy; the
study of recombinant DNA inside human cells or simple organisms, with the airir of perfticting
kn-owledge of molecular recombination, expression bf the genetic message, devel6pment oT
cells and their structures, dynamism and oiganisation, the ageing procesies of cells, tissues
and organs, and the general mechanisms of the production of ittnesses and diseases, among
others.

$ 5. Psychosurgical Interventions

276.The control of particularly aggressive treatments such as psychosurgery, electric shock
therapy and the long term administration of psychotropic drugs83 raise a number of complex
legal issues,_ particularly when such treaunents produce or lead to major irreversible or lasting
changes in the behaviour and personality (even when this would be d-escribed as'abnormal' oi
pathological in the first place) of the patient, even bearing in mind that psychiatric treatment
always implies some degree of change in the behaviour with which the illhess is associated. In
these cases it is a question of reconciling occasionally opposing interests, including those of
the patients themselves. The wishes of the psychiatriC patient should be borne in mind
whenever he is even minimally capable of comprehending the nature of the treatment or
intervention, even where the patient has been certifred as being incompetent When the decision
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has to be taken Qr thiro parties (e.g._legal representatives, relatives or physicians) it is essential
that control mechanisms be put in plac-e to guarantee that the treatmeni ii absoluiely necessary.
Recourse to the courts and the public_prosecutor may be necessary. Aside from thii there is no
specific reference to these matt€rs in Spanish law.

$ 6. Removal and Transplantion of Organs

I. Relevant Legislation

277. Spain, like many other countries, has specific legislation with regard to human organ
transplants. The key piece of legislation is the-Law of f7 October l979-governing 'Remo"val
and Transplant of O{gans'.sl This legislation, which has a pyramid ltructure, has been
lomplemented and enhanced by numerous provisions (a Royilbecree, various Ministerial
Orders and a number of Resolutions and Ciiculars) some of'which are recent. The General
Health l,aw (L^GS) and some administrative provisions on health care in general are also
relevant here. On the whole, the legislation is very complete and covers the rigulation of the
various relevant issues rel{-ng to transplants in geheral is well as those of specific organs and
specific types of -tissue. The legislation addresses not only the legal iisues invblved in
obtaining olg?ns but also the crucial question of protectinj and reipecting the rights and
interests of the individuals concerned. It also deals wilh organisation] coordination,
accreditation and authorization, together with purely procedural mattErs.

. 27_8.As-rygards pr-o-vpi91q whigh develop the law further, the following items are relevant:
the RD of February 221 1980, which contributed to the Law on a number-of important issues;
the Order of the tviinistry of Aealth oreprit zf iqgO on trri re.cognition;itrtr *trtotisations ro
gbtui.l, Preparg and use skin grafts, !uq* grgan and tissue mnlphnts which were granted to
hospitals previously .under the_o_ld.legislatiou the Resolution of 27 lune of the Seiretary of
State for Health relating.to the National Organisation for Transplants and laboratories wfrich
performed h-istocompatibility 

-testing; the Resolution, also of june 27 , that lays down the
Regulations for-authorisations for the-removal of organs and the Register of Voluiteers, which
was subEgqqn-tly modified by a second Resolutionbf April 15 198-1; the Ministerial Order of
$-Ygutt ?5. 198-0 estat_lishing $9 National Advisory C6mmittee on Organ Transplants; the
Ministerial Order of 15 April 1981 which regulates ihe use of eyes from-cadavers, ihe mobile
units for their removal, the_operation 9f Eye Banks and the carrying out of corneal transplants;
the Ministerial Order of November 29 1984 setting out the ririnlmum requirements ior the
accreditation of centres for heart and heart-lung traniplants; the MinisterialOrder of March 7

-t!.Sf cre.atin! tlre po.sition of Transplant Coordinator in National Health Service hospitals; the
Ministerial Order of August 8 1986 which establishes the pay scale for INSALUDstaff, the
staff of the 'Instituto Cataldn de Salud' and RASSSA; the tvtini-sterial Order of June 24 198i,7 on
HIV_ testing of donated organs and the recipient patient. Also of relevance are art. 40.8 of the
LGS (according.to which the accreditation, recognition, authorisation and registration of
centres and services is the_responsibility of the State, without prejudice to the-powers and
duties of the Autonomous Communities set out in legislation cohcdrning organ removal and
transplant) and the appropriate legislation drawn up by the Autonomoustorimunities in this
area; finally, and in addition to the above, meniion should be made of Law 4211988 of
December 28 on the donation and use of human embryos and foetuses or their cells, tissues or
organs, and the Ministerial Orders auttrorising each individual hospital to remove and transplant
organs or to remove them only 

-separate 
authorisations being granted for removals and

transplants 
-and 

the accreditation ofHistocompatibility Laboratohes, which are important
initially p Fat tfrey_dr,aw up patient waiting lists and thus facilitate the exchange of organs.s5

- 4mpugh this brief review of the Spanish legislation on transplants givEs an impression
of complexity,_ it should be said that the l-egislation is structured insuch a way as to-make it
gpe.n !9 amendment in response to scientific developments, without the need to change the
basic lines along which the legislation was constructed. Nevertheless, certain possibilities that
are opening up in terms of organ and tissue transplants (sexual organs, the brain or parts of the
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brain, nerve tissue and cells) or the implanting of artificial mechanisms or anatomical parts
from animals raise specific legal issues to which the current legislation may not be able to
provide clear and precise answers. The 1980 RD, at the least, requlres review dnd updating.

. 279. O^blectivgs set out in the Inw.From the above the importance of a carefully thought out
body of law which balances all the interests that come into play in the long 

-and 
complex

process of a transplant is self-evident. Our legislation addressei th-ese important issues iniine
with current-Eurgpgan-and-global trends and sets out ttrree main objectives-in an effort to clarify
any potential technical and legal problems: 1. To facilitate the obtaining of viable - usable -organs f-or subsequent transplant operations performed on persons in medical need of such
organs. 2. To adequately protect the rights and interests of the individuals concerned so as to
balance any possible conflicting interests, chiefly those of the living donor, the deceased donor
and the recipient. 3. To provide a legal framework for medical professionals and health
authorities within which they may carry out such operations, unhindered by difficulties, an din
accordance with guidelines which are, at least in theory, clear and easy to follow.

II. The Living Donor

280. Although the giving of organs by living persons for subsequent transplant to a person
suffeltqg from an illness who requires the organ affects the integrity of the liody, whiih is in
pringiple punishable by law (arts. 418 and ff. of the Penal Code on U-oOity harm offences), it is
explicitly permitted_by the_ 1979 Law and by the Penal Code itself (an. 425.2). It is nor enough
for thg-opetution to be performed by qualified personnel (a surgeon) for this exemption to corie
into effect. The donor must also give his consent and all other requirements of thrl Law (article
4) and the 1980 RD (articles 2 and 5) must be strictly adhered to. 

-

28I. Age ^and legal qapgciry restrictions. The donor must have attained the age of legal
gajg,rity (18 years), be in full possession of his mental faculties and in sufficiently gbod health
for the removal to be performed (art 4. a and b of the Law). This means that mihors may not
give their.orgqns (for example for use by a brother or sister who is suffering from an illness
and who is also a minor), even where consent is given through the parents, as this is
considered to exceed the scope of the rights and duties inherent in parental authority (afts. 154
and ff. and 162 and ff. of the Civil Code). This is intended to safeguard the inteiests of the
minor, who, without such protection from the Law, would find difficulty in not succumbing to
the moral pressure brought to bear by the family or and would be subject to the danger of the
family consenting on his behalf (if he is unable to express his own consent) in the in-terests of
the recipient and at his expense. The same principles underlie the exclusion of the intellectually
disabled, those suffereing psychiatric illness or persons who for any other reason are unable tb
give their explicit, free and conscious consent. However, the 1980 RD (second final provision)
makes an exception for bone marrow because of its capacity for regeneration and because
donation and transplant usually concern siblings. For reasbns similar to those given above, the
donation of organs by ttre intellectually handicapped or mentally ill is not allowed.

282. Limintiow relatedto the organ. The organ must be one whose rcmoval is compatible
with the continuing life of the donor and which does not seriously affect his bodily functions
(an. 2. b of the 1980 RD). As a result, the law allows the donation of organs or tissue
provided that removal does not pennanently affect the health or endanger the life of the donor.
The donor's physical or psychological capacities should not be diminished by the removal of
the organ nor should it result in the loss of any important bodily function- For this reason
single vital organs may not be removed nor may single remaining organs from pairs (in cases
of the prior damage to or loss of the second organ as a result of illness or injury). Limbs are
also excluded as are any parts of the body the removal of which would inyolve diminished
bodily functions. The removal of paired or double organs is permissible when the remaining
organ can act as a functional substitute. The same is true of regenerable tissue (blood,86 bone
marrow, bones, cartilage, etc.). A full and thorough medical examination of the donor is
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therefore needed to determine whether or not his current health would result in him being
seriously affected by the removal of the organ. If the donor's physical and mental health are
good enough for the removal to go ahead, a physician other than the one(s) who will perform
the operation must make a statement to that effect (art. 3. I of the 1980 RD). This physician is
also responsible for providing the donor with all necessary information.

283. Donor information and consent. The donor must previously have been informed of all
consequences stemming from his decision and must have freely, consciously and impartially
given his express consent. This is the key to the donor consent requirement, which is
fundamental. In the first place, for consent to be valid it is essential that the donor has
previously been fully informed as to the foreseeable somatic, emotional and psychologlg4
consequences involved and the long-term implications that donation may have in terms of his
personal, family and professional life. At the same time he should be provided with
information about the benefits that the transplant might be expected to imply for the recipient
(art. 3. I of the 1980 RD). The relevant information must be given in writing. Consent must
also be given in writing in the presence of the judge in charge of the Civil Registry, the
physicians who provided the information and the doctor who is to perform the removal of the
organ.

Clearly, valid consent can only be given for the donation of the organs and tissues
referred to above, in view of the fact that in Law valid consent to endangering one's own life
cannot be given (for example consent to donating a vital organ). Neither is consent valid if it
has been obtained under prcssure or through coercion (e.g. from members of the family of the
would-be recipient of the organ) or where financial or material interests have influenced the
decision to give the organ concerned, as we will see below. The possibility of the donor
wihdrawing consent is considered. Consent may be wihdrawn at any time prior to the
operation without any further formality being required. Wihdrawal of consent cannot give rise
to any kind of claim forcompensation.

284. Restictions governing the subsequent use made of the organ. The Law stipulates that
the organ must be for transplant in a specific individual with the purpose of substantially
improving the person's chances of survival or quality of life (art. 4. d, 1979 Law). This
requirement, which may seem obvious, implies that the whole process of donation must
revolve around a specific potential recipient, in most cases a member of the donor's family.
The process, therefore, begins with histocompatibility studies of both parties along with all
other tests deemed necessary to guarantee the viability and success of the transplant operation.
As a result, the process of donation by a living person may not commence until a candidate
recipient has been selected, nor can the organ subsequently be donated to someone else as this
would mean beginning the process all over again in order to comply with all the requirements
of the Law. The clearly therapeutic nature of the operation, as stipulated by the Law, rules out
donations for primarily experimental or research purposes, although this does not mean that the
operation may not involve a certain degree of uncertainty as regards a successful ourcome.

285. Anonymity of the recipient. Finally, the law stipulates that the anonymity of the
recipient must be guaranteed. Clearly, we iue faced here with a'lapsus Legislatureis'if ttris is
also to be understood to apply to the donor, which would mn counter to the other (and
particularly the last of the) requirements noted above. Donations by living donors are usually
made for members of their own family as a sign of solidarity and affection. This requirement,
which is not adhered to in practice, does make sense in the case of donations after death as it
would thus prevent members of the donor's family later taking advantage of the situation by
demanding some kind of material or financial compensation from the recipient (alleging, for
example, that ttre donor was the sole source of financial support for the family). It is, however,
possible to arrive at a more satisfactory interpretation that eliminates this apparent incoherence,
as we shall see shortly.

286. Consequences of donation: the lawful removal of the organ. Adherence to all ttre above-
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mentioned requirements means that the attack on the physical integrity of the donor that the
donation implies is lawful, as is the operation performed by the surgeon. Failure to comply in
any way with the regulations (regulations are understood to mean material and substantial
requirements and not merely formal or procedural requirements which would only give rise to
an administrative offence only) is equivalent to the offence of mutilation and is severely
punished by the Penal Code (arts.418 and 419).

These observations are endorsed by the 1983 reform of the Penal Code (June 25)
which explicitly recognises the possibility of consenting to attacks on one's physical integrity if
this takes place in accordance with the provisions of the Law governing Organ Transplants.
This proviso is laid down in art. 428. 2 of the Penal Code, which sets out the various
conditions that must be fulfilled. These are essentially the same as those contained in the 1979
Law on removal and transplant" which can thus be regarded as being unaltered by the reform of
the Penal Code.87 Furthermore, the fact that the Penal Code makes explicit reference to this
Law means that the other requirements continue to be applicable where the provisions of the
Penal Code are not sufficient.

III. The Deceased Donor

287 .1\e Law on transplants (art. 5 of the 1979 L,aw and art. 10 the 1980 RD) and to an even
greater extent the Penal Code88 seek to guarantee effective medical assistance and protection of
the life of a potential post mortem donor while even the most minimal chance of recovery
exists. Nevertheless, this very real protection is compatible with the possibility of obtaining
organs for subsequent transplant in the case of the death of the potential donor. It is on this
question that the Law has been particularly explicit as regards resolving potential legal
problems. At the same time it is here that most disagreement exists. There are two conflictive
issues which we will examine now.

288. Definition, diagnosis and verification of death. Within the biological process of
destruction entailed in the death of living things a precise moment at which the process is
irreversible must be fixed. Once this point is reached there is no possibility of saving the life of
the individual in question (precisely because death has occurred). The moment must also be
established early enough to ensure that organs and tissues may be removed and that they have
not been affected by the process of destruction and are therefore suitable for transplant. A
balance must, therefore, be struck through an early but faithful diagnosis of the moment of
death, from which point on it is possible to remove the organs in biological conditions
consistent with transplant8g Any doubt as to determining the moment when death occurs must
be resolved in favour of the potential post mortern donor to the exclusion of all other interests
no matler how imponant and pressing they may seem.

In contrast to the previous legislation (of 1950) the current Law has rightly established
the point of reference for determining death as not depending on the cessation of certain vital
functions, such as circulation or breathing, which can now be maintained artificially almost
indefinitely. The Law takes as an alternative point of departure permanent ineversible brain
damage which is incompatible with life (art. 5. 1). This starting point and the other guarantees
that are required for the death certificate to be issued should be viewed as being highly positive,
given that in current medical practice an irreversible comatose state is considered to be
sufficient basis for certifying that death has occurred. The 1980 Royal Decree stipulates the
conditions that must be fulfilled before such a diagnosis can be made (art. 10), namely, certain
signs deemed to be incompatible with life. The RD also sets out the criteria that would render
the diagnosis invalid: "Organs for the transplant of which it is necessary to ensure viability may
only be removed from the body of the deceased after there is proof that brain death has
occurred, this being based on the verification that for a period of at least thirty minutes six
hours after the onset of the coma the following signs are present: One..Lack of cerebral
response, with complete loss of consciousness. Two. Lack of spontaneous respiration. Three.
Lack of cephalic reflexes with muscular hypotony and mydriasis. Four. A 'flat'
electroencephalogram as evidence of lack cerebral bio-electric activity. These signs are not
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sufficient in cases of artificially.induced hypothermia or where drugs that depress the central
nervous jY.stem have been administered [...]'. However, the scienlific and 6urrent practical
worth of these statutory requirements is somewhat dubious (in situations of death due to
cardio-respiratpry arrest, anencephalic donors and children, rigid application of the criteria in
cqrys_ of hypothermia and barbiturates etc.). In any case, in sltuatibirs of doubt or in those in
ryhic.h.the Royal-Qe-cree stipulates that the signs-of death quoted above are not sufficient,
physicians may add further c.nrri-a olperform additional testsor allow a longer period of time
to elapse without contravening the RD, if in this way death can be establiiheb beyond any
shadow of doubt.

?.Q?.fnp specific conditions that the diagnostic team must fulfil in transplant cases consritute
additional guarantees for the potential donor: the team must comprise threi physicians, at least
one of whom should be aspecialist in procedures for determining death.eo All-three physicians
mnst agree to certify death and must not be involved in the removal and subsequent trinsplant
of the organ.

290. Deceased donors; relevance of wishes,. Majoq conflicts arise where there is a legal
assumption that anyone who dies is adonor unless during his lifetime he has explicitly staied
that he does not wish to be a donor: 'The removal of orlans or other anatomiial parts from
deceased persons may be pg$onne4 fol therapegtic or scidntific purposes so long as he has not
explicitly expressed opposition to this.' (art. 5. 2 of the Law).

Despite the somewhat striking nature of this sentence it should be noted that it is not so
striking.as. previous.legis[atigp, in which the notion of assumed willingness to act as a donor
was included as a third subsidiary procedurc.in potential donor cases thlt were subject to legal
interventrron (instances of violent death, as is lJrown, are usually the most suitabie for org-an
donation from the medical point of view) and the lack of oppositi6n referred not to the decefred
[ut to his family. A criterion similar to that o_f the Spani-sir Law of 1979 was adopted by the
Council of Europe and proposed to Member States iir Resolution 78 (29). The Wirrld Hi:atttr
Qrganisation takes a similar approach in its Guiding Principles for the Transplant of Human
Organs (1991).

Of the various alternative criteria which the Legislature could have opted for the
folowing deserve.men-tio4: a) express wishes of the decea&d made known during his lifetime
authorising donation; b) the same criterion with the addition of the subsidiary criierion (in the
absence of consent on the part of the deceased) of consent by the deceased p-erson's family; c)
absence of explicit opposition on the part of the deceased or his family; d) laik of oppositio-n on
the part of the deceased alone; and e) no consideration given to thti wishes of ttr'e-individual
concerned.9l

.29\.Independently of what has just been stated, it is necessary to analyse the drawbacks that
th9 al.ternltives imply in an effort to better understand the Spahish Lejishture's reasoning in
rejecting them:

, a) Positive act of personal donation. In the first place, we have the criterion of
voluntary personal donation, that is to say, a positive declaration of the desire of the individual
citizen to freely d-on-ate his organs, to take effect after death. This solution causes a variety of
problems-, particularly with regard to the fact that there is a very high potential demand foithe
orgq$ 9f dgcgased persons and the difficulties involved in finiling a donor and recipient who
are _biologically compatible. Furthermore the cadavers that fulfil the stringeni medical
conditions that provide minimum guarantees of transplant viability are rare. Only t-irose killed in
road accidents (slightly fewer than 6,000 in l99l) and a furttrer small number fiom accidents in
the workplace with very localised head injuries (haemorrhages, tumours, vascular accidents) or
cardiac arrest are usually considered to be genuinely viable bandidates for organ donation, with
the additional proviso that they die in a hospital equipped to remove organs. puUtic information
campaignsdesigned to crcate a favourable anitudeto organ donations are costly and are slow to
produce what are not particularly satisfactory results in the long term. Thei must reach the
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entire population and be repeated over and over again to maintain ttre desired level of awareness
among the population. As we shall see below the task of providing information is,
nevertheless, extremely important and is dedt with in the Spanish regulations.

b) Irrelevance of the wishes of the individual. Neither does it seem appropriate to
disregard altogether the wishes of the deceased, as made known during his lifetime. A series of
cultural norms - of social and religious origin - in our society seek to maintain respect for
the dead through a kind of spiritual bond between society - particularly family and friends -and the deceased. The Law has weighed up these collective sentiments and has regarded them
as worthy of protection. For this reason the Penal Code punishes profanation of cadavers when
there is a lack of respect for the memory of the dead (article 340). Respect for the deceased's
memory also implies observing whatever wishes he would have expressed in terms of his body
during his lifetime (so long as these do not violate any other public order requirements), for
example, as regards his willingness or opposition to having parts of the body removed and
transplanted to another person suffering from an illness. Transplant legislation seeks to
respond to this concept in requiring the restoration and preservation of the cadaver (an.9.2 of
the 1980 RD).

292. The irrelevance of the deceased's family's wishes in the Spanish legislation The
Spanish Law does not require the consent of the family of the deceased except where minors or
mentally-deficient persons are conc€rned.g2 The reasoning given above is also valid here. It is
a question of respecting the wishes of the deceased, not those of his family - whose wishes
may be in conflict with those of the deceased - although at the same time it is recognised that
the family are most likely to know or be able to indicate the wishes of the deceased if they were
made known during his lifetime. But ttris does not rnean that they have property rights over the
cadaver, because no such right exists. Furthermore, from the humanitarian point of view it
woud seem ill-advised to subject the family to a further emotional burden after being informed
of the sudden tragic death of a loved one - husband, son or daughter etc.. To do otherwise
would be tantamount to burdening them with moral responsibility for deciding if another
person should continue to live or have a better life as a result of their consenl They should not
have to take on this responsibility in the first place, nor are they in the best position to do so.
Because of this the Law makes no mention of them and the 1980 RD only indicates that the
family should be informed unless circumstances prevent this.93 Nevertheless, it is customary
for physicians (or transplant coordinators) to seek the agreement of the family of the deceased,
which is a sensible precaution as long as it is done tacdully.

Finally, it should be noted that even though no real conflict of interests arises in
practice, the inungibility of the cadaver and the respect for related wishes in this regard (such
as society values) are played off against the life and health of other persons. If any conflict
were to occur the criminal law would provide the appropriate answer and would normally come
down in favour of the life and health of the recipient

293. As a means of recording possible opposition to the removal of organs, procedures for
the provision of information and a register of volunteers have been established in authorised
hospitals. It is clear that recourse may be made to other means apart from those established by
the Regulations (arts. 8 and 9 of the 1980 RD) to ascertain any possible opposition on the part
of a potential donor (written declarations, membership of religious or ideological groups that
are clearly opposed to interference with the cadaver, information from the family of the
deceased, etc.). Possession of a donor card -one which is compatible with legal
requirements- such as those issued by Associations of Patients (Federaci6n Nacional
ALCER), some Autonomous Communities or by the National Transplant Organisation or other
such regional organisations makes the task of determining the wishes of the deceased very
much easier.

IV. The Recipient
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294.In contrast to the legislation of other countries, which do not concern themselves with
this question, Spanish legislation includes guarantees to protect the recipient of the organ, as it
is the recipient who is in fact subject to the main risks. Tliese guarantees are as followsl that the
operation is for therapeutic purposes; that the necessary medical tests have been performed
prior to the operation and that all appropriate specific preparation has been undertak6n and that
the patient. has .been fully informed and has given his consent or that the family or legal
represenlatives have consented in the case of minors and the mentally disabled (ari. 6 of ihe
Laq), The Law has been particularly meticulous and scrupulous in its effora to protect the
leg.al- interests of the_recipientof an olgan transplant, and anticipated the rights established by
article l0 of the LGS, which also apply here.

Given that decisions taken are always of the greatest importance to the recipient, it is
essential that the information requirement is scrupulously fulfilled prior to the transplant.
Information is normally provided on two occasions: when the need for the transplant becbmes
evident an-d the patient's name is put on the waiting list and again when an olgan becomes
available for the recipient. The 1979 Law (art. 6. I and 2) and the 1980 RD (art. 12.3) ue
unequivocal as regards this information requirement, as is the LGS on a more general level
(art. 10.5).

- A problem arises in the selection of recipients and the criteria used to establish priority
of o-ne recipient over another. Clearly, only stribtly objective medical criteria agreed u:pon by
professionals can be considered in decisions concerning selection and prioiity. Fiist anit
foremost it must be established that the patient is not suffering from a serious illn-ess the risks
of which would be greatly increased by surgery and, secondly, that he is in urgent need of the
transplant. Optimum histocompatibility between the organ and recipient (and therefore the
optimum chances of success) is also a prime consideration. R secondary criterion would be the
length of time the patient has been waiting. On no account should social considerations be

!ryught to bear e4 or should a patient be rejected because he suffers from another (corregible)
illness (e.g. an alcoholic recipient of a liver transplant).

V. Other General Guarantees

295. The guarantees described above refer to the requirements for transplants and are
designed to protect the interests of donors and recipients alike. There are, however, further
requirements that also protect these individuals, albeit less directly, and that in one way or
another contribute significantly to the achievement of the objectives enumerated at the
beginning of this section. The successful putting in place and functioning of the legal
mechanisms designed to serve these objectives depends on these requirements. It should-be
said that many of these go beyond the limia of the purely legal framework, as ttrey depend on
the existence of the appropriate structure, organisation and planning of health services and on
funding.

296. Prohibition on the use of organs for commcrcial ends. Organs may not be bought or
sold nor may the donor or members of his family or third parties ('intermediaries', hospitals,
pharmaceutical or research laboratories) receive money in exchange for organs. The costs of
donation should not have to be met by the donor or his family (art. 2 of the Law). By this
means injustices that might easily occut both in the case of recipients and potential donori with
limited financial resources or other limitations (e.g. prisoners seeking a reduction in their
sentence) can be avoided. Even if in Spain no instances of the sale of organs of living persons
have actually occurred, despite occasional attempts, the possible damage that can be done by
simply offering such organs for sale in the media should not be underestimated. Such offers
would cause great confusion among the general public and could even lead people to withdraw
their names from donor lists.

This issue has acquired on great importance in recent years because of claims that a
black market in organs in developing countries benefits patients in the developed world or in
rich countries. In Spain the buying and selling of organs from living persons is not only
prohibited, as we have just seen, but severely punished by the Penal Code (arts. 418 and 428).
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current regulations with regard to organ transplants, the requirement must be adhered to in
view of the right to privacy and confidentiality established by the LGS (art. 10. I and 3).

297. Intervention by the legal authorities. The removal of organs from those who have died
of unnatural causes (through accident or any other kind of violent death) requires prior
authorization by the Judge responsible for the case (arts. 335 and 342 of the Criminal
Procedures Code). He shall give this authorization where removal does not present any
obstacle to the pre-trial investigation, the cause of death being apparently clear (art. 5. 3 of the
1979 Law). Strictly-speaking this is not a guarantee relevant to the transplant process but rather
to the work of the Judge in that it prevents the removal of organs in situations where this would
hinder the establishment of the causes of death in cases where death may give rise to liability
(either civil or criminal) or an insurance claim erc.

298. Recognition of hospitals and tnedical teams. Authorisation is only granted to those
hospitals and teams that meet the suingent material, technical and professional conditions
established by the law and that can provide evidence of adequate training and experience in
these techniques and in associated treatments.es The health authorities take responsibility for
supervising the work of these hospitals and teams and may even withdraw authorisation if
performance is unsatisfactory or falls below the standards for which authorisation was initially
granted.

299. Organisations for the exchange of organs from cadavers. The National Transplant
Organisation and Regional Organisations. In accordance with the Law (art. 7), these
organisations enable maximum benefit to be obtained from organs made available for
transplant by means, for example, of locating ttre most suitable recipient {r even the recipient
in most urgent need. Organs can be made available through the the system to other centres in
the same city or elsewhere in Spain and abroad. The system also controls the preservation of
parts of bodies in 'organ banks' when this is scientifically feasible.

In order to achieve qualitative and quantitative improvement in transplant services it is
essential to strengthen the regional health organisations and the national coordination of organ
exchanges so as to ensure that the maximum number of organs can be removed and
transplanted, optimum compatibility between the organ and the recipient can be achieved and
also that patients in urgent need (hyperimmunised patients, those who are terminally ill as the
result of the failure of single vital organs or the remaining organ from a paip) can be given the
fastest possible access to transplants. This will help redress regional imbalances and give fuller
effect to the principle of equality of access to medical assistance (art. 3 of the LGS).
Responsibility for these functions lies with the National Transplant Organisation and the
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Regional Transplant Organisations (Centro-Trasplante, Norte-Trasplante, Catalufia, Andalucia,
Ebro-Trasplante, etc.), which must be coordinated and supervised by the National
Organisation.

The creation of the position of Transplant Coordinator is a further important step in
terms of the coordination and optimum use of organs or potential donors. Coordinators in tiach
hospital involved in the removal and/or transplant of organs, regional coordinators for the
Regional Organisations mentioned above and a National Coordinator (who is also the director
of the National Transplant Organisation) have already been appointed.

The National Transplant Organisation was established under the Resolution of 27 of
June 1980, but is also subject to the provisions of the Spanish Constitution of 1978 concerning
the competences of the Autonomous Communities in the area of health and to the new health
system structure put in place by the LGS. Another more rccent procedure that has contributed
to an increase in the number of transplants and to increased organ mobility is the removal of
several organs from a single donor.

300. Informarton andhealth education The 1980 Regulations (Second Additional Provision,
4) provide for the carrying out of frequent and extensive information and educational
campaigns to increase awareness of the contents of the Law, particularly in relation to the
obtaining of organs from cadavers, thereby reducing the difficulties entailed in informing the
family of the deceased at the moment of death and eliminating the all too often need for medical
staff to seek their approval in order to avoid complications.

30I. Non-applicabiliry to foreigners. The transplant legislation does not apply to foreigners
unless they have explicitly requested the contrary (RD Seventh Final Provision). The principle
of personality has been adopted in the application of the law (along with territoriality, although
it is restricted by the former) such that the scope of the law is limited to Spanish nationals. Tliis
is so as to avoid any possible conflicts that might arise in the case of foreigners who come from
very different cultures which might well clash with ttre innovative principles established by the
law.

$ 7. Research with Human Beings

I. Conflicting Intererests

302. Research in Medicine and the Biological Sciences has gradually improved our well-
being and indeed our life expectancy. In the final analysis, after the appropriate laboratory
studies and experimentation on animals, research almost always requires the testing on human
subjects of new techniques and substances to which beneficial or therapeutic effects are
attributed. It is at this point that the question of certain individuals (healthy or otherwise)
becoming subjects of experiments arises, with all the risks and dangers that experimentation
entails, even though these risks need not necessarily affect the experimental subjects
themselves. A potential conflict of interests or of crucial values arises: on the one hand there is
the need to carry out research with the obvious benefits that this brings to society and, on
occasions, to the individual who has acted as an experimental subject; on the other, there is the
right of these individuals not to sustain any damage to their health or to expose their lives to
grave dangers, not to mention ttre protection of other individual interests that may be affected,
such as freedom. The need for research is fully recognised in our legal order, but when it
comes to experimentation on human subjects a series of provisions directly or indirectly seek to
prevent any injury or harm to the person, given that his most prized legal interests are at
stake.96

303. Because of differing objectives, effects, limitations and possible legal consequences, it
is usual to draw a distinction between therapeutic experimentation and pure experimentation.
The former consists of the application to specific patients of treatments the efficacy of which
has not yet been entirely established from the scientific point of view and which, therefore,
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have not been included among medically recognised treatments. Pure experimentation refers to
research carried out on those suffering from diseases or on healthy individuals with a view to
obtaining scien4fic results that do notlmply any immediate benefil to the person who acted as
an.experimenlal subject. This second typ-e of eiperimentation is, therefor6, governed by more
stringent conditions.

II. Relevant Legislation

:9+. Ittg Spanish Constitution recognises and protects the right to "literary, artistic, scientific
3nd te.ch.nical production and invention" (art.20, l, b), as one of rc fundaniLental public rights.
It is obvious that scientific and technical production and invention inevitably involve reseictr.
At the same time, given its social signifibance, our Constitution also stipuiates in the chapter
devoted to guiding principles of social and economic policy that "the puUtic authorities shal
Pr.orygte_fience and scientific and technical research in thti interests oi the community" (art.
44, 2). Having said that, the fundamental right to scientific and technical invention and
production.is limited by the Spanig.h Constitution itself when it alludes to respect for the rights
lecognised !rydgr the .samc hgadiryS_ as the one in which this right is 'set out, nam;ly,
fundamental rights and duties (art.20,4).

In fact, the constitgtional prohibition of inhuman or degrading treatment (art. 15)
imposes fimits on research and eiperimentation on humnn beiigs, anl is confirmed here
leg.agse Spain has ratified and offi-cially published the Internatioial Covenant on Civil and
Political Rig.hts of 1966 (27 Apil 1977 , Official State Journat of 30 April) and it thus forms
part of our domestig lary (art. 96.1 of the Spanish Constitution). The eovenant groups both
aspects together_ when it states that 'no-onb shall be subjected to torture nor t6 cruel and
degradlng punishment or treatment. Inparticular, no-one shall be subjected to medical or
scientific experiments without their freely given consent' (art. 7). The tGS provides for the
minimum precautions and guarantees nec-essary when it requires'that the patibnt be informed
and that he gives his consent prior to the experiment, that th-e doctor and the administration of
the health care centre agree to the experiment and, above all, that'under no circumstances
should it involve additional dangers to health [that of the patient]'(art. 10, no 4 of the LGS).
Thtf require^m-ents, together with the principles of preservaiion of dignity and privacy and the
avoidance of discrimil?lion-, underpin more spe-cific legislation, nzuirely, ihe Diugs and
Med.icines Law (Law 251L990 of 20 December) and RD 561193 of 16 April, which ser 6ur the
requirements goveming the carrying out of clinical trials of medicaments.

305. The new Drugs-and M_edicines Law established a number of basic principles regulating
cljnical trials (arts. !9_to 69), which have been developed further anil conipleted by the
aforemetioned Royal Decree of 1993. Aside from the relevant administraiive coritrols
gov-erning_the trials themselves, their funding and the publications that may result from the
trials, the Law has created Clinical Research Ethics Cohmittees with important functions in
teryq of laying down guidelines for the methodology to be employed, ethical considerations
and the risks and benefits that may be entailed in the trials. Thela'iv also introduces measures
to guarant€e respect for ethical principles, with the specific requirement that trials 'must be
undertaken in conditions which assure respect for the 

-fundamenial 
rights of the individual and

the ethical considerations which apply to biomedical research involving human beings, in
accordance with the Helsinki Declaration and subsequent declarations updating these eihical
considerations' (art. 60.2); similar terms are used in article 10.2 of the RD- of 1993.

III. The Experimental Subject: Guarantees

A.Weighing up of Risks and Benefits

306. The weighing up of risks and benefits is fundamental in medicine and, by exlension, in
pure experimentation. This process of evaluation is essential because of the need for the
researcher to observe a duty of care so as to avoid possible liability for negligence or liability



of another type. Nevertheless, it is g.enerally agreed-that the level of acceptable risk in healthy
individuals is not the same as for those s-uffe-ring from diseases. This holds true only wheir
experimentation on patients is canied out for theiibenefit, that is to say, when experimdntation
is therapeutic.

. The general.principles.establi_shed are as follows: a) preclinical data on the product
under study should be reasonably sufficient to guarantee that ihe risk faced by the su6ject on
whom the.experimentation is to be carried out is admissible; b) the study stroirld be based on
current scientific knowledge and must involve progress in scientific in-sight into the human
being. or to improve his health, and should be desfuned in such a way ai to reduce risk to
qa$cipanq t9 q miryryum; c) the importance of the iriformation being soirght should justify the
risks to which the subjects are exposed in the test (article 10.3 of ttre-RD I9%).

- 307.- Experimentation for scientific ends on persons suffering from illnesses is effected
tlr-ough the use of new substances or techniques that have no relation to the illness or that,
although related -to it, are not primarily foi the treatment of the illness. In therapeutic
experimentation these substances or techniques can take the place of proven and recolnised
medical tr€atments; this is the case of place'\os, be they inert or active, or of drugs or sirgical
procedures whose properties, efficacy and secondary effects are still not fully-underst6od.
Clearly, then, excessiyg and, therefore, unacceptable hsk would be involved if any measures
were taken that would interfere unnecessarily with the course of the illness by prdlonging or
aggra,vating it or that would result in irreversible injury unrelated to the- spontaneous
pathological process.eT

308. Needless to say, with leglthy persozs there is no risk of interference with preexisting
illnesses. However, in view of the prihciples whereby, on the one hand, a person cannot d;
with his body exac.tlV.as.he pleases and, on the other, the inviolability of the human body
(whiqh means that it shall not be violated by others), and given also tliat the health of suci
individuals will not be benefited in any way by the experimentation, the porential risks of
physical inju_ry should be weighed up v6ry cirefully; moieover, risk shall hdve to be justified
by the.benefit expected for society as a whole (article ll.l RD 1993). The reg-ulations
governing ttittt .ut trials establish special guarantees and precautions for particular gr6ups who
may incur additional risks to their health:-children and iricompetent persbns, pregnant women
or women who are breast-feeding (art. 11.3, 4 and 5 of the RD 1993).

B. Consent

309. The experimental subject's informed consent (art.l2.l RD 1993) constitutes the most
important-element in g-uaranteeing that the person may freely exercise his will and accept any
risks involved. The subject may withdraw his consent at ariy time and is not obliged tb giv-e
reasons for withdrawal, which under no circumstances will give rise to liability or loss of any
$nd (a.qt, 12.7). Moreover, the exception provided for in emergency cases where it provei
impossible to obtain consent from the subject or his legal representative is admissible 

-only if
the clinigal test has particular therapeutic interest for the patient (art 12.6).

The- scope and efficacy of consent are conditioned by various factors - particularly
relating to legal,capacity to give consent - and the potentiai dangers to the subject's healtti.
For this reason it would seem appropriate to draw distinctions between the most significant
groups of experimentation subjects.

t52

310. Patients and healthy volunteers. While the consent of patients who are to undergo
experimental therapies poses no major problems, or, to be more accurate, these problems are
similar to those that arise in the course of normal treatment,gs very complex issues are entailed
in _tht case of purely scientific experimentation, especially the requirement that the subject be
informed prior to the experiment (applicable to both patients and healthy adults).

In fact, the free and informed consent requirement is often difficult to fulfil as it is
incompatible with the nature and methodology-of research itself. At some stages of the
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experimental process (phase III), in a bid to avoid subjective influence the person is not told
whether the new drug or a placebo is being administered. In some cases even the researcher is
kept in the dark (simple blind, double blind, crossed double blind method).00

.. .It would qppeg thgt these factors were not taken into account in the current regulations
on clinical trials, j.udging from the emphasis they place on the dury to inform. These reluhtions
stipulate that for th9 freely given consent requirement to be satisfiad (preferably writtericonsent
or, failing that, witnessed consent; it muit always be written if the rcst has no particular
therapeutic value for the experimental subject) the subject must have been informed as to 'the
nature, importance, scope and risks of the trial', and that he must have understood this
information (art. 60.4, Drugs and Medicines Law); the RD of 1993 is more specific in this
rygalq in that it requires that consent shall be given "after having understood the information
furnished with regard to the objectives of the,study, the benefits, inconveniences and risks
envisaged, possible alternatives,.rights and responsibilities" (art. 12.3); curiously enough,
there is no mention that information should be given as to the methodology to be-follow6d,
although the fact that this is included in the proposed model for the informed consent fonn
y-tlqlt must be signed by the subject would indicate that it is obligatory also (Annex 6.1, RD
1993). The best way to reconcile the two sides, in our view, is to provide full information on
the trial plocess, at least in cases where there is no therapeutic ben6fit to the subject, including
th.e gs9 of a,placebo,but to keep the subject in ignorance as ro the point at which it will bE
administered or whether indeed it has been-administered at all.

31I. Minors and incompetent persons. The problems in relation to these groups are even
more-complex both from the ethicalloo and legal points of view. The Drugs and Medicines Law
Teryly indicates that the information must b-provided and that consent is the responsibility of
the legal representative in the case of persons who cannot freely give consent, although-the
latter mus.t express their agreement if they are able to understanil ihe nature, importande and
risks entailed in the experiment (at. 61. 6); the RD of 1993 adds that minors aged twelve or
more shall.give their informed consent, which, along with the consent given by the legal
representatives, must be notified to the Public Prosecutor's Office prior to itre carrying ouiof
the test (art. 12.5).

In the case of ,children, it is stipulated that tests which hold interest for their health may
only.E undertaken wheq they cannot be canied out with subjects who are not affected by theG
special circumstances, due to the fact that the pathology under study is proper to children;
however, testing which does not have purely therapeutiCends is also admitteit if ttre Clinical
Research Ethics Committee is satisfied that strict iequirements are met (art. 12.2 and 3, RD
1993). Notwithsatnding the stringent precautions sel out in the regulations, we are of the
opinion that the partigipalion of children in an experiment should only be allowed when they
themselves will benefit. Consent given on their behalf by parents is only lawful when it is fdr
the children's benefit, in accordance with the terms of parental authority set out in the Civil
Code (art. 154). These requirements would clearly not be satisfied in the case of purely
scientific experimentation.

Mentally-ill or mentally-dcficrenr adults are considered to be experimentation subjects
under the same tenns as children and enjoy a similar level of protection, or at least this wbuld
gPpear 19 be th9 case, given that their legal representatives - their guardians - ar€ obliged by
law to 'look after their interests' (art. 269 of the Civil Code) and must 'act for their benefiL'
(art,216), which would seem to imply that there is legal opposition to the participation of such
individuals in experiments, particularly patients committed to psychiatric hospitals. It would
therefore appear that they may only participate in therapeutic experimentation. Where doubt
arises or where possible abuses have occurred it is appropriate io seek the assistance of the
judge, whether or not the patient is subject to his authority (ie, regardless of whether he has
been certified by the court as being incompetent or has been committed).

312. Prisoners and soldiers. For different, though fundamentally similar. reasons it is
generally held that prisoners and soldiers should be excluded from any type of experimentation
because of doubts as to whether or not they are in a position to give their consent without
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undue prgssure-. However, lpaniqtr law does not address the issue specifically.
The vulnerability of the first group 

-those 
in custody and prison inmates - would

seem only too obvious, as they are particularly susceptible to ail sorts-of incentives unrelated to
the research itself (privileges while in prison, reduction in sentence and even a sense of
personal worth, etc.). In spite of this there is no explicit legal provision that excludes thgrn.l0l
Jurnfng to soldiers,the.same problems with the exercise of free will arise when the experiment
is to be carried out in the context of military health services because soldiers are suliject to a
strict hierarchy_and ar9 4 a position of subdrdination which makes their participation"in trials
inappropriate. Nevertheless, their participation in experimentation in i:ivit h'ealth services
should ngt be rejected ogt 9f hand, provided that it does not interfere with their military duties
(e.g.. health problems while on duty) as this would not be compatible with national defence
needs.

3t3. Self-experimentation. It is contended that self-experimentation is acceptable since the
researcher is in the best position to know and judge ai each stage of the piocess the risks
involvedin the expe-riment. From the legal poinfof view there is in fact nothing to prevent it,
even in the event of injury or damage being sustained, given that the Penal eod,! does not
punish self-infl icted inj ury. toz

IV. Payment

3l4.It is currently felt that all experimental subjects should have insurance cover for all the
risks entailed. The Drugs and Medicines Law (art. 62; developed further by art. 13 of the RD
1993) establishes this as a prior condition in all cases and malies the instigdtor of the trial, the
pringipal researcher and the medical director of the hospital where the triil is to be ca^rried out
jointly liable for any injury sustained that is not covered by insurance, even.where they are not
at fault (objective liability for risk);to3 the Law also establishes an assumption - although
evidence to the contrary 9an be presented - that any injury to the health ol the experimenlal
subject occurring during the trial or up to a year later is ttrb €sult of the trial.

. Payment to compensate for expenses or loss of earnings incurred as a result of the
experiment is also admissible, provideil that this does not take-the form of a truly financial
reward and is not the only reason why the person has agreed to undergo the experimental
treatment. The payment of an indemnity to cover possible injury or discomfort as a result of
the experiment is a different matter that comes closer to the idea <if remuneration. We will now
turn to this issue.

315. The issue of remwteration in the strict sense of the word has been hotly debated in both
bio-ethicall& and legal circles. There is a tendency to see it as acceptable in countries with an
Anglg:Qaxon legal radition but to reject it in continental Europe. Inbther legal texts where the
possibility of a person making his body available is discussed ihere is an assumption that this is
done without reward as an act of human solidarity.toS Nevertheless, the Drugs and Medicines
Law allows subjects to receive something in return for the service rendered (art. 60. 7), which
leads one to think that this is a reference to remuneration as such, the appropriat€ness of which
is debatable; however, the RD of 1993, in order to avoid financial compeniation being turned
into remuneration, makes clear that "in no case will the amount be sogreat as to induce the
zubject to participate for any motive other than interest in the progress of science" (art. 11.5).
Compensation, if agreed upon beforehand, can be demanded, though needless to say any such
amount will diminish proportionally to the participation of the experimental subject if he opts
out at some point.

V. Guarantees in Relation to Research

316. Research in which human subjects are used must adhere to the strictest precautions in
order that the interests of the individuals involved can be safeguarded. Regulations governing
clinical trials of pharmaceutical products also address this issue in great detail, so much so in
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fact that-they have even caused irritation among some researchers. Obviously these regulations
also apply to experiments on human subjects with non-pharmaceutical products.

317- Among the more important guidelines that might be mentioned are the following: the
need for the research Furn to be in possession of profeisional and technical qualification], the
availability of appropriate staff and equipment in tlie centre and the fact thar the scientific value
of the experiment itself should be assessed (art. 65. 3 of the Law).

318. There is also contro,lon the part of the Health Administration, whose prior authorisation
is required ('Directorate General for Pharmaceutical and Health Productsi, art. 65. I of the
Law and arts. 24 ff. of RD 1993). Monitoring and inspections ensure that the entire clinical
trial process is formalised and time periods and conditions are established for the carrying out
of any such trials.

319. In certain casesthe Ministry of Health and Consumer Affairs may intemrpt a clinical
trial or insist that modifications be made to the protocol. This is possible in situations where the
law has been broken, where the conditions under which authorisation was granted are altered
or where the above-mentioned ethical principles are not adhered to. -The aim of such
ln1erygntign is to protect trial subjects and tb protect public health (art 65. 5 of the Law and art.
31 of the RD). Needless to say, criminal liability may arise in serious cases involving homicide
or grievous bodily harm, in addition to any liability iir relation to the Administration.-

$ 8. Transsexual Interventions

320. Sex c]range surgery in response to the phenomenon known as transsexuality raises a
r.angq of legal problems of considerable importance. Proof of its complexity is provid-ed by the
doctrinal controversy that has arisen over some recent decisions of Civil Ch-amb-er Numbef One
of the. Supreme Court, the first of which dates back to 1987. 106 Although this was not the first
occasion on which such issues had been addressed, previous decisions-had always been given
in lower courts or in the General Registry and Notary's Division of the Minisiry of Ju-stice.
Decisions varied to whether the claimant merely soughi a name change or a change of sex to be
recorded in the Civil Registry. We will now turn to some of the problems raised by medico-
surgical sex changes related to transsexuality.l0z

I. Lawful Medico-Surgical Sex Change Operations: Reconciling Physical
Sexuality with Psychological Sexuality

321. The first important issue to clarify is the question of the lawfulness of this type of
surgical intervention from the criminal law standpoint. The reform of the Penal Code in1983
declared {reqe operations lawful under the criminal law:'...the expression of free and explicit
consent eliminates criminal liability in cases of organ transplants performed legally and in cases
of sterilization and transsexlral surgery performed by medically qualified persbnnel, except
where consent has been obtained under false pretences or through offering reward or paymeirt
or if the person on whom the operation is performed is a minor or is incompetent, ih wtrictr
case such consent will not be valid nor will that given by the legal representatives' (an.428.2).
A surgeon performing such an operation could not therefore be convicted of castration or
mutilation (an. 418 of the Penal Code). In the civil law there is nothing to indicate that these
surgical operations are unlawful.

322. Elsewhere - and prior to the 1983 reform of the Penal Qeds-l0s we have regarded
this type of surgery as lawful - and it was, even before the reform - provided that it was
carried out for a curative purpose, that is, where the case was clearly one of Fanssexuality. It is
qpplgpriate at this point to dwell briefly on what constitutes transsexuality. Transseiuality
implies a lack of conespondence between physical sexuality and psychological sexuality, such
that all aspects of the individual's behaviour are affected. For reasons of clarity we have limited
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our discussion to two sexual variables, but specialists in the field distinguish a greater number
of such factors: the sexual chromosome pattern; gonadial and moiphologlcal r.*uuliivJ
hormonal sexuality and related secondary'sex charicreristics; morphblogytr itJ-"it"*'.i
genitalia; internal reproductive organs; six as assigned at birih an<i ttrroigtrout ctriiOirooO;
psychological .sex and gender role. It is,_ theref6re, necessary to anaiyse ttre varioui
dysfunctions, that can occur in transsexuals in relation to bioiogicat iOi:ntity f.;-;il
psychological, social and legal point of view .

A mismatch between the sexual organic and the psychological components entails
serious difficulties for transsexuals in the deielopment of tireir sexuil and social fiueJ as weii
as causing sg.no-us disturbances in the developm'ent of personality. These individuals in iiJi
play a role (in keeping with their psychololical sexuality) thai is vastly differenr to ifui
expected or demandtO. gf $em b.y sbciety (thE rob dictated'by their physital and, ttrerefoie,
legal gender). It should be borne in mind with regard to rhis thit in theie cases ttt" !.noriirtui
appear-q in theCivil.Register, which.determines whether the individual is legally assilneO lo ihe
masculine or feminine sex (a9 no third possibility is allowed) is logically ttie oiganiisex of ttre
individual at bifth, as dg.termlned by efternal seiual characteristici (it ii trere tfr'at errors oi"ui
in regislgring the sex of individuals-who are pseudo-hermaphroditesj.

When such mismatches occur ttre redtment of the p^atient logically involves eliminating
the source of the mismatch in an effort toproduce a correipondenc? Uiiivein trr;phFi;;J;A
the psychological. A possible option - which would apperir to be the less drastic orfuie t*;;
i! iltvolveg no surgery - is ag]usting. the sexual psychbtogy and behavioui of tttl lition to
meil physlcal sexuality through ps,ychiatric treatment, together with high dosages of hormones
to accentuate the anatomical and physiological characteriitics of organiE gendel Unfortunately,
to date this method has not nlodgbel very-satisfactory resulrs, dueinainfi to the t.ngitr ofii"it
needed (several years) and also because ihe desired results are not always achieved-at the end
of the dly qnd the patient's situation often becomes even more intoleiable. For this reason
lurgery has become a more and qore popular solution in recent years. In these circumstances ii
is the organism that goes.through the prbcess of adjustment or being 

"ttuniO 
(at least in ter.s

of outer appearance) to q9 sexual p-sychology and behaviour of thE patieni (it should nor be
forgotten that this is usually the.p.ref.ened solirtion of the individuals'concerneO, *tio *uuffy
do not wish to come to terms with the sex to.ryhich they have been assigned oiganii"iit;il
legally and reject their ow.n genital organs which they i'egard as a defoinity). This r*gt.-.1
operation consists.primarily in.amputating and remilvirig the original genftd otg*JunO
'modelling'new-artificial external-grEan-s (b! means of phsfic surger! usirig ttre genfiat tir.u.
9l qhe. patients themselves) as well as the sircondary sex charactirisiics, *[ich ilso involvii
high dosages of hormones. Despite ttre high level of aesthetic - and functional - ru.r..r ol
these operations, once they have been cariied out the individual concerned suffers irreversibli
loss of his/trer capacity to reproduce.

3?1. Tly., by seeing these -operat{ons as fundamentally therapeutic we can regard them in a
po9ltive light from the juridico-criminal point of view. Trarissexuals run se'rious risks oi
syffering personality disorders because of this 99-mplete rejection of their somatii re*uutity.
They see their own sexuality as an 'anomaly' and if nb soluti-on is found the conflict can lead [o
extreme sreactions, and even to suicide. It as we have seen, psychiatric and even hormonal
therapy.are doomed to failure in most cases, other solutions inrist be sought. We know that
human health is multidimensional, that any disturbance has social repercu-ssions (the person
becomingmargi.nal, for.example) and that inental health plays a paniiularly important role in
$e. general health of an individual given ttrat psychological and somatic fact6rs aie inextricably
linked.

As a result, if the physician believes that the solution lies in a physical - external -sex change-so as to achieve harmony with the patient's personality, nothing should stand in the
yay ol such an operation being perform.ed. Cl-early the-medical ihdication'is necessary (in the
first place, a statement from the psychiatrist to the effect that there is a mismatch 6eiween
physical and psychological gender and that other non-surgical measures have proven to be
inadequate or ineffective, and an evaluation of the relative aiivantages and disadvantages of the
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gperqtiol for that particular patient) and the requirements of lexa,r,s must be met In such cases
the physician h.as to considei (it goes without saying that the individual's views and wishes are
of.paramount importance in.this respect) wheihei the patient's capacity to reprodu"" oi u
balanced mental state is more important in terms of hiVhei general behaviour. While the loss oi
the.ability to reproduce-clearly affects an important aspec.-t of biology in general and human
biology tn Partigul.al -.the.pote.ntiullo 

have cliildren and the paternaUilater;at instinct - b"irg
leltally disturbed has implications for the development of the personaliry of the individual ant
hiVher. relationships with others, which would l-ead one to iontend tliat this psychological
aspect is of greater importance.

324. While these arguments are- valid in the case of sex change operations with clearly
therapeutic purposes, they are not when the purpose of the operatioi'is nbt so clear, when there
are other circumstantial goalg o1 benefits (such as better prospects of employment in the artistic
sphere, immature persons'desire to "follow fashion", b-enefits related'[b specific sports etc.).
Nevertheless, the Penal Code, in permitting these surgical operations, mlkes no distinction
between those that are therapeutic and those that are not, which means that the quality of
lawfulness must be extended to all such operations 

-unless 
there is some problem with the

consent of the individual concerned 
-regardless 

of the underlying reason. This lawfulness
rests on the. principal of individual self-determination. Even so,-despite the Legislature's
intentions, it would seem to be going too far to allow operations with iuch serious-risks and
consequences- for the integrity of the individual to be carried out without careful weighing up of
fte therapeutic-value - that is to say, verification ttrat a tnrly transsexual pathologyls inioLved

-and. 
of the thought given to the decision and how far-the person is' Oeterriined that the

operation should.be carried out. This would avoid hasty decisioni that are later deepty regretted
once the irreversible operation with all its consequencds has been performed.

{. Achieving Harmony between the Sex of the Person and His/trer Legal
Gender or Legal Identity

326. T"he solution to_ this is oLqe again to attempt to reconcile the two aspects by amending
the entryin.tht Civil Registry. The first step 

-and 
the most limited in thai it provides only a

partial solution to the problem- is to change the person's name (from mascufine to feminine
or vice versa) so that it is appropriate to the ne* identity. This has been allowed on some
occasions by the.lower courts and the Registry and Notary's Division. A second procedure is
to applyforgfficial recognition in the Registryof the change of sex. In fact the regulations that
govern the Civil Registry (Law of 8 June 1957 and the Regulations of 14 Novemler 1958) do
not explicitly provide for the situation we are examining here and thus we are faced with a true
legal lacuna. Nevertheless, a correct interpretation of the current regulations allows for an
qPpppriale solution, as we shall see shortly. The current legal situation is as follows: Spain's
Civil Regisrry legislation does not take as its point of departuie the assumption that gendei is an
invariable or immutable condition, as some authors have claimed, but-is based only on the
stabiliry of the information recorded in the entries in the Civil Registry, which can be-rectified
by means of various procedures if they can be shown to be incorrect or inaccurate or because
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of a change in the facts or circumstances that led to the entry.

- 
It is possible, by means of a simple administrative procedure, to rectify 'the incorrect

9.n!ry fgr sex wien at the same time ttrere is no doubt as to the identity of the iridividuat in the
light of other circumstances' (art 93 n2 of the Civil Registry Law); in which case, according to
the Regulations (art. 294), further investigation of vari6us matters is needed. In fact -the

situation envisaged by the Law and its Regulations in the articles cited here covers exclusively
errors of regisffation, in situations of hermaphroditism (pseudo-hermaphroditism) when th-e
external sex organs lead to one sex being attributed ahd later, wheh the individual has
developed or as a result of medical treatment, it is discovered that he/she belongs to the other.
In such cases the simple administrative procedure referred to above will see thai the extract of
bi-rth in the Register is altered accordingly. In other cases, such as sex change operations,
where there is no real egoT-q thq entry in the Registry there remains the possibility of seeking a
change in status. The Civil Registry Law allows the rectification of entries 'after a definiti-ve
decision hap bee-n given in an ordinary hearing'. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court has rejected
the notion that changes in the entry for sex can be effected simply under art.92, and has stated
that case law must be constructed to develop the issue further, on the grounds that it is the
courts that must decide in new circumstances which were not foreseen by the kgislature.
Furthermore, in the first such case in 1987 the Supreme Court relied on an application of
analogy and the existence of a putative woman, stating that the Law should 

-piotect 
legal

fictions. This decision was rightly criticised by civilists,loe who countered that only fictions
created 

-and 
en-visaggd !y _the law can be protected. Two subsequent decisions of the-Supreme

Court also followed this line of reasoning, but were based alsb on iuguments relatingio the
right of transsexuals to freely develop their personality, which is recognised and proteited by
the Spanish Constitution, art. 10. 1.110

III. The Transsexual, Marriage and the Family

327.T\e only remaining question is whether or not the transsexual can marrylll when as we
saw earlier he/she is clearly incapable of reproduction (if he/she has undergone a sex change
operation). The institution of marriage - which should not be confused witli the family - has
also evolved socially and therefore the law has never sought to prevent marriage even when the
two parties (man and woman) have come to an agreement not to have children. No legal
obstacle should stand in the way of a transsexual's marrying when his/trer new gendei is
legally le4ognise{: such a situation is not included among the restrictions on marriage in articles
46 and 47 of the Civil Code, in which it is stipulated that the only requirement is that the parries
to the marriage are from the legal point of view a nan and a womnn (at.44) and that they have
given their consent to the marriage (art 451.ttz For such consent to be valid it is necessary for
the future spouse to know about his/her partner's situation beforehand. The individual
concerned must inform the intended spouse about the legal change of sex and the other organic
and personal repercussions of this change, including irreversible infertility and any change in
the transsexual's personal qualities. Only in this way can the parties avoid the marriage being
null and void 'ab initio' because of inegularities with regard to consent, as stipulated by article
73 number 4 of the Civil Code, which defines as null and void marriages entered into as a
result of 'mistaken identity or error as to the personal qualities of the marriage partner, this
identity or these qualities having been determining factors in the giving of consent'. It should
be said that knowledge of such a circumstance can be obtained from the Civil Registry, which
must reflect any rectifications with regard to name and sex. It is tnre, however, as the Supreme
Court states, that the modification of an entry in lerms of the name does not in itself imply
'complele equivalence with someone of feminine gender for the purposes of certain legal acts
and transactions, since each of these demands full capacity and aptinude in each silunlien'.1l3 11

could be said that although in the case in question the court did not explicitly prohibit marriage,
which it might wee have done, the above statement is not very coherenr given the initial
premise involved (acceptance of a legal change of sex). In effect, it is tantamount to
acknowledging a third sex category (apart from the nvo legally recognised sexes). Membership
of this third sex would exclude one from marriage with either of the other two sexes, since it
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would be even more absurd to allow the person to marry someone of the opposite sex to that
which was the former's original sex at birth, but who is riow of the same sef ieeallv followins
the amendment to.the r_egiqtrf. This would constitute discrimination on the {rounAs of sex]
which is prohibited by the Spanish Constitution (art. 14), and would be doublfdiscriminatory
since^the pepo-n is prevented from marrying anybody at all, be they man 6r woman. Thi6,
therefore, reinforces our view that transsexuals ihould be able to mirry in accordance with
their current legal sex as amended in the registry (but not in accordanc-e with their previous
sex), so long as the precautions governing tht principle of consent to marriage betwe6n a man
and a woman that we discussed above are met.

328. In the situation where the person that has undergone the sex change operation was
already.marrie$ the. perg.on to whom he/she was married may logically be grinted a legal
separation and/or the dissolution of the marriage (divorcti), d=espitb the fact that tiis
circumstance is notexplicitly dedt with in the law (arts. 81, 82 and 86bf the Civil Code). It is
a different matter if the transsexual had children before the surgical and legal sex change, in
which case it should be understood -in the absence of any legaii indication-to the contriy -that thelegal relationships that existedprior to the change airO ihe duties and rights arising from
these relationships are maintained (such as those in relaiion to heirs and parentil authoritf).

329.In conclusion, it would ryem apprgpriqte for legislation to be drawn up specificatly to
regulate transsexual issues, starting with limiting the lawfulness of such surgidalbperations to
sex changes where a proven transsexual syndrome exists. The law should also coniider all the
other civil repercussions discussed above.

NOTES

1. For a more complete_ account see. C.M. ROMEO CASABONA, 'La reforma penal del
aborto: limite mfnimo, 4grya.s delictivas y sistema de las indicacione s', in Propuesias para h
reforry p9!rg! (Centro de Estudios Criminol6gicos, Universidad de La LagunaiSanra Cruz de
Tenerife 1992), pp. 143 and ff.

2. V. J. BUSTOS RAMIREZ, Manual de Derecho Penal. Parte Especial, cit., p. 59; G.
LANDROVE DIAZ, Politica Criminal dcl aborto, (Bosch, Barcelona [976),p. 15; f. UUNOZ
CONDE, Derecln PeAqL Parte Especial, (8" ed. Tirant Lo Blanch, Valencia iggO), p. 81; J,M.
RODRIGUEZDEVESA/ A. SERRANO GOMEZ, Derecho Penal Espafiol. PartZ Especial,
(_1{" ed. Dykinson, Madrid 1991), p.74; L. RODRIGUEZ RAMos (with M.A. cOBos
GOMEZ DE LINARES and I. LOPEZ BARIA DE QUIROG A), Manual de Derecho Penal.
Parte Especial, /, (Akal, Madrid 1990), p. 140 and f.

3. See references in E. FARRE TREPAT, 'Sobre el concepto de aborto y su delimitaci6n de
los delitos contra la vida humana independiente', in Anuario de Derecho Penal y Ciencias
Penales,1990, pp.337 and f.

4. Arl. 412 Penal Code: "Abortion occasioned by an act of violence, in the knowledge of the
woman's pregnancy, without intention to cause abortion is punishable as a lesser offence". The
lesser ofence carries a minimum sentence of six months hnd one day's imprisonment and a
ma;rimum sentence of six years.

5. This is a sentence of benveen 12 years and one day and twenty years in prison.

Q.F9t a more complete account see R.F. SUAREZ MONTES, 'Aplicaci6n del nuevo arl I del
C6digo Pegal al aborto con resultdo de muerte en la reciente Jurisprudencia del Tribunal
Sgpremo', i-n' _Estudios Penales y Criminoldgicos, IX, (Publ. Uriiv. Santiago de Compostela
1986), pp.zrJg and ff. Also Rulings of Supreme Court (2nd Cahmber) of 30 llarch 1985, 4
April 1985, 19 September 1990.



7. Article 416. "Punishment of "arresto mayor" and a fine of between 100,000 and 200,00O
pesetas shall be imposed where a person commits the following acts in relation to substances,
o_bj-ects, in^struments, means or procedures capable of causing or facilitating abortion: l.
Holders of medical or health qualifications who indicate the use of any ofihe above, or
unqualified persons who do likewise. 2. Manufacturers or businesses whb sell the above to
non-medical staff or unauthorised distributors. 3. Any person who offers for sale, sells,
issues, provides or advertises in any way or form any of itrd above".

8. A criterion that qgn-egpondq !o that adopted in the Rulings of the Supreme Court (2nd
Chamber) of 28 April t946, l4May 1977.

9.Supreme-9qutt Ruling (2nd Clra_mber) of 5 December 1986, in the opposite sense to earlier
decisions: 20 December 1980, 15 October 1983.

10. S. Constitutional Court 7511984,27 June.

11. Art.416 bis can be translated thus: "Abortion performed by a doctor, or under his
supervision, in an accredited health care centre or institution, be it fublic or private, with the
explicit consent of the pregnant woman is not punishable in the foliowing ciicumstances: lst
When it is necessary !o avoid grave danger to ihe life or physical or psyc-hiatric health of the
woman and that this is stated in a certificate issued prioi to the opeiaiion by an appropriate
speciatist physician other than the doctor who is to perform the abortion or und6r *hose
slpen'rision the abortion is to be performed. In emergency conditions where there is a life-
th_rcateryqg risk to the woman, the requirements for explicit ionsent and a written cenificate are
waived. 2nd When the pregnancy is the result of an aCt that constitutes the crime of rape under
a*. 429, so long as thg abortion is performed in the first 12 weeks of pregnancy-and the
aforementioned act has been reported to the authorities. 3rd When it is assuhed that ihe foetus
will be born with-grav-e physical or psychiatric abnormalities so long as the abortion is
performed 

-in 
the first 22 weeks of pregnancy and the written statement is issued by two

specialists from a public or private accredited health care centre or establishment, neither of
whom shall perform or supervise the abortion. 2.ln the cases envisaged in the previous clause
the pregnant woman's actions will not be punishable even if the abortion is not-performed in a
public or private accredited centre or health care establishment or if the medical bertificates not
been issued.

12. An exemption that has its origins in one of the Constitutional Court's much criticised
'suggestions' to the lrgislature in ruling 53/1985, 11 April (legal principle n. l2).

13.I n this sense J. CEREZO MIR, 'La regulaci6n del estado de necesidad en el C6digo
espafiol', .cit., p, 108; D.M. LUZON PENA, 'Indicaciones y causas de justificaci6n
aborto', cit., n. 36, 1988, pp. 659 and f.

14.See ROMEO CASABONA, 'La reforma penal del aborto: lfmite mfnimo, figuras delictivas
y sistema de las indicaciones', cit., p.152.

l5.Supreme Court Ruling (2nd Chamber) of 11 December 1990, which confirmed the
provincial court's decision.

16. See J. CEREZO MIR, 'Noci6n del estado de necesidad como requisito bdsico de la
eximente del nfmero 7 del art. 8o del C6digo Penal espaffol. Estado de necesidad y colisi6n de
deberes', in Revista de la Facultad de Derecho de la Universidad Compl4tense de Madrid,
monog. n. L l, 1986, pp. 200 and ff., for a fuller account of these consequences.

17. In the same line of argument, LUZON PEItA, 'Indicaciones y causas de justificaci6n en el
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aborto', cit., p, 634. A counter argument is provided by
elementos de la causa de justificaii6n del art. +fi bis di:l
and243 and ff.

lS.DIEZ RIPOLLES,'Andlisis de los elementos de la causa de justificaci6n del art.4l7 bis
del C6digo Penal', cit., p.216.

20. A. CUERDA RIEZU, 'El delito de ab_orto ante la Propuesta de Anteproyecto del Nuevo
p6digo Penal', cit, pp. 376 and f;DEZRIPOLLES, 'Andlisis de los elemenios Oe la cauia Oi
i_ustificaci6n del ari. 417 bis del Cddigo penal', cit., pp. 2L9 and f; LUzoN pEItA;
'Indicaciones y causils de justificaci6n en el aborto', cit., p.'644.

21. See the fuller account in JORGE BARREIRO,Ia imprudencia punible en la actividad
mddico-qulyr7ig2, cit., pp. I 13 and ff.(ryith some interestiig decisions on medical nJgtigence
Pt fl:f$!gO !-"lqgqtion of lesponsibility to nurses in obstetrics cases, p. 154); {OiAgO
CASABONA, El Mddico y el Deiecho peial, I, cit.,pp.247 and ff.

22. As {qt 4: previo.ug requirement, the ruling o{ 4e Constitutional Court of I I April 1985
was to this effect, which led to its inclusion in the definitive version of the text of the l^aw.

23.DIEZ RIPOLLES, 'Andlisis de los elementos de la causa de justificacidn del art4l7 bis del
C6digo Pgnal', cit.,227 .It should be recalled that the physician"musr be licensed to prescribe
abo$ye drugs (art.415.4 of the Penal Code) for home uie or administration; the sam'e appliii
to devices inserted into the ut€rus in the centre by health care workers the abortive effticts of
which occur at a later stage when the woman is athome, etc.

24. According to art. 9 of the RD of 21 November 1986, informarion should be furnished in
the following.te!ns; Hputt care professionals shall inform those seeking an abortion of irrJ
medical, psychologic{ qnd soci4 con-sequences of the continuance of tie pregnancy or its
termination. Tl"y shall also provide information as to the availability of social we-lfare Grvices
and family assistance that may aid the parties concerned. They shall also furnish information
as t-o-.the appropriate demands and-requirements, such ai the date and the centre or
establishment in which an abortion may be performed.

. It it q*y to see that the informatioh requirement goes further, in some aspects, than
what would be strictly necessary for valid conlent to opdrate as an excuse undei the irenal
Code.

25. Art. 10.5 of which refers to.the_right to information of clients of public and private health
services (art. 10 final paragraph). See also the 9th art of the LGS.

26. Thus, BUSTOS RAMIREZ, Manual de Derecho Penal, Parte Especial, cit., 65.

27. On the consent of pregnant minors or mentaly deficient womwn, see Part. II, Chapter II,
section I above.

28. According to art. 3.2 and 3 of Law 42tlg88,of 28 December, on the donation and use of
human embryos and foetuses or their cells, tissue or organs.

DIEZ RIPOLLES, 'Andlisis de los
C6digo Penal', cit., pp. 216 and ff
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29. DE-VICENTE REMESAL, 'El grave peligro para la salud psfquica de la madre en la nueva
ley del aborto', cit., p. 8.

30. Attorney General's Office, Consulta n" 411987, of 14 November, on Algunas cuestiones
penales. ! qrocesales sobre. los requisjtos excluyentes de la punibilidad in el aborto por
indicaci6n irtca (w text in Anwrio dc Derecho Penaly Ciencids Penales,l988, 203 and f0.

31. A different view is taken by M.BAJO FERNANDEZ, Manual de Derecho Penal. (Parte
gspecial), Delitos conta las personas, cit., p. 139; CUERDA RIEZU, 'El delito de aborto ante
las Propuesta de Anteproyecto del nuevo C6digo Penal', cit., p. 380.

32. J.A. GISBERT CALABUIG, Medicina Legal y Toxicologia, (4" ed. Salvat, Barcelona
1991), p.472 and f.

33. BAJO FERNAND)Z, Manual de Derecho Penal. (Parte Especial) Delitos conta las
p.ersonas, cit., p, 133; CUERDA RIEZU, 'El delito de aborto ante la Propuesta de
Anteproyecto del Nuevo C6digo Penal', cit., p. 378.

34. DIEZ RIPOLLES, 'Andlisis de los elementos de la causa de justificaci6n del artfculo 417
bis del C6digo Penal', cit., p. 193.

35. In fact the Spanish Penal Code does not actually define what sterilisation consists of. Art.
419 stipulates thqt whoever intentionally brings about the mutilation of or the dysfunction of an
organ or..non-principal member or sterility or deformity shall receive a sentence of "prisi6n
mayor" (imprisonment of between six years and a day and twelve years).

36. Art. 418 states that whoever intentionalty mutilates or renders useless an organ or principal
member of another, deprives him of his sight or hearing, causes the eliminatibn of or sev6re
limitation to his ability to work, causes him to suffer serious physical or mental illness or
incurable mental injury shall be sentenced to "reclusidn menoi" (imprisonment of between
twelve years and one day to twenty years).

37. On this issue see A. GUALLART DE VIALA, I-a nueva proteccidn perul dc la integridad
corporal y la salud, (Ed. Ceura, Madrid 1992), pp.73 and f.

38. ROMEO CASABONA, El Mddico y el dcrecho penal,I, cit., p.177.

39. BLENLER,Tratado de Psiquiarrfa, (Espasa Calpa, Madrid 1969), pp.l27 and f.

40. See LGS, art. 10.5 and 6.

41. A similar view is expressed by I. CEREZO MIR, Curso de Derecho Penal espafiol. Parte
General, ( (Tecnos, Madrid 1990), p.97.

42. Civ{ Code, art. 162: "Parents with rights of authority are the legal representatives of their
non-emancipated minor children, save in relation to 1. Acts concerning the child's right of
personality or other rights which, under the law and bearing in mind his level of maturity, he
can perform for himself'. Art. 267: "Guardians are the legal representatives of min6r or
incompetent children, save in relation to acts which they can perform for themselves, either as
the result of an explicit legal ruling to that effect or a proviso contained in the court's
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43. See on this point L. DIEZ-PICAZO/ A. GULLON BALLESIEROS, Sis'temn del Derecho
Civil, IV, (5'ed. Tecnos, Madrid 1990), p.362; J.M. LETE DEL-RIO, Cornentarios al
C6digo Civil y Compilaciones forales, (M. ALBADALEJO, ed.), IV, (2' ed. EDERSA,
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Madrid 1985), p. 368.

44. See Chapter II, section 1.

!5._Foj-qrg_uments in favour of banning the sterilisation of minors, see L. ARROYO
ZAPATERO, 'Los menores de edad y los incapaces ante el aborto y la esterilizaci6n',cit., p.
19.

46. on this see, RoMEo cAsABoNA, El Mddico y el Derecho penal, I, cit., p.316; J.
SILVA SANCHEZ, La esterilizacihn de disryriryyidos psiquicos, (PPU, Barcelona ig8gl, p.
46: J. BOD( REIG, I-a reforma penal de 1989, (Tirant io Blanch, Valencia 1989), p. 132. 
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47 . T\e Attorney General, in his Consulta of 3/1985, sobre la capacidad de los oligofrdnicos
para erestar el consentimiento previsto en el art. 428.2 del C6d[go Penal (on the capacity of
ryerytl patients to grant the consent envisaged in article 428.2 ofihe Penal Code), anived at a
similar conclusion.

48. See C.M. ROMEO CASABONA, 'El diagn6stico antenatal y sus implicaciones juridico-
penales, in La Ley,n.1751,1987, p. 6.
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330. In the field of health care other professionals work alongside doctors and perform an
important role in assisting and treating patients. Under the bioad term "other health care
providers" are included nurses, a category known literally in Spanish as "technical health care
assistants" or ATS (a !yp9 of nurse), doctors' assistarits, midwives and auxiliary nurses.
Traditionally these professionals have assisted the physician, but as medicine hai become
increasin^gly reliant on technology and more and moie specialised, largely because of the
advent of new and complex diagnostic and surgical techniques, it is now elsential for these
individuals to be highly qualified a1d, in most ciues, have university level training.l They
perform a series of tasks which, although complementary to those of the physiclan, ar6
sometimes absolutely vital and it is often the case ihat the doitor cannot or does nol know how
to perform them.2 Because of ttre increasing importance of these health care providers, and the
need for greatercontrol over medical activity (apptcable here also),3 more rigorous regulation
of these professi-ons is crucial. However, this is an area that has been somewhat neglected in
Spain, as we shall see shortly.

. . Other -qualified personnel such as pharmacists, psychologists and opticians also
participate in health care. When we say that health care teims are multi-disciplinary it is not
only because they comprise participants from the various branches of medicine, but also
because such persons perform important functions.

331. A number of different provisions make reference to the relations among the different
categories of health care providers. In various Statutes governing the activitiEs of medical
personnel and paramedical health care workers, the maintenante of good relations and
cooperation- among these professionals is demanded. In the particular case of physicians,
chapter 7 pf $p Code of Medical Ethics is devoted to the relationship between thd physician
and other health care providers:

Art.36.1. Physicians must maintain good relations with other health care
professionals. They shall treat all auxiliary personnel with respect and take note of their
opinions with regard to the care of the sick, even if these opinions are at odds with
those of the physician.

2. The physician should not intrude upon the areas of competence of the staff
that work with him, but must not allow these professionals to encrbach on his area of
responsibility when such action could be detrimental to ttre patient
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Part III. The Physician and Health Care System

Chapter I. Relation with other Health Care Providers

$ l. PuanuAcrsrs

332. Pharmacy as a profession forms part of the community health care system and
contributes to the common cause of the other health care professions, namely, the pieservation
and recuperation of health.a

The specific know-how of pharmacists confer on them an important role which consists
gf the following functions:S control over the pharmaceutical products dispensed to the patient;
in the case of minor ailments that do not require medical attention, dispensing medicaments for
symptom relief; ensuring that medicines are used correctly and patients are warned as to any
adverse effects; clinical pharmacy and vigilance in relation to pharmaceutical products in the
community; the furnishing of information on medicines; the making up-of prescribed
medicines; the proper conservation of medicines in the pharmacy; the storage.of subs-tances that
are subject to special restrictions on their use. As a health care professional, the pharmacist
plays an active part in programmes for the promotion of health and health education in the
community, and any other activities for which his university education has specially prepared
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him, particularly those relating to food and environmental health.

..333. the plarmacistcooperates with ttre physician in the preparation of prescriptions and the
dispensing of medicines, and undertakes clinical analyses whi-ch provide vital iriformation on
which diagnosis may be based.

$ 2. DnNnsrs (See Part. I, Chapter I, $ 1, n. 30)

$ 3. NunsNc PRorrssloN

334. Traditionally included within -the broad category of "nursing" are a group of
professionals_whq perfqrm a wide range of functions that aid and compleme-nt medicai-praitice.
A number of such professions were recognised by Spanish health rigulations as far back as
1860. In 1952 a distinction between ATS (a type of nurse) and midwife was esrablished. In
l963.recogltittgn yS given to a further category, auxiliary nurses, the formal qualification for
which is obtained in the vocational training system ('formacidn professiorial'). Auxiliary
nusrses apsiql hospital nursing staff with the care of the patient by lerforming tasks such as
bathing, feeding etc.

In 1977, with the establishment of Schools of Nursing, a new professional category
qqyrr.tltg three years of university education was created.6 The previous categories of ATS and
midwife were given equql status to the new Diploma in Nuriing and begin to disappear as
professions in their own right.

335.Since then,- univer_sity education of nurses has allowed the profession to acquire
functional independence, albeit as an integral part of the coordinated mutti-disciplinary h6alth
care teams (working alongside physicians, auxiliary nurses, psychologists, etb.) which are
cqntral to hospital care.7 Nurses are responsible for the care of the patient (particularly in terms
of treatment.management), attending to the needs of the patient's-family ind, where relevant,
assistance with community health care education (as delegated by physiiians or psychologists)
as teachers, researchers and administrators. It is importanito draw a distinction between nurses
and auxiliary nurses, who do not hold university q-ualifications and who work under the nurse
in the primary care of ttre patient and his envirorimbnt

Holders of a nursing qualification may also practise privately in centres primarily
concerned with the management of treatment prescrib-ed by the physician, rehabilitition and
primary care, in accordance with the entitlement to freely prattise a profession which is
recognised by art 89 of the LGS and arrs. 35 and 36 of the Constitution. 

-

336. Nevertheless, the lack of clear-cut regulatory guidelines to govern the role of nurses
produces a good deal of uncertainty and is frequently a source of friction between nurses and
physicians because of the confusion as to where the responsibilities of one end and those of the
other begin

337. There is a possibility that new regulations will be drawn up so as to conform to the
requirements of the LGS, which stipulaGs in art. 84 that the government shall draw up a
framework statute for, among others, qualified (auxiliary) health care personnel and auxiliary
nurses employed by the Social Security system.

After the LGS was passed the Ministry of Health and Consumer Affairs produced a
draft version in 1987 which attracted a great deal of criticism. This led to the preparation of
another draft of a National Health Service Statute, which was made public in 1988 but did not
go through Parliament. As a result, the Social Security Paramedical Health Care Personnel
Statute (published by Order of the Ministry of Employment on 26 April 1973), which contains
a statute for qualified (auxiliary) health care personnel and auxiliary nurses, should be
understood to be still in force. Another piece of legislation which is still binding is Decree
23191 1960 of 17 November on the professional responsibilities of ATS, doctors-' assistants,
midwives and nurses.



Tttg ptol"tsion itself has.been pushing hard for a specific law to regulate nursing in a
manner in keeping with the fact that ttrdse professionals are now university-qlialified.

^ 
339. A consequenge oj the lack oj rclitical will to create the appropriate starutory provisions

{qr^$gursing profession is the delision by the European Coulrt 6,f lustice of 7 NovemUei
1991- The court condemnej!.Spai.n's lqlyt_ir implemeht within ttre prescriu"d tire limit ihe
provisions of FC Council Dirrfotive 80/155 of 2.1January 1980 on tfre coorOinatd; ;ai;g.I,
regulatory and administrative provisions regarding acceis to the professionJ of miO*ifJind
obstetric assistant and the ex-ercise of theie prdfessions (whicir are now specialist fields
included in ttre diploma in nursing).

339. A Code of Nursing Ethics was drawn up by the Spain's General Council for Nursing
+4 pry*O by Resolution32189. The Code lays itorirn guid'elines for nurses in the fulfilment o?
their obligations under three broad headings: nursing and the human being; nursing and the
community; nursing.and.professional 

_pracdce. As relards relations with oiher profjssionals,
chapter l0 of the Code stipulates the foilowing:

Article 63. In order to provide the best possible service to the patient, nurses shall do
their utmost to cooperate with other mbmbers of the health c^are team. fneyifroufO
always re-snegt th9 areas of responsibility of other professionals, but should riot attow
these professionals to encroach upon theii own profbssional autonomy.

$ 4. P,qRAMEDTcAL PnoressroNars

,:jp. Ph,ys.iotheraprsts Thisrvas originally I branch of the profession of ATS, alrhough since
l9E0 and the setting uP of Physiotherfpy Schools.t{qining has been taken out of [tursing
schools. Physiotherapy is aimed primarily 

-at 
the rehabilitatioi of patienrs.

341. Chiropodisrs:.This profession was established as a specialisation within the broader
category of ATS and is primarily concerned with the non-surgi'cal treatment of the feer

t7t

r974.
group

Schools have
the grading

offered university training since
and production of lenses. This is aves

illegal

Chapter tr. Relation with Health Care Provisions

$ 1. Hosprrars

343. Hospiqls are the foundation of ttre system of speciatised medical care. Historically they
were not.strictly speaking health careinstittitions, but LtraritaUte hostels for the elderly, the poor
and for pilgrims, erc. In ihe nineteenth century the functions that hospitals perform t6iay iere
$" pto.uq.e of charitable organisations.s A major expansion in hospital services took piace at
the end of the sixties as a result of improved tiuman-and material iesources, though this was
still not sufficient to satisfy the demands of public health due to the lack of a trie hospital
network. This was i.n p- rt.bpause specialised medical care was provided by the Social Secirrity
System which still lacked the means available in other cenres io attend t6 the needs of public
patients.e Hospitalstelonging t9 qe Provincial Governments, 'Cabildos Insulares'(organs of
government in the Balearic and Canary Islands) and city councils were able to offdr such
services. This meant that there was the dhnger of duplicatirig specialised health care services as
a result of the l9M Laut establishing the-bases of the National Health Service. Aside from
other factors, this alone- was.g-ood reason to claim that the way in which the hospitals
functioned was not entirely satiCfactory and the idea of a coherent n-etwork of hospitals 6egan
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to emerge as a means of achieving greater efficiency in hospital care. This was attempted
through a number of statutory provlsions, the first of which was the Law 3711962 of 21 iuly
which still constitutes today-the basic legislation governing hospitals.lo This law definei
hospitals as follows: "establishments providing medi-caVclinicil carb, regardless of the namei
they bear, without prejudice to the fact that-such establishments may'provide preventive,
convalescent and gutpatients' treatment as appropriate."ll However, neither this law nor any
of the. subsequent legislation^has succeeded-iir arriving at an efficient specialised treatttr cari,
organisati-on: "the situation of specialised care in 19821s characterised by the disorganisaiion
resulting from the multiplicity 

-of 
public administration hospital management bodiEs and the

failure to set up a satisfactory instrument for hospital coordinltion".l2

344.The l962Law regulating hospitals was developed further by Decree 57511966 of March
3 on the classification and regionalis-ation of hospitals. This was followed by a number of other
giegglgltegislation.on various aspects of the hospital service, including th6 stilt operative RD
52111987 ol l5 npril onthe structure, organizatibn aqd functioning ofhospitals managed by
the National Institute of Health ('Instiiuto Nacional de la Salud'', known by its acionvtit
INS4l.g?) andthe reform of our National Health System introduced by the deneral Heaittr
Law_(LGS) of 1986. Art. 65. I of the LGS states thal every Health Area should have at least
one General Hospital which should be involved in the prombtion of health, disease prevention,
research and teaching as well as attending to patients'needs. These hospitals should thui
complement the primary care network

. The public hospital infrastrycture is still not sufficient on its own to provide health care
services to the total popul?tiol. For this reason the LGS, while srill seeicing to establish a
single hospital network, arrived at-a system underwhich private hospitals partiiipate in public
health care in two ways, namely, through association agriements an'd the finking up of frivate
hospitals to the public system.

. .With regard to agreemenrs with private health care institutions, the Public
Administration, havinqp.reyigusly-given approrial to the institutions and evaluated the optimal
use that can be made of their health care resburces, establishes ttre requirements and minimum
conditions that are applicable to all agreements. The conditions and iequirements established
must include the reciprocal rights and obligations of both parties, guar'antees that the service
providedwill be of the same quality for all clients and a pro-hibitioriagainst rhe introduction of
seryices that are complementary to those already provideil by public 6alth care centres. Under
similar conditions of efficiency, quaity and'cbst, priorily shall be given to institutions
belonging to non-profimttsng olganisations.13 The Public Administration is charged with the
carrying out of .inspections of these private centres as regards health car! services,
administration and financial matters concerning each patient referred to them for admission (art.
94.2 of the LGS).

Thg link\S up of private hospitals to the national health system enables them to enjoy a
closer relationship with the public syslem.l4

345. Access to hospitals, which is open to all those who are ill regardless of their financial or
social position,. including prison inmates,t5 is granted once all other avenues of diagnosis and
treatment in primary.services have been explored, save for emergency cases. Hospltal care is
prwided o-n in in-patient basis, through admission to hospital, and via butpatient consultancies
and Casualty Services.

. Outpatient consultancies enable specialised carc to be provided without the need for the
qatient to be admitted _to hosp_ital. The physician completes a Referral for Outpatients'
Consultation which the Health Care Area Arittrority sendi to the hospital concerned and the
patient is given an appointment through the Adririssions Service. There is direct access,
however, to the Casualty Service in veryserious cases. A number of beds for withdrawal from
9.gg of addictiol are set aside in INSALUD network hospitals and associated private
hospitals in each Area Authority. Under the terms of INSALUD's involvement in ttrb tggs
National Drug Programme all members of the community have access to these beds whether or
not they are covered by Social Security health insurance.-
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The programme designed to make hospital care more human has aided INSALUD in its
efforts to provide more user-oriented treatment in the hospital context by means of easier access
to health care services and by providing patients and their families with more personalised
treatnent d9.............9ng their time in hospital. The programme is based on the Patients'Bill of Rights
and Duties ('Carta de Derechos y Deberes del Paciente') which as yet is not legally binding. A
series of improvements to the Bill are suggested, such as a Patient Care Service designed to
provide patients and their families with information on the hospital organisation, available
services, timetables and visiting hours and other activities. Visiting hours have been extended
and teachers provided for hospitalised children so that there schooting witl not be unduly
disrupted. Finally efforts are being made to extend and improve the contact between mothers
and hospitalised children in a bid to create a better ttrerapeutic environmenl

346. Royal Decree 52111987 of 15 April passed the Regulations governing the structure,
organisation and functioning of hospitals managed by the National Institute of Health. These
regulations are aimed at improving the management and quality of care provided by hospitals in
accordance with the principles laid down in the LGS. In this way, hospital services and
activities are grouped together under the following categories: Hospital Administrator's
Division, Medical Division, Nursing Division, Management Services andGeneral Services.

I) The top level of hospital management is the Hospital Administrator ('Director-
Gerente') who represents the hospital and is its highest authority, with responsibility for the
hospital's human, physical and financial resources. This person plans, manages, controls and
evaluates the performance of all the hospial divisions and takes measures to enstue the smooth
running of the hospital, especially in times of crisis and emergency. The Administrator
produces periodic reports on hospital activities and an annual report (art. 7). The areas of
responsibility of the Administrator's Division are patient relations, management, computing
services, legal affairs, admissions, reception and information, staffing policy, analysis and
planning (art.9).

II) The Medical Division, which covers the areas of Medicine, Surgery, Obstetrics and
Gynaecology, Paediatrics, Central Services, Documentation and Clinical Files, Day
Hospitalisation, Home Hospitalisation and any other activity in which medical care is involved,
is headed by the Medical Director, whose most important functions are the management,
supervision, coordination and evaluation of medical and other health care services in the
hospital.

III) The Nursing Division is concerned with coordination of the units and services
under its responsibility (wards, operating theatres, special units, outpatient's department,
casualty etc.) while the Management Division and General Services Department provide the
administrative support and technical assistance necessary for the running of all other hospital
divisions (financial management and administration, supplies, catering and maintenance, etc.)

$ 2. ksvmrrvr Hnamr Cenn

347. Onginally, public health care in Spain was more preventive than treatment-oriented.
During the nineteenth century and up until the middle of this century the Administration took
responsibility for public health only within the parameters of disease prevention, particularly
the prevention of epidemics, and other health hazards arising from poor hygiene and medical
treatment provided by unqualified individuals.l6 The Administration took on this preventive
role because epidemics affected a considerable sector of the population. What the
Administration was in fact concerned with was protecting collective health rather than
individual health, which was primarily treatrnent-oriented.lT This preventive focus can be seen
in the Law of 28 November 1885, the General Public Health Instructions of 12 January 1904
and the Law establishing the bases of the National Health Service (194+).ts However, the
social and political situation in Spain led to ilre development in the public ar€na, and not just in
the area of health care, of a greater concem with individual needs and an appreciation of the fact
that the person in need of medical treatment could not, in most cases, afford to pay for
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treatment. As a result, the public health care service was made available not only to the poor
and destitute, but also to those with insufficient means of support. In this way, the original
state practice of organising health care from a preventive perspective for the population as a
whole was finally abandoned in favour of an approach that took account of the dangers to
individual health caused by common and frequent diseases and illnesses. The final stage in this
process of evolution was the constitutional recognition of the right to health protection for all
citizens resident in Spain.le fut. 43.2 of the Constitution, apart from recognising the right to
health protection, states in its second paragraph that the organisation of and responsibility for
public he{th shall be achieved through preventive measures and the provision of the necessary
services. Similarly, the LGS states explicitly that the actions of the Public Administration in the
area of health care should involve the treatment as well as the prevention of disease and illness
(art. 18.2).

348. The right to protection of health includes, therefore, not only treatment to restore good
health in cases of illness, but also the right to protection from possible health hazards that
might affect the individual. For this reason the LGS lists in art. 18 -in Chapter II, entitled
"public intervention in individual and collective health"- a large number of specific actions in
Preventive Medicine, such as:

a) The care of high risk groups in the population and the prevention of both congenital
and acquired disabilities.
b) The promotion and improvement of sanitation, water supply, removal of liquid and
solid residues, air pollution control, health inspections and the improvement of
environmental health in all contexts including the home.
c) Family planning
d)The promotion of mental health and healttr in the workplace.
e)The control and prevention of food and drug-related health hazards.
f)Informing the public on epidemiology.

Intervention by the public administration can consist of requiring authorisation to be
sought for any activity that might imply a risk or danger to health, and may, in cases of
imminent and exceptional risk, involve the seizure or impounding of products, the imposition
of temporary bans 6n activities, or the closure of busineises or facilities (art. 23 of th-e LGS).
In short, all this means that, in contrast with the nineteenth century approach to health care, the
current view is that the individual, and not just the social group, should be afforded health
protection (prevention and treatment), in accordance with his rights as laid down in
constitutional principles governing social and economic policy which the authorities are duty-
bound to observe.

This has led the Legislature to confer on health the protection which it deserves and
which is demanded by the Constitution, by legally regulating the manner in which certain
dangerous activities should be carried out and stipulating the administrative sanctions applicable
to breaches of these regulations. Moreover, actions that endanger or damage public health are
treated as criminal offences.2o

349. In order to assure the effectiveness of preventive medicine, when the risk to public
health is imminent, provision is made for the adoption of government measures, including the
curtailment of rights and constitutional freedoms, under Organic Law 3/1986 of 18 March, on
Special Preventive Health Measures. This law grants the health authorities the right to impose
treatment aimed at protecting the individual or aiding his recovery. These measures may range
from a simple medical examination to hospitalisation and may affect the individual or groups of
people, or those engaged in a particular activity. In the area of epidemics, ttre Regulation of 26
July 1945 - which developed the Fourth Foundation of the Law establishing the bases of the
National Health Service (1944), completed further by the RD 2050/1982 of 30 July -established special measures for the control of outbreaks of disease, such as the obligation of
the public to inform ttre authorities if they have contracted certain diseases and the drawing up
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Uy. Fe authorities of weekly statistical reports containing specific information on cases of
epidemics treated.

350. In certain fiql9l preventive medicine has achieved a greater degree of organisation,
specification and.stability, thanks to the maintenance of a prevEntive med'ical servide made up
of permanent units and specific types of health care services in certain health care contexts.
pWcific programmes have been diawn up for primary health care, family planning, mental
health and obstetric psy,cho-prophylaxis. We refer heie to the Family Planning Ceitres and
IJniF,. ttuffgq by. specialists in various fields (gynaecologists, midwives, psycliologists etc.),
in which advice is givenon sexuality and contiiception.Prenatal, genetiiand legai abortion
gounselling is also proylded in these centres, as is treatment for sex[ally transmitt6d diseases.
For their part, Mental Health Units are- responsible for more than just lreatment and they are
involved in promotion, education and prevention through specific progra.mmes relat6d to
problems such as-alcoholism, drug abuse etc. Lastly, ObGtrii Psycho-prophylaxis Units are
t1te1!e-d to provide pregnant women with informatidn and health educati6n tb frepare them for
the birth, puerperium and care of the newborn infant2t

In the area of drug abuse, for example, the 1985 National Drug Programme, which
concerns the control and reintegratio.g of drug lddicts into the communit!, alsd[sts a range of
preventive measures, based primarily on health education at primary and secondary sciool
levels. These take the form of educational programmes to promote health and seek to prevent
risks to health in the educational context (this approach is niore successful if those involved are
properly trained and-if tqqchgr.s ar9-provided tith information and enabled to include drug
prevention or drug-related health subjeca in ttreir courses).

With regard to health in the workplace the LGS once again considers various basic
preventive measures aimed at reducing risks to workers'health io a minimum. Art. 2l of the
LGS establishes the me:uures ttrat Health Areas must take in relation to the prevention of risks
to workers. They. are responsible for monitoring working conditiois and the work
environment, drawing up guides on dangers in the workplace (including an obligation for
companies qo infop the health authorities on all substancei used in produdtion) as iell as the
setting gP of an epidemiolog.ical c_ontgl system on disease and mortality rates in the workplace,
promoling, p.far-as is possible, the education and training of workers-and management in the
area of health in the workplace.

$ 3. Hnerm INsunarqce

_351. Histgrically, health care services were provided by means of private health insurance.
The State did not take on-responsibility for heafth care in tlie same way as it did for other public
services. It only catered for those in the terminal stages of an illness and for the destitute, and
did not concern itself with the medical professionl which was conducted entirely through
private practice. For these reasons it is hardly surprising that at the beginning of this centfry
there was.a plethora of private health insurarice companies through which physicians offerel
their services to individuals and families in exchange for regular payment. ilut this lack of
interest on the State's part in community health anl the medical-piofession has gradually
leco.mg a thing of-the past as a result of ttre fact that most citizens weie not in a positi-on to pay
for their own medical treatment. This led to the State taking on the role of social protecioi,
using its publil- resources in the service of community healttr, initiaUy through obligatory health
insurance and later with the establishment of the Social Security System. Today Soth iypes of
health service (private health care and Social Security) coexist.

352.\he Spanish Constitution states in art. 4l that "the public authorities shall maintain a
public Social Security system for all citizens that shall eniure a minimum level of care and
service in situations of need, especially in cases of unemployment. Care and complementary
services shall be free of charge". Although the system w-as created to cover health risks to a
fPecific B-roup of people, namely wage-earning workers, it has gradually widened its scope to
include a larger number and range of beneficiaries and to offer mbre services.
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353. Physicians.employed !1the-S.ocial Secu_rity are not strictly speaking employees or civil
servants. According 

-t9.?{: ?..2 g\the Legal Statutes of Sociai S^ecuritf n{edicat personnel
passed.by Decree 316011966 of 23 Decembgr, "the legal administrative relationship between
physicians.and the Social. Security is based on the leneral principles governing technical
staff..." which means that the relati6nship is similar toihat whi'ch exi'sts bitween ciiil servanrs
and the Administration, althou-gh govbrned by different legal regulations. The Medical
Personnel Statutes alone are applica6le to Socia[ Security ptrysicians-and leaves room for the
individual or collective autonomy of physicians when contracieA Uy the Social Security.zz 1'5"
statutory relationship between physicians and the Social Security does not preclude private
practice, as the aforementioned artible indicates elsewhere.

354. The Social Security system currently covers all citizens resident in Spain, together with
certain non-residents_and.foreigners with *ork and residence permits. It coinprises-a General
Regime and various $necj{-Regimes, which are reminiscent of the old private'healttr insurance
systems. Therc are also differences in terms of the services which one is entitled to according
to whether one is Fgqbred under the General Regime or one of the Special ones. The latter ar€
al.opq list and-the Government may lt any time include them within the General Regime,
although it should be said that they aie becoming quite similar to their general roontetp"utt in
terms of the cover provided.

l)The General Reglrye of the Social Security system includes wage earners who
normally workin Spaiq and certain-specific classes bf rion-resident Spanisfi workers (civil
TrvSnts or employees of international organisations, non-civil servant Sfaniards contracled by
the Spanish Administration to work overseas), and wage-earning foreign^ers with residen." anh
work permits in Spain. The employer must register hil businesi with ihe Social Security must
ensure that the company registers the employees also. The employer shall be liable for non-
compliance with either of these requirements.23 As soon as the business activity commences,
employer.and.employee S.ocia-l Security contributions are payable and are comfuhory. These
are calculated on the basis of the total remuneration tha-t the worker is entitied to-receive.
Agreements between the worker and the.employer such that the worker assumes the obligation
to pay part or all of the employer's contribution are null and void.

Registration with the General Regime automatically gives rise to various entitlements:
ltqulth care, financial assistance for the unemployed, retiieient and widows' pensions, etc..
Health care consists of medical and pharmaceutii:al services as well as rehabifimdon and, in
some cases, prostheses al9 gnhopaedic appliances. The services are available not only to the
registered worker but to hiVher spouse or the person with whom he/she has lived, as man and
wife, for qt.least a y-ear prior to registration. Nitural and adopted children are also covered, be
they the children-of the worker oi the spouse, regardless of ige or the legal relationship. 'ihe
pTgn$ and grandparents of the worker and hiVher spouse are covered pr6vided that thdy five
with the worker and are maintained by him/trer and are not gainfully employed, receive no
Fttt.llt [rom. property o_r a.pension eiceeding twice the miriimu* iage'-d hune no other
individual entitlement to Social Security health care services.

Health care service covers common illness, accidens occurring outside the workplace,
illness produced as the result of work, accidents in the work placelnd maternity. Cire is
provided in the area of residence of the registered worker and irutside this area wlien he/she
provides-proof of registr-ation with the Social Security. Outpatient services, hospital care and
house calls are also. availa_ble through the system. Mtidicambnb tue free of char'ge when they
are dispensed by Social Security health care institutions, and for pensioners, for those iir
receipt of temporary invalidity benefits or benefit in respect of profession-related sicknesses or
accidents in the workplace. Social Security beneficiaribs pay 40Vo of the retail price of drugs
and medicines used frequently to treat certain illnesses ind other specialist pharmaceutiCal
products.

Free health care services are also provided for those without sufficient means of
support (an income lower or equal to the minimum wage).
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Financial. assistance is provided in situations where the worker is temporarily or
permanently u.nfit to work as a rbsult of common illness, illness brought about Uy wor( oi
accident, whether in th9 yo$placeor elsewhere, and maternity. A worfer who is tmpo*riiv
unfit for work, although. he is^still-obliged to pay his social security contributions, is erititieO io
receive benefit for a period of twelve months, ninewable for anoth6r six, in cases of acciOent oi
illness, and sixteen weeks for maternity (extendable to eighteen weeks for multiple Ui.tns).
TeTPg{ary invalid status is granted gq expry of the period 6r being t€mporarily unfrt roiwoift
and if the worker still requires health cdre-assistarice and is unaile t6 reiurn to work. This
category is applicable for a maximum period of six years calculated from the date when the
worker was certified as being temporlrily unfit foi work. It is not applicable to .ur", ol
Plrmryen1 illness-or incapacity. A worker ii certified as being permanently incapacitateO wtren,
after.having undergone'the treatment prescribed, there -aie still serious anatomical and
functional disabilities that can be^objectivdly determined.They should be permanent and should
diminish the worker's capacity for work oi should make w6rk impossi6le. There are several
levels of incapacitationl perinanent partial incapacitation for the person's normal *o.ti
pennanent total incapacitation fglQq-foon's normal work, absolute pirmanent incapacitation
for all types of work and grave disability.

. .9ther types of financial assistarice are provided for people with children in their care.
The children mustte under eighteenyears of age gr, if ttreyare legally adults, rnust Ui iotatty
incapacitated fo1 alJ types of yor\. The amouniof benefit fiaio mo-nthiy for eacti.trilO ii-duiie
low, although it incrreases in the case of large families or persons with low incbme
(pensioners).

In most cases working life comes to an end at the age of 65, at which time the person

-if !e stops work- becomes entitled to receive a retiremlnt pension if he has made social
security pa.yments fo.r at least 15 year- s, two of which must have been in the last eight yeari.
The possibility of early retirement ht the age of 60 also exists.

The following benefits-g.e available in cases of the death of the worker, pensioner,
person Tt|ing FTnotO invalidity benefit or benefit while recovering from illnessi

A) Funeral benefit to assist wittr the cost of the burial.
B) Widgw's/widower's pension for the widow or widower of the deceased worker,
provided that there has been a marital relationship,legal separation or divorce (although
in some cases cohabiation is sufficient grounds for eititlerireng.
Q) Orphan's-pension forchildren undeieighteen or incapacitated adult children or for
the deceased's adopted children, provided-that adoption ivas granted at least two years
before the death.
D) Famity pension for the deceased's blood relations such as grandchildren, brothers
and sisters, mother, grandmothers, father and grandfathers livin! with the deceased and
financially depen-dent on him/her and who-do not receive ipension and have no
adequate means of supporr

There is also universal Old Age and Invalid Insurance for those over 65 who have no
right..to .a pension under the diffeient Social Security regimes, as long as they paid
contributions for 1,800 days between 1940 and 1966.

II) Special, regimes within the General System. By virtue of RD 2621186 of 24
December, spe-cial systems for railway workers, professiohal football players, salesmen,
bullfigh-ters q$ anists gre governed by the rules of th-e general regime, with miior variations in
terms of contributions, incapacitation irnd retiremenr

Itr) Specialregimes within the Social Security:
A) Farmworl<crs. This regime rg appiicable to wage earners and self-employed

persons in agriculture, forestry and fishing. firey have the same cover as workers under ihe
General Regime, with minor variations (they canirot take early retirement" and are not entitled
to temporary invalidity benefit, erc.).
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D Sqf-gmployed persons. This category comprises persons aged over eighteen
who, normally work for themselves and are gainfully ocCupied without leing subj-ect to
employment contracts. It includes also the spouse and family up until the third- generation,
authors, self-employed persons who are members of profesdionil colleges or asiociations,
self-employed-foreigners. Entitlement includes health-care, temporary incapacity for work,
penn-anent total and absolute invalidity pensions and grave disability, fuheral benefits, benefits
payable to surviving relatives and dependents, and retirement benefi-ts.

. C) Seamen. This includes both self-employed persons and wage-earners and
offers the same entitlements as the General Regime, save foi a number of special=features.

D) Cqa!Miners. Wage-earners employed in ttre following fall into this category:
underground coal mining, opencast mining, manufacture of coal products, research, detecti<in
and extraction of coal from slag heaps,extraction of carbon and residual carbon-bearing water
and othe_r complementary activities. There are some special features in comparison to the
General Regime.

E) Domestic staff. This includes workers over 16 who are exclusively engaged
as domestic staff for one or several heads of a family, provided that the work is dirne in the
habitual place of residence of said person and in return for payment is made for this work. The
category includes child-minding, gardening, driving and othbr similar activities. The head of
thefamily's spouse, dependent children, dependent parents and dependent grandparents are
excluded. Here again tlrere are special features in relatibn to the Geneial Regiml.

F) Students. Student insurance includes Spaniards below the age of 28 who are
enrolled as full-time students or otherwise in secondary-education or vocational training, the
University Orientation Course, undergraduate universiiy studies and post-graduate univErsity
studies leading to a doctorate. Foreign students under 28 who are natlonals of countries with
tacit or explicit reciprocal agreements are also covered when pursuing the above-mentioned
studies. Affiliation to the system is automatic on enrolmenr Medical attention is obligatory in
cases of tuberculosis, surgery, neuro-psychiatry and tocology. Access is provided, depending
on financial circumstances, to radiotherapy, physiotherapy and some othei services, as well as
the treatment of injuries sustained in the school or university environmenl

355. The Social Security also protects those who are wiling and able to work, but who lose
their jobs temporarily or pennanently or whose hours of woik are reduced by at least a third,
resulting in loss or reduction of earnings. The Social Security provides two levels of
unemployment benefit: contributory and supplementary.

I) Contributory unemployment benefit is paid to wage-earners registered under the
General Regime or any of the Special Regimes, to those who are released from prison on
completion of their sentence or on parole, returned emigrant workers and armed forces
reservists, national reserve, troop classes and professional seamen. In order to be eligible for
this benefit it is necessary to be currently registered with a Social Security regime which
includes unemployment cover. Furthermore, the worker must be unemployed and have been
paying Social Security contributions for a six-month period within the four years prior to
becoming unemployed. Benefit is paid by the National Employment Institut€ ('Instituto
Nacional de Empleo'), an autonomous entity dependent on the Ministry for Employment and
Social Security.

tr) Supplementary benefit comprises a financial benefit and payment of the appropriate
Social Security contributions. The duration and amount of payment depends on the class of
benefit to which one is entitled. The following have the right to supplementary benefit:

A)Workers who have exhausted their contributory unemployment benefit
entitlement and who have family responsibilities.

B)Workers over 45 who have exhausted their unemployment benefit payable
over at least the previous twelve months and who have no family responsibilities.

C)Returned emigrant workers.
D)Workers who on becoming unemployed have still not completed the
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minimum period of contribution that would entitle them to contributory unemployment benefit.
E)Those released from prison.
F)Workers who have been declared fit or partially fit as a result of a medical

examination that sh-ows up an improvement in a case of grave disability or pennanent absolute
or total incapacity for the person's usual work

G)Non-permanent full-time workers who have exhausted their contributory
benefit or were not eligible for unemployment benefit because they had not paid the minimum
number of contributions.

H)Unemployed workers over 52.
I)Casual workers included in the special farmworkers'regime.

III) Unemployment cover includes the provision of health care services for workers
who are no longer entitled to unemployment benefit or supplementary benefit or to health care
through some other avenue. Conditions are that the worker must not have an income higher
than the minimum wage, must have been registered with the Employment Office since the
termination of unemployment benefit or supplementary benefit, must nbt have refused an offer
of work and must not have access to health care through another avenue.

IV) Under Laur 2611990 of 20 December, which modifies the Revised Text of the
General Social Security Law ('Ley General de Seguridad Social') passed by RD 206511074 of
10 M3y, which sought to achieve a more compassionate system, Social Security financial
benefits were made available to all. The right to retiremeni and invalid pensioni and child
benefit holds good for all citizens even if they have never contributed or have not contributed
for a long enough period of time to be eligible for contibutory benefits. Beneficiaries receive
not only periodic financial assistance but also medical, pharmaceutical and social services.
Minimum requirements established are residence in Spain,insufficient means of support, and a
minimum qge reguirement of 65 in the case of retirement pensions, and 18 (with the necessary
degree of disability) for invalidity pensions.

356. A part from the Social Security, there exist'Mutualidades libres de Prevision Social'
(Mutual Pension Funds), which ar€ govemed by Law 3311984 of 2 August and aim to protect
their members in case of death, old age, disability, medical treatment, and other situations
where a benefit or pension might normally be paid. Any natural or legal person may set up a
Mutual Pension Fund, but any such funds must not be profit making, musf have a minimum of
fifty members and must be authorised by the government. Fundings comes from members'
contributions, which may take the form of fixed or variable premiums. The Funds are
governed by Statutes, which must be approved by the Ministry of Economy and must stipulate,
among other things, equal righa and obligations for all members, that the administrators shall
not receive remuneration and that members'liability for debts is limited to an amount less than
a third of the contributions paid in the last three financial years.

Colleges of Physicians'agreements with a number of Mutual Pension Funds mean that
these benefits are available to members. Joining a social protection scheme at the minimum
level of contribution is a compulsory requirement for college membership and members have a
duty not to fall in arrears with their payments (art.36.4 and 43b of the Statutes of the OMC).

NOTES

I See C. SEGURA/ L. MARTINEZ-CALCERRADA, 'El mddico ante el Derecho Civil', in L.
MARTINEZ-CALCERRADA, Derecho Mddico I cit, p. 54.

2 LLAMAS POMBO, La responsabilidad civil del mddico, cit., p. 335.

3 See above.
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4 MARTINEZ CAITZARES, Farm_acdutico y Qg_cigdad',in Revista ACOFAR,206 (1983),
P.l?, quoted in F. RICO PEREZ, La responsabilidad del farmac6urico, (Trivium, Maarii
1984).

5 E. LLUCH MARTIN, Politica Farmacdurtca del Ministerio de Sanidady Consumo, (Servicio
{glgbjigtiones del Ministerio de Sanidad y Consumo, Madrid, 1983), i.Zt,quored in RICO
PEREZ, I-a responsabilidad civil del Farmab4urtco, cit.,p. 10.

6 See SEGURA/ MARTINEZ-CALCERRAD A, Derecho M1dico I, cit. p. 54.

7 Wfile they work irl tqams that.are organised hierarchically, they are responsible for their own
specific tasks; on this issue and for a-fuller account of th-e hieiarchicaf superior/subordinate
division of labour, see A. JORGE BARREIRO, La imprudencia punihle en la actividad
mddico-quirrtrgica, cit., pp. 147 -66.

8 See J. ORTIZ DIAZ, 'Hacia una reordenaci6n de la Sanidad Riblica espafiola: el problema
hopqitalgri.o', in Revista de Administraci6n Prtbhca, n. 51, 1986, pp. 153-60 on the iristoricat
origins fo hospitals.

9 Because of this the Social Security Service established agreements with other private and
public hospitals. Thege. hospitals caiered for public.patientl or provided rhe Social Security
system with the material and human means of providing such a seivice.

l0 Art. 4 of the law refers to the setting up of a National Hospital Network. To this end, it
establishes a Centlal Coordinating.Comniittee_ for Hospital Services which, among other
thjlgs, is responsible for -(qf, Zl maintaining informatioron hospital needs and for UiitOing,
adding extensions to, modifying or closing h-ospitals (art. 5).

11 ful. I includes a second paragqap^h that states: "hospitals are also centres for the training of
technical and health care personnel, for scientific researbh so long as the appropriate conditi6ns
for such purposes are satisfied in accordance with the nature arid aims oi eacitr Institution. At
the same time there _slrou-ld be adequate coordination between teaching centres". Art. 65.2 of
the LGS states that "the hospital is responsible for in-patient ciue as iell as specialised and
complementary care as required in its area".

12 ELOLA SOMOZA, Qrisls y Refon4a dc la asistencia sanitarta prtbhca en Espafia, cir., p.
155. The author adds "the efforts <fforts that have not been put iirto practicej m rationaiib
hospital management can be seen in various areas: the appoiniment of professional managers
who are not necessarily medical professionals, the widely bxpressed desire to make the budget
the responsibt{ity of-managgment, the development of a systeh to assess the quality of care aid
efficiency, and finally the drawing up of a lidt of rights oi hospial users".

13 See art. 90 of the LGS.

14 See PEMAN GAVIN, Derecho a la saludy Adninistracifin saninria, ciL,p.2l3.

15 The new art 147 bis of the Prison Regulations ('Reglamento Penitenciario') brought in by
RD 319/1988 of 30 March, envisages that, where necessary, if there are no prison Eospitali
near the penitentiary in which the person is an inmate, or if ihe prison hospitai cannot prbvide
adEuqte or.appropriate carE, treaunent or surgery and admission to hospital is essential, a non-
prison hospital managed by the Public Adminisration may be used.



16 See Luis MORELL OCAfrlA, 'La evoluci6n y
administrativa sanitaria', in Revista de Administracidn
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configuraci6n actual de la actividad
Piblica, n. 63, 1970, pp. 136-40.

17 See PEMAN GAVIN, Derecho a Ia saludy adninistraci6n sanitaria, cit., p. 104, who gives
more emphasis to 1ft9 idea 

-of 4g protection of collective health than to prevbntion as the'basis
on which the traditional health-care administration was founded. dn the oder hand, the
protection of indivicual health lacked a preventive element, and was centred rather on care
provided by the Welfare ('Beneficencia') that catered for the needs of the poor.

18 The Law of lgY, still partly operative tgday, dgv-otes its Fourth Foundation to the fight
against infetious diseases, and to disinfection,-and fumigation and established preventive
measures such as an obligation for the physician !o notify thle existence of disease oiinsolation
measures; in the Fifth Foundation all matters related to External Health are dealt with, such as
inspection and control of health hazards; and in the Thenth Foundations specific measures to
!_g!t-tgqt!oma, sexually transmitted diseases and lepropsy are stipulated. See COBREROS
MENDAZONA, Los tranmientos obligatarios y el dcreciro-a ln salid,cit., pp. 35G9.

19 This is expressed in art. 1.2 of the LGS as follows: "All Spaniards and foreign nationals
resident in spain have the right to health protection and health car€".

20 The second section of Chapter tr of Title V of Volume II of the Penal Code lists offences
against public health.

21 See the Order of 28 March 1984.

22M. ALONSO OLEA/ J.L TORTUERO PLAZ A, Instituciones de la Seguridad Social, (12"
ed. Civitas, Madrid 1990), p. 280.

23 Criminal punishm.e-nt is a possibility, given that and offence against security in the worlk
place. is committed if false pretences oi coertion have been uJed m impos-e on workers
conditions that perjudice their statutory rights (art. 499 bis. I of tlie Penal Code).
Administrative penalties can also be applied (arts. 13, 14 and 15 of the Law 8/ 1988, of 7epll on infractions and penalties of a social naturc), as well as fines consisting of additional
qogiql securitu payments (an.42.2 of the Worker's Statute). Morcover, an empioyer who has
failqd to_register workers whith the social security may, after a certain period of tinie, be forced
to give them premanenr jobs (art. 15. 4 of the W6rkeris Statute).
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foetal therapy, 227, 231
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Social Security,35l
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civil liability, 75
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blood transfusion, I14
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Legal Representatives
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consent, 122
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paternal duties, 145
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abortion, 172

assisted reproduction, 213, 215, 218
dying patient, 160, 163

euthanasia, 290, 293, 296
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prenatal diagnosis, 225
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transsexual interventions, 309
Liability
aggravation,63
civil, 42, 65-70,75,78, 122, 130
crininal, 43-&,105, 119, 160
stat€,69-75

vicarious liability, 78
Social Security System, 76-7
regulation, 4l
tearn work,64
Life
right to self detennination, 112 ff, 127, 162
See ABORTION, ASSISTED REPRODUCTION
andRESEARCH
See EUTHANASIA
Medlcal Teem
liability, 64
transplantation, 258-9, 268
Mentel Patient
abortion, 147, 168-9, 178 ff
admission,14f,.-52
assisted reproduction, 214
guardians, 153

euthanasia, 297, 299, 305-6
informed consent, 119

mental health units, 152,347
next-of-kin, 153

non-discrimination, 235
psychosurgical intervention, 246
refusal of blood transfusion, I 14
refusal of life-reatment, 162
research,2Sl
right to health protection, 99
right to move freely, ll7, 122
transplantation, 25 l -2, 262, 2&
treaunent, 150-6
state ofnecessity, 150
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transsexual interventions, 3 10
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Minor
abortion, 147

absence of the minor's legal representatives, 146
assisted reproduction techniques, 147
blood transfusion, 145, 147
bone narrow, 147
donation of embryos and foetuses,243
emancipated minor, 14,y'', 146
genetic research, 281
legal rcpresentiatives, l4l, 147
ideological and religious fteedom, 127
infomred consent, 119
minor's wishes, l4l, 145
newborn, 146
paternd authority, 142
refusal of blood transfusion, 114
state of necessity, 14/', 147
sterilization, 147, 196 ff
transplanation, 147, 251, 262, Z&
transsexual interventions, 308
EeamenE 225
Negllgence
aggravation, 49,63
imprudence,50
lack of expeftise, 49, 58,63
professional negligence, 49, 63, l&
reckles negligence, 48, 60
simple negligence or carelessness, 48
technical eror or fault, 57
See also LIABILITY
Nurse
Code of Nursing Ethics, 336
regulation, 333-5
traininig, 331-2
Offences/crimes
See CRIMINAL LAW
ParentsSee LEGAL REPRESENTATMS
Parents Patriae See under AUTHORITY
Paternity
biological proof of , 234
legal assumption of, 219-20
Patlent
association of,263
Committee for the Humanisation of Care, 94,lll
Hospital Users' Committees, 111
hunger srike, 162-3
injuries, 281
Jehovah's witnesses, ll4, 127
psychosurgical interventions, 246
research with,277
rights, 94, 108-18, 123,127,158, 162
wishes of, 194,246
See al so DYING PATIENT, INCOMPETENT,

MENTAL PATIENT a,Id MINOR
Phermacist
criminal liability,45
fumishing of Oe means of abortion, 166
relation with physician, tff,329
Physician
abortion, 169,170,174
biologist, 45
certificates, 181, 190, 193, 201
chemist,45
chiropodist, 338
colleges of physicians,29,90, 100, 130, 317-24
duties of physicians: 1M-7

condifential relationship 105, 124, 317
duty ofassist 106-7
duty to denounce the commission of offences 105
duty to infomr ll9-22

education, 24-7, 34-5, 102, 317
exercise: 28-31

establishmenE 30
foreigners, 31

illegal, 35-q,102
licensing, 29, 324, 102, 318
private, 34, 103, 320-2, 350

general practitionen, 32
gynaecologist" 166,,347
indication, 213,218
intervention, 14-6, 150-2, 172, 201
liability, 4l-67,323
obstetrician, 335,347
optometrist, 339
paediaricians, 144
perinatology, 225
prescriptions, 124
psychiatric, 152,347
physiotherapists, 337
recod$ 124

relation with: 327-8
colleagues, 325-6
hospitals, 340
nurses, 331-6
patient,6,98-9
pharmacist, 166,,329
paranedical professionals, 337 -9

resident docors, 34
rights of physicians: 98-103

objection on the grounds of conscierrce,l00, L27
right of exclusive practice, 102
right to srike, 101

social security, 130, 350
specialist, 33-5, 172,181, 190 ff
Prenatel Diagnosis
annioscentesis,224-5
bodily harm, 225
precorrceptive, 224
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prcnat,d'2244
purposes,224-5
techniques,224
Princlples
condition sine qua non, 66
in dubio pro reo, 61
non bis in idem, 91,323
non-discrimination, I 1.0, 235, 314
of tust, 64
Privacy
ssnfif,sntiali Iy, M, 139 40
human genetics,235
ideologicat and retgious freedom and freedom of
workship, 127

in correspondence and corrunications, 125
personal dAtz125-6
presctiption, 124
right to pivrcy,l23
Professional Codcs
Central Comminee on Ethics, Medical Law, 90
Code of Medical Erhics, 81, 89, 100, 119, 160
Code of Nursing Ethics, 336
European Medical Guide, 89
General Statute of the Organisation of Colleges of
Phisicians, 90, 318
General Statute of the General Council of Colleges
of Physicians, 90, 318
See under COLLEGES OF PHYSICIANS nd
LIABILITY
Proxies See LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES
Psychosurglcal Intcrventlons, 246
Records
discharge report, 136
medical, 124, L3l4
hospital, 13340
property of,132
purposes,1394o
Religious Belief/Freedom of Conscience
dying patient, 158, 162-3
foetal therapy,230
minor and, 145

objection on grounds ofconscience, 100, 158,
t62-3
religious fuendom,l2l
transplantation, 261 -3
Reseerch
assisted reproduction, 2 I 2
autoexperimen tation, 28 3
subjects, 277-82
guarantees,2869
Helsinki Declaration, 275
insurance, 284
pa)4nenl284-5
placebo,280
principles,2T6

records, 139
regulation, 274-5
transplantation, 254
typs,273
Sanctions
abortion, 166
assisted reproduction, 223
duty of inform, 119
sterilization, 193
Secrecy
medical pescriptions, I Z
medicalrecordq 1394
professional, 105, lU, 128,3t7
See PRIVACY
Selectlon
of individuals, 228
of.rrn,228
of recipiens,264
the sex of the chil4 211
Soclal Security System
Comnittee for the Humanisation of Care, 94
complaints, 130
duty to assist, 106-7
health insurance and 349-53
hospitals and,340,342
legal background, 15, 348
liability, 76-7
nurses,334
objection on the grounds of conscience, 100
physician,32,92
public service, 16
regulation, 17, 19, 20, 23
right o strike, 101

right of exclusive practice, 103

secrecy, 128

Spanish Legisletion
Consumer and User Protection [.aw, 80
Declaration of tbe Rights of rhe Child, 227
Draft Penal Code, 233
Drugs and Medicines 1aw,79,93,125
European Convention to the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundanenal Freedoms, 116
Intellectual Property Law, 132
Intemational Convenant on Civil and Political
Rights, 116,274
Assisted Reproduction Techniques Law, 9tl, 226,
228,233
Donation and Use of Human Embryos, Foenrses
and Cells l-aw,233,238
Organ Transplantation law, 238, 244,2&
Data Protection Law, 131-2
See also CML LAW
See also GENERAL }IEALTH LAW
See also PENAL LAW
State
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liability, 69-75
vicarious, 75

State or Situation of Necessity
abortion, 170-1, 17 5, 178
dying patient, 164
foeal therapy,23ul
mental patient, 150
minor, 14,/.,147
Sterilization
castration, 191

conceptol l9l
genetic abnormalities, 199
indication, 194, 198, 2W
menAlly handicapped persons, 199
minors, 147,197-8
prenatal diagnosis, 225
requirements foc 195-6
transsexual surgery, 193, 307 -ll
types, 192-3
Supreme Court
abortion, 167,170
blood ransfusion, 114
civil liability, 65-7
conflict of competences, 9l
criminal liability,64
duties of physician, 105

illegal medical praqtice, 33, 40, 103
liability of Sate and health authorities, 72,76-7
minor, 145

negligence, 53, 59-60
patient, 114
professional codes, 91

refusal of treament, 145

transsexual interventions, 307, 3124
Tort See unde r LI A$n-IIl{
Transplentation
bone narrow,25l
donor cand, 263
deceased donor, 25743
foreigners,2Tl
guarantees, 265-71
legal assumption of, 260
living donor,250-6
minor, 147
mutilation, 256
objectives, 249
Organisation for the exchange of organs, 269
Organs commercializa tion, ?66
recipient, 255,2&
regulation, 247-8
sterilization, 193

Transplanation of Organs lavt, M7, 25G7
verification of death, 258
Transsexual Interventions
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change of the sex, 313
Civil Registry, 312-3
marriage,3l3
therapeutic, 310-l
hermaphroditism, 313
Treatment
assisted reproduction ,207 , 210, 218
Committee for the Humanisation of Care, 94, lll
degrading treamrent, 158, 163, 293
prenatal diagnosis, 225
psychosurgical intervention, 246
right to self-determination and, lt2-7, 127, 756-8,
1624,225
sterilization, 192

treabnent,l58, 1614
Women
womb,A2-4
pregnant, 1724, I80, 189, 22,1, 237 -8
foetal therapy and, 227, 229
infedlity,207-9
investigation of matemity, 220, 234
lVorld Health Organisation
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